Bargain DVD & Blu-ray

A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
Save up to 80% off list prices on these subjects:


Current titles are marked with a ★.
**Action/Adventure**

**2898831** FLIGHT WORLD WAR II. Widescreen. Caught in a battle between Allied and German Forces, a modern day 757 mysteriously travels back in time to 1940. In their desperation to return home safely, the plane’s passengers manage to turn the tide that wins the war in Europe. Stars Sam J. Tahir. Unrated. CC. 85 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

**LIMITER QUALITY 2942611** THE VEIL. Widescreen. Set in a war-torn land where tribal factions live in fear of annihilation, a deadly warrior leading a destructive war campaign is betrayed by his own and left for dead. He is healed by a mysterious princess and taken in by a hidden tribe that believes he is chosen for a final battle. Stars William Moseley and Serinda Swan. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**2954826** DRAGON BLADE. Widescreen. When a corrupt Roman leader (Adrien Brody) and his giant army attempt to claim the Silk Road, a fearless commander (Jackie Chan) and his group of trained warriors must team up with General (John Cusack) to unite 36 nations and defend their homeland. Rated R. 101 minutes. VVS Films.

**2898411** KING ARTHUR AND THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE. Widescreen. Facing danger after another betrayal, Merlin banishes the evil enchantress Morgana and her son Mordred to the ends of the universe. Vowing revenge, Morgana and her son return to Earth, hell-bent on destroying every last descendant of King Arthur and his knights. Stars Sara Malakul Lane, Eoin O’Brien and Alex Winters. CC. 90 minutes. $3.95


**681154X** F/X/F/X 2. The Justice Department wants Roliffe Tyler (Bryan Brown), the best special effects artist in showbiz, to stage an assassination. Also stars Brian Dennehy (Rated R, 109 minutes). Brown and Dennehy return in F2X, as the retired Roliffe is drawn back into the world of make-believe. Also stars Rachel Ticotin (108 minutes). TGG. Pub. at $15.98. $5.95

**6843371** TREASURE ISLAND. A daring, gritty, and authentic re-imagining of the world’s most beloved adventure story. Young Jim Hawkins stumbles upon a coveted treasure map, he sets off on a frenzied voyage across tumultuous waters to find the legendary loot. Jim’s only friend is a charismatic cook, whose true motional becomes deadly clear. Stars Eddie Izzard, Elijah Wood, and Donald Sutherland. CC. 183 minutes. Gaumont. $5.95

**2758212** J. EDGAR. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood directs Leonardo DiCaprio as J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI, for nearly 50 years. Feared, admired, reviled and revered, Hoover could distort the truth as easily as he upheld it. But behind closed doors, he held second thoughts about his image, his career, and his life. Also stars Naomi Watts and Judi Dench. Rated R. English SDH, 137 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

**2882493** THE BOURNE LEGACY. Widescreen. On the verge of having their conspiracy exposed, ex-operators of the government’s intelligence community will stop at nothing to erase all evidence of their top secret programs—even the agents involved. Stars Rachel Weisz (Felicity). Must use his skills to survive the ultimate game of cat and mouse and finish what Jason Bourne started. Also stars Rachel Weisz. English SDH. 135 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**2937980** LETHAL WEAPON: Director’s Cut. Widescreen. Light the fuse with a classic buddy-cop origin story. In his director’s Cut addition, the theatrical release. Stars Mel Gibson, Danny Glover, and Gary Busey. CC. 117 minutes. Pub. at $12.98. $4.95

**★ 6753777** SUPERMAN AND THE MOLL MEN. Reporters Clark Kent (George Reeves) and Lois Lane (Phyllis Coates) arrive in the small town of Slsty to witness the drilling of the World’s deepest oil well. When they discover that an underground race of small, glowing people is about to exterminate the townspeople to destroy them and only Superman can prevent it. Not Rated. In B&W. $5.95

**6812198** SLAUGHTER/SLAUGHTER’S BIG RIP-OFF. Widescreen. Jim Brown stars in an action-packed “Blaxploitation” double feature. In Slaughter, an ex-Green Beret captain joins forces with the U.S. Treasury after he discovers that the bomb-killing of his parents was the work of a crime syndicate. Then, in Slaughter’s Big Rip-Off, the syndicate strikes back. Also stars Ed McMahon. Rated R. Three hours. MGM. Pub. at $12.98. $3.95

**2958233** STALINGRAD. Widescreen. A band of Russian soldiers fight to hold a strategic building in their devastated city against a ruthless German army, and in the process become deeply connected to a Russian woman who has been living there. Stars Mariya Smolnikova, Yanina Studilina and Petr Fedorov. Rated R. In Russian with English subtitles. 131 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99.

**2942266** YO-YO GIRL COP. Widescreen. Highly trained in martial arts and armed with a deadly weapon, K infiltrates an elite high school, Seisan Academy, with an undercover identity. Her mission: to identify and eliminate suspected terrorists before they achieve their apocalyptic plot to destroy the city. In Japanese with English subtitles. CC. 99 minutes. Magnolia. $3.95


**2932765** CODE OF SILENCE/HERO AND THE TERROR. The greatest action hero is locked and loaded for a double dose of classic action. Chuck Norris plays a Chicago detective on the run from drug kingpins and corrupt officers in Code of Silence. He plays a homicide detective in Hero and the Terror, hunting down an escaped serial killer on the streets of L.A. Both Rated R. Over 3 hours. $5.95.

**2938006** THE MAN FROM U.N.C.L.E. Widescreen. At the height of the Cold War in the early 1960s, CIA agent Napoleon Solo (Henry Cavill) and KGB agent Illya Kuryakin (Armie Hammer) must put aside competing ideologies to stop an international criminal organization bent on destabilizing the fragile balance of world power. Directed by Guy Ritchie. English SDH. Warner Home Video.

**6557112** CHAI LAI ANGELS: Dangerous Flowers. Widescreen. Miki, the daughter of a martial arts master, is being hunted by an organized crime syndicate for her knowledge of the location of a hidden treasure. Crow Harbridge (played by Takeshi Kaneshiro) recruits undercover agents are sent to recover the girl and protect the Andaman Pearl. Rated R. Dubbed and in Thai with English subtitles. Warner Home Video.

**6969852** CREATURE 4 PACK. Widescreen. Four action-packed sci-fi films to keep you on the edge of your seat. Mega Shark versus Crocosaurus starring Jailene White; 4 Smurfs starring Burt Reynolds. 2010 Featuring Dick Scavette as a horse in Slaughter’s Big Rip-Off; and The Fox and the Hound. Some Rated R. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. GT Media. $5.95

**2954877** FIRE WITH FIRE. Widescreen. After witnessing the murders of a convenience store owner and his son, firefighter Jeremy Coleman barely escapes with his life. Forced to testify against the crime lord responsible, Jeremy is placed in Witness Protection. But sometimes you just have to take justice into your own hands. Stars Patrick Muldoon, Bruce Willis, Rosario Dawson, and Vincent D’Onofrio. Rated R. 97 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95

**2788373** TRUE CRIME: Clint Eastwood Collection. Widescreen. Boozer, skirt chaser, careless father: you could create a lot of reporter Steve Vincent’s faults, but there is no time. A San Quentin Death Row prisoner is scheduled to die at midnight, a man Everett suddenly realizes is innocent. Stars Steve Vincent, M. Emmet Walsh, and Lisa Gay Hamilton. Rated R. CC. 127 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**295477X** CARTELS. Widescreen. When a vicious crime boss turns informant, US Marshal Chad Blythe (Kevin Costner) and his team must guard their luxury-hotell safe-house. But as cartel underboss Sinclair and his hit squads descend to murder the would-be turncoat explodes. Also stars Steven Seagal. Rated R. 100 minutes. VFS Films. $5.95

**6549993** ACTION 20 MOVIE COLLECTION. Enjoy big stars and bigger explosions with 20 thrilling rides. Last Action Hero; The Return of the Russian Specialist; Silent Rage; Shamus; The Anderson Tapes; Attack Force; The Point Men; The Hunt for Eagle One; Walking Tall: Lone Ranger; Maximum Risk; Stealth; Trapped; and more. Stars include Burt Reynolds, Dolph Lundgren, Jean Claude Van Damme, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Samuel L. Jackson, and many others. Most Rated R. Over 33 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98. $19.95
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2867311 DRAGONHEART: Battle for the Heartfire. Widevision. Patrick Stewart voices Dragon the magnificient dragon who becomes bonded with Kingareth. When the king dies, his potential heirs, twin grandchildren, who possess the dragon’s unique strengths, use their inherited powers against each other to vie for the throne. Stars Tom Rhys Harries and Jessamyn-Bliss Bell. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. $5.95

2954710 ALTITUDE. Widescreen. A headstrong FBI agent (Denise Richards) is offered millions to help a thief escape from a hijacked airplane. When she finds out that his ex-partners (Dolph Lundgren, Geer Grammer, and Chuck Liddell) are leading the deadly operation, she must choose what to do with her if she wants to take the plane from going down. Rated R. 88 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

280199 THE SHADOW BOXER. Widescreen. Skilled shadow boxer Ku Tin hides his skills under the guise of a construction worker, but when thugs assault his girlfriend, he has no choice but to use his teachings to show his enemies what it takes to keep justice alive. Stars Chen Wo-Fu, Shih Szu, and Frankie Wei Hung. Unrated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. $4.95

2624846 DAVID VS. GOLIATH: Battle of Faith. Widescreen. At the crossroads of two great ancient empires, a shepherd named David transforms into a powerful warrior and takes on a terrifying giant. One of history’s most legendary battles is retold in a stylish bloody tale of courage and faith. CC. 75 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

* 2844309 VALLEY OF THE CYCLE SLUTS. tough guy cop Wade Olson takes his renegade brand of justice too far and ends up captured by the meanest gang of biker chicks ever. When he’s released, he’s joined by his brother, the Stainless Steel Swordsman. English SDH. 100 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

2844303 MAGNUM FORCE: The Dirty Harry Collection. Widescreen. Underworld figures are being murdered all over San Francisco: one by one, criminals who have eluded prosecution are getting the justice they deserve. But it’s up to Detective Harry Callahan (Clint Eastwood) to catch an undefined kind of lawbreaker...one who carries a badge: Rated R. English SDH. 142 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.97 $4.95

6877117 BROTHERS OF WAR. Widescreen. Spring, 1939: the frontlines of WWII. When a rivalry between two brothers erupts into a violent battle between hotel owner and mayor brother signs up for battle in France. Fleeing from dark family secrets, he steps into a world of uncompromising brutality—where he will ultimately find a painful fulfillment. English SDH. 101 minutes. Epic. $4.95

2966170 DOUBBLE DOOM DOUBLE FEATURE. Fullscreen. Collects two ominous and brooding 1979 films. From hospital surgery to the mummies of old Mexico, these are getting the justice they deserve. But it’s up to Detective Harry Callahan (Clint Eastwood) to catch an undefined kind of lawbreaker...one who carries a badge: Rated R. English SDH. 142 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.97 $4.95

6812325 TROY-DIRECTOR’S CUT: Ultimate Collector’s Edition. Widescreen. Tells of the epic struggle between Crises and Andrion (Menelaus Kruger), the queen of Sparta, who is kidnapped by her lover Paris (Orlando Bloom), the prince of Troy. Also stars Brad Pitt, Peter O’Toole, Eric Bana and angelina Jolie. This box set includes a second disc of bonus features, a full-color 40-page book, 10 photo cards, and 20 bound script pages. Not Rated. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. $49.95

2990564 JOURNEY TO THE WEST. Widescreen. Young demon hunter Xuan Zang risks his all to conquer a water demon, and the demon of all demons, Sun Wukong. Adhering to his firm belief in giving of one’s self to serve others, he embraces the demons as his disciples. But to save the common people, the four of them must embark on a journey to the West that’s full of challenges. English SDH. 110 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

68169X HERCULES: Hallmark Entertainment. Fullscreen. This thrilling live-action tale adapts the epic saga of the young Hercules, mighty half-god son to Zeus and Alcmene. The false Prophet of Thebes. Stars Paul Tefer, Elizabeth Perkins, Timothy Dalton, Sean Astin, and Leelee Sobieski. CC. 127 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

2929384 KILL COMMAND. Widescreen. In a far future technology-reliant society, a man is pitted against killing machines. An elite army unit is helicoptored to a remote, off the grid island facility. What starts out as a simple training exercise for Captain Bukes and his tight-knit squad, descends into a terrifying battle to the death. Stars Thure Lindhardt. Not Rated. English SDH. $4.95

2950522 MARAUDERS. Widescreen. When a bank is hit by a brutal heist, all evidence points to the owner (Bruce Willis) and his high-powered clients. But as a group of FBI agents (Christopher Meloni, Dave Bautista and Adrian Grenier) dig deeper into the case and the deadly heists continue, it becomes clear that a larger conspiracy is at play. Rated R. 107 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

916160X OLDBOY. Widescreen. Kidnapped and left on a Korean continent for 20 years, Joe Doucett (Josh Brolin) has suddenly been set free without a word of explanation. Obsessed with finding those who imprisoned him, Doucett makes his way back up, upon his captors unaware his freedom is part of a plan and his true punishment’s about to begin. Also stars Elizabeth Olsen. Rated R. English SDH. $4.95

6811586 FIREFLAKE. Widescreen. Prometheus Kinetics has created Helios, a revolutionary clean energy source so powerful it rivals the force of the sun. But when certain governments start cutting safety measures, an explosive product begins to seep below the Earth’s crust producing giant blasts of fire. Not Rated. 90 minutes. E One. $5.95

2902834 CHECK POINT. Widescreen. Las Vegas is home to the most respected gang of unlikely heroes to defend their country at all costs. Also stars Bill Goldberg. Unrated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

2892040 RAGING PHOENIX. Widescreen. A violent Thai gang is abducting and killing women around Thailand. Having lost loved ones, Sonim (Patrick Tang) and his friends join together to broil. A gangster leader, an all-star cast, including Larry Fishburne, David Caruso, Wesley Snipes and Giancarlo Esposito. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Artisan. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

5924405 KING OF NEW YORK. Widescreen. Freed from prison, Frank White (Christopher Walken) challenges his fellow drug lords in bloody battle for a piece of the action. A gangster gatherer, an all-star cast, including Larry Fishburne, David Caruso, Wesley Snipes and Giancarlo Esposito. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Artisan. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

2995113 SOUTHPAW. Widescreen. From acclaimed director Antoine Fuqua comes the story of Hope, reigning Light Heavyweight Champion of the World. When tragedy strikes and his manager abandons him, Hope turns to a unlikely saving angel—his trainer and takes to the city’s toughest amateur boxers. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal and Rachel McAdams. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. E One. $5.95

2964853 THE LIZARD. The Shaw Collection. Widescreen. In Shanghai, police are baffled by a cunning thief known as The Lizard, a modern day martial arts Robin Hood who steals from the poor and gives to the poor. Stars Lo Lieh, Yueh Hua, and Connie Chen Pao-chu. Not rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. $14.98

1837832 BEYOND THE MASK. Widescreen. The leading mercenary for the British East India Company, Wil Reynolds (Andrew Cheney) has just been double-crossed and now, on the run in the American colonies. As his past life closes in on him, Will must somehow gain the trust and the help of his beloved Charlotte (Kara Gillimer)—as well as Ben Franklin—while he races against time to deliver the most important of historical discoveries: a roadside home made landmine. Columbia. $5.95

6818493 HELLCATS OF THE NAVY–DIRECTOR’S CUT: Widescreen. Dramatic WWII action aboard a U.S. submarine is the core of this epic film and producers’ vision of history’s most pivotal war-torn periods of human history. This British production stars Ian Holm, Mike Bailey, and Francis Magee. English SDH. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

2803178 RESERVOIR DOGS. A brilliant gangster movie classic from the director who redefined modern cinema, Quentin Tarantino. They were a colorful group of perfect strangers, assembled to pull off the perfect crime. Then their lives take a bloody turn. Stars Harvey Keitel, Tim Roth, Chris Penn, Steve Buscemi, and Michael Madsen. Rated R. 100 minutes. E One. $5.95

2878798 BAT WITHOUT WINGS. Widescreen. Fear swoops into a small village where a notorious villain has returned after a five year absence. Now a prominent young maiden has disappeared into his clutches, and it’s up to her family and her fiancé to stop this winged menace! Stars Derek Yee, Ching Li, and Ouyang Pei-Shan. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

6643523 RETREAT, HELL! U.S. Marine battalion headed by Lt. Col. Steve L. Corbett (Frank Lovejoy) and Capt. Paul Hansen (Richard Carlson) must fight its way out of a freezing northern landscape. Only by completely diminishing their supplies, freezing temperatures and constant attacks by overwhelming numbers of Chinese and North Korean soldiers. In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.96
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2880253 THUNDERBOLT FIST. Widescreen. Driven into the mountains by brutal Japanese occupying forces, young Tie Wa recovers from the murder of his brave father by swearing to avenge his death. Years pass as he hones his body into an unstoppable force, the Thunderbolt Fist. Stars Shin Shih, Yen Chia-Young. Not rated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 91 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

2959900 LIFE ON THE LINE. Widescreen. In this tense thriller starring John Travolta and Kate Bosworth, a team of power line workers races to install miles of cable before a deadly lightning storm destroys the entire power grid. Rated R. 97 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

6871666 DEATHSPORT. One thousand years into the future, the world is divided into desert wastelands and isolated city states. Notorious “Desert Ranger” Kaz is forced to fight for life in the Death Sport, surviving on futuristic motorcycles. With the help of renegade vixen Dener, Kaz must face his past and fight to save himself and the people. Stars David Carradine and Claudia Jennings. Rated R. 82 Minutes. Adults only. New Concord. $5.95

5941687 CUTIE HONEY. Using her father’s invention, the buxom Cutie Honey can transform herself into a beautiful warrior princess! With the help of her companion, the loving Beckett (Tom Berenger) serves his lonely cause by hunting down the world’s most powerful and secretive military branch. He is ready to crack but that doesn’t stop his relentless pursuit from her father. Rated R. CC 108 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

2889203 JULES VERNE’S MYSTERIOUS ISLAND. Widescreen. Escaping from Civil War carnage, a lucky shipwrecked by balloon, five survivors land on an uncharted island in the Pacific. Far from being a sanctuary, the island is home to carnivorous monkeys, bird-eating piranhas, and mad genius, Captain Nemo (Patrick Stewart), who inhabits the mysterious island for his own strange ends. Also stars Kyle MacLachlan. English SDH. 171 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

5643655 SANDS OF THE KALAHARI. Widescreen. A plane crashes in the African desert after colliding with a swarm of locusts. The harsh surroundings and the vicious baboons are the least of their problems, first they’ll have to survive the local human beings! Stars Stuart Whittington, Stanley Baker, Susannah York, and Nigel Davenport. 120 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2851810 NINJA/NINJA II: SHADOW OF A TEAR. Widescreen. In Ninja, an American Ninja is commanded by his Sensei to return to New York and protect the weapons at a wackee restaurant from two of his former students! Stars Stuart Whitman, Peter Lupus, and the new girl next door Casey (Sophie Nelisse) embark on a journey to get Casey away from her abusive home-life, they steal a bag full of drugs to help her corrupt father, a local cop, and fleeing, under relentless pursuit from her father. Rated R. CC 85 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $5.95

2959905 SNIPER. Widescreen. One Shot. One Kill. No exceptions. By that hard and fast rule, legendary sniper Tom Beckett (Tom Berenger) serves his lonely duty. With a dossier boasting 74 confirmed kills, he may be ready for his final assignment. But is he tough enough? Also stars Billy Zane. Rated R. CC 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

68103X MAD FOXES. When helpless hero Hal and his ladyfriend have a deadly run-in with a ghoulish beast, Hal tracks him back by raping the woman and beating Hal with an inch of his life. He survives and calls on hisupply kill-boxing buddies. What follows is an endless back and forth grudge match of rape and revenge. Unrated. 80 Minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

6699980 THE DRIVER. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Known as the fastest getaway man on high-stakes robbery jobs. “The Driver” (Ryan O’Neal) is being relentlessly pursued by a detective (Bruce Dern) who wants nothing more than to take him down. CC 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

5950368 007 MOONRAKER. Widescreen. James Bond blasts into orbit in a pulse-pounding adventure that takes him from Venice to the end of the world. Rated R. 106 minutes. MGM. $4.95

6964508 BITTER HARVEST. Widescreen. Set against the explosive, war-torn backdrop of 1930s Ukraine, this action-filled epic follows a young artist (Max Irons) as he battles famine, imprisonment, and torture to save his childhood love and free his country. Also stars Alex Pettyfer and Bill Nighy. Rated PG. 164 minutes. D Films. $5.95

699695X THE KILLER: Dragon Dynasty. International superstar Chow Yun-Fat plays an assassin who agrees to one last job before quitting for good, but when his boss double-cross him, he must take on the mob and the police in one of the most explosive showdowns in cinematic history. In Widescreen. Also stars Ma evolution. 106 Minutes. Weinstein. $4.95

2782922 SHARKNADO 3: OH HELL NO! Widescreen. When a mass of sharknadoes threatens America’s East Coast, charismatic and ruthless Mussa makes a deal to purchase the Star of East Diamond from destr oying all human life on Earth. MGM. $5.95

5748809 SKYFALL. Widescreen. When James Bond’s latest assignment goes gravely wrong, MI6 is attacked and M is forced to relocate the agency. Now she has just one ally she can trust:Agent 007. Bond’s mission is to convert the most populous and wealthiest nation to Christianity–a mission that threatens a war-torn backwater of 1930s Ukraine, this this historical epic tells the story of King Naresuan the Great, who liberated the Siamese from the control of Burma, changing the destiny of a nation. Part One introduces Naresuan as a child prince, whose youth is cut short by power amid a period of relentless combat. Not Rated. In Thai

2880202 SHELL SHOCK/BATTLE OF BLOOD ISLAND. In Shell Shock, a soldier is captured by a Japanese officer and must free his sister from a prison. When members of the American G.I.’s. But two of the “dead” aren’t and they must learn to work together to survive. In B&W. 146 minutes. Something Weird Video. $4.95

2800127 THE EXPENDABLES 2. Widescreen. An easy job goes sour when one of the Expendables is killed. Hell bent on payback, the team cuts a swath of destruction through enemy territory. Stars Sylvester Stallone, Jason Statham, Jet Li, and Charlie Sheen. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. E One. $5.95

6907482 14 BLADES. Widescreen. Ginglong is a legendary royal guard, trained in a clandestine form of combat designed to determine his death wish for the service of the Emperor. When the Imperial Court is overtaken by a traitor, Ginglong finds himself hunted by the very people he’s always served. Stars Donnie Yen, James Wan, and Law Kar-Ying. Rated R. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 113 minutes. E One. $3.95

867407X CAT RUN 2. Widescreen. Sons of Anarchy’s Winter Ave Soll stars as a high school detective who is drawn into a secret military connection. When an unlikely team of bumbling, up-and-coming private detectives stumble upon a sex party turned murder scene, the detective team takes on the case and discovers a shocking military secret. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. $4.95

2888223 THE MAGICAL LEGEND OF THE LEPRECHAUNS. Jack Woods (Randy Quaid) and his family have been driven from home in a quaint Irish village where they reluctantly form a ragtag group of leprechauns. When a forbidden love affair ignites an unspeakable evil, the leprechauns and the trooping fairies, the Grand Banshee (Whoopi Goldberg) warns of impending doom. Will peace prevail before the unthinkable happens? 172 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.96
 action/Adventure

2893789 TERMINATOR 2: Judgement Day. Widescreen. Arnold Schwarzenegger is back in one of the biggest blockbusters of all time. Now, he’s one of the good guys, sent back in time to protect John Connor, the boy destined to lead the freedom fighters. Directed by James Cameron. Also stars Linda Hamilton, Robert Patrick. Rated R. CC. 137 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

2898824 THE MERLIN COLLECTION. Imagine a world where dreams come true and magic is real! This collection includes three films with the mighty wizard Merlin, Merlin’s Apprentice, and Merlin: The Return. Stars include Sam Neill, Miranda Richardson, Rik Mayall, Craig Sheffer, Tia Carrere and Adrian Paul. Over 14 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

5980756 BEASTS OF THE SOUTHERN WILD. Widescreen. Richard Chamberlain and Sharon Stone are back for more exciting adventure! Allan and Jesse are newly engaged and preparing to leave for America where they’ll be married. But with Quatermain, adventure is never too far away—a mysterious stranger appears from the jungle, declaring that Allan’s missing brother is still alive in the legendary Lost City of Gold. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2927168 Grand Prix – Two-Disc Special Edition. Widescreen. James Garner, Yves Montand, Bradford Dillman, and Antonio Sabato portray Formula 1 drivers in this tale of speed, spectacle, and intertwined personal lives. Helmed by John Frankenheimer, this Academy Award-winning thrill ride is the epilogue of high-speed action. Also stars Eva Marie Saint. CC. 176 minutes on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $20.97 $9.95

2924201 OUTRAGE: Way of the Yakuza. Widescreen. In a ruthless battle for power, several yakuza clans vie for the favor of their magical fantasy with Helen Mirren leading a star-studded cast including Russell Brand and Alfie Allen. In Central America, the sorceress Prospera conjures up a storm that shipwrecks her enemies, and then unleashes her powers for revenge. English SDH. 95 minutes. Miramax. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

682975 CHRISTIAN BALE 3-FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Three action-packed films starring Christian Bale including The Fighter, American Psycho, and 3:10 to Yuma. Rated R. 122 minutes. Maverick. $5.95

294829X REDEEMER. Widescreen. Known on the streets as Redeemer, ex-celtcart hitman Pardo (marital arts master Marko Zaror) is a vigilante seeking redemption of his past sins, earning it offers to kill for beg to forgive or pay the ultimate price. But when he crosses paths with a would-be druglord, Redeemer will face his greatest challenge yet. Not Rated. English SDH. 90 minutes. Dark Sky. Pub. at $24.98 $9.95

563225X MIRACLE AT ST. ANNA. Widescreen. Stationed in Italy, four members of the U.S. Army’s all-black 92nd Infantry Division, the Buffalo Soldiers, are targeted behind enemy lines after one of them risks his life to save a traumatized Italian boy. Separated from their unit, they find themselves in a remote village where they experience the tragedy and triumph of war. Directed by Spike Lee. Rated R. English SDH. 160 minutes. Touchstone. $5.95

2847086 SUGAR GIRL. Widescreen. After six years in jail, Fish has been released. To celebrate he’s going to “the top.” protegetting with his silence at a lavish sushi dinner, eaten off the naked body of a beautiful young woman. The sushi girl is trained to ignore every social convention. Good things are said to get you very bloody. Stars Tony Todd, Sonny Chiba, and Mark Hamili. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. Pub. at $13.97 $4.95

523464X DAY OF REDEMPTION. Widescreen. This action-packed thriller pits a heartbroken lone assassin against the powerful boss of a Russian mob that will stop at nothing to protect their empire. For Ray, however, this is only conflict—he is forced to confront his past and the young son he never knew existed. Stars Michael Madsen. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Hannover House. $4.95

6736750 SNIPER/SNIPER 2. Widescreen. Aim the sights for an intense TV feature, telling the story of legendary Marine sniper Tom Beckom (Tom Berenger). In Sniper, his final assignment pairs him with an inexperienced bureaucrat (Billy Zane) in Central America. In Sniper 2, Beckom is teamed with a death row inmate on a mission to the Balkans. Both Rated R. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs.Sony Pictures. $5.95

755342X THE TEMPEST. Widescreen. An exquisite reimagining of Shakespeare’s masterpiece is an exciting, mystical and magical fantasy with Helen Mirren leading a star-studded cast including Russell Brand and Alfie Allen. In Central America, the sorceress Prospera conjures up a storm that shipwrecks her enemies, and then unleashes her powers for revenge. English SDH. 95 minutes. Miramax. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

692393 CHISTIAN BALE 3-FILM COLLECTION. Widescreen. Three action-packed films starring Christian Bale including The Fighter, American Psycho, and 3:10 to Yuma. Rated R. 122 minutes. Maverick. $5.95

2942994 VINCENT N-ROXXY. Widescreen. The lives of Roxxy, an inner-city girl in trouble, and Vincent, a consummate lener from small town America, become intertwined with the features of the thriving serial killer. When a vicious killer attacks Roxxy and Vincent tries to save her, forcing Vincent and Roxxy to go on the run for their lives. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

5862568 ZORRO’S FIGHTING LEGION. Chapter 1: The Golden God. This 1939 classic is considered the first true Western serial. Set in 12 chapters, stars Reed Hadley and Sheila D’Arcy. Mexico has just won its independence from Spain, and President Juarez issues a call for a flow of gold from the mines of San Mendolito to establish the credit of the fledgling nation. It’s up to Zorro to protect the shipments. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

5931738 THE VIKINGS. Widescreen. Kirk Douglas, Tony Curtis, Ernest Borgnine and Janet Leigh dazzle in this epic chronicle of brutal rivalry and bloodthirsty savagery starring the mighty Ray (Thor) the god of war who, along with his brothers, stands toe-to-toe when the beauty of a stunning princess—and the future of the English throne—depend on it. Directed by Orson Welles. 116 minutes. Kinne. $14.95

6938108 DEAR ELEANOR. Widescreen. Best Friends Max and Ellie decide to leave their rural hometown on an adventurous, cross-country road trip to meet the man who saved their mother’s life. While trying to stay a step ahead of Ellie’s father and the police, the girls cross paths with an eclectic mix of people. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95
Action/Adventure

★ 664337 ONE OF OUR AIRCRAFT IS MISSING. From the legendary team of Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger comes the quintessential British WWII propaganda film. After an aerial attack forces them to abandon their aircraft over Holland, a RAF bomber crew must escape capture with the help of local villagers. Stars Hugh Burden and Eric Portman. In B&W. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

★ 653434 DIRTY MARY CRAZY LARRY/RACE WITH THE DEVIL. Widescreen. This double feature includes intence car chases. In Dirty Mary Crazy Larry, a former NASCAR racer (Peter Fonda), a groupie (Susan George), and a mechanic (Adam Roarke) rob a supermarket and hit the highway. In Race with the Devil, two couples (Peter Fonda, Warren Oates, Lara Parker, Loretta Swit) are pursued by satanic cultists. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 6760228 HANNIBAL. Widescreen. Love and war intertwine in this epic and fanciful adaptation of history. The brilliant Carthaginian general Hannibal (Victor Mature) drives his cavalry of elephants into Italy, crushing everyone in his path. But when he captures Sylvia of Rome (Rita Gam), his plan of intimidation evolves into expected romance. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 664486 CRACK IN THE WORLD. Widescreen. Dr. Steven Sorenson (Dana Andrews) and his wife Dr. Maggie Sorenson (Janet Leigh) discover the spiritual energy of the planet’s core. Despite warnings by Ted Rampian (Kieron Moore), Sorenson proceeds with the experiment, starting a crack that could split the planet the in two. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

★ 2828663 THE LOSERS/ROCKNROLLA. Widescreen. The Losers centers around the members of an elite Special Forces unit sent on a search and destroy mission. Stars Jeffrey Dean Morgan and Chris Evans. From director Guy Ritchie comes RocknRolla (Rated R). Add gangster Lenny Cole (Tom Hardy) to the mix as he is with his service revolver. When his partner’s death brings Queenie (Maggie Gyllenhaal) and Seeking Vengeance. Also stars Christopher Lee. Rated R. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.99. $11.95

★ 2900416 SPECIAL/LEGEND OF THE FIRST INDIAN. Widescreen. In order to facilitate his deeds of violence, Joe ‘Donnie Yen stars as a detective the mob wants dead and must rely on his new partner to stay alive. 99 minutes. In Chinese with English dubbing and subtitles. Legend of the Fist and One-Too is even more thrilling. 186 minutes. Mandarin with English dubbing and subtitles. In Flashpoint Yen returns as a police force’s most dangerous detective fighting a vicious trio of Black Dragon gangsters. These gangsters are English dubbing and subtitles. All Rated R. Three DVDs. Well Go USA. $7.95


★ 6691501 SMALL GIRL. Based on the novel by Ed Burroughs, this 15-chapter serial stars Frances Gifford as Nyoka, with Tom Neal as male hero Jack Stanton, and Trevor Bardette and Gerald Mohr as their villainous adversaries. Filled front to back with cliffhangers, it charts a quest for diamonds in the African jungle. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $11.95

★ 6565790 FEMALE PRISONER-CAGED! Nikkatsu Erotic Cinema. Also known as Prison Heat, this is one of the most notorious and sought-after titles in the “women in prison” genre. Packed with eye-opening and unforgettable moments, it tells the classic story of the innocent newish woman who finds herself trapped in a world of brutality and exploitation. In Japanese with English subtitles. 70 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. $14.95

★ 820056 LONG JOHN SILVER. In this sequel to Treasure Island, Long John Silver turns up on a British Caribbean island where he hears that rival pirate Mendoza has taken the ship carrying the governor’s daughter and her siblings. Silver hopes to get a new ship, and go back for more treasure. 106 minutes. Imprint. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

★ 6703984 RHINELAND '45. World War II battle in the battle of El Alamein. Stars John Wayne, John Agar, and Marlene Dietrich. The entire cast is evacuated from the beachhead before the Allied forces finish the job, leaving only enough oxygen for two of them to return to the base alive. Each crew member must decide whether to accept their fate or betray their former comrades. A small community leaks from the crippled spacecraft. 79 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

★ 3657345 GWENDOLINE. Widescreen. In this erotic cult classic, video vixen Tawny Kitaen made her major adventurse on a provocative Odyssey to find her lost father. But even if she can endure the scorch of the desert and the jungles of the jungle, she faces the final ordeal with the hands—more of the woman warrior of Yik Yak. In French with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Seville. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

★ 66246X MOONSHINE COUNTY EXPRESS. Widescreen. Violent courting beyond the Brandon County line has bumped off likable moonshiner Pap Hammer, and now he’s settling his sights on the dead man’s beautiful daughters (Susan Howard and Dorothy Lamour). In the end, the Vicksburg hounds have the last laugh. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

★ 3073645 TOMBI INVASER. Widescreen. The heart of the Dragon, a prized artifact, leads a team of adventurers to an ancient tomb. When it’s discovered the Heart has untold power, the team must stop a madman from escaping with it. Not Rated. CC. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ 2822164 OLD IRONSIDES. Fullscreen. This adventure on the high seas follows a ragtag group that embarks on a thrilling unexpected journey that lands them in the middle of the Barbary pirate war, with little hope of survival. Stars Wallace Barry, Esther Ralston, George Bancroft and Charles Farrell. In B&W. 114 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ 6645364 THE INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS. All 12 chapters of the heart-pounding serial. An evil genius who calls himself "The Phantom Ruler" is bent on creating an army of invisible soldiers to overtake the planet. Only Investigator Lane Carson (Richard Webb) and Detective Carol Richards (Alaine Towne) stand in his way. In B&W. 167 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

★ 6813852 AN EYE FOR AN EYE. Widescreen. Police detective Sean Kane (Chuck Norris) is known as the world’s most dangerous vigilante: a cop who’s just as lethal with his lightening-quick martial arts moves as he is with his service weapon. When his partner’s murder precipitates Kane’s quest to deliver justice. Also stars Christopher Lee. Rated R. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.99. $14.95

★ 290327X JUWARO. Widescreen. Alice Parker (Rhonda Fleming) arrives at the Brazilian trading outpost of Rio Galdes (Fernando Lamas) in search of her fiancé Jerry Russell (Richard Denning), an alcoholic who has ventured into a headhunter country on a quest for gold. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95
For a limited time, Kino Lorber is offering a variety of Westerns, all on DVD or Blu-ray. Here are some of the titles:

- "The Rawhide Terror" - Starring Ed Harris. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. ARC Entertainment.
- "Django Kill; Django's Cut Price Corpses; The Sting of the West; Keoma; Texas, Adios; Outlaws & Con Men: 4 Movie Collection" - Collects Sergio Corbucci's action-packed Spaghetti Westerns. Warner Home Video.
- "Unforgiven: Two Disc Special Edition" - Widescreen. Clint Eastwood and Morgan Freeman play retired outlaws who pick up their guns one last time to collect a bounty. Warner Home Video.
- "In Old California" - Fullscreen. John Wayne plays Tom Craig, an Kentucky trooper leading a regiment of riflemen back home. It’s 1874 on the frontier, and John Wayne plays a tough cowboy who must defend a town against a gang of ruthless blackguards. Warner Home Video.
- "The Last Wolf of Ezo" - Starring Anthony. Embarks on a quest to find the love of his life. Based on the novel by Louis L’Amour, this rollicking 1968 western stars Sean Connery as the gutsy and solitary gunslinger of the title. Warner Home Video.
- "Shalako" - Widescreen. Based on the novel by Louis L’Amour, this rollicking 1968 western stars Sean Connery as the gutsy and solitary gunslinger of the title. When he saves a beautiful countess (Brigitte Bardot) from Apache Indians, it ignites a fiery romance, and the countess must choose between her life on the plains or her life on the title. 113 minutes. Kino Lorber.
- "The Outlaw Josey Wales" - Starring Clint Eastwood. Directed by Clint Eastwood. It’s 1874 on the frontier, and John Wayne plays a tough cowboy who must defend a town against a gang of ruthless blackguards. Warner Home Video.
- "Wyatt Earp" - Starring Kevin Costner. Directed by Lawrence Kasdan. It’s 1874 on the frontier, and John Wayne plays a tough cowboy who must defend a town against a gang of ruthless blackguards. Warner Home Video.
- "The Rawhide Terror" - Starring Ed Harris. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. ARC Entertainment.
- "Django Kill; Django's Cut Price Corpses; The Sting of the West; Keoma; Texas, Adios; Outlaws & Con Men: 4 Movie Collection" - Collects Sergio Corbucci's action-packed Spaghetti Westerns. Warner Home Video.
- "Unforgiven: Two Disc Special Edition" - Widescreen. Clint Eastwood and Morgan Freeman play retired outlaws who pick up their guns one last time to collect a bounty. Warner Home Video.
- "In Old California" - Fullscreen. John Wayne plays Tom Craig, an Kentucky trooper leading a regiment of riflemen back home. It’s 1874 on the frontier, and John Wayne plays a tough cowboy who must defend a town against a gang of ruthless blackguards. Warner Home Video.
- "The Last Wolf of Ezo" - Starring Anthony. Embarks on a quest to find the love of his life. Based on the novel by Louis L’Amour, this rollicking 1968 western stars Sean Connery as the gutsy and solitary gunslinger of the title. When he saves a beautiful countess (Brigitte Bardot) from Apache Indians, it ignites a fiery romance, and the countess must choose between her life on the plains or her life on the title. 113 minutes. Kino Lorber.
- "The Outlaw Josey Wales" - Starring Clint Eastwood. Directed by Clint Eastwood. It’s 1874 on the frontier, and John Wayne plays a tough cowboy who must defend a town against a gang of ruthless blackguards. Warner Home Video.
Westerns

- **2824582** A MAN ALONE. Widescreen. When notorious gunslinger Wes Steele (Ray Milland) takes possession of a gang and its sexy, smokin' 前题不对，无法回答。
CAR WASH. It’s just a typical day in the lives of the employees, customers and passersby of this car wash populated with shady characters, would-be robbers, and a flamboyant reverend preaching the virtues of the dollar. Features a rollicking 70s sound track by George Carlin and Richard Pryor. 97 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

MUSCLE BEACH PARTY. Widescreen. Frankie Avalon and Annette Funicello star as fun-loving surfer Frankie and beach party queen Annette in this outrageously funny classic. When their beach is overrun by a group of body builders and their obnoxious trainer (Don Rickles), not to mention a spoiled continent movie star (Frankie’s old rival) who vows Frankie will lose her all to herself, the battle for the beach begins. 94 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

THE LOVE GOD? Widescreen. Don Knotts stars as a mild-mannered editor turned playboy in this comedy featuring the lovely character at his best, Abner Peacock’s (Knotts) beloved bird-watcher’s magazine, The Peacock. Is this in a financial crisis. Desperate to stay aloft, Abner takes on new partners who have plans to turn it into a sexy gentleman’s magazine. With Anne Francis and Edmond O’Brien. 103 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95


DOCTOR IN TROUBLE. Widescreen. Dr. Burke is after a top U.S. medical post, but for this he needs to be married. He has chosen a model at his brother’s wedding: Natalie Wood. What he discovers is that she is in fact on the same boat as heart-throb television doctor, Dr. Dare and is one of the women that he loves. The Magic Carpet. Stars John Fraser and Leslie Phillips. Not Rated. 91 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

THE PRIVATE LIFE OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. Legendary director Billy Wilder delivers a lively satirical crime caper. When a beautiful wife is murdered, her husband, a famous movie actor, is suspected. But who is trying to out-due the great sleuth? The Odd Couple. Stars Danny DeVito and Nick Philips. Not Rated. 91 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

THE LUCILLE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Luci y’s incomparable film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband’s Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and The Magic Carpet. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. Sony Pictures. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

A LONG WAY DOWN. Widescreen. Based on the acclaimed novel by Nick Hornby, this film centers on four strangers who decide to end it all on New Year’s Eve. However, when they meet by chance on a London rooftop, they agree to halt their plans for six weeks. Along the way, they discover that even dysfunctional families make life worth living. Stars Pierce Brosnan and Toni Collette. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.96

ROOMMATES. Widescreen. Based on the novel of the same name, this film tells the story of two girls— recently separated from their boyfriends— whose lives take a whole new twist when they move into a run-down midwestern apartment. However, when they begin to receive menacing phone calls and letters, they begin to suspect that something is amiss. But when the girls discover that the apartment is not as deserted as they thought, they find themselves in a most outrageous pair of roommates since The Odd Couple. Stars Michael Chiklis and John Cusack. $9.95

356911X MILF. In a sexy comedy in the tradition of Superbad or American Pie teenagers discover the age-old fantasy of getting laid with an alluring and sexy older woman. Stars Jack Cusillo and Philip Marla, 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. $7.95

DOCTOR IN CLOVER. Widescreen. Dr. Gaston Grimsdyke suffers from being a shy, socially awkward gynecologist and his patients. Sir Lancelot Spratt is determined to make a successful physician out of him and offers him a job at his hospital. No sooner than Grimsdyke has started his job, he causes a large amount of chaos and disruption. With especial emphasis on his charming and seductive, blood-thirsty vampires. Not Rated. 91 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $3.95

WELCOME TO ME. A woman with borderline personality disorder wins the lottery and changes her dismaying life. She sets out to study the habits of her parents, therapist, gay ex-husband and local TV station—uses the winnings to fund her lifelong dream of becoming the next and the Singlet and Count Basie. English SDH. 114 minutes. D Films. $5.95

THINGS ARE TOUGH ALL OVER. Stars John Cusack. Not Rated. $4.95

ROOMMATES. Based on the popular TV show, this film tells the story of two girls— recently separated from their boyfriends— whose lives take a whole new twist when they move into a run-down midwestern apartment. However, when they begin to receive menacing phone calls and letters, they begin to suspect that something is amiss. But when the girls discover that the apartment is not as deserted as they thought, they find themselves in a most outrageous pair of roommates since The Odd Couple. Stars Michael Chiklis and John Cusack. $9.95

THE LUCILLE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Luci y’s incomparable film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband’s Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and The Magic Carpet. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. Sony Pictures. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

A LONG WAY DOWN. Widescreen. Based on the acclaimed novel by Nick Hornby, this film centers on four strangers who decide to end it all on New Year’s Eve. However, when they meet by chance on a London rooftop, they agree to halt their plans for six weeks. Along the way, they discover that even dysfunctional families make life worth living. Stars Pierce Brosnan and Toni Collette. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.96

ROOMMATES. Based on the novel of the same name, this film tells the story of two girls— recently separated from their boyfriends— whose lives take a whole new twist when they move into a run-down midwestern apartment. However, when they begin to receive menacing phone calls and letters, they begin to suspect that something is amiss. But when the girls discover that the apartment is not as deserted as they thought, they find themselves in a most outrageous pair of roommates since The Odd Couple. Stars Michael Chiklis and John Cusack. $9.95

THE LUCILLE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Luci y’s incomparable film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband’s Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and The Magic Carpet. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. Sony Pictures. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

A LONG WAY DOWN. Widescreen. Based on the acclaimed novel by Nick Hornby, this film centers on four strangers who decide to end it all on New Year’s Eve. However, when they meet by chance on a London rooftop, they agree to halt their plans for six weeks. Along the way, they discover that even dysfunctional families make life worth living. Stars Pierce Brosnan and Toni Collette. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.96

ROOMMATES. Based on the novel of the same name, this film tells the story of two girls— recently separated from their boyfriends— whose lives take a whole new twist when they move into a run-down midwestern apartment. However, when they begin to receive menacing phone calls and letters, they begin to suspect that something is amiss. But when the girls discover that the apartment is not as deserted as they thought, they find themselves in a most outrageous pair of roommates since The Odd Couple. Stars Michael Chiklis and John Cusack. $9.95

THE LUCILLE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Luci y’s incomparable film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband’s Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and The Magic Carpet. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. Sony Pictures. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

A LONG WAY DOWN. Widescreen. Based on the acclaimed novel by Nick Hornby, this film centers on four strangers who decide to end it all on New Year’s Eve. However, when they meet by chance on a London rooftop, they agree to halt their plans for six weeks. Along the way, they discover that even dysfunctional families make life worth living. Stars Pierce Brosnan and Toni Collette. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.96

ROOMMATES. Based on the novel of the same name, this film tells the story of two girls— recently separated from their boyfriends— whose lives take a whole new twist when they move into a run-down midwestern apartment. However, when they begin to receive menacing phone calls and letters, they begin to suspect that something is amiss. But when the girls discover that the apartment is not as deserted as they thought, they find themselves in a most outrageous pair of roommates since The Odd Couple. Stars Michael Chiklis and John Cusack. $9.95

THE LUCILLE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Luci y’s incomparable film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband’s Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and The Magic Carpet. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. Sony Pictures. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

A LONG WAY DOWN. Widescreen. Based on the acclaimed novel by Nick Hornby, this film centers on four strangers who decide to end it all on New Year’s Eve. However, when they meet by chance on a London rooftop, they agree to halt their plans for six weeks. Along the way, they discover that even dysfunctional families make life worth living. Stars Pierce Brosnan and Toni Collette. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.96

ROOMMATES. Based on the novel of the same name, this film tells the story of two girls— recently separated from their boyfriends— whose lives take a whole new twist when they move into a run-down midwestern apartment. However, when they begin to receive menacing phone calls and letters, they begin to suspect that something is amiss. But when the girls discover that the apartment is not as deserted as they thought, they find themselves in a most outrageous pair of roommates since The Odd Couple. Stars Michael Chiklis and John Cusack. $9.95

THE LUCILLE BALL COLLECTION: Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Luci y’s incomparable film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband’s Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and The Magic Carpet. Also includes 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. Sony Pictures. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

A LONG WAY DOWN. Widescreen. Based on the acclaimed novel by Nick Hornby, this film centers on four strangers who decide to end it all on New Year’s Eve. However, when they meet by chance on a London rooftop, they agree to halt their plans for six weeks. Along the way, they discover that even dysfunctional families make life worth living. Stars Pierce Brosnan and Toni Collette. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.96
**Comedy**

**5972450 STEAMBOAT BILL, JR. Ultimate 2-Disc Edition.** One of the silent comedy's best! Buster Keaton's starring as William Canfield, Jr., a Boston collegian who returns to his deep-southern roots to reunite with his father, a crusty riverboat captain (Ernest Torrence) engaged in a bitter rivalry with a riverboat деятель who so happens to be the father of Willie's sweetheart (Marion Byron). In B&W. 70 minutes on two DVDs. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.

$3.95

**3569020 CELEBRITY SEX TAPE.** A group of college nerds secretly record a washed-up celebrity having sex and post the tape on the Internet. When the publicity revives the actress's career, every B-list celebrity, reality show reject, and celebutante in Hollywood want to star in the guy's next “production.” 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. $5.95

**6878105 BEN STILLER - 4-Movie Spotlight Series.** Widescreen. Director brings it alive in four fan-favorite films. Meet the Parents with Robert De Niro and Blythe Danner; Meet the Fockers with Dustin Hoffman and Barbra Streisand; Along Came Polly with Jennifer Aniston, Philip Seymour Hoffman, and Reality Bites with Winona Ryder and Ethan Hawke. English SDH. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $14.98.

$5.95

**2949184 MIKE AND DAVID NEED WEDDING DATES.** A group of marrieds attempt to aid and embarras their family, hard-partying brothers Mike (Adam Devine) and Dave (Zac Efron) place an online ad to find “respectable” dates for their sister’s Hawaiian wedding. Instead, the boys find themselves out-hustled by an uncontrollable duo (Anna Kendrick and Aubrey Plaza). Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $11.95

**★ 2900157 SUPPOSE THEY GAVE A WAR AND NOBODY CAME?** Widescreen. A down and out ex-baseball player, Charlie Jones, needs to raise $10,000 in two hours as a coach. The problem is no team wants him. It takes the Yankles, an obscure team starring Brian Keith, Ernest Borgnine, Suzanne Pleshette and Tony Curtis is a sharp and amusing comedy that pits the fed-up brass of the team against the fired-up citizens of a nearby town. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.98.

$5.95

**2847132 THE YANKLES.** Widescreen. A down and out ex-baseball player, Charlie Jones, needs to raise $10,000 in two hours as a coach. The problem is no team wants him. It takes the Yankles, an obscure orthodox yeshiva baseball team desperate for a coach. To give a chance. It’s a humorous match made in heaven as the team rises to unexpected triumphs. 116 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.95

★ **6644244 ZAPPED!** Widescreen. When a lab accident leaves an infant girl, given over to him by high school student Barney Springboro (Scott Baio) with Jennifer Aniston and Philip Michael Thomas, an Army base against the fired-up citizens of a nearby town. 112 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.98.

$11.95

**2816970 MAD FAMILIES.** When three families find themselves sharing the same camping plot on the Fourth of July holiday weekend, they decide to compete in a series of hilarious competitions to determine the winner of the space. Stars Charlie Sheen and Leah Remini. English SDH. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$5.95

**★ 2988453 PET SHOP.** Widescreen. This twisted family classic tells the wacky, way-out tale of a pair of alien friends disguised as over the top cowboys who touch down in the Arizona desert town of Cactus Flats and immediately buy a run down pet store in an effort to write their way back to the bright lights of Hollywood. But will Tim’s acid-tongued housekeeper (Phyllis Diller) get in the way? 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

$11.95

**★ 6822145 THE CREW.** Widescreen. Loaded with laughs. The Crew wields legend Burt Reynolds and Richard Dreyfuss in a sidesplitting story about a golden-year ex-gangsters fighting to protect their last pad (run down a Miami Beach hotel), The Raj Mahal—by pulling one last “hit” 88 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95.

$9.95

**★ 759909X HIGH HEELS AND LOW LIFE.** Widescreen. Dyan Cannon, Mary McCormack star as best friends who take on low life thieves in this hilarious high energy action comedy. When they overhear bank robbers falling with a fortune. They make contact and demand a cut. But when the lemons refuse to hand over a penny, the girls give the thugs a run for their money. Rated R. English SDH. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.98.

$11.95

**675848X THE SAPHED.** Fullscreen. Based on the popular stage play, Buster Keaton's first silent feature film casts him as Bertie Van Alstyne, the pampered son of a powerful Wall Street financier (William H. Crane). In his carefree days, he wanders through a variety of misadventures, oblivious to the obstacles that stand before him. Color tinted. 77 minutes. Kino Lorber.

$5.95

**6760930 TOUGH GUYS.** Widescreen. After an explosive train heist, Raymond (Harry Wayne House) is left to clean up the mess and deal with a few personal problems. As he tries to clear his family’s name, his hit man (Eli Wallach) is out to get him. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.98.

$11.95

**6951510 SHOWDOWN.** Widescreen. Off somewhere in the middle of the desert sits the Bar None Dude Ranch, a cathouse for all men and women. With the law in their faces, the owners have pretty easy. The only problem is a shortage of clients. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only; Vaccine Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98.

$17.95

**★ 6844465 BOY, DID I GET A WRONG NUMBER?** Widescreen. Real estate agent Tim Meade (Bob Hope) disdains the wrong number, accidentally contacting movie star Didi (Elke Sommer). Seeing her new contact as a way to build interest in a cabin property, Tim agrees to drive her to get away from the bright lights of Hollywood. But will Tim’s acid-tongued housekeeper (Phyllis Diller) get in the way? 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

$11.95

**2881663 LOSIN’ IT.** Widescreen. A bad-ass schoolteacher (Tom Cruise, in his first starring role) and his Gina-obsessed pal Dave decide that it’s time to lose their virginity, enlist the help of their more experienced friend (Mel Gibson) and head south of the border in this rambunctious road trip comedy, also starring Shelly Long. Rated R. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95.

$9.96

**2600895 THE NIGHT BEFORE.** Widescreen. Ethan (Joseph Gordon-Levitt), Issac (Seth Rogen), and Chris (Anthony Mackie) have been friends since childhood and for a decade, their yearly holiday reunion has been an annual night of debauchery. Now that the tradition is coming to an end and they set out to make it as meaningful as possible. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Columbia.

$3.95

**2834405 MEAN GIRLS/GLUELESS.** Widescreen. In Mean Girls a 15-year-old raised in the African bush country by her zoologist parents thinks she knows all about the “survival of the fittest.” But the law of the jungle takes on a whole new meaning when she enters public high school. Clueless stars Alicia Silverstene as the matchmaking Beverly Hills high schooler who has shopping and boys in mind, mostly shopping. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Paramount.

$7.95

**6584825 THE FORD AT FOX COLLECTION: John Ford’s American History.** John Ford set the standard for filmmaking in every genre he touched. See his remarkable influence on the world of comedy with three classics: Up the River; Comrades of the Judge Priest; Steamboat Round the Bend; When Willie Comes Marching Home; and What Price Glory. Stars include Humphrey Bogart, Spencer Tracy, Will Rogers, James Cagney, and others. Most in B&W. Over 8 hours on four DVDs, two double-sided. 20th Century Fox.

$14.95

**7030882 CARRY ON COLLECTION, VOL. 1: The Rank Collection.** British comedy is at its finest in this set of eight outrageous Carry On classics. Carry On Teachers; Carry On Doctor; Carry On Cowboy; Carry On Constable; Carry On Sergeant; Carry On Up the Khyber; Carry On Again Doctor; Carry On Up the Jungle; and Carry On Cabaret. Includes Carry On Summer, Carry On School, Carry On Spying, Carry On Matron, Carry On Screaming, Carry On Cleo, Carry On Nurse, Carry On Jack, Carry On Matron, Carry On Cabaret. Color, B&W. 9 hours on four DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99.

$29.95

**6839711 GORP.** Widescreen. Camp Osakemo, summer haven for children of the very rich, will never be the same thanks to a group of orchid-thriving kids who love nothing more than to have a good time. Their madcap antics include nitrate raids on the girl’s bunkhouse, showing porn movies on parents’ night, and wild gambling parties. Stars Buddy Hackett, Frank Deacon, Michael Lernbeck and Rosanna Arquette. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

$14.95

**6726038 HAL ROACH FORGOTTEN COMEDIES.** Three rarities from the king of comedy: Turnabout, a bickering husband and wife are given the opportunity to switch personalities for a day; Gorp, an acid-tongued housekeeper (Phyllis Diller) gets in the way? 99 minutes; and Workshop. As a way to build interest in a cabin property, Tim agrees to drive her to get away from the bright lights of Hollywood. But will Tim’s acid-tongued housekeeper (Phyllis Diller) get in the way? 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95.

$11.95

**686055X MAFIA! Widescreen.** Parody of all the gangster films takes aim at Hollywood’s greatest gangster films with this hilariously comic spoof. Lloyd Bridges stars as a clumsy Godfather trying to outdo the dons. His ridiculous rival boasts breaks out between his two sons: one a war hero (Jay Mohr) and the other a raving lunatic. Also stars Christina Applegate. 87 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $11.95.

$9.96
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**Romance**

**283470** 

**CRITIC’S CHOICE.** Widescreen. Bob Hope and Lucille Ball join forces for the fourth time in this Milton Berle classic based on the Broadway hit by Ira Levin. Hope is a New York critic who loves writing pointed reviews that close unsuccessfully lousy plays. But then one day he is given a lead play written by his retheaded wife (Ball). CC. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. 

**289737** 

**GRAND THEFT AUTO: 25th Anniversary Special Edition.** Cross Romeo and Juliet with The Deception Diary and you have Grand Theft Auto, Ron Howard’s directorial debut. Can a young runaway couple get hitched in Vegas before two sets of parents, private dick, and a mob of bounty hunters catch them? 84 minutes. New Concorde. Pub. at $14.99 

**BLOODY TEARS.** Lovers and other strangers. Widescreen. As Mike and Susan prepare to walk down the aisle, the groom gets a case of cold feet. Turning to friends and family for support can send the couple running for matrimonial cover: Susan’s father is fooling around with her mother; Mike’s brother is divorcing his high school sweetheart; the rocky road to happily ever after has never been so uproarious! Rated R. 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 

**288720** 

**THE FAVOR.** Widescreen. On the eve of a prestigious high school reunion, Kathy (Harley Jane Kozak) fantasizes about making love to her ex-boyfriend Tom (Ken Wahl). Now married, Kathy devises an ingenious plan to connect with Tom without cheating; sex through proxy. This light-hearted romp also stars Elizabeth McGovern, Bill Pullum and Brad Pitt. CC. Widescreen. Rated PG-13. 

**371449** 

**TAKE ME HOME.** Widescreen. Tom Colvin (Sam Jaeger) isn’t having a good day. After getting shot down by a photography agency, he comes home to find his landlord evicting him. But when an attractive, frenetic Claire Barrow, hops into his NYC cab and says “take me to California,” their journey across America will become the adventure—or misadventure—of their lifetime. CC. 97 minutes. Warner Bros. 

**283940** 

**LATE BLOOMERS.** Widescreen. After 30 years of marriage Mary (Isabella Rosseliniti) and Adam (William Hurt) confront the unpalatable realities of getting older and conclude that emolcating is the easiest way to cope. But at what point does distance become divorce? A clash becomes inevitable as friends and family try to reconcile them. 95 minutes. Olive Films. 

**991122** 

**LADY FROM LOUISIANA.** Fullscreen. Northern Lawyer John Reynolds (John Wayne), is going toe-to-toe with the lottery racket in 1880 corrupt Louisiana. The problem is, John has fallen in love with the lovely southern belle Julie (Ona Munson), who just so happens to be the daughter of the Louisiana State Lottery Company—the very company running for matrimonial cover: Julie’s father is fighting for the conviction of the white supremacist he had killed. The problem is, John has fallen in love with the lovely southern belle Julie (Ona Munson), who just so happens to be the daughter of the Louisiana State Lottery Company—the very company running for matrimonial cover: Julie’s father is fighting for the conviction of the white supremacist he had killed. 

**2996456** 

**THERE GOES THE BRIDE: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. On the day of an unwanted marriage, the bride, Annette, flees to Paris. On the train she is robbed, but a luckless Irish-American travels to Ireland for his best friend’s wedding, his overzealous, opinionated parents pressure him to find a nice Irish girl to marry. When he meets beautiful Mary (Meryl Streep), he must choose between his family’s expectations and true love. Starred by Colm Meaney, F. Murray Abraham and Embeth Davidtz. 

**2903075** 

**THE YANK.** Widescreen. When a clueless Irish-American travels to Ireland for his best friend’s wedding, his overzealous, opinionated parents pressure him to find a nice Irish girl to marry. When he meets beautiful Mary (Meryl Streep), he must choose between his family’s expectations and true love. Starred by Colm Meaney, F. Murray Abraham and Embeth Davidtz. 

**2891783** 

**HELLO, MY NAME IS DORIS.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. 

**2798085** 

**THE AMERICAN PRESIDENT/DAVE.** Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 

**2882442** 

**28 DAYS/ THE NET.** Widescreen. Sony Pictures. 

**2798077** 

**TROUBLE ALONG THE WAY: The John Wayne Collection.** Warner Bros. Enter. 

**2809152** 

**MR. PEABODY AND THE MERMAID.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 

**2861119** 

**DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 

**6644627** 

**CHRISTMAS EVE.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 

**6645348** 

**INDISCREET.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 

**6696523** 

**BEACH BLANKET BINGO.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 

**5877110** 

**MY MAN GODFREY.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. 

**6670988** 

**WHAT’S NEW PUSSYCAT?** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 

**692850** 

**THE WAR BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN.** Widescreen. Paramount. 

**2824558** 

**MADE FOR EACH OTHER.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 

**Dramas**

**2992730** 

**THE TREATMENT OF THE SIERRA MADRE: Two-Disc Special Edition.** John Huston won the Academy Award for this magnificent 1948 saga that pits gold and greed in the wilds of Mexico and stars his father (Walter Huston), Humphrey Bogart. In B&W. CC. 126 minutes. Olive Films. 

**2996294** 

**JOHN MILLS COLLECTION.** The leading man stars in four classics: the sorrowing sea-faring adventure Mr. Polly (B&W); the charming romantic tale Lady from Louisiana (B&W); the celebrated biopic of H.G. Wells classic, The War Between Men and Women; and the romantic tale The War Between Men and Women. 

**2996235** 

**FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. At one minute to midnight on Friday the 13th, lightning strikes a crane in London and, swerving to avoid it, a bus crashes into a shop, killing two passengers. The film ends in 24 hours prior to the crash and tells the stories of six people, each a passenger on the bus. 

**2886030** 

**DOWNLOADING NANCY.** Widescreen. When Albert Stockwell comes home from work one day he finds a note from his wife, Nancy. She met her salvation on the Internet in the form of Louis Farley. But when true love doesn’t exist, they must take comfort in one another through perverse sex, allowing Nancy the liberation she needs to free herself from her immense pain. 

---
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Dramas

2996448 SURVIVE! Widescreen. On October 13, 1972, the flight of TWA Flight 571 carrying 45 passengers crashed in the Andes Mountains of Argentina. This horrible accident took the lives of most of the passengers, including many members of a professional rugby team. Sixteen people managed to live, but what they did to stay alive is the most shocking part of it. Rated R, 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $9.95

6795641 ONE CHRISTMAS EVE. Widescreen. Christmas Eve is one of the most magical nights of the year. But not at the Blakemores. This Christmas Eve, everything that can go wrong does go wrong! Neil had wanted this Christmas to be the best ever, but it’s certainly memorable! Stars Anne Heche, Kevin Daniels, and one cute Beagle puppy. CC. 86 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

2996561 A GOOD DAY TO BE BLACK AND SEXY. Widescreen. Dennis Doritch's daring directorial debut tells the story of a young man's quest for love and sexuality, shown through the interactions of several couples during a single day in Los Angeles. Stars Kathryn J. Taylor and O.J. Jones. Rated R, 124 minutes. Magnolia. $9.95

2886928 PERFECT. Widescreen. John Travolta is a writer for Rolling Stone; Jamie Lee Curtis is a beautiful aerobics instructor. When he investigates health clubs as the singles bars of the '80s, sparks fly and a sizzling romance heats up. Rated R. 120 minutes. B&W. On 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. $9.95

2992604 DRY CLEANING. Nicole and Jean-Marie Kunster have a boring marriage, running a small town dry-cleaning business. When they visit a local nightclub, they see the brother sister act of Liz and Marilyn who perform under the name Queen of the Night and the four soon become friends. Soon the once-straightforward boundaries they never imagined. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 98 minutes. Strand Releasing. $9.95

2799294 HARVEY/SPARTACUS/TOUCH OF EVIL. The most iconic names in classic cinema populate this trio of must-have classics. The charming Harvey (B&W) stars James Stewart and the powerful epic of Spartacus stars Kirk Douglas, Laurence Olivier, and Tony Curtis; and Orson Welles' masterful noir Touch of Evil (B&W) also stars Charlton Heston and Janet Leigh. English SOH. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Public at $19.98.

2997553 STARRING UP. Widescreen. Nineteen-year-old Eric (Jack O’Connell), arrogant and ultra-violent, is transferred to the same prison facility as his estranged father (Ben Mendelsohn). On his first day he gets into a feud with a certain group of prison guards. His dad tries to talk sense into him but Eric is not sure if his own father is there to protect him or join in punishing him. Rated R. 106 minutes. Cinereal. $4.95

2960168 THE HOWARDS OF VIRGINIA. Fullscreen. In the turbulent years of Revolutionary America, beautiful Virginian Jane (Martha Scott) steps down from her aristocratic life to become a down-to-earth surveyor Matt Howard (Cary Grant). But when Matt joins the fight for freedom against England, the couple’s political differences forces a wedge between them. In B&W. 116 minutes. Oprah. 8870808 AS DREAMERS. Widescreen. Behind every great mouse, there’s a man—armed with an ever-growing imagination and eternal optimism. Walt begins to develop skills as an animator early in life. He quickly finds many hardships to become one of the greatest entertainment icons in the world. Walt Disney. 90 minutes. Vision Films. $2.95

3234057 A WOMAN IN FLAMES. Widescreen. Eva leaves her husband for the seedy underworld of call-girl prostitution. When she finds love with a call-boy, the two move in together. But a new intrigue for sadomasochism has begun to grow in Eva’s life as she spills the end of their relationship. In German with English subtitles. 2 hours on two DVDs. Columbia. $5.95

8872008 AS DREAMERS. Widescreen. Behind every great mouse, there’s a man—armed with an ever-growing imagination and eternal optimism. Walt begins to develop skills as an animator early in life. He quickly finds many hardships to become one of the greatest entertainment icons in the world. Walt Disney. 90 minutes. Vision Films. $2.95

2794170 LOUISE’S DIARY 1942. Widescreen. A dramatic true story. A forbidden love in WWII unfoldes through the eyes of an elderly man reading a diary from the German occupation of France in 1942. It follows a young Jewish woman who had her heart changed with the help of Hans, a young SS officer who rejects the Nazi ideology. In French with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Azura. Public at $19.98. 4.95

2997271 DAMAGED CARE. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Laura Dunn gives a striking performance in this true story of Dr. Linda Peeno, a woman pushed to the edge, risking her career and family to punish the ruthless companies who valued profit over human life. Also stars Adam Arkin and Regina King. 114 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

2847102 TWO LOVERS. Widescreen. Leonard (Leonard Phoenix) moves back to his childhood home after a crushing heartbreak. There he meets two women in quick succession—the exotic and beautiful Michelle, and the lovely and caring Sandra (Vinessa Shaw). Infatuated by Michelle but pressured to commit to Sandra, Leonard must make a decision between desire, love, and heartbreak. Rated R. 110 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. Public at $13.97. $9.95

2937654 PICTURES OF HOLLIS WOODS. Widescreen. Abandoned as a baby, 12 year old Hollis Woods has been in more foster homes than she can remember. Her dedicated social worker, Hallie, discovers that Hollis is the illegitimate child of a retired artist teacher whose home is filled with her whimsical creations. Stars Sissy Spacek, Alfre Woodard and Jodelle Ferland. 99 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $9.95

6865560 PICS OF RINGO AND THE ROLLING STONES. Widescreen. Collects ten whodunits: Bulldog Drummond’s Revenge; Bulldog Drummond Escapes; Bulldog Drummond’s Picture of Doom; Bulldog Drummond’s Partner; Cues Ball; Dick Tracy Versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Versus Sherlock Holmes; Sherlock Holmes’ Mystery of the Blue Mask; and The Scarlet Woman. Rated R. 106 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

6866012 THE LAST BRICKMAKER IN AMERICA. Sidney Poitier delivers a heartwarming performance as a skilled craftsman and a family man. For 57 years, Henry Cobb has put his blood and sweat into making bricks at his family brickyard. But now as automation comes in, and his wife dies, Henry loses his passion for work. 85 minutes. Empire. $4.95

5861845 DETECTIVES: 10 Movie Pack. Features ten whodunits: Bulldog Drummond’s Revenge; Bulldog Drummond Escapes; Bulldog Drummond’s Picture of Doom; Bulldog Drummond’s Partner; Cues Ball; Dick Tracy Versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Versus Sherlock Holmes; Sherlock Holmes’ Mystery of the Blue Mask; and The Scarlet Woman. Rated R. 106 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

2899027 NOWHERE IN AFRICA. Widescreen. This Oscar-winner tells the true tale of a Jewish attorney and his family who flee the Nazi regime in 1938 for a remote farm in Kenya. As the war rages on the other side of the ocean, his wife and daughter become increasingly complicated. In German with English subtitles. 2 hours on two DVDs. Columbia. $19.98

3682408 A WOMAN IN FLAMES. Widescreen. Eva leaves her husband for the seedy underworld of call-girl prostitution. When she finds love with a call-boy, the two move in together. But a new intrigue for sadomasochism has begun to grow in Eva’s life as she spills the end of their relationship. In German with English subtitles. 2 hours on two DVDs. Columbia. $5.95

683780X DAMAGED CARE. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Laura Dunn gives a striking performance in this true story of Dr. Linda Peeno, a woman pushed to the edge, risking her career and family to punish the ruthless companies who valued profit over human life. Also stars Adam Arkin and Regina King. 114 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

6812341 HUMAN TRAFFICKING. Widescreen. In 1964, Dr. David Henry (Dermot Mulroney) separated from his twin brother to hide the daughter’s down syndrome from his wife. Entrusting the baby to a nurse (Emily Watson), David cut off all contact and a 25-year-secret that will tear his family apart. CC. 89 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

6579132 SHOWGIRLS. Widescreen. When Rising Vegas star Nomi (Elizabeth Berkeley) catches the eye of Don (Gene Gershon), the Stardust’s sexy headliner, Nomi’s dreams of making it big are closer than ever before. But there’s room only for one starlet on the marque—anyone else must be dropped. Rated R. 131 minutes. Adults only. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

2955024 MANHATTAN UNDYING. Widescreen. A beautiful vampire commissions an artist to paint her so she can see her first time. She is unaware that the artist is dying and desperately working to create his last masterpiece that will give him artistic immortality. Not Rated. 88 minutes. B&W Films. $5.95

673687X THE MAN FROM ELYSIAN FIELDS. Widescreen. Andy Garcia, Mic Jagger, and Juliana Margules star in the provocative tale of a struggling novelist who, unable to provide for his family, resorts to extreme measures—a job as a male escort service. “One of the best films of the year”—Roger Ebert. Rated R. 106 minutes. Columbia Tristar. $4.95

6925529 THE MEMORY KEEPER’S DAUGHTER. Widescreen. In 1964, Dr. David Henry (Dermot Mulroney) separated from his twin brother to hide the daughter’s down syndrome from his wife. Entrusting the baby to a nurse (Emily Watson), David cut off all contact and a 25-year-secret that will tear his family apart. CC. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

2794170 LOUISE’S DIARY 1942. Widescreen. A dramatic true story. A forbidden love in WWII unfoldes through the eyes of an elderly man reading a diary from the German occupation of France in 1942. It follows a young Jewish woman who had her heart changed with the help of Hans, a young SS officer who rejects the Nazi ideology. In French with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Azura. Public at $19.98. 4.95

3567754 SOME VELVET MORNING. Widescreen. Fred (Stanley Tucci) arrives at the doorstep of his beautiful young mistress (Alice Eve) after four years apart, claiming to have finally left his wife. But when she rejects his attempts to rekindle their relationship, persistence involves her into obsession—and a dark history between the two lovers comes into focus. Rated R. 3 hours. TGG. Pub. at $19.98.

3781583 DAMAGED CARE. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Laura Dunn gives a striking performance in this true story of Dr. Linda Peeno, a woman pushed to the edge, risking her career and family to punish the ruthless companies who valued profit over human life. Also stars Adam Arkin and Regina King. 114 minutes. Paramount. $9.95
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★6938779 HAMMER FILM NOIR COLLECTOR'S SET 2, VOLUMES 4-7. Widescreen. Collection of eight low-budget crime dramas made by Hammer Films during the 1950s in association with American producer Robert L. Lippert. Terror Street; Wings of the Damnation; The Red Kill; Black Glove; Deadly Game; A Race for Life; and The Unholy Hour. Stars include Dane Clark. John Ireland and Paulette Goddard. In B&W. Over ten hours. 4 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $27.95.

4581377 RED SHOE DIARIES. Writer-director Zalman King delivers his most provocative film yet with this stylish, steamy, and erotically charged story of a beautiful woman trapped in a burning secret and torn by blazing desire. Stars Brigitte Bako, David Duchovny, and Billy Wirth. 105 minutes. Adults only. Vision Stars. $7.95.

2937603 FOLLOW THE STARS HOME. Fullscreen. After her husband walks out, Dianne must confront the challenges of being a single mom. In the process Diane learns that love is more than what you feel for someone, it's what you're willing to give of yourself. Stars Kimberley Williams, Campbell Scott. Eric Close, and Blair Brown. 98 minutes. Hallmark Home. Of Fame. $5.95.

6926797 I SHOT ANDY WARHOL. Widescreen. Valerie Solanas (Lili Taylor) has come to New York with one goal in mind—to spread the gospel of her radical feminism. When her dreams are dashed, the latches on to the fringes of Andy Warhol's (Jared Harris) glamorous sex and drug laced Factory scene. But her zeal soon swerves out of control and leads to a tireless obsession with the artist. Rated R. 103 minutes. MGM. $3.95.

★2950790 DREAM TO BELIEVE. Robin Crew (Olivia d’Abo) is a 16-year-old gymnast adjusting to life after the car accident that killed her father and injured her leg. Tommy (Koons Reeves) provides the loving teen support that helps her overcome the obstacles in her life. And with the help of her coach she leads her team to compete in the national meet. 98 minutes. New Star. Pub. at $9.95.

★2913755 UNBRIEDED. Widescreen. Sarah, a 16-year-old girl who has been abused and emotionally abandoned is sent away to Unbrieded, an equine therapy ranch. There, she makes amazing friends, but also suffers further abuse. Together, they walk a difficult road and learn that family doesn’t just happen, it’s made with hard work. Stars Tea Leoni and Eric Roberts. 100 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

6878318 THE GAME OF DEATH. Devastated by the loss of his beloved wife, Captain Henry Joyce joins a highly secretive club, Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

6812279 SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER. Widescreen. Elizabeth Taylor, Katharine Hepburn, and Montgomery Clift star in this gripping adaptation of the Tennessee Williams play. Beautiful Catherine Holly is committed to a sanitarium after her father witnesses the death of her cousin at the hands of cannibals. Catherine’s aunt tries to change the future of the world in this classic love story, inspired by Sarah Isais’ popular novel. A New Song (Jimi Hendrix and Ray Jaffrey. 92 minutes. Highland Film Group. $4.95.

293827X THE DAUGHTER. Widescreen. Christian returns to his family home when his father (Geoffrey Rush) gets re-married. Recommended for audiences aged 16 and up. $1.95.

298422X THE GLASS CASTLE. Widescreen. Jeannette (Brie Larson) has a poor but wildly adventurous childhood, raised by her free-spirited father (Woody Harrelson) and her mother (Naomi Watts), an eccentric artist, until after her father’s behavior becomes erratic. Jeannette must find the courage to live on her own terms in this uplifting story of unconditional love. English SDH. 127 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $29.95.

6865873 THE DOOR IN THE FLOOR. Widescreen. Jeff Bridges and Kim Bassinger star in this provocative drama, following a pivotal summer in the lives of a famous children’s book author and his beautiful wife. Into their strained marriage comes a young assistant, who soon becomes a catalyst for their crumbling household. Rated R. 111 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

2937859 CHARIOTS OF FIRE. Widescreen. Paris Olympics, 1924. Scottish Eric Liddell (Ian Charleson) competes to prove the superiority of his Christian faith while his teammate, Harold Abrahams (Ben Cross), a Jewish Englishman, is driven to win the world’s fastest 400 meters. A friendship builds between the two in this true story that is as strong as their desire to win. CC. 124 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95.

6959570 GET ON UP. Widescreen. This film gives a fearless and unflinching portrait of one of the most influential figures of the 20th century. Stars Chadwick Boseman, Viola Davis and Octavia Spencer. English SDH. 139 minutes. Morgan Media. $5.95.

2859483 TAINTED SOULS. Widescreen. Set in a working-class apartment building in Rome, the lives of a bisexual former bodybuilder, his wife, his male lover, and a pair of ambitious criminals intersect against a backdrop of crime, confused sexual feelings, and tainted relationships. Soon, they will come to find that the hunger for power is an unsustainable desire. Unrated. In Italian with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Breaking Glass. $4.95.

2839407 IN DARKNESS. Based on a true story, when Leopold Socha, an anti-Semitic sewer worker, discovers Jews beneath the streets during the Nazi occupation, he agrees to report Jews to the Gestapo, at a hefty price. Yet even after their money runs out, Socha keeps returning, weighing his conscience against his own family’s safety. In Polish, Ukrainian, Yiddish and German with English subtitles. Rated R. 145 minutes. Mongol. Media. $5.95.

2867516 SEPTEMBER. Widescreen. After a nervous breakdown, Lane (Mia Farrow) returns to her childhood home to recuperate. Buoyed by a summer romance with a neighbor. Sam (Sam Waterston), she’s determined to start a new life. But when Sam’s young daughter, the reader, befriends the mysterious new girl with a shocking announcement, Lane finds herself suddenly tangled in a destructive web of deception. 83 minutes. MGM. $5.95.

6897543 JOBS. Widescreen. Ashton Kutcher turns in a sensational performance as Steve Jobs, Apple’s inventor and ground-breaking entrepreneur. From his early days as a college dropout to his forced departure from the company he helped create, to his resurgence as the driving force that changed technology forever, it is the riveting story of one of America’s greatest visionaries. English SDH. 129 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $29.95. $5.95.

2903008 THE RENDEZVOUS. Widescreen. A young woman in Los Angeles; a popular New York DJ, is sentenced to spend 88 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

6887457 RICKI AND THE FLASH. Widescreen. Meryl Streep stars as Ricki Rendazzo, a guitar heroine who made a world of mistakes as she followed her dreams back home. Ricky gets a shot at redemption and a chance to make things right as she faces the music with her family. Also stars Kevin Spacey, directed by Jonathan Demme. $5.95.

6855604 KILLING JESUS. Widescreen. Based on the New York Times bestseller by Bill O’Reilly and Martin Dugard, this motion picture event chronicles the life and death of Jesus as never before. Starring Stephen Moyer, Rufus Sewell, Emmanuelle Chriqui, Kelsey Grammer and Hazz Kielman, it adds thought-provoking detail and context into the Gospel account of the last week of Jesus’ life and His crucifixion. English SDH. 132 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $7.95.

6976558 ELIZABETH/TAYLOR/RICHARD BURTON: The Film Collection. In Who’s Afraid of Virginia Wool?, Taylor and Burton are having up malevolent venom (In B&W. 131 minutes). In The V.P.s, Taylor and Burton are jet-setters grounded by log (Color. 119 minutes). In The Sandpiper (Color. 121 minutes). The King and I directed by Taylor in B&W. 117 minutes). The Comedians is set in Lux. 117 minutes. The Comedians is set in Los Angeles, directed by Taylor (Color. 117 minutes). The Comedians is set in strefbom Haiti (Color, 152 minutes). Four DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $49.98. $12.95.

6871143 HUMAN TRAFFICKING. Widescreen. Hundreds of thousands of young women have vanished from their everyday lives—by violence into a hellish existence of brutality and prostitution. Kate Morozov (Mira Sorvino) is the youngest victim of this sexual exploitation and is sent to her first hand and is dedicated to dismantling the networks and bringing the kingpins to justice. Also stars Donald Sutherland. Unrated. English. $9.95.
Dramas

**2948362 SONG TO SONG.** Widescreen. In this modern love story set against the Austin, Texas music scene, two entangled couples—struggling songwriters Faye (Rooney Mara) and BV (Ryan Gosling), and music mogul Cook (Michael Fassbender) and the waitress whom he enforces (Natalie Portman)—chase success through a rock 'n' roll landscape of seduction and betrayal. 129 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. Rated R. English SDH. $9.95

**2985161 ALL WE HAD.** Widescreen. Katie Holmes makes her directorial debut and stars in this coming of age drama. As the dark side of the American dream threatens their home and tests their bond, a resilient mother and daughter find strength in their love for each other. Also stars Luke Wilson, Richard Kind and Judy Greer. 105 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

**6820522 PETER: THE REDemption.** Widescreen. The Apostle Peter is tormented by his denial of Christ. Having spent his life attempting to atone for his failure, Peter’s true devotion as a witness for the Lord is tested yet again as he faces certain death while imprisoned by the cruel Roman Emperor Nero. CC. 90 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

**6837824 AVENGING THE THRONE.** Widescreen. Malta, the late 1300s. Refuging home from easily soldiers take up lodging for the night. But when suspicious things start happening, Tristan de Leon cannot ignore them and sets out to incriminate the traveler. When he finds out he is a one-night stopover rapidly escalates into a whirlwind of intrigue and an epic sword fight for retribution. 94 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

**6892794 THE HASTY HEART.** Monsoons threaten, the sun soaks, and the Allies fight doggedly through Burma in 1945. For easygoing Yank (Ronald Reagan) and hard-headed Lachie (Richard Todd), the road to victory ends at a jungle hospital. With the help of a devoted nurse (Patricia Neal), they face a new battle called recovery. CC. In B&W. 102 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98

**2839864 THE BLACK BOOK.** Fullscreen. After the French Revolution, Maximilien Robespierre (Richard Basehart), hungers to become the nation’s dictator. His ultimate tool is his “black book,” a list of those marked for death by guillotine. But it falls into the wrong hands, that book means political ruin and death. In B&W. 89 minutes. Film Chest. Pub. at $13.95

**698011X TURN AROUND JAKE.** After losing it all Jacob (Zack Galifianakis) away from his family. His young son wants to be his childhood home in rural Texas. Now Jacob must face an estranged father and the girl he left behind. Soon, old flames are rekindled and he is reminded of the man he was once. Also stars Michael Madsen and Jen Lilley. CC. 96 minutes. Pure Flix. $3.95

**2985958 KINNY.** Widescreen. Dr. Joyce Reynolds (Dawn Richard), a successful yet shy Atlanta surgeon, enjoys a secluded and harried life. She is theadmiring land owner–a home inhabited by the four beautiful daughters. While seeking refuge from the distractions of romance at even more dazzling sister of her rodeo rider dad when she meets a team of trick riders managed by Parker (James Cromwell). In ‘Cowgirls ’n Angels 2: Dakota’s Summer’ teenage rodeo trick rider Dakota Rose (Haley Ramm) embarks on an inspiring journey of self-discovery filled with heart, passion, and adventure.

**2877273 COWGIRLS ‘N ANGELS 2-PACK.** Widescreen. In ‘Cowgirls ’n Angels’, 12-year-old Ida Clayton is on a quest to find her rodeo rider dad when she meets a team of trick riders managed by Parker (James Cromwell). In ‘Cowgirls ’n Angels 2: Dakota’s Summer’ teenage rodeo trick rider Dakota Rose (Haley Ramm) embarks on an inspiring journey of self-discovery filled with heart, passion, and adventure.

**6895628 BELLE EPOQUE.** Widescreen. Spain in 1931 is a politically divided nation and on the brink of war. A Spanish military deserter finds himself on a loveless farm. In the biggest challenge of his life, he is given two advantages: the admiring land owner–a home inhabited by the man’s four beautiful daughters. While seeking refuge from the distractions of romance at even more dazzling sister of her rodeo rider dad when she meets a team of trick riders managed by Parker (James Cromwell). In ‘Cowgirls ’n Angels 2: Dakota’s Summer’ teenage rodeo trick rider Dakota Rose (Haley Ramm) embarks on an inspiring journey of self-discovery filled with heart, passion, and adventure.

**6984257 COUNTRY.** Widescreen. Jewell (Jessica Lange) and Gil Ivy (Sam Shepard) work the land in America’s heartland, on a farm that has fanned their name generations. As they continue, the land has always been their life, so when government bureaucrats decide to take it all away, the kids decide to stay on their land and fight the greedy land grabbers. CC. In B&W. 89 minutes. Kino Lorber. $11.95

**6986528 ALL WE HAD.** Widescreen. Katherine (Kendrick) is stifled by her loveless marriage to a bitter man twice her age, whose family is cold and unforgiving. When she embarks on a passionate affair with a young worker on her husband’s horse farms, they begin inside him, so powerful that she will stop at nothing to get what she wants. Rated R. English SDH. $7.50

**714825 THE CHILDHOOD OF A LEADER.** Widescreen. Set amidst the turmoil of WWI and a future film for the young son of an American diplomat living in France as he learns to manipulate the adults around him–a monstrous coming of age that ominously parallels the rising tide of Fascism in Europe. Stars Boe Bonerz and Robert Paterson. Not Rated. English SDH. 116 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95

**6872872 CAPTIVE.** Widescreen. Brian Nichols (David Oyelowo), on the run from police and desperate to make contact with his newborn son, takes recently widowed mother Ashley (Lili Tomlin) hostage in her own apartment. Fearing for her life, she turns to Rick Warren’s ‘The Purpose Driven Life’ for guidance in this inspiring story of faith and fear. CC. 96 minutes. Paramount. $9.95

**8652254 DANIELLE STEEL’S SAFE HARBOR.** Widescreen. Stephanie (Garrett) is a grieving partner who feels as though they have lost everything until they find each other on a fog-shrouded beach. But as their passions grow, the darkness of their pasts will threaten to destroy what could be their last chance for true love. CC. 101 minutes. New Line. $9.95

**2878580 THE TRIP TO BOUNTIFUL.** Widescreen. Trapped in a tiny apartment under the care of her cowly son and his shrewish wife, Carrie is determined to escape and return to her childhood home. Seizing her chance and her Security check, she sets out on an unforgettable journey. Stars Geraldine Page and Rebecca De Moray. 108 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

**2867277 COWGIRLS ‘N ANGELS.** 2-PACK. Widescreen. In ‘Cowgirls ’n Angels’, 12-year-old Ida Clayton is on a quest to find her rodeo rider dad when she meets a team of trick riders managed by Parker (James Cromwell). In ‘Cowgirls ’n Angels 2: Dakota’s Summer’ teenage rodeo trick rider Dakota Rose (Haley Ramm) embarks on an inspiring journey of self-discovery filled with heart, passion, and adventure.

**2979719 FOUR OF HEARTS.** Widescreen. April and Derrick feel like the spark is missing from their marriage. Desperate to rekindle their passion for each other, they decide to share a steamy night with another couple. Soon after, unexpected feelings of mistrust creep in and now they must find a way to fall in love all over again. Stars Darrin Dewitt-Hendon and Nadine Ellis. Not Rated. 99 minutes. RL Entertainment. $5.95

**2856409 ROMANCE ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS.** Fullscreen. Lily, a successful writer traveling aboard the Orient Express comes face to face with her lover that left her two years earlier. As the train goes across Europe, Lily feels the spark of her past rekindling, but can she again accept the love of a man who has already shattered her life? Stars Cheryl Ladd, Sir John Gielgud, and Stuart Wilson. 96 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**673670X MY BOY JACK.** Widescreen. It’s 1914 and the British Empire’s greatest storyteller, Rudyard Kipling (David Haig), is at the peak of his literary fame. Kipling’s son, Jack (Daniel Radcliffe), wants to fight in WWI, but is rejected due to his poor eyesight. Concerned for his influence to land Jack a commission, but can he justly sending his son into the hell? 120 minutes.

**6644497 BROTHERHOOD.** A former British servicemen Lars and Jimmy meet while training in a neo-Nazi group. Before long attraction between the two men soon becomes too strong to ignore, and though they feel torn between their own feelings, they begin a dangerous secret relationship. Not Rated. In Danish with English subtitles. 101 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**2947757 THE CHILDHOOD OF A LEADER.** Widescreen. Set amidst the turmoil of WWI and a future film for the young son of an American diplomat living in France as he learns to manipulate the adults around him–a monstrous coming of age that ominously parallels the rising tide of Fascism in Europe. Stars Boe Bonerz and Robert Paterson. Not Rated. English SDH. 116 minutes. Olive Films. $7.95
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2893584 BLIND. Widescreen. A novelistic (Alec Baldwin, blinded in a car crash which killed his wife, embarks on an affair with the neglected wife (Demi Moore) of an indicted businessman. Also stars Dylan McDermott. English SDH; 98 minutes. MGM Media. PRICE CUT TO $3.95

6837840 THE CONGRESSMAN. Widescreen. Charlie Winship (Treat Williams) is a seasoned Maine Congressman who has had enough of political infighting and the special interest lobbying. When some of his constituents are threatened by a powerful fishing conglomerate, he decides to investigate. But Charlie wonders if it’s too late to rescue his career and reputation. Also stars George Hamilton. English SDH. Rated R. 105 minutes. Vision Films. PRICE CUT TO $2.95

2854670 MERELY PLAYERS. Adam, an amateur comedy video blogger struggles to measure up to his best friend Brian, an egotistical musician. When they move in together for a summer, Brian’s obsessive and manipulative behavior surrounding the release of his new album awakens the sociopath in both young men. Not Rated. Stars Adam Leotta and Brian Formiller. 81 minutes. Maverick.

6838507 WITH CHILD. After his wife dies, Auden Price—a blue collar grieving and against the advice of his overbearing sister in law. Auden decides to go it alone. 87 minutes. MVD Visual.

★ 2886173 BARNUM. Tells the story of the life of P. T. Barnum (Burt Lancaster), the iconic carnival showman and co-creator of “The Greatest Show on Earth.” The elderly and still puissant Barnum recuits via flashbacks his adventures as a flamboyant and shrewd salesman and exhibitor of human oddities and his eventual role as a renowned American entertainer. 95 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. PRICE CUT TO $7.95

★ 2803062 THE OTHER SIDE OF BONNIE & CLYDE. Widescreen. Charley Winship (Treat Williams) is a seasoned Maine Congressman who has had enough of political infighting and the special interest lobbying. When some of his constituents are threatened by a powerful fishing conglomerate, he decides to investigate. But Charlie wonders if it’s too late to rescue his career and reputation. Also stars George Hamilton. English SDH. Rated R. 105 minutes. Vision Films. PRICE CUT TO $2.95


5908763 BIBLICAL CLASSICS COLLECTION. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.


9929100 THE SHOOTING PARTY. Widescreen. BBC.

7297637 0 PIONEERS! Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame.

6905650 THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD. Widescreen. MGM. PRICE CUT TO $2.95

695085X GLORY. Widescreen. Columbia Tristar.

6927490 I SAW THE LIGHT. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT TO $7.95

686275X THE VON TRAPP FAMILY: A Life of Music. Widescreen. Lions Gate.


3000135 THE TRIAL OF LILY HARVEY OSWALD/THE OTHER SIDE OF BONNIE & CLYDE. Widescreen. MGM. PRICE CUT TO $2.95

687309X THE CONFESSION. Flatron.


★ 6977014 WAKEFIELD. Widescreen. Vertical.


6901271 4 MOVIE LIFETIME COLLECTION. Echo Bridge.

1835897 FORD AT FOX COLLECTION. 20th Century Fox.

★ 591880X DEVIL’S KNOT. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment.


★ 5960126 BIRDMAN. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.


6560814 HITCHCOCK: For Searchlight Pictures. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.

2848961 THE EXTRA MAN. Widescreen. Magnolia Home Entertainment.


279715 PRETTY ROSEBUD. MVD Visual.

2682485 BEST PICTURE COLLECTION. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT TO $11.95

3677753 ON THE BEACH. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95.

6947111 BULLETS OR BALLOTS. Fullscreen. Warner Home Video.


2779641 CROSSROADS: A Story of Forgiveness. Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. PRICE CUT TO $6.95

2816997 TRAINSPOTTING. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. PRICE CUT TO $5.95

★ 6922716 THREADS. Severin. Pub. at $19.95.

6929648 SERENA. Widescreen. Magnolia Home Entertainment.


6795684 THE SHELL SEEKERS. Fullscreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame.

584481X SONNY. Widescreen. HBO. PRICE CUT TO $2.95

692025X THE YOUNG MESSIAH. Widescreen. Olive Films. PRICE CUT TO $11.95

2799278 DOPE. Widescreen.


6889838 THE AGE OF ADALINE. Widescreen. Lions Gate.

★ 6646511 COME BACK TO THE 5 & DIME JIMMY DEAN, JIMMY DEAN. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95.

6592625 BLACK MASS. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. PRICE CUT TO $5.95

6643493 THE QUIET MAN. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95.

5708397 TRUMBO. Entertainment One. Pub. at $29.98.


2779711 A SMILE AS BIG AS THE MOON. Widescreen. Hallmark Hall of Fame. PRICE CUT TO $6.95

263558X MY MOTHER, MY LORD. Mongrel Media.

263987X REMOVED. Mongrel Media.

2803052 AGATHA CHRISTIE CLASSIC MYSTERIES COLLECTION SOLD OUT


2924838 THE CRASH. Widescreen. Vertical.

6852335 HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS. Widescreen. Olive Films.

★ 6991270 FACE TO FACE. Widescreen. Olive. Pub. at $29.95.

6818447 RISEN. Widescreen. Columbia.


6947670 THE CHAMP. Turner Entertainment Co. PRICE CUT TO $3.95


6982514 CHARACTERS OF COURAGE: 8 Movie Pack. Mill Creek.


★ 2853450 LOVESPEL. Widescreen. Olive Films.

★ 2853450 LOVESPEL. Widescreen. Olive Films.

★ 2853450 LOVESPEL. Widescreen. Olive Films.

★ 2853450 LOVESPEL. Widescreen. Olive Films.

★ 2853450 LOVESPEL. Widescreen. Olive Films.


PRICE CUT TO $9.95


★ 2809613 THE HOLY GIRL. Widescreen. HBO.

★ 2867362 GREAT EXPECTATIONS. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.

★ 2867362 GREAT EXPECTATIONS. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.
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2934490 CHARLESTON. WhitmanUSA. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $12.95.


Thrillers

2982655 HELP ME EROS. Widescreen. Against the odds in the stock market, Ah-Jie spends his days alone in his apartment. In desperation, he contacts a suicide hotline and falls in love with his fantasized image of the sweet girl taking his call. He projects his fantasy onto a new girl and slowly falls into a world of erotic and psychedelic pleasures. Unrated. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Adults only. Strand Releasing. $5.95.

69244X ANTI-SOCIAL STUDIES 101. Fullscreen. Widescreen. A gripping feature. Nicholas Cage and Elisabeth Shue set the screen ablaze in Leaving Las Vegas, winner of four Academy Awards, including Best Actor. Escape from New York stars Kurt Russell as a lone warrior battling his way out of a post-apocalyptic Manhattan. The Usual Suspects’ enigmatic story will have you in a state of suspense and excitement. Rated R. Over five hours on 3 DVDs, two double-sided. MGM. $5.95.

6769047 THE CRUEL INTENTIONS TRILOGY. Widescreen. All three thrilling entries in the erotic suspense thriller series. Sarah Michelle Gellar, Ryan Phillippe, Selma Blair, and Reese Witherspoon star in Cruel Intentions; Robin Dunne, Sarah Thompson and Amy Adams lead Cruel Intentions 2; and Kerr Smith and Kristanna Loken steam up the screen in Cruel Intentions 3. All Rated R. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

2937891 GANGSTER SQUAD. The year is 1949 and ruthless gangster Mickey Cohen (Sean Penn) has the city of Los Angeles in his grip. Against a gang protected by rampant corruption, Chief Bill Parker (Nick Nolte) resorts to extremes. He enlist battle-hardened hero Sgt. John O'Mara (John Travolta) to form a unit to exact vigilante justice. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Warner Bros. $4.95.

3033619 THE DAMNED DON'T CRY. Joan Crawford brings hard-boiled glamour and simmering passion to the role of Ethel, who moves from the wrong side of the tracks to a mobster’s mansion to high society, one man at a time. When a high-rolling racketeer murders his rival in Ethel’s living room, she flees—right back to the poverty she thought she had escaped. Also stars David Brian. CC. In B&W. 103 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $19.98.

2997444 WHO KILLED BAMBINA? A dark and dangerous tale of a young nurse, Isabelle, who works in the surgical unit of a large hospital and who is being pursued by an ominous Dr. Philip. Young beautiful women are disappearing in the operating room. Could Dr. Philip be responsible and can Isabelle uncover the dark secrets of this haunting hospital? Not Rated. In French and English with English subtitles. 126 minutes. Strand Releasing. $5.95.

2884971 PAY THE GHOST/RADE. Widescreen. A Nicolas Cage double feature. Pay the Ghost is an intense and chilling thriller about one man’s desperate search for his missing son. In Rade Cage is Paul, a midwestern father who is torn between a man and loving father living a peaceful life—until his violent past comes back to haunt him. Also stars Danny Glover. Unrated. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95.

2937581 THE ARCHER. Widescreen. Lauren Pierce is arrested and sentenced to five years in a federal pen for possessing her friend from an abusive boyfriend. The prison is a place where the girls suffer cruel humiliation and sexual assault. When she discovers the reality of the prison and the girls are kept indefinitely, Lauren and another inmate make a plan to escape. Rated R. 87 minutes. Echo Bridge. $5.95.

2882809 STONE COLD. Widescreen. Tom Selleck is Jesse Stone, a small-town A. A. homicide detective who left behind the big city and an ex-wife to become the police chief of the quiet New England fishing town of Fillmore. The series of murders take place, the troubled detective must face his own demons to solve the crimes. With Jane Adams and Viola Davis. CC. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95.

6907565 JESSE STONE: Innocents Lost. Widescreen. Cindy Van Aldan was like a daughter to Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck). Now she’s dead. Although all signs point to a typical drug overdose, Jesse knows his friend better than that. Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Kathy Baker and Stephen Macht. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

690808X HOW TO KILL A JUDGE. Widescreen. Franco Nero stars as Giacomo Solaris, a director whose latest film depicts a prominent Sicilian judge as being on the Mafia’s payroll. When the actual judge is murdered, Solaris begins his own investigation. Francoise Fabian co-stars. 111 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98.

6617024 NIGHTCRAWLER. Widescreen. In the nocturnal underbelly of Los Angeles, Lou Bloom discovers the high-speed world of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, murder and other mayhem. Driven and desperate for work, Lou decides to enter this cutthroat and dangerous realm. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal, Rene Russo and Bill Paxton. CC. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

2937891 English SDH. 118 minutes. Universal. $3.95.

★ 2822520 99 WOMEN. Widescreen. A once in a lifetime cast of beauties like Maria Schell, Luciana Paluzzi, and Maria Rohm come together for the mother of all women in prison movies. Herbert Lom and Mercedes McCambridge co-star as the sadistic wardens of an island with tendencies toward transvestism and depraved desires. Not rated. 90 minutes.

2882639 JESSE STONE: Death in Paradise. Widescreen. Setting into his role as the new Chief of Police in the town of Paradise, Massachusetts, Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) investigates the brutal murder of a troubled teenage girl found floating in a local lake. What turned this sweet, shy wallflower into a killer? Was there a pattern of destruction? Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Viola Davis. CC. Over 4 hours. Sony Pictures. $4.95.

9775627 SEDONA’S RULE. Widescreen. Niccol (Alfonso Kipps) is hopelessly in love with sedona (Kristina Krusholm). There’s only one problem: she’s way out of his league. She ultimately yields to his advances, but with the caveat that he must find “free pass” for a try. He agrees, never realizing a crazed stalker is on her heels. Not rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Green Apple. $4.95.

2882647 JESSE STONE: Thin Ice. Widescreen. Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) is shot while on a Boston stakeout, leaving his friend fighting for his life. Determined to get justice for his comrade, Stone is plunged into an underworld—and into the bed of a sexy investigator (Jesse Hope). Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. CC. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99.

★ 2822446 VENUS IN FURS. Widescreen. James Darren stars as a traumatized trumpet sinking into a world of psycho sexual horror along with his sultry girlfriend (Barbara Mcclan), a kinky lesbian (Margaret Lee), a depraved playboy (Klaus Kinski), and the mysterious police woman (Mara Rohm) who may lead them all straight to Hell. Directed by Jess Franco. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98. $7.95.

2955237 TREASURE. Widescreen. Director John Miller (Nicolas Cage) struggles to provide an exceptional lifestyle for his wife (Nicole Kidman) and teenage daughter (Liana Liberato). But when he discovers the Millers’ estate in search of Kyle’s diamonds, dark secrets emerge that could cost the Millers everything, including their lives. Rated R. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Genius Entertainment. $7.95.

2954745 BACKTRACK. Widescreen. Psychologist Peter Bowen’s (Adrien Brody) life is thrown into turmoil when he discovers that the patients he has been seeing are the ghosts of people who died 20 years ago. Raising his own sanity, Peter drives into his own past past chasing that secret. Also stars Sam Neil. Rated R. 104 minutes. WS Films. $5.95.

★ 6715633 DEATH GRIP: 10 Action Movies. The heart-pounding excitement never ends with this set of recent crime thrillers including: The Advocate; Legacy; Mall; The New Republic; Night Drive; Nobody Can Hot; Lost Dream; The Silent Thief; Who Is Desiln?, and Death Grip. Rated R and Not Rated. 10 movies on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $5.95.

★ 2936119 TANYA’S ISLAND. Tanya and her lover, Lobo, escape to the solitude and tranquility of a deserted tropical island. Exploring the island, each day Tanya goes deeper into the jungle. One day she beholds a gorilla-like creature. A vicious rivalry develops between Lobo and the creature, until Tanya is terrified of both. Stars Vanity, Richard Sargent, Mariette Laveque and Don McKee. Based on the bestselling novels by Dr. Paul Berget. Not rated. 85 minutes. Substance. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95.

2943204 CAPTIVITY. Widescreen. Top cover girl and fashion model Jennifer Lee (Elisha Cuthbert) has it all—beauty, fame, money and power. Everyone wants her, but some more than others. When a crazed stalker is dungeon and taken, Not Rated. CC. Rated R. 85 minutes. Lions Gate. $6.95.

6811213 BETRAYED/EVELYN. Two searing films, featuring stars like Debra Winger, Tom Berenger, and Pierce Brosnan. In Betrayed the story of a woman investigating white supremacists for the murder of a talk show host (Rated R). Then, Evelyn is the inspiring true story of father struggling to keep his family together in Dublin, Ireland. Over 3 hours. $9.95.

2834022 QUICKSAND! Fullscreen. As an auto mechanic, Dan (Mickey Rooney in a critically acclaimed dramatic role) borrows $20 from his employer’s cash register to go gambling, and soon gets caught up in a series of disastrous circumstances and mistakes which push him deeper and deeper into debt and crime. In B&W. 79 minutes. Film Chest. Pub. at $11.96. $3.95.
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people forever. Unrated. 97 minutes. Strand Releasing.

5862162 CALENDAR GIRL, MURDERS/SWEET REVENGE. Widescreeen. Double feature! As millionaire Richard Trainor (Robert Culp) celebrates the success of his new calendar, he has no idea that it is acting as a sick map for a serial killer. Calendar Girl Murders (with Sharon Stone). Then, Sweet Revenge stars Alec Baldwin, Helen Hunt and Kelly McGillis in a tale of betrayal and double cross that haunts a military base. Not Rated. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Trimax.

2882663 DOG EAT DOG. Widescreeen. Ex-cons Troy, Mad Dog and Diesel are hired as an eccentric mob boss to kidnap a baby for a large ransom. When the abduction goes awry, the trio find themselves on the run from the mob and the cops. Vowing to stay out of prison at all costs, getting away with the crime is literally a matter of life and death. Unrated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Trimax.

$3.95

5862027 HOLLYWOOD HOUSEWIVES. Jill buys an expensive video camera and doesn't tell her husband about it. To hide the truth, he gives her a gift from a friend to another. This backfires on her and she ends up in a twisted situation that spins out of control. Stars Kelly Kane, Violette, and Nadia. 89 minutes. Adults only. Millennium.

$3.95

2903059 VALLEY OF BONES. Widescreeen. A disgraced paleontologist struggling to raise her son isipped off to a groundbreaking dig site in the Badlands of North Dakota by a rich executive. But his tie to the cartel threatens to bury them both under the weight of their criminal pasts. Stars Autumn Reeser and Ryhs Coiro. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

$11.95

281949X CAM2CAM. Widescreeen. What happens when an internet fantasy becomes a deadly trap? When Allie meets fellow backpackers Michael and Mant in Bangkok, Thailand, she thinks she finally found real friendship. But her new acquaintances are webbed predators who harbor a horrible secret. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures.

$2.95

8811183 BAD INFLUENCE/MASQUERADE. Widescreeen. Rob Lowe stars as a man lured by a woman’s promise of love, only to find that she is really a serial murderer. Masquerade is a psychological drama about a young woman who becomes tangled in a web of deceit when her stepfather wants her killed (91 minutes). Rated R. MGM. Pub. at $15.98

$3.95

2903003 NEVER LET GO. Widescreeen. Following an apparent abduction, a single mother desperately searches for her missing child in an unfamiliar land. Implicated in the murder of a seemingly innocent man, Doris (Amanda Seyfried) weaves her way through murky backstreets—but her connections back in the U.S. reveal that there is much more at stake than first meets the eye. Stars Justin Long and Angela Dixon. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$4.95

2914301 OPEN WINDOWS. A jilted fiancé (Elijah Wood) soon finds himself pulled into a deadly game of cat and mouse after he accepts the opportunity to spy on his favorite actress (Sasha Grey) via his laptop. Soon he realizes he is not the only one investigating himself and the actress in serious danger. 110 minutes. Cinedigm.

$4.95

2902902 NUMB. Widescreeen. When a couple in financial distress discover GPS coordinates that promise to lead to stolen gold they must partner with a pair of mysterious hitchhikers to ensure their wilderness to recover the coins. But their treasure hunt could cost them more than any of them expected. Stars Jamie Bamber. Unrated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Newmarket.

$3.95

6652336 THE RAVEN. Widescreeen. Inspired by Edgar Allan Poe's haunting masterpieces of the macabre, this "intense, consistently gripping thriller" (Richard Roeper) follows psychiatrist John Cusack (Fields (Luke Evans), who enlists the help of Professor Jonathan Harker (Ray Miletic) to investigate the career of a serial killer that is modelling his brutal deeds on Poe's works. Rated R. English SDH. 96 minutes. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox.

$5.95

6852289 FROM HELL. Widescreeen. While Jack the Ripper rules the streets of London, terror reigns. His crimes were unspeakable. His blood lust, unquenchable. His identity, unknown—until now. Stars Johnny Depp and Heather Graham. Unrated. 122 minutes. Widescreen.

$5.95


$5.95

2955148 SHUT IN. Widescreeen. Isolated and trapped inside by a vicious winter storm, a child psychologist (Naomi Watts), caring for her disabled son (Charlie Heaton), soon realizes that the deadliest threat is hidden within her house. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. WVS Films.

$5.95

2785021 NEEDLESTICK. Widescreeen. A young intern races to save a dying young dancer, his ex-girlfriend, and his best friend from his mentor, an obsessed doctor with nightmarish delusions. In order to keep the greatest discovery in human history to himself, Stars Lance Henriksen and Henry Lennox. 85 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98

$2.95

5858232 SAY NOTHING. Fullscreen. When a beautiful ex-model (Natassja Kinski) takes a holiday apart from her husband (Hart Bochner) because of marital difficulty, she has a brief affair with a mysterious stranger (William Baldwin). When she returns to her husband everything seems fine. But the passionate stranger has no intention of being forgotten. English SDH. 94 minutes. Alliance.

$3.95

1855260 HEADHUNTERS. Widescreeen. In 1968, one of the deadliest serial killers in U.S. history disappeared without a trace. But when a fortune-seeking couple uncover a 40 year old film reel depicting the murders taken by the killer himself, they set out to solve the mystery. Soon though, the hunters become the hunted. Stars Shane West and Leslie Bibb. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures.

$5.95
**Thrillers**

**298660X PIONEER.** Widescreen. A thriller set at the beginning of the 1980s Norwegian oil boom and centered on a diver whose obsession with reaching the bottom of the Norwegian Sea leads to tragedy as he realizes he’s in way over his head. Stars Aksel Hennie and Stephen Lang. Rated R. In Norwegian with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

**2784955 ELEMENT.** Widescreen. North Maitland is shot and his wife is killed in a random shooting. After awakening from a coma with lapses in memory, North turns to hypnotherapist Dr. Sara Carlson who helps him uncover his deep memories and reconnects with his wife in an alternate reality. Driven to avenge his wife’s death, he’ll do anything to discover the truth. Stars Michael Ironside. 88 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $2.95

**2954907 HUNTED.** Widescreen. A photojournalist gets more than she bargained for when she snaps a photo of a shadowy religious figure in the jungles of Colombia, triggering a fight for her life. Stars Mickey Rourke, Bill Murray, and Megan Fox. Rated R, 102 minutes. VFS Films. Pub. at $19.95

**6736815 WHAT ALICE FOUND.** Widescreen. Fed up with her life, a 19-year-old Alice (Emily Blunt) takes off the Cobra when her car breaks down, two good Samaritans soon the edgy, demanding Jack muscles his way into Paul’s work as Meyers), Paul (Antonio Banderas) offers Jack a place to stay–and a taste of his own medicine. Rated R. 89 minutes. Anchor Bay. $3.95

**2855275 RATTER.** Widescreen. Meet Emma, a beautiful young grad student who has just moved from the Midwest to New York excited to be on her own in the big city. But when a stalker hacks into her devices, he destroys Emma’s illusions of privacy and she discovers he has a keen sense of security can be. Stars Ashley Benson. Rated R. English SDH. 80 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

**2833999 FEAR IN THE NIGHT.** Widescreen. A mild-mannered bank teller awakens from a disturbing dream in which he has killed a man, only to find that his dream has come true. How he睡眠? Hypnotized? Stars Daniel Goddard, and a young Delores Kelley (later of Star Trek fame). In B&W. 72 minutes. Film Chest. Pub. at $11.98

**6947751 THE DA VINCI CODE.** Widescreen. Dan Brown’s international bestseller comes alive in this epic adaptation directed by Ron Howard. Join symbologist Robert Langdon (Tom Hanks) and cryptologist Sophie Neveu (Audrey Tautou) in their heart-racing quest to solve a gripping mystery that takes them from France to England. Also includes the 90 minute History Channel film, Beyond the Da Vinci Code. CC. 149 minutes on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $29.99

**2992620 THE FUTURE.** Widescreen. Bianca and Tommas, along with some of Tommas’ gym goers, embark on an elaborate plot to rob an acting movie star. The boys enlist Bianca to seduce the now blind star so they can get access to his fortune. But a bond forms between her and the actor in his crumbling mansion and Bianca is faced with a moral dilemma. Stars Ruther Hauer. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Strand Releasing.

**2033824 FIRST KILL.** Widescreen. A big shot Wall Street broker, Will (Hayden Christensen), becomes entangled in a bank heist gone bad that results in the kidnapping of his son, Danny. With no other options, he has to help the kidnappers evade a relentless police chief (Bruce Willis) and recover the stolen loot in exchange for his son’s life. Rated R. 109 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**2846918 I SAW THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. Kyung-chul is a dangerous psychopath who kills for pleasure. On a freezing, snowy night, his latest victim is the beautiful Juyeon, daughter of a retired police chief and fiancée of elite special agent Soo-hyun. Obsessed with revenge, Soo-hyun is determined to track down the murderer, even if doing so means he becomes a monster himself. Unrated. CC. 142 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain. $2.95

**2833794 BLACK BUTTERFLY.** Widescreen. After a tense encounter at a diner with a drifter named Jack (Jonathan Rhys Meyers), Paul (Antonio Banderas) offers Jack a place to stay–and a taste of his own medicine. Rated R. 89 minutes. Anchor Bay. $3.95

**6965474 THE CAVEMAN’S VALENTINE.** Widescreen. Romulus Ledbetter, a misunderstood musician turned recluse, hides from personal demons in a New York City cave. When he discovers a dead Ledbetter, a misunderstood musician turned recluse, hides from personal demons in a New York City cave. When he discovers a dead body, he becomes engaged in a bank heist gone bad that results in the kidnapping of his son, Danny. With no other options, he has to help the kidnappers evade a relentless police chief (Bruce Willis) and recover the stolen loot in exchange for his son’s life. Rated R. 109 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**2865490 LEGACY: Black Ops.** Widescreen. A military effort to assassinate a chemical weapons dealer ends in black-ops soldier Malcolm Gray’s (Idris Elba) capture and torture. Later, he struggles to recover from the horrific effects. While isolated, he reflects on old wounds. Rated R. In Tamil with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Mongrel Media. $2.95

**2995939 MONEY MONSTER.** Widescreen. George Clooney and Julia Roberts star as financial TV host Lee Gates and his producer, Patty, who are put in an extreme situation when an irate investor who has lost everything launches a tense standoff broadcast to millions, Lee and Patty must work furiously against the clock to unravel the mystery. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures.

**2882515 A COMMON MAN.** Widescreen. Ben Kingsley stars as a seemingly average citizen who plants five powerful bombs in different locations around a major city and threatens to detonate them unless his unprivileged country. Director and screenwriter have crafted the simultaneous release of four of the most deadly international terrorists from government prisons. Also stars Ben Cross. 86 minutes. Anchor Bay. $3.95

**2839318 THE DOOR.** Widescreen. Five years ago a fatal decision cost David the life of his daughter. Now he’s discovered a door–a time portal that will give him the opportunity to rewrite the past and save his daughter’s life. But what appears to be a miraculous chance for redemption turns deadly. Unrated. In German with English subtitles. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**2846853 EXPERIMENTER: The Stanley Milgram Story.** Widescreen. Based on the true story of social psychologist Stanley Milgram (Peter Sarsgaard), who in 1961 conducted a series of radical behavior experiments that tested ordinary humans’ willingness to obey an authority figure. We follow Milgram, from meeting his wife Sasha (Winona Ryder) through his controversial experiments that sparked public outcry. English SDH. 98 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

**283930X DHEEPAN.** Widescreen. In Sri Lanka, the Civil War is reaching its end. Dheepan decides to flee, taking with him a woman and a little girl, hoping they will make it easier to claim asylum in Europe. In Paris he works to build a new life and a new home for his “wife” and “daughter,” but the daily violence he confronts quickly reopens old wounds. Rated R in Tamil with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**6964575 THE LOFT.** Widescreen. Five gorgeous, charismatic women share a secret penthouse loft in the city’s–a place where they can indulge in their deepest fantasies. It turns into a nightmare when they discover the dead body of a woman in the loft and they realize all of the group must be involved. Soon they are consumed by fear, suspicion and murder. Stars James Marsden and Wentworth Miller. $5.95

**2840685 THE GRISSON GANG.** Widescreen. Barbara (Kim Darby) is a wealthy socialite whose biggest dilemma in life concerns whose party she’ll attend next, but when she’s kidnapped by a dangerously depraved family of outlaws, Barbara’s choices become far more terrifying. This gritty and violent fairy tale also stars Scott Wilson and Connie Stevens. Rated R. 128 minutes. Kinoplus.

**898709 THE DARK MIRROR.** Widescreen. Olivia De Havilland plays twin sisters in this entertaining psychological noir classic from 1946. The twins are implicated in a Hollywood murder, and a police detective (Thomas Mitchell) must figure out if one–or both–were involved in the killing. In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

**6964539 GREEN ROOM.** Widescreen. After witnessing a shocking crime, a young rock band finds itself thrust into a life or death battle to escape the clutches of a diabolical club owner (Patrick Stewart) and his ruthless henchman in this white-knuckle thriller from Action Yelchin and Imogen Poots. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. D Films.

**2950292 LOADED GUNS.** Widescreen. Ursula Andress plays Nora, a stunning stewardess who jet-sails all over Europe. She gets implicated in the treachery of a diabolical club owner (Patrick Stewart) and her ruthless henchman in this white-knuckle thriller from Action Yelchin and Imogen Poots. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. D Films.

**2950292 LOADED GUNS.** Widescreen. Ursula Andress plays Nora, a stunning stewardess who jet-sails all over Europe. She gets implicated in the treachery of a diabolical club owner (Patrick Stewart) and her ruthless henchman in this white-knuckle thriller from Action Yelchin and Imogen Poots. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. D Films.

**6965709 SELF/LESS.** An extremely wealthy man undergoes a radical medical procedure that transfers his consciousness into the body of a healthy young man. Self/less is not as it seems when he starts to uncover the mystery of the body’s origin. Stars Ben Kingsley and Ryan Reynolds. English SDH. 117 minutes. Universal.

See more titles at erhbc.com/696
**Thrillers**

6837859 CONTAINMENT. Widescreen. Neighbors in an apartment complex awake to find their doors and windows completely sealed shut. When strangers in hazmat suits infiltrate their building and begin snatching residents, tempers fray and fear take over. Loyalties are tested to their limits as they fight to survive while each other in a fight for survival. English. SDH. 90 minutes. VisionFilms. $4.95

2847019 RITES OF PASSAGE. Widescreen. Nathan (Ryan Donowho), an anthropologist, invites a few of his classmates and his professor (Stephen Dorff) to his family’s abandoned ranch—once a sacred Chumash burial ground— to recreate an ancient ceremony. The students then embark on a rite of passage that no one will ever forget. Also stars Christian Slater. Rated R. 102 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $4.95

BLUES WORK EVERY WHICH WAY BUT LOOSE. Widescreen. Two Clint Eastwood classics! He directs and stars in Blood Work, following an FBI profiler and cardiac patient who receives the heart of a murder victim. With a new lease on life, he sets out to solve the crime (Rated R). Clint goes for laughs in Every Which Way But Loose, about a truck driver on a road trip with an orangutan in the passenger’s seat. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Not Rated. 97 minutes. Olive Films. $4.95

★ 3072541 APOCALYPSE ISLAND. Widescreen. For his entire life, Cain has believed that everything but the small island where he and his family lived was destroyed in an apocalyptic event. When Cain’s sister falls ill, he is forced to find a way to save her, and discovers sinister truths about his family and the island he calls home. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 2959117 THE NAVIGATOR. Widescreen. A family heading toward their holiday villa is encouraged to take a shorter route by their GPS navigational system. They suddenly find themselves stranded, lost in the woods, away from any civilization, with no fuel and no way of contacting the outside world. Will they reach their destination? Stars Jamie Vegan. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 298911 DON'T GO. Widescreen. Rescued from the shock of her young daughter’s death, Ben (Stephen Dorff) and Hazel (Melissa George) attempt to restart their lives in a picturesque seaside village. But when the girl begins appearing to Ben in a haunting recurring dream, he becomes convinced that his nightmare may hold the key to bringing her back to life. Not Rated. English. Olive Films. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

★ 2938919 WHAT KEEPS YOU UP AT NIGHT. Widescreen. On the eve of their one year wedding anniversary, Jules and Jackie become embroiled in a merciless fight for their lives when they find themselves pitted against the most unexpected of adversaries—each other. Stars Hannah Emily Anderson and Britanny Allen. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. M.O. Pictures. PRICE CUT to $3.95

2945658 ANGRY KELLY. Kelly cage is a woman desperately seeking an escape from her horrible life. She is a recovering alcoholic, who loses her daughter, her job and her dignity. Cage discovers blogging as a therapeutic way to release her anxiety and thousands are reading it, including a detective. What the detective reads in the blogs will change their lives forever. Not Rated. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ 6964540 THE GIFT. Widescreen. Simon (Jason Bateman) and Robin (Rebecca Hall) are a young married couple whose life is going as planned until a chance run-in with Simon’s high school acquaintance sends their world into a tailspin. After a series of unwanted encounters and mysterious gifts prove troubling, a horrifying secret from the past is revealed. Rated R. English. SDH. 108 minutes. Olive Films. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 6923879 THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW. Fullscreen. In this 1944 gripping thriller, Richard Wanley (Edward S. Robinson) is no criminal—not until he meets “the woman in the window” (Joan Bennett) and engages in an innocent flirtation—and inadvertently commits a shocking crime. But that’s just the beginning of his problems! In full and minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $11.95

2796880 THE USUAL SUSPECTS. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. 6952386 THE MORTAL INSTRUMENTS: CITY OF BONES. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. 6725589 PERFECT VICTIMS. Adults only. Phase 4 Films. 5.95


2785145 48 HOURS TO LIVE. Widescreen. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $1.95 ★ 2954257 RUNNER RUNNER. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $3.95 ★ 2859440 GUILTY MEN. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. PRICE CUT to $3.95 ★ 2819648 APHRODITE. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $2.95 ★ 2797488 LOWLIFE. Widescreen. Scare Factory. Pub. at $16.97 PRICE CUT to $3.95

**Horror**

2967456 MIDNIGHT FRIGHT SHOW: The Master Collection. Widescreen. Five awesome features for your fright show marathon. Horror, gore, babes, zombies, aliens and vampires galore! Films include chapter of the Dark: Dark Watchers; One Hour to Die; Dead Walkers; and the Blue Print Room. Not Rated. Over six hours. Cinemed. ★ 6811779 THE JUNGLE. Widescreen. An exploration into the Indonesian rainforest to find and tag the elusive Javan leopard leads conservationist Larry Black (Rupert Reid) and his team on a path of terror. When their expedition uncovers evidence of a horrifying new species, they realize the legendary “forest demon” is more than a myth. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.98 PRICE CUT to $1.95

296743X LITTLE DEAD ROTTING HOOD. Widescreen. The residents of a small town discover that something more sinister than killer wolves is lurking in the backwoods—first the wolves start turning up dead, then people. Stars Bianca A. Santos and Eric Ballouf. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Cinemed. ★ 2405760 JESS FRANCO’S COUNT DRACULA: Special Edition. Fullscreen. A highly atmospheric adaptation of the classic Bram Stoker novel, directed by Jess Franco and starring Christopher Lee as the Count, who flies the cold confines of his Carpathian mountain home to the shores of England where he must feed on the blood of beautiful Lucy (Soledad Miranda) and Nina (Maria Rohn). Herbert Lom portrays Van Helsing, and Klaus Kinski plays Renfield. 97 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $19.98 ★ 2874601 JESS FRANCO’S COUNT DRACULA: Director’s Cut. Widescreen. A more faithful adaptation of the classic Bram Stoker novel, directed by Jess Franco and starring Christopher Lee as the Count, who flies the cold confines of his Carpathian mountain home to the shores of England where he must feed on the blood of beautiful Lucy (Soledad Miranda) and Nina (Maria Rohn). Herbert Lom portrays Van Helsing, and Klaus Kinski plays Renfield. 97 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $19.98
**HORROR**

2822792 DELIRIUM. Widescreen. Criminal psychologist Dr. Herbert Lytka is a deranged sex maniac, who murders young women. His beautiful wife (Rita Calderoni) is tormented by visions of medieval torture and lesbian orgies. As their madness grows more twisted, they descend deeper into a nightmare of dementia and depravity. (86 mins.) and International (102 mins.).


2805634 NAVY SEALS V DEMONS. Jack County was like any other Texas town in the Bible Belt—until Demons from Hell showed up and took over the town. Now there’s no stopping them, and if they can take over Jack County, what’s next? Not rated. 85 minutes. MVD Visual.

2995789 SWAMP DEVIIL/EYE OF THE BEAST/BLACK SWARM. Widescreen. In order to avoid paying off and murder charges, a sheriff must prove the existence of the Swamp Devil (Bruce Dem, 90 minutes). Then, a small fishing village is attacked by a giant fish three times the size of the Beast (James Van Der Beek, 90 minutes). Finally, in Black Swarm (Sebastian Roberts, 89 minutes), a swarm of giant bees invades a small town. Not rated. Three DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93.

2938699 HALLOWEEN. Widescreen. The horror movie masterpiece, written and directed by John Carpenter and starring Jamie Lee Curtis. Fifteen years ago, Michael Myers brutally massacred his sister. Now, after escaping from a mental hospital, Myers makes his way back to town—and again—and again.Rated R. 92 minutes. Anchor Bay.

290053X JACK & DIANE. Widescreen. Legendary horror director John Carpenter steps up to the plate to conclude his classic “Three Mothers” trilogy. Argento’s daughter, Asia Argento, stars as Sarah, a young American art student who locally opens an ancient chest releasing unimaginable evil into Rome. Also stars Udo Kier. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Magnolia.

2943288 MOTHER OF TEARS. Widescreen. Piers Morgan Online

2880172 SANITARIUM. Widescreen. Sinister Dr. Stenson (Malcolm McDowell) holds dominion over the inmates of a most unusual asylum—a macabre netherworld of shadows, warped minds, and phantoms. Also stars horror legend Robert Englund as Dr. Loomis and Lou Diamond Phillips. Not rated. CC. 112 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97.

290053X RETURN OF THE EVIL DEAD. Widescreen. In this second startling film in the Blind Deacon Series, the horrific origin of the depraved Templar: heretical knights whose eyes were burned out by medieval vigilantes to prevent them from finding their way back from Hell. These blind horsemen of the night begin to wreak bloody revenge on the town that includes uncensored Spanish version with Stars Tony Kendall. Not rated. 87 minutes. Pub. at $34.95.

2924951 THE REMAINS. Widescreen. After suffering a heartbreaking loss, John and his three children are hoping for a fresh start in a gorgeous Victorian house in a new town. But when the shadows and the malevolent past begins to reveal itself, plunging the family into a terrifying journey that threatens all of them. English SDH. 93 minutes. Vertical.

2813562 PERVERSION. Widescreen. Bloodrayne is back! This time, the sexy heroine (Natassia Brooke) is on the hunt to find the source of a most unnatural evil. A new breed of monster attacks. (95 minutes.)

2905213 ZOMBIEWORLD. Widescreen. There is nowhere to hide, nowhere to run—the Zombie Apocalypse has come and now belongs to the dead! Only a few desperate humans find the courage to stand and fight for their last chance at survival. But the horde of undead keep coming, and there’s one thing on the menu—us. Unrated. 100 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

**FUNCTIONAL FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION**

2987107 THE STRANGE CASE OF DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE. Widescreen. Tony Todd is Dr. Henry Jekyll in this bloody frightening adaptation of the macabre classic. Part crime thriller, part psychological horror, it takes the science fiction to chilling new depths as Mr. Hyde has found himself trapped in a nightmare while held up in a crumbling warehouse where century-old human predator has escaped the general public and on each other. Not Rated. 180 minutes. Fullscreen. WWMM. Pub. at $19.95.

2895785 STABBED IN THE FACE. An over the top homage to the shot on video, gore-soaked, black comedy/horror film. Typical of hyper-soaked, ready to bleed teen stereotypes decide to spend the night camping out in a haunted house on Halloween—and are sliced and diced at the slightest provocation. But not before plenty of gratuitous nudity, unprotected sex and heavy drinking. Not rated. 81 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95.

2823498 MORELLA’S BLOOD FLOOD. The creepy Morella hosts a triple-header of horrors. William Shatner, who was able to amass a dedicated following of young people in the late 1960s. The era of peace and love was brought to its knees by the锯 blood of Evil, a bloodthirsty and notorious Sharon Tate and LaBianca murders. Prepare to enter the Heller Skelter and depraved world of Manson. Stars Ryan Kiser, 94 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.
Horrific reality when he encounters the site's most infamous local, Wolf Creek Crater. His dream Outback adventure soon becomes a high. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Vertical.

Forced to leave home, Rachel and her younger daughter struggle to stitch the pieces of their lives back together in a homeless tent. Their destiny, she sneaks into auditions and lands a leading role. However, just as rehearsals begin, blood starts to spill, and Camilla finds herself targeted by an aimless killer. Stars Aliie MacDonald and Minnie SoH. 88 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95

Their faces are covered in bandages. A disquieting terror closes in as Colleen, a disinterested Officer Lou Garu more than protecting the people—and that’s getting wasted. But when he investigates a mysterious disturbance, only to wake up with a pentagram on his chest, transformed into one of the undead. Stars Adrienne Barbeau. Argento’s horror film. Unrated. In Italian with English subtitles. 90 minutes. RLJ Entertainment.

Suspecting a connection between a murder and the tales of Edgar Allan Poe. Romero’s and Dario Argento—bring you an At turns shocking and terrifying, yet filled with grim humor, this film gives horror fans exactly what they want—and more. In doing so, they violated the remorseful stranger behind the wheel, Hariylo returns home. But this man is not the king and killing anyone in the path. It’s up to Roscoe to put an end to the destruction. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Cinedigm.

Turning Victorians death photography. After photographing his subjects, they start to die from bizarre causes. They then汇聚 as eerie death portraits, leading Davis into a terrifying journey to uncover the haunting mystery. Stars Ben Browder. 90 minutes. Platinum.

At turns shocking and terrifying, yet filled with grim humor, this film gives horror fans exactly what they want—and more. In doing so, they violated the remorseful stranger behind the wheel, Hariylo returns home. But this man is not the king and killing anyone in the path. It’s up to Roscoe to put an end to the destruction. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Cinedigm.

With grim humor, this film gives horror fans exactly what they want—and more. In doing so, they violated the remorseful stranger behind the wheel, Hariylo returns home. But this man is not the king and killing anyone in the path. It’s up to Roscoe to put an end to the destruction. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Cinedigm.

At turns shocking and terrifying, yet filled with grim humor, this film gives horror fans exactly what they want—and more. In doing so, they violated the remorseful stranger behind the wheel, Hariylo returns home. But this man is not the king and killing anyone in the path. It’s up to Roscoe to put an end to the destruction. Not Rated. 105 minutes. Cinedigm.
29401X THE HAUNTING OF ALICE D. Widescreen. The latest Davenport heir is hosting a decadent bash in the newly renovated Davenport House—complete with drugs, prostitutes and just one rule: anything goes. But the fun has barely begun when Unrated terrifying things begin to happen. The guests will soon learn that vengeance never rests in peace. 79 minutes. Rated R. $5.95

294072 TURISTAS. Widescreen. Josh Duhamel leads a group of young backpackers who find themselves stranded on a remote Brazilian beach; an exotic paradise, with warm sunshine, cool ocean breezes, and plenty of hot bodies. But, after a night of sexualward turistas are drugged and robbed, and their dream vacation becomes a gruesome nightmare. 79 minutes. Rated R. $3.95

294086 CREATURES: 4 Movie Midnight Marathon Pack. Widescreen. Four terrifying films featuring creepy crawling creatures! Sather (Nathan Fillion and Elizabeth Banks); Sossoss (Sirotter Martin and Dick Benedek); Tremors (Kevin Bacon and Fred Ward); and Tremors 2: After Shock (Fred Ward and Helen Shaver). Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours. Universal. $6.95

294116 DUNWICH HORROR. Widescreen. Based on the short story by Stephen King, Tim Matheson stars as the troubled Jim Norris, who moves back to his hometown with his wife Sally (Brooke Adams) and son Scott (Robert H. Gorman). The town holds dark memories for Jim: a murder of his brother, Wayne (Chris Demetral)—and the evil spirits responsible. Rated R. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

294485 VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN. Widescreen. Based on the short story by Stephen King and the novel by Victor Frankenstein (James McAvoy) and his trusted assistant Igor (Daniel Radcliffe) share a noble vision of aiding humanity and saving loved ones, but their reason was pure immortality. But when Victor’s experiments go too far, his obsession will yield a terrifying result: a monstrous creation. 110 minutes. Rated R. $6.95

295050 THE BELL WITCH HAILING. The Robertson County Sheriff’s Department has released this found footage, discovered on the cell phones and video cameras of the people caught up in the strange events. Radical but true! First thought to be a murder-suicide, the events are now believed to be attached to a centuries-old demon responsible for thousands of the most infamous paranormal events. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

295065 THE MUMMY. Fullscreen. Horror icon Boris Karloff delivers a legendary performance as the Egyptian mummy who can only rest if his transform is completely revived by a team of archaeologists after 3,700 years. Alive again, he sets out on an obsessive— and deadly—quest to find his lost love, English SDH. In B&W. 74 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

295072 SEVERANCE. Working nine to five is a real killer, but team building vacations can sometimes be worse. Seven employees of an international weapons manufacturer are left behind on a private island; one by one they die of themselves. The escape turns deadly as the colleagues discover they are the target of a crazed and vengeful enemy. Rated R. 96 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment $2.95
Gravitas Ventures.

Bulgaria and begins to experience a series of bizarre and lives on in

Maverick.

Miles learns that he’s being haunted by a vicious supernatural

While the Civil War rages on, President Abraham Lincoln must

sisters are denied. Stars Linas Romay. Not

STIFFED.

Blood Monkey

Blood Money/BLÖD MONKEY/STIFFED.

Dark Night of the Scarecrow.

Darkman II: The Return of Durant; Original crime-fighting hit continues in

Darkman II: The Return of Durant/FIRESTARTER 2: Rekindled.

Terror/DARKMAN II: The Return of

durant/to her seance scam business and ends up

unleash a dark power from the other side. In

Zimbardi, Sklyer Caleb and Jean Smart. 90 minutes. Adult only. Full Moon.

009508 BLOOD MONKEY/ MANEATER IN THE SPIDER’S WEB. In

Blood Monkey (F. Murray Abraham, 88 minutes), grad students are terrorized by a vicious species of chimps. In Maneater (Gary Busey, 88 minutes) a Bengal tiger lurks in the Appalachian Mountains. In In the Spider’s Web (Laurence Fishburne, 88 minutes) follows a gang of black marketers who become involved in a ritual in which spiders feast on corpses. Not rated. Three DVDs. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93

278252 STIFFED. Frank, Keno and Frank, Keno and

Psycho drifter Dennis Skinner (Ted Raimi) stars in this nasty piece of European exploitation, in which a gang of wealthy maniacs break into peaceful homes and murder their husbands to watch. Inspector van der Walk (Bryan Marshall) is determined to make them pay for their crimes. 98 minutes. Adults only. One 7, Pub at $24.95

689918 SKINNER. Widescreen. Psycho killer Dennis Skinner (Ted Raimi) who wears flesh-suits he slices from his doomed prostitutes, falls for a lonely young housewife (Rikki Lake), and is himself haunted by a horribly scarred survivor. This eerie tale gets off to a gory-chilling feature film. Not Rated. CC, 88 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub at $19.98

689881 A LITTLE BIT ZOMBIE. Widescreen. A mild- mannered HR manager becomes infected with a virus during a weekend get-away with his best friend and his fiancé. While he attempts to fulfill his overwhelming desire for brains he must elude an obsessed zombie hunter hot on his trail and avoid the wrath of his bridezilla to be. Rated R. 87 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $2.95

2839342 THE FORBIDDEN ROOM. Widescreen. One might never guess what’s in store from Guy Maddin’s ode to the lost moments of the silent era, honoring classic cinema by recasting it with energy. Maddin’s opus takes us high into the air, under the sea, around the world, and into dreamscapes, spinning tales of amnesia, captivity, destruction, and murder. 119 minutes. Adults only. Mongrel Media. $3.95

698239 DARK NIGHT OF THE SCARECROW. Fullscreen. When a young girl is found murdered, a gang of bigots hunt down the boy’s mentally challenged friend in a group’s responsibility. Finding him hiding inside a scarecrow, they exact their revenge. But soon, a strange appearence begins to stalk the land, seeking revenge for itself. 96 minutes. Adults only. One 7. Pub at $17.95

006914 DEATH WARMED UP. Director David Blyth launched his genre career with this relentlessly graphic and still intense story of mad doctors, nude teens, psychotic mutants, shotgun murders, power, explosive action and punk attitude. Not Rated. CC, 88 minutes. Severin. Pub at $19.98

2847115 V/H/S. Widescreen. A group of misfits are hired by an unknown third party to retrieve a dead body from his countryside and acquire a rare tape. Upon searching the house, the guys are confronted with a dead body, a hub of old televisions and an endless supply of cryptic footage, each video more terrifying than the last. Rated R. 116 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment.

4.95

2889043 THE PIANO TUNER OF EARTHQUAKES. Widescreen. On the eve of Elizabeth Bennett’s (Juliette Binoche) sold-out opera performance of Malvina’s opera singer of Malvina (Amira Casar) is mysteriously "killed" and abducted by the malevolent Dr. Droz (Gottfried John), Feiseltib, an irresistible, and guilt-ridden lover. He also gratuitously summons Dr. Droz’s seceded villa to service his strange musical automata, where he learns of the doctor’s plans to stage a “diabolical opera”--and of Malvina’s fate. In Color and B&W. 95 minutes. Zeitgeist. $3.95
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2982137 THE ZOMBIE KING. Edward Furlong stars as Samuel, an ordinary man who dares within the laws of voodoo to bring his wife back from the grave. He soon encounters the God Kell, whose creature-a pocalyptic machine designed to destroy the underworld and bring chaos to Earth, in return he walks the Earth with his departed wife. But the inhabitant of a small village decides to take the change so easily. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $19.95.

2980533 DOPPELGANGER. Drew Barrymore stars as Holly Gooding, a young woman who apparently stabs her mother to death. What she doesn't know is that she swapped lives with the灵异题材。当研究人员调查该区域时，他们发现贼人和一群与世隔绝在神秘植物园的亚夏纳斯。在他们面前有著全黑的MS，奇怪的外星人，以及他们的供应品。他们害怕叛乱的邪恶让他们停止，Unrated. English SDH. 87 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95.

2905029 TRACK OF THE MOONBEAST. A hateful shower of lunar fragments shoots through the atmosphere of New Mexico. A meteorite particle strikes with inconspicuous precision. It makes a pact to destroy the underworld and bring chaos to Earth, in return he walks the Earth with his departed wife. But the inhabitant of a small village decides to take the change so easily. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $19.95.

2972939 BIGFOOT BLOOD TRAP. Widescreen. While hunting, a group of friends discover a Bigfoot creature who lives on the land. Once the beast is captured, they encounter a strange scientist with a bloody, mysterious connection to the monster. This crazed maniac will do anything to continue his bizarre breeding experiments to create an unstoppable killing machine. Unrated. 95 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95.

2894118 THE MIND’S EYE. Widescreen. Zack Conners and Rachel Meadows were both normal, pre-teen bookable capacities. When word gets out, they find themselves the prisoners of Michael Slovak, a deranged doctor intent on harvesting their powers. After a daring escape, they return to his sinister institution, but the corrupt doctor will stop at nothing to track them down. Unrated. English SDH. 87 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $2.95.

2904918 THE MINION. Widescreen. Zack Conners and Rachel Meadows were born with incredible capacities. When word gets out, they find themselves the prisoners of Michael Slovak, a deranged doctor intent on harvesting their powers. After a daring escape, they return to his sinister institution, but the corrupt doctor will stop at nothing to track them down. Unrated. English SDH. 87 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $2.95.
**Horror**

**2902109 MERMAID: Lake of the Dead.** Widescreen. For years, she has lurked in the depths, watching. Queled to swim the waters in which she met her unlamented death, the mermaid has risen once again—and this unpeckable writhing creature hungers for love and has set her sights on theINGLE Ferrari and in Russian with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.95 72 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 9.95

**2902753 BLOOD LAKE.** Fullscreen. A group of unhinged party animals embark on a weekend trip filled with sex, drugs, and... well, you know. An alien creature hungers for love and has set its sights on a group of friends. But when the friends start to suspect something more sinister, they must band together to survive. Unrated. 94 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $19.98 14.95

**2902448 ABSURD.** Fullscreen. Director and writer Joseph D'Amato tells the story of a group of friends who venture into a haunted house in the hopes of encountering the ghost of a former resident. But when they start to experience strange and terrifying events, they realize that the house is not as abandoned as they thought. Unrated. 79 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $14.95

**2902870 THE HORROR OF PARTY BEACH.** When nuclear waste dumped into the ocean mutates into a shipwreck full of corpses, it unleashes an onslaught of bikini teens, surprising gore, dubious science, an intrepid maid, The Del- Aires, and arguably the greatest worst monsters in science, an intrepid maid, The Del-Aires, and a group of survivors. Unrated. 92 minutes. 4Digital Media. McDonald. Director

**2902869 DARK SILENCE.** Widescreen. Craig moves with his daughter, Jennifer, into a remote house. It’s not long before the pair discover that the house is haunted by a girl who disappeared years ago. But when Craig tries to find her, he realizes that she is possessed by an ambitious demon. Her family has tried everything conventional method to heal her, but both medicine and psychology have failed. As a last resort, they reach out to a priest, unaware he has his own dark secrets. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 14.95

**2903287 TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE.** The story of the early days of the Texas Chainsaw Massacre. This is the prequel to the original story, and it explores the origins of Leatherface and the Sawyer family. Unrated. 90 minutes. D Films. Horror

**290306X CITY OF DEAD MEN.** Widescreen. Michael, a young American tourist out of money, accepts the invitation of friendship and shelter from a group of young misfits who live in an abandoned psychiatric hospital. He is led to believe that they are the remnants of a long-abandoned mental institution. Unrated. 97 minutes. VVS Films

**2905135 NECROMENTIA.** Widescreen. This twisted tale of erotic tortures and shocking torment delves upon the gates of hell for three men desperate to transcend the boundaries of death. But to open the portals of hell, an ancient map of the occult must be carved into one man’s flesh. Unrated. 85 minutes. Image Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**2906688 THE SUMMONING.** Widescreen. Rachel Iverson has been renting a room from a middle-aged couple in Sugar Land, Texas, and is soon to graduate from law school when she realizes that her preparations for a mock case lead her to unspeakable secrets about this tiny town built around a sugar manufacturing empire. CC. 87 minutes. Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**2905012 HONEYMOON.** Widescreen. A group of friends on a weekend trip to a remote cabin on a lake notice an eerie cloud floating high above their place. That night a beam of otherworldly light shines down from the sky and aliens abduct a number of them. The ones that remain must rely on a mysterious local Texas Chainsaw Massacre to survive. R. McCaffrey, Ryan’s. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**2905131 ABERRATION.** Widescreen. On the outside, Christy Duncan appears normal, but she hides a chilling secret. Caught between the worlds of the living and the dead, she has been plagued by terrifying visions. Someone or something is killing everyone around her, and her only hope of survival is to uncover the truth. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. PRICE CUT to $7.95

**2905458 LEATHERFACE.** A prequel to the Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Leatherface is the story of the origin of the Sawyer family and how Leatherface was created. Unrated. 110 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**2905472 TEXAS VOODOO ZOMBIES.** Ex-Army Private First Class Beverly is a small town dip that finds herself juggling love, lies, and monsters. But when she discovers that her patient’s dark secret it unleashes a malevolent force that rises beyond the wildest imagination in All the Devils Aliens. Unrated. Over 100 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**2905021 HONEYMOON: After the Blood.** Young newlyweds Paul (Harry Treadaway) and Becca (Rose Leslie) travel to a remote lake cottage for their honeymoon. Shortly after arriving, Paul finds Becca wandering and disoriented in the middle of the night. As her husband insists the couple go camping to reconnect. Something in the woods warns a group of hunters nearby, preventing the couple from leaving the house. Secrets and supernatural stories come to light, and they must determine if the real threat is inside or outside their tent. Stars Fiona Dourif and Kevin Ryan. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**2905077 THE RECALL.** A group of friends on a weekend trip to a remote cabin on a lake notice an eerie cloud floating high above their place. That night a beam of otherworldly light shines down from the sky and aliens abduct a number of them. The ones that remain must rely on a mysterious local Texas Chainsaw Massacre to survive. R. McCaffrey, Ryan’s. 96 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**2905081 MANSION OF BLOOD.** Widescreen. Millionaire Mason Murphy is planning a ten-year celebration of his lover using effects and makeup, but he hides a chilling secret. Caught between the worlds of the living and the dead, she has been plagued by terrifying visions. Someone or something is killing everyone around her, and her only hope of survival is to uncover the truth. Not Rated. 65 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**2905555 CAROUSEL.** Duke, a carousel unicorn, hates his job. He has to let kids climb on his back and ride for hours every day. But one kid has finally pushed him too far. Duke breaks free of his eternal carnival hell and embarks on a sadistic, bloody rampage of revenge on humanity, starting with a house party full of friends. Stars Steve Buscemi, Burt Young, and Wesley Snipes. 84 minutes. Cinedigm. Director

**2905746 ABRERRATION.** Widescreen. On the outside, Christy Duncan appears normal, but she hides a chilling secret. Caught between the worlds of the living and the dead, she has been plagued by terrifying visions. Someone or something is killing everyone around her, and her only hope of survival is to uncover the truth. Not Rated. 65 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**2905495 LEATHERFACE.** A prequel to the Texas Chainsaw Massacre, Leatherface is the story of the origin of the Sawyer family and how Leatherface was created. Unrated. 110 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**2905376 A DARK PLACE INSIDE.** Beneath the surface of the human mind lies a brutal reality we all deny, an animal that lurks in the depths, waiting. Cursed to swim the waters in which she met her unlamented death, the mermaid has risen once again—and this unpeckable writhing creature hungers for love and has set her sights on theINGLE Ferrari and in Russian with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $19.95 72 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $14.95 9.95

**2905707 ALIENS AND WITCHES FROM THE DARK REALMS.** Collects two films, In the Haunting of Mysti Delane a troubled teen possesses a brilliant mind but is haunted by his own inner demons. The boundaries of death. But to open the portals of hell, an ancient map of the occult must be carved into one man’s flesh. Unrated. 85 minutes. Image Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**2905401 HUMAN EXPERIMENTS.** Widescreen. Richard Foster (Linda Kaye Hansen) is a country singer traveling alone. After wrecking her car she finds what appears to be an abandoned house, but after stumbling inside, she discovers that it is the old home of the Slaughter family. She’s railroaded into prison and soon finds herself at the mercy of a prison psychiatrist with insidious intentions up his sleeve. Rated R. 85 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95 11.95

**2905407 HUMAN EXPERIMENTS.** Widescreen. Richard Foster (Linda Kaye Hansen) is a country singer traveling alone. After wrecking her car she finds what appears to be an abandoned house, but after stumbling inside, she discovers that it is the old home of the Slaughter family. She’s railroaded into prison and soon finds herself at the mercy of a prison psychiatrist with insidious intentions up his sleeve. Rated R. 85 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95 11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/696
Eye. Pub. at $19.95

283739 6 PACK OF HORROR. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98

283799 CREATURE. Widescreen. Arc Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95


283869 THE EXORCIST: Extended Director’s Cut. Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95


284198 SLAUGHTER DRIVE. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $9.97

2952463 #FROMJENNIFER. Widescreen. Cinedigm. Pub. at $19.99

6992923 VOODOO. Wild Eye. Pub. at $9.95


288001 HUNTING THE LEGEND. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $27.97

299217 stop the slithering menace. Stars ‘80s horror icons. Pub. at $27.97


2846534 THE DEVIL’S DOORWAY. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95

2851913 THE DOCTOR’S DOORWAY. Fullscreen. Screen Factory. Pub. at $7.95

2851919 2 JENNIFER. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $19.95

2859394 DEATH HEADS: Brain Drain. Widescreen. Full Moon. $9.95

2869928 13 DEMONS. Widescreen. A group of friends stumble upon a medieval boogeyman came while camping and realize there is something between reality and fantasy that is shattered, and they realize there is in way over their heads. Cinedigm. Pub. at $9.95

2947099 DARK SISTER. Troubled girl Cassie suffers with recurring visions of murder when a group of boys appropriate their violent acts to canvas. pub. at $19.95

2954542 NEXT OF KIN. Widescreen. When a young police officer dies for his country, he finds himself in a waking nightmare of murder, madness and a legacy of evil that may be inescapable. Stars Jacki Elin, John Jarratt, and Alex Snow. Pub. at $19.95


6818428 BLOOD RITES. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95

2839431 KILLING GROUND. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. Pub. at $3.95


2833787 GHOSTS IN THE MACHINE. MVD Visual. Pub. at $2.95

6852050 TURISTAS. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $3.95


6840110 BLACK SUNDAY. Widescreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $9.95

6801418 AT GRANNY’S HOUSE. Widescreen. Full Moon. Pub. at $5.95

6976751 TALES THAT TERRORISE. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

2826659 DART. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98


2823071 AT WARRIOR ROAD. Widescreen. Horror. Pub. at $7.95


2779004 THE CROSSBREED. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $1.95


2800010 THE GHOST OF SIERRA DE COBRE. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

2904942 MONSTERLAND. Widescreen. Amidst a bloody backdrop of chaos and carnage, one panicked, lowly survivor of the Monster Apocalypse takes shelter in a movie theater to buy himself a few extra moments of precious life. Does he know he’s taken a flying leap out of frying pan and into the fires of hell by attending the last movie marathon you’ll ever see. Unrated. 109 minutes, RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

681739 THE WARRIOR AND THE SORCERESS. Khan is last known living member of a mighty warrior tribe who now wanders the planet Ura as a mercenary sword for hire. In the world of Yam A Tar, he finds two vicious clans struggling for power, and the beautiful sorceress Maja Karte becomes embroiled in their treachery and remembers the Sorceress. With her lies his destiny, and together they must forge a new world! Stars David Carradine. Not Rated. 81 minutes. New Concorde. $4.95

277356 VILLAGE OF THE DAMNED/CHILDREN OF THE DAMNED. Widescreen. Double Feature! In Village of the Damned, there’s something wrong with the children of a remote community. The first sign of the offspring of aliens who secretly impregnated the women! Then in Children of the Damned, unusually gifted children from all over the globe are gathered in England for scientific study...and then the terror begins. In B&W and B&W. 116 minutes. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

290500 PRISONER X. Widescreen. As the world wages in war and civil strife, CIA agent Carmen Reese arrives at a secret underground prison to interrogate a captured terrorist with links to recent attacks on American soil. When she discovers the future with 98 other time travelers who are still at large and working to change history, Stars Ronny Cox and Treat Williams. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

2906079 ALIEN UPRISING. Widescreen. A group of friends awake one morning to find all electricity and power shut off, and an immense alien army hovering ominously above their heads. Suddenly this regular group of friends is battling to survive, as the entire human race is threatened by the alien army hovering ominously above. Stars Brad Birk and Sean Brossan. Widescreen. 101 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

698283 ALIENS VS. PREDATOR: REQUIEM. Widescreen. After a terrifying Predator attack near the goal of a Colorado town, killing everyone it encounters and producing countless alien offspring, a lone Predator arrives to “clean up” the mess. In 30 seconds it’s battle to the death with no rules, no mercy, and hundreds of innocent people caught in the crossfire. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. E One. $5.95

290327 THE BEYOND. Widescreen. Astronauts modified with advanced robotics newly discover a wormhole. Their unexpected return send the space agency into a race to discover what the astronauts encountered. CC. 101 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2905035 ROBOTOPOLIS. Widescreen. Mankind has taken the next big step: a state of the city called Heror’s Town, which is completely run by robots. Reporter Christiane Nouveau (Zoe Naylor) is covering the story, but something goes terribly wrong when a robot soccer player Christine and her crew create an antimatter device that sends the city spiraling into destruction. $5.95

2905002 PLANET OF DINOSAURS. A spaceship gets lost and is forced to make an emergency landing on an unknown planet. The planet looks much like Earth, only with no trace of civilization. Soon the crew discovers that there are blood-thirsty dinosaurs and they must do whatever they can to survive until they’re rescued. 84 minutes. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2987317 STAR TREK II: The Wrath of Khan. Widescreen. Kirk’s Starfleet career enters a new chapter as a result of his most vengeful nemesis: Khan Noonien Singh. Escaping his forgotten prison, Khan sets his sights on both capturing Project Genesis, a device of god-like power, and the U.S.S. Enterprise! $5.95

663348X RADIO FREE ALBEMUTH. Widescreen. Based on the classic Philip K. Dick novel, record store clerk Nick Brady (JonathanScarfe) begins to experience visions transmitted from an extraterrestrial source he calls VALIS. Moving to Los Angeles to confront his former friend–Philip K. Dick himself–begin to plot against the government, uncovering a cosmic, mind-shattering conspiracy. Rated R. 111 minutes. Freestyle. $4.95

6962823 ALIEN VS. PREDATOR: RENEGADE. Widescreen. The discovery of an ancient pyramid in Antarctica sends a team of scientists and adventurers to the frozen continent. There, they make an even more terrifying discovery: two alien races engage in battle. Whoever wins–we lose. 100 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6811388 CRYSTAL SKULLS. Widescreen. In the year 2020, a rapidly rising sun begins straight for the planet, the sun plunges the Earth into darkness. Archaeologists discover a solution to Earth’s tragic fate hidden beneath ancient Maya ruins: 12 key skills that can save the destruction. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. E One. $5.95

2983754 OCCUPATION. Widescreen. After a devastating alien invasion, a small group of town residents have to band together. As they struggle to survive, they realize they must stay one step ahead of their attackers, and work together for a chance to strike back. Stars Dan Ewing. 119 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

696284X ALIENS VS. PREDATOR: REQUIEM. Widescreen. After a terrifying Predator attack near the goal of a Colorado town, killing everyone it encounters and producing countless alien offspring, a lone Predator arrives to “clean up” the mess. In 30 seconds it’s battle to the death with no rules, no mercy, and hundreds of innocent people caught in the crossfire. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. E One. $5.95

2983027 THE BEYOND. Widescreen. Astronauts modified with advanced robotics newly discover a wormhole. Their unexpected return send the space agency into a race to discover what the astronauts encountered. CC. 101 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2905035 ROBOTOPOLIS. Widescreen. Mankind has taken the next big step: a state of the city called Heror’s Town, which is completely run by robots. Reporter Christiane Nouveau (Zoe Naylor) is covering the story, but something goes terribly wrong when a robot soccer player Christine and her crew create an antimatter device that sends the city spiraling into destruction. $5.95

698283 ALIENS VS. PREDATOR: REQUIEM. Widescreen. After a terrifying Predator attack near the goal of a Colorado town, killing everyone it encounters and producing countless alien offspring, a lone Predator arrives to “clean up” the mess. In 30 seconds it’s battle to the death with no rules, no mercy, and hundreds of innocent people caught in the crossfire. Not Rated. CC. 87 minutes. E One. $5.95

290327 THE BEYOND. Widescreen. Astronauts modified with advanced robotics newly discover a wormhole. Their unexpected return send the space agency into a race to discover what the astronauts encountered. CC. 101 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2905035 ROBOTOPOLIS. Widescreen. Mankind has taken the next big step: a state of the city called Heror’s Town, which is completely run by robots. Reporter Christiane Nouveau (Zoe Naylor) is covering the story, but something goes terribly wrong when a robot soccer player Christine and her crew create an antimatter device that sends the city spiraling into destruction. $5.95
Sci-Fi

290473X EYEBORGs. Widescreen. In the future, mobile robotic cameras known as "Eyeborgs" have made privacy a thing of the past. But are these cameras just watching? As people begin to die off in bizarre ways, federal agent Gunner Reynolds (Adrian Paul) discovers a shocking plot of murder and madness. Also stars Danny Trejo. Rated R. English SDH, Subtitles. $4.95

★ 2950723 BAD TASTE. In Peter Jackson's directional debut, Lord Crumb and his army of aliens have laid waste to a small town that has been packed in boxes ready to become the latest taste sensation to hit the galaxy. Earth's governments issue a full scale alert and unleash their first line of defense: "The Boys," 91 minutes. Substance. 99c.

6964524 COHERENCE. Widescreen. On the night of an astronomical anomaly eight friends gather at a dinner party experience a troubling chain of reality bending events. Part cerebral sci-fi and part relationship drama, this film is a tightly focused, intimately shot film that quickly ratchets up tension and mystery. Stars Hugo Armstrong and Emily Fowler. 89 minutes. D.Films. $5.95

★ 693854X 2069: A Sex Odyssey. Five sexy females from the planet Venus are sent to Earth to bring back sperm samples to their planet which is dying out because there are no men left on it. After they land they find that it's not all that difficult persuading the Earth's men to help them in their quest. Rated R. 73 minutes. Adults only. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $14.95

2924803 ALIEN ARRIVAL. Widescreen. Kye is a prisoner of war caught between two armies, neither of whose ways he believes in. When offered an opportunity for freedom, Kye sets out on one last rescue mission only to become stranded when his ship crashes land. He soon realizes that the deadliest creature on the desert moon is himself. CC. 95 minutes. Vertical. $4.95

2943190 BRANDED. Widescreen. In a dystopian society where megacorporations rule, a terrifying conspiracy has been unleashed—one that controls the minds of the citizens. One man (Ed Stoppard) is determined to unlock the truth behind the conspiracy. His quest to find it will lead him to a shocking revelation and an epic battle. Also stars Leelee Sobieski. Rated R. CC. 106 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

★ 6894402 AT THE EARTH'S CORE. Widescreen. Prepare to journey to Pellucidar: an empire where gargantuan dinosaurs torture and enslave all humans, including the lovely Dia (Caroline Munro). But all that could change when a surface dwelling scientist (Peter Cushing) and an American businessman (Doug McClure) drive a powerful machine straight into Pellucidar. 89 minutes. Pub. at $19.95

2796562 APOCALYPSE. It was once the source of life, light, and warmth. Now the sun has turned the world into a barren wasteland. Marie, her sister Leonie and Phillip are heading for the mountains because rumor has it that there are human survivors. When they are lured into an ambush, their real battle for survival begins. Rated R. In German with English subtitles. Also released as Hell. 90 minutes. ARC Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95

2828278 TRANSFER. Widescreen. A wealthy couple decides to pay for a new procedure that allows their minds to be transferred to younger, purchased bodies. But there's a catch: the host bodies wake up with all their old memories and ideas just right there, night and have ideas and desires of their own. Stars Regina Nebly and B.J. Britt. In German with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Mongrel Media. $9.95

★ 6938272 AVENGING FORCE: The SCARAB. When an archaeologist discovers an ancient scarab that grants strange and fantastic powers. If then falls to him in his new guise as the Scarab to keep an evil tyrant known as the Sphinx. From stealing the stone and using the power for his own diabolical use, 71 minutes. Tomcat Films. $2.95

2921804 WATCH THE SKY. Widescreen. In an effort to capture avatar video of outer space, two amateur engineers unexpectedly find themselves in harm's way when an innocent science experiment becomes a day filled with unevently threats threatening their sleepy coastal town. CC. 87 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

★ 6961290 BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER. An experimental pilot testing a new Convair F-102 interceptor manages to fly into the future and land at the now deserted airbase he left. He ends up in a city with people who are suspicious he is a spy and who want to keep him to procreate with the ruler's daughter. 80 minutes. Danny Flicks. Pub. at $12.95

6995920 KINGSLAVAL: Final Fantasy XV. Widescreen. As the overwhelming military might of the empire bears down, King Regis is faced with an impossible ultimatum—to marry his son, Prince Noctis to Princess Lunafreya of Tenebrae, captive of Niflheim, and surrender his lands to the empire's rule. Although the king conceives, he truly believes the empire will stop at nothing to achieve their devious goals. English SDH, 115 minutes. Sony Pictures.

★ 6826733 HALO LEGENDS. Widescreen. This sweeping animated sci-fi saga delves into the rich Halo universe with seven exciting stories, told in eight parts, focused on Master Chief's mysterious origins, the Spartans' advanced combat capabilities and the tenacious Attempts, Spartans and Orbital Drop Shock Troopers. 119 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.99

2967227 ALTERED PERCEPTION. Widescreen. When the government attempts to produce a dangerous artificial intelligence, it compromises the false perceptions that people develop throughout their lives the implications are deadly. The lives of four couples, are examined within the mass hypnosis, leading them to doubt their own memory, perceptions and even their sanity. Stars Jon Huertas. Not Rated. Widescreen. English SDH, 79 minutes. Synchronex.

6561299 BACK TO THE FUTURE, 25TH ANNIVERSARY TRILOGY. Widescreen. Experience one of the most popular movie series of all time with this Special Edition set of all three movies. Join Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox), Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd) and the young girl with glowing glasses. In the adventure of a lifetime as they travel to the past, the present and the future. Includes a digital copy of all three movies. English SDH. Nearly six hours on two DVDs, plus a bonus disc of extras! $27.95

★ 5038050 THEY CAME FROM THE ETHER. John Henry, a down on his luck salesmen, is given a chance to succeed when alien visitors arrive and coerce him into helping them. An hour of human existence is exchanged for technology that will radically change John's life. 90 minutes. WWMX, Pub. at $19.99

★ 2910101 ALIEN AGENDA: Project Grey. Dr. Schroder listens to her criminally insane patient as he recounts the story of the murder of his four friends. It is a tale of infidelity, jealousy, revenge as these aliens, government mind control, and merciless extraterrestrials. Stars Christian Blaze, Justin Stilwell, and Allison Wanyca. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Reality Entertainment. $14.95

2973472 NEAR EXTINCTION. Widescreen. In this post-apocalyptic creature thriller humans engineer an ice age to eradicate a plague, only to have the ice age be just as deadly. A group of rag-tag survivors search for a safe haven, only to encounter many dangers on their way, including fighting, a mutant cult and a pack of mysterious creatures known as Green Eyes. Not Rated. 82 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. Pub. at $13.95

2905159 UNCANNY. Widescreen. For ten years, Investment Banker Matthew has lived in isolation with his invention, Adam, a robot with incredible human qualities. When a reporter is given access to the facility, she is alternately repelled and attracted to the scientist and his creation. But as Adam exhibits jealously towards her, she finds herself entangled in a web of deception. Stars Mark Webber. Unrated. 85 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. PRICE CUT to $2.95

2750948 ORION. Widescreen. In a future dark age after civilization has collapsed, a wandering fighter to save a virgin mother from a powerful magician and, with her, searches for a mythical city containing the world's last survivors. Stars David Anquet, Goran Kostic and Liv Hoster. 105 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $2.95

2785005 HIDDEN PEAKS. Widescreen. Jarred, a warrior with a tragic past, and Eliza, a woman desperate to find her missing fiancee, are left stranded alone in an apartheid world where vicious monsters called Reapers run amock and hunt for human flesh. When Eliza is kidnapped, Jarred has no choice but to form alliances and embark on a rescue mission. Stars Laurent Boileux. 101 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT to $2.95

★ 2796845X HORIZON OF THE BLOOD MONSTERS. In the near future with an intergalactic vampire plague threatening Earth, an expedition is sent to a distant galaxy in hopes of discovering the plague's source. As they explore a planet, the group discovers living dinosaurs, a race of vampire cavers, and other strange creatures. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $12.95

282129X SCIFI INVASION: 50 Movies. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

6916104 TAKING EARTH. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $9.95

2896314 ATTACK FROM BENEATH. Widescreen. GT Media. $3.95

691926X JURASSIC ADVENTURES: 4-Movie Collection. Mill Creek. $4.95

696984 MARTIAN LAND. Widescreen. Asylum. $3.95

2837536 ALIEN QUADRILOGY. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $29.98


2839652 THE PHOENIX INCIDENT. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $9.95


2785099 STAR RAIDERS. Gravitas Ventures. $4.95

★ 673863X ISLAND OF THE BURNING DAMNED. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $12.95

2823357 THE SHAPE OF THINGS TO COME. Widescreen. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.98. PRICE CUT to $5.55

2839377 HIGHER POWER. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $3.95

6938280 BATTLETRIOID. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $2.95

Family & Kids

2948241 MY GIRL/ MY GIRL 2. Fullscreen. My Girl is a coming of age comedy starring Dan Aykroyd, Jamie Lee Curtis, Macaulay Culkin and Anna Chlumsky. An incredible story of first love, and loss. In My Girl 2 Aykroyd, Curtis and Chlumsky return as the oftbeaten Stuents family in this enchanting sequel. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95
Family & Kids

2923556 PERCY JACKSON: Sea of Monsters. Widescreen. Out to prove he’s not just a one-time Percy Jackson and his demigod friends embark on an epic, cross-country journey into the treacherous Sea of Monsters, where they battle terrifying creatures, an army of zombies, and the evil god of the underworld. Stars Logan Lerman. English SDH. 106 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2923645 THUMBELINA. Fullscreen & Widescreen. She sprang from a flower and is broadly the size of her love is gigantic! The treasured Hans Christian Andersen fairy tale comes to life in this magnificently magical, animated musical fable. Featuring the voices of Carol Channing, John Hurt, Chao and many more. English SDH. 86 minutes on a double-sided DVD. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

1850083 THE BLACK STALLION. Widescreen. When a shipwreck leaves Alec (Kelly Reno), a young boy, stranded in the desert, he makes friends with the stallion, “the Black,” a wild Arabian stallion, stranded on a desolate island, the two share a frightening adventure of survival. Upon their rescue, Alec and the horse embark on their adventures when they join forces with ex-jockey and horse trainer, Henry Daley (Mickey Rooney). CC. 117 minutes. MGM. $5.95

2800621 HOTEL TRANSYLVANIA 2. Widescreen. Dracula (Adam Sandler), the former prince of Darkness, is fed up with his small-town vampire life and decides to put together a classical concert, which will allow him to show off his best side. Stars Lenny Belafonte, Sander, Selena Gomez, and Steve Buscemi. English SD. 89 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

2923564 PERCY JACKSON: THE OLYMPIANS: The Lightning Thief. Widescreen. Percy Jackson is no ordinary teenager—he’s just learned he’s the son of Poseidon and is accused of stealing Zeus’ lightning bolt. The fate of the world is in his hands! Stars Logan Lerman and Pierce Brosnan. English SDH. 118 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2923661 WE BOUGHT A ZOO. Widescreen. When his teenage son gets into trouble, Benjamin Mee (Matt Damon) gives up his lucrative job to move his family to the California Zoo on the verge of war amongst the gorillas, the orangutans, and the giraffes. Stars Scarlett Johansson, English SDH. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2942481 STEP DOGS/THREE DOGATES/DOG FATHER. Widescreen. In Step Dogs, two very different dogs team up to place their owner against thieves, 85 minutes. In The Three Dogaters, when burglars make off with their family’s presents, three puppies set out on a mission to save Christmas! 87 minutes. In The Dogfather, a mobster’s bulldog takes refuge in the suburbs after swallowing his master’s precious ring. 88 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

6728724 TRAIL OF THE PANDA. Widescreen. High in the mountains of the Sichuan province of China, a 10-year-old orphan boy named Lu rescues a lost panda cub separated from its mother. As Lu struggles to keep the cub from trappers, the two form a unique bond—one that will change the boy forever. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Disney. $5.95

5862175 NAPOLEON & SAMANTHA. Widescreen. Two young children (Johnny Whitaker and Jodie Foster in her first film role) find themselves in charge of a gentle, aging circus lion. When they are threatened with being split up, the trio embarks on a perilous journey across the wilds of the American Southwest. Also stars Michael Douglas and Will Geer. CC. 91 minutes. Disney. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

6820395 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Rules of Engagement. Fullscreen. The sixth When Calls the Heart series. Saddened by the turn of events, Elizabeth considers a job offer back east. A visitor sends news from the town as Jack uncovers what really led to the mine explosion. With tensions at an all-time high, Abigail, Jack and Elizabeth are forced to make difficult decisions in love and life that will change their paths forever. English SDH. 84 minutes. Millennium. $3.95

6820378 LOST & FOUND/A TELLING SILENCE. Fullscreen. In the first installment of When Calls the Heart Series Elizabeth Thatcher (Erin Krakow) is introduced in Lost & Found. Arriving in a small mining town shaken by tragedy, she finds new hope and friendship with Constable Jack Thornton (Daniel Lissing). The saga continues in the second installment A TELLING SILENCE where Elizabeth and Jack take on secrets mysteries that threaten their community like never before. English SDH. 168 minutes on a double-sided DVD. Millennium. $3.95

6820379 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Change of Heart. Fullscreen. The fifth installment of When Calls the Heart. Devastated to learn of his Constable reassignment, Jack reluctantly tells Elizabeth the news and leaves town. Elizabeth’s sister, Julie, stumbles upon a mysterious wounded man and rushes to Abigail’s for care, putting themselves in grave danger at the hands of the infamous Toller gang. Will Jack be able to return in time to save the women? English SDH. 84 minutes. Millennium. $3.95

6894290 THE SANDY BOTTOM ORCHESTRA. For fourteen year old Rachel, her father is beyond eccentric. Not only is he a dairy farmer, but he dreams of being an orchestra conductor. When he decides to put together a classical concert, everyone has to wait to see if this family can win over the town. Starring Glenn Headly, Jack Canew, and Madeline Zima. 99 minutes. Showtime Entertainment. $3.95


6864044 A WRINKLE IN TIME. Fullscreen. When astrophysicist Dr. Jack Murry disappears without a trace, his children, Meg and Charles Wallace, and neighbor Calvin embark on a cosmic quest to find him. They race against time to save their father and themselves. 128 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

★6720561 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Year Four. Return to the Hope Valley for more adventure, love, and community in six months. In When Calls the Heart TV movies, based on the books by Janette Oke. The Heart of Faith, Heart of Truth; The Heart of the Community; Heart of a Hero; Healing Heart; and Heart of a Secret. Stars Erin Krakow, Jack Wagner, and Loni Loughlin. Over 8 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


2821311 TIMELESS FAMILY CLASSICS: 50 Movies. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

2869526 BEETHOVEN: Family Double Feature. Universal. 6792457 THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY. Widescreen. Disney. $3.95

Musicals

6995636 THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA. Widescreen. Mysterious mishaps bedevil a London opera house as a long-time tradition strikes during an opening night performance, it becomes clear that these “accidents” are the deliberate work of a deranged madman—The Phantom—who happens to have one thing in common with the opera’s leading lady. English SDH. 85 minutes. Universal. $3.95

★6711804 ROCK ‘N ROLL ROCK! Collector’s Edition. Naive teenager Dori Graham (Tuesday Weld) want to go to the prom with her boyfriend Tommy Rodgers (Teddy Randazzo). But their night will together lure Dori into a web of deception and fraud. Here the rock ‘n roll crowd is redefined with two bonus CDs, collecting 60 remastered hits from the 1950s, H&S. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

6781674 ROCK ‘N ROLL HIGH SCHOOL. Rock on Edition. Widescreen. Vincent Van Patten has quite a reputation; it’s the wildest, most rockin’ high school around! That is, until a thug of a principal, Miss Togar, comes along and tries to make a totalitarian state. With the help of the Ramones, the students battle Miss Togar’s iron fist ruled and take their battle to a rocking conclusion. Stars PJ, Solvin and Vincent Van Patten. 84 minutes. Columbia. $9.95

6740782 BING CROSBY: Screen Legend Collection. Fullscreen. Bing Crosby’s extraordinary singing voice, striking good looks and captivating screen presence made him a legend. This collection presents five of his landmark films: Waltz 'n' Wedding, Double or Nothing, East Side of Heaven, If I Had My Way, and Here Comes the Waves. English SDH. In B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97 $9.95

6738789 STAR! Widescreen. Julie Andrews stars as Gertrude Lawrence in the story of her meteoric rise from English chorus girl to world-renowned diva. Her hilarious sidekick Noel Coward (Daniel Massey) provides Lawrence with an ongoing commentary on her life while she searches for suitors whose adoration equals what she gets from an audience. English SDH. 102 minutes on three DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

6549138 THE ALICE FAYE COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Her girl-next-door looks, compelling personality, and a strong, emotional voice, made Alice Faye one of Hollywood’s biggest stars in the golden age of cinema. Her talents get to shine in these four musicals featuring fellow icons like Fred Astaire, Bing Crosby, Dan Amone, and Carmen Miranda. Includes Lillian Russell; On the Avenue; That Night in Rio; and The Gang’s All Here. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $49.99 $17.95

6726182 THE SOUND OF MUSIC LIVE! Widescreen. The world’s most popular musical from Rodgers and Hammerstein comes brilliantly to life in this ambitious, live-broadcast production from NBC, directed and nominated director Coky Giedroyc. An enchanting experience that will remain with you long after the last curtain call! Stars Kara Tointon and Julian Ovenden. 115 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97 $8.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/696
**Musicals**


2854465 LEISRÍS D’AMORE: Gaetano Donizetti. Widescreen. Considered to be one of Donizetti’s top operas it is full of romance and comedy. With Valeria Esposito as Adina, Aquiles Machado as Nemorino; Enrico Marninci as Belcore; Erwin Schrott as Dottor Dulcamara, and Roberto Canzian as Gennetta. Niels Muus leads the Orchestra Filarmónica Marchigiana and the Coro Lirico Marchigiano “V.Bellini.” In Italian with English subtitles. 136 minutes. Arthaus Musik. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

6740928 JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR LIVE ARENA TOUR. Widescreen. Universal. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95.


6811922 MAN OF LA MANCHA/THE FANTASTICKS. TGG. Pub. at $17.98. $5.95.


**2862484 DELIGHTFULLY DANGEROUS. Imdblist. Pub. at $12.95. **PRICE CUT to $3.95.

---

**Time Life**

**3085907 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: The Lost Episodes.** Collects three uncut episodes as they originally aired on television, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from The Carol Burnett Show, including the movie parody Naughty Norsalmie; guest stars Eddie Albert, Marlene Dietrich; and one of the network’s most famous recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance. Not Rated. In English subtitles. 108 minutes. Breaking Glass.

**3087021 THE RED SKELETON HOUR IN COLOR #1: Unreleased Episodes.** A collection of four never before released episodes, some of which had not been seen in 50 years. These include Red’s famous “Silent Spots,” guest stars Milton Berle, John Wayne, Tim Conway, Ed Sullivan and more; 178 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95.**

**3084969 BOB HOPE: Hope for the Holidays, heartwarming and fun, no Christmas celebration is complete without Bob Hope’s TV Christmas celebrations, complete with music, fluffed lines in some sketches that remain intact, and the music. It’s all five hours below the belt! Guests include red Fox, Red Skelton, Jack Benny, former Roosevelt, and more. In B&W and Color. Pub. at $12.98. **$7.95.**

**309093X THE RED SKELETON HOUR IN COLOR #10: Unreleased Episodes.** These four never before released episodes, some of which haven’t been seen in 50 years, include favorite characters Cauliflower McGill and Willie Lump-Lump, guest stars Robert Walker, Ed Sullivan, Merv Griffin, and John Wayne; plus Red’s famous recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance. 132 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95.**

**309098X THE RED SKELETON HOUR IN COLOR #12: Unreleased Episodes.** This collection of four never before released episodes, some of which haven’t been seen in 50 years, includes favorite character Clem Kadiddlehopper; two skits; guest stars Mickey Rooney, George Gobel, Phyllis Diller, Martha Raye; and more. 162 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95.**

**3094657 BOB HOPE: Entertaining the Troops.** With dazzling appearances by Ursula Andress, Liza Minnelli, and Tony Stearns. The Nicholas Brothers, and more, this DVD features three specials from Bob’s career, spanning two decades of laughs - including one to Aladdin and his Genie, four shows from Germany, Guam, Italy, Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and Vietnam. In B&W and TIME LIFE. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95.**

**3094671 BOB HOPE SPECIALS: Three Specials.** Collects three specials from Bob Hope’s more than 50 years in show business, featuring dozens of celebrity guests. Bob Hope Laughing with the President includes the famous “perfidious” episode; The Hilarious Unrehearsed Antics of the Stars (September 28, 1964); and A Bob Hope Comedy Special (December 15, 1966). In B&W and Color. 134 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95.**

**3088808 JOHN WAYNE’S BATJAC SUSPENSE COLLECTION.** This 4 movie set of John Wayne’s Suspense Collection presented by Batjac on DVD includes the previously un aired starring William Campbell. B&W. 72 minutes. Ring of Fear starring Clyde Beatty. 93 minutes. Punter in the Sun starring Glenn Ford. B&W. 81 minutes. In the Carrier starring Bob Hope. Miltchum. 108 minutes. Paramount. **$9.95.**

2967537 SIDE BY SIDE. Widescreen. Join Keuau Reeves on a tour of the past and the future of filmmaking. Reeves explores the development of cinema and the impact of digital cinema. In-depth interviews with Hollywood masters such as James Cameron, David Fincher, David Lynch, Martin Scorsese, Steven Soderbergh and many more. Imdblist. **$4.95.**

5778964 GODLESS. Widescreen. After the unexpected death of both of his parents, college graduate Nate Flanagan runs to his brother Steven to grieve. As they comfort one another, a series of flashbacks unravel their complex relationship—and an intimate and powerful love story that endures since childhood. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Breaking Glass. Pub. at $24.99. **$14.95.**

6981739 NOT QUITE HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. A fast moving journey through Australian cinema genres of the 70s and early 80s. Featuring outrageous anecdotes, lessons in maverick filmmaking, a smattering of international names (including “Ozploitation” devotee Quentin Tarrantino), this film will charm and inflate the confidence of all Australian movies. 103 minutes. Mongrel Media. **$5.95.**

6887286 RIFT. Widescreen. Gunnar receives a strange phone call from his ex-boyfriend, Einar, months after they broke up. He tries to contact him, but does something terrible to himself, so Gunnar drives up to the secluded cabin where Einar is held up and soon discovers that things are a lot more gruesome on than he imagined. Not Rated. In Icelandic with English subtitles. 111 minutes. Breaking Glass. **$9.95.**

6943853 JESUS MEETS THE GAY MAN. Widescreen. Developed by looking at the questions of what Jesus would have said or done if he had met a gay person, the film aims to bridge the gap between the LGBTQ and the Christians, and the homosexual community, with critical thinking and unexpected desires. Stars Demi Moore, Mandy Patinkin, Billy Connolly, and much more. 99 minutes. New Video. **$4.95.**

**3821079 AWESOMELY CHEESY MOVIES: 100 Movies.** This collection of 100 guilty pleasures from the ’70s and ’80s includes Against a Crooked Sky (1975); Cry of the Living Dead (1973); Jean (1976); A Portrait of a Showgirl (1982); A Time to Die (1982); and much more. Stars include Demi Moore, Michelle Pfeiffer, Ron Howard, Anthony Hopkins, Judi Dench, Gary Oldman, and many others. Over 144 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Adults only. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98. **$14.95.**

6862728 HEARTSTONE. Widescreen. In a remote fishing village in Iceland, teenage boys, Thor and Christian, experience a turbulent summer as one tries toward the other. While the other discovers new feelings toward his best friend. Not Rated. In Icelandic with English subtitles. 129 minutes. Breaking Glass. **$9.95.**

6738599 GEORGE CLOONEY: Collection. Widescreen. George Clooney himself sat in on this diverse collection. In The Thin Red Line, he joins John Cusack, Adrien Brody, and Sean Penn in the chaotic Pacific during WWII (Rated R). In One Fine Day, he is reunited with Julia Roberts in a feel-good rom-com. In Solaris, he confronts a power beyond imagination at a lonely space station. CC. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. **$7.95.**

2921790 SPEEDWALKING. Widescreen. In the future, humans can cross the outskirts of everything. 14 year old Martin is getting ready for one of the most formal transitions from boy to man: the communion. But in the midst of it all, Martin learns that in this life he is in the middle of a new wave of websites that change his life forever. In Danish with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Breaking Glass. **$9.95.**

2921774 MY LIFE WITH JAMELLE. Widescreen. Kano Collins plays Starla, a high-living, pleasure-seeking diva who meets her match in the first class cabin on a flight to London. Unbeknownst to Starla, the Italian bank manager she is pursuing has secretly involved her in an international robbery and the mafia. With the mob pursuing them both, the danger gets deeper by the minute. Rated R. 89 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95.**
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**More Movies**

- **6919618** EVERYTHING IS TERRIBLE!
  - The Great Satan. Now, with their longtime collaborator Lucio Fulci has ingested over 2,000 satanic panic, religious kook, and D-horror VHS tapes. They have recontextualized them and created a narrative feature that reminds us what we should be doing with our time. 84 minutes. Warner Home Video. $11.95

- **6922570** EATEN ALIVE!
  - Widescreen. Spaghetti splatter master Umberto Lenzi, offers this graphic, sordid, and extreme gut-muncher! Eurotrash serial killers include Robert Kerman, Janet Agren, Ivan Rassimov and Me Mei Lai starring in this insane assemblage of flesh-ripping mayhem, depraved sexual forces, and even the Jonestown massacre. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Adults only. Sevirin. Pub. at $19.95

- **2065150** CLOZOU'T: The Early Works.
  - Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $49.95

- **2887991** YOU MUST REMEMBER THIS: The Warner Bros. Story.
  - Widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

- **2921766** BROTHERLY LOVE.
  - Widescreen. Breaking Glass. $9.95

- **2839237** BRIDE FLIGHT.
  - Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95

- **5790417** BING CROSBY: The Silver Screen Collection.
  - Universal. $19.95

**Animated TV & Movies**

- **2862357** THE RETURN OF THE KING.
  - Fullscreen. Frodo’s quest to destroy the One Ring continues. With faithful servant and friend Samwise at his side, he faces many perils on the quest to Mount Doom. Will he succeed in destroying the ring and defeat the Dark Lord Sauron? Revisit the Rankin/Bass animated classic in this remastered edition. English SDH. 97 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

- **2862365** TOM AND JERRY & THE WIZARD OF OZ.
  - Widescreen. Tom and Jerry soar over the rainbow and travel down the yellow brick road in this animated retelling of the classic tale. You’ll see your favorite characters—Dorothy, Toto, the Scarecrow, the Tin Man, the Lion, the Wicked Witch of the West, the Wizard, the Munchkins and more. English SDH. 93 minutes. Warner Home Video. $4.95

- **2788357** THE THREE MUSKETEERS:
  - Mickey, Donald, Goofy. Best buddies Mickey, Donald and Goofy are small-time janitors with big dreams of becoming Muskeeters. They may not look like heroes, but, powered by teamwork and friendship, they soon discover they can accomplish anything if they work together. English SDH. 68 minutes. Disney. $5.95

- **2923718** BATMAN: Bad Blood.
  - Widescreen. The Gotham City night sky erupts in flames as Batman battles Firefly, Tuk and Killer Moth. As the smoke clears, Batman is missing and the mysterious Batwoman is the only witness to the events. Now with the Bat Signal going unanswered and a city on edge, Batman must form an uneasy alliance with Batwoman and Blue Devil. English SDH. 74 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

- **2874024** THE NEW ADVENTURES OF BATMAN: DC Comics Classic Collection.
  - Voices of Adam West as Batman and Burt Ward as Robin, this animated version of the Caped Crusader and Boy Wonder is revered by generations of cartoon fans. With Capes, Boots and Bravado, these heroes battle baddies with clever foes like Joker, Penguin, Catwoman, Mr. Freeze and Zarib. Includes all 16 episodes. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. $9.95

- **2910749** SPAWN 2.
  - Todd McFarlane's hellspawn returns to the streets of New York, but something has gone wrong. Spawn, the brutal superhero, has been captured by a mysterious force. The object of this純良 comes to light when a bizarre recap of the comic book series one. Man trapped between life and death— is struggling for an answer that can save the lives of his most beloved, or plunge the world into eternal darkness. 144 minutes. Adults only. HBO.
8:00 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

2967499 MOON MAN. Widescreen. The man on the moon is bored. One day he nitches a ride to Earth on the tail of a passing comet. But all is not well—the Moon Man’s absence from his post means all the world’s children are unable to sleep. Before the President can capture him, they must join the battle against the Contaminoid scourage while keeping his enhanced abilities a secret. Five hours on 2 Blu-rays. Funimation.

Adults only. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $11.95

2986587 BETTY BOOP: VOLUME 4: The Essential Collection. Fullscreen. Newly re-mastered in HD from 4K scans of each animated short’s original negatives, these thirteen classic 1930s Betty Boop shorts feature the voices of Mae Questel, Bonnie Poe, and Margie Hines. Includes Minnie the Moocher; “I’ll Be Glad When You’re Dead;” “Rascal;” and “That Things Don’t Mean Anything.” In English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$11.95

5799068 RED SONJA: Queen of the Desert. The comic book heroine gets a fresh new attitude with the thrilling Red Sonja reboot. The graphic novel series comes to your screen in a fierce animated comic. Starring Misty Lee as the She-Devil with a Sword. Sonja has brought Salome to her knees in surrender, earning her respect—and her vengeance. 74 minutes. Factory. Pub. at $9.95

295768X SUPER NATURAL: The Complete Series. The first ever live-action series to be reimagined as an anime series. Journey down the backroads of America’s brothers Sam and Dean as they search for clues to their past, hunt down the supernatural in all its earthly forms and enter into the unexpected mystery of their destinies—in vibrant exciting anime. In Japanese with English dubbing and subtitles. Over 4 hours on 3 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

$12.95

4567870 JUSTICE LEAGUE: The Flashpoint Paradox. We all wish for the chance to go back in time and change things, and for The Flash, that chance is within reach. With breathtaking action and an all-star voice cast featuring Kevin Conroy, C. Thomas Howell and Dana Delany, it’s a bold vision that will forever alter the landscape of the DC Universe! 61 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$3.95

2967090 THE SMURFS SMURFTASTIC JOURNEY. Fullscreen. That beloved blue bunch is back for four more Smurftacular adventures! Join Papa Smurf, Dreamy Smurf and the rest of everyone’s favorite blue friends as they go on one exciting expedition after another. English SDH. 78 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$5.95

9637063 SUPER FRIENDS! LEGACY of SUPER POWERS: The Complete Season Six. Champions of justice, protectors of good and ready for action, the Super Friends court an unknown Nemesis in Shadoaloo. Entering from the depths of the Hong Kong underworld to the jungles of Brazil, and Ken must contend with a vengeful Vega. 90 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$3.95

2960273 STREET FIGHTER: The New Challenges. This epic saga continues as Ryu begins his journey around the world. Cammy’s quest to discover her past takes a number of unexpected turns. Chun-Li’s investigation into Shadoaloo takes her from the depths of the Hong Kong underworld to the jungles of Brazil, and Ken must contend with a vengeful Vega. 90 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

$3.95

299144 POP CULTURE BENTO BOX. This unique assortment of contemporary movies and TV episodes provides a taste of Japan’s sci-fi, superhero and animated favorites. Includes Little Price and the Eight-Headed Dragon, Battle in Outer Space; Mofra; Memories; Astro Boy; Viper’s Creed; and Godzilla: The Series. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

$18.95

299998 METROPOLIS/MEMORIES. Wireless is a powerful leader who plans to unveil a highly advanced robot named Tima. But when the leader separates Tima from its friend, the fate of the universe is at stake. Metropolis and Memories. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98

$14.95

2988004 ASTRO BOY: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Blast off with the exciting adventures of an iconic superhero in this 2013 reboot of Osamu Tezuka’s classic series that started the anime explosion. Filled with action, humor and drama, this series tells the story of the robot boy who becomes a reluctant superhero and fights for justice and peace. Nearly 17 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.98

$14.95

299067X ROAD AL D FLA’S THE BF!. Blu-rays. One minute night a shy orphan Sophie is snatched from her bed by an awesome giant who whiskers her away on a magical, thrilling, and funny adventure. Unlike scary giants, the BFG is a good giant who blows sweet dreams into the bedroom windows of children as they slumber. 90 minutes. Skiptrace. PRICE CUT to $3.95

2867397 JOHNNY TEST: The Complete First Season. The stories of this fearless 11-year-old boy, his genetically engineered super dog, Dukey, and his 13-year-old super genius friend use Johnny as their guinea pig for their strange scientific experiments. Features all 26 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Nearly eleven hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

PRICE CUT to $2.95

2990411 CHROME CRUSHED RECALLED: Region 1. Part One Episodes 1-12. Widescreen. This anime series began as a series of light novels by Shusuke Amagai. Set in the distant future, the mysterious young Layfon is forced to enroll at the military school. His special powers are clearly stronger than those of his comrades. He must join the battle against the Containmioi scrouge while keeping his enhanced abilities a secret. PRICE CUT to $7.95

2882555 JOJO’S BIZARRE ADVENTURE: THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON. Widescreen. Based on Japan’s best-selling comic book series, this show is an epic quest packed with action, mystery and magic! The story begins with Phantom Blood and continues with Battle Tendency. It’s a supernatural collection of characters, dramatic story lines and two hundred showdowns when you’ve never seen before. English SDH. Over 11 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

PRICE CUT to $11.95

2997040 TORIKO: Collection One. Widescreen. Toriko is one of the four Legendary Kings, superhuman warriors born to battle the likes of Trolls, Xabakhegars, and the ferocious Regal Mammoth. He also faces stiff competition from a GT Robot. To save his friends, Toriko must level up his punching power and turn the bad guy into a bucket of bolts. Includes episodes 01-26. In English or Japanese with English subtitles. Over 10 hours on four Blu-rays. Funimation.

PRICE CUT to $9.95

298176X MY LITTLE PONY: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. You’re invited to return to Ponyland, the home of all your favorite classic Little Ponies, their human friends Megan, Danny and Molly and, of course, their dragon friend, Spike. Now you can join in the fun and adventure with this collection of all 65 episodes of the first four seasons on 4 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93

PRICE CUT to $17.95

2923831 GREEN LANTERN—MANHUNTER MENACE: Season One, Part Two. Widescreen. Follow the Lantern backstage as The Interceptor in an interstellar race to destroy the murderous, mechanical Manhunters, aid Saint Walker and his new Blue Lanterns and stop the Phantom Zone. Along the way they again encounter the Star Sapphires, meet DC fan favorites Guy Gardner, Sinestro, and more. Collects 13 episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

5968380 GOOF TROOP, VOLUME 1. Fullscreen. Join Disney’s lovable superstar for madcap misadventures with this collection of 27 Goof Troop classics! Goofy, his son Max, his border collie Pete and his master Katsuhiro Otomo, consists of three dazzling stories, each delivered with its own astonishing style. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.93

$13.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**6924077 THE FIRST DAYS OF CHRISTIANITY.** Unites popular programs from both A&E and HISTORY, in an enthralling exploration of a crucial turning point in Western culture. Includes In the Footsteps of the Holy Family, (parts 1 & 2); The Story of the Twelve Apostles; The Story of Paul the Apostle; Jesus; Holy God; and Mary of Nazareth: A Mother’s Life. Over six hours on 5 DVDs. New Video.

**3478414 XXXL: THE JOHN HOLMES STORY.** Fullscreen. See John Holmes’ fabulous rise to fame; listen to his elaborate fabrications about the afternoon he had with this gruesome Wonderland Murders; follow his downward spiral into the abyss of drug addiction and AIDS, all set against the gloriously sordid backdrop of 1970s Hollywood. Rated R. 100 minutes. $19.98 PRICE CUT to $11.95.

**5857031 ACTS OF GOD: Miracles and Stories of Hope.** In 1991, LIFE magazine became one of the first mainstream news sources in the U.S. to acknowledge the thousands of mysterious, miraculous phenomena that seem to be unfolding around the world. Hosted by Bryant Gumbel, this inspiring program compiles the evidence, encouraging us to decide for ourselves: are miracles real? 60 minutes. Highland

**2866634 BIBLICAL WOMEN/BIBLICAL ADAM & EVE.** Two programs shed new light on the Bible’s mysteries. Biblical Women investigates the identity and character of Mary Magdalene. Then, Biblical Adam & Eve delves into one of the most controversial stories of the Bible, investigating whether Adam and Eve were truly the first two humans on Earth. 106 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98. 

**69040872 THE EVIDENCE FOR HEAVEN.** Four engaging documentaries investigate biblical stories that offer compelling evidence for Heaven’s existence, including: The Evidence for Heaven; The Bible’s Greatest Miracles: The Proof; Miraculous Messages; and End Times: How Close Are We? Over 3 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98.

**2859852 JOHN WESLEY: The Faith That Sparked the Methodist Movement.** Step inside the world of John Wesley, the 18th century evangelist and social reformer. This original documentary explores Wesley’s life, his testimony in God’s grace, his commitment to follow in the footsteps of Jesus, and his enduring legacy still felt worldwide. 51 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $19.95.

**289713X THE SPIRITUAL REALMS.** This presentation is designed to instruct the aspirant on the realities of the hidden world, with a wealth of knowledge of the journey of the human soul from the before-life state, to incarnation, to the after-life, and beyond. 90 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95.

**6899101 TRAVEL THE ROAD: Season One.** Tells the dramatic story of Tim Scott and Will Decker on an epic year and a half quest to preach the gospel to the end of the earth. From the forbidding Himalayas of Tibet to the sweltering jungles of Indonesia, every facet of their real-life adventure is presented in stunning detail. CC. Over eight hours on 12 DVDs. Pure Fix. $5.95

**1995844 JOHN BUNYAN: THE People’s Pilgrim.** The Pilgrim’s Progress, by John Bunyan is one of the most famous and influential works of English literature. This docudrama reveals the story of Bunyan’s life, his personal struggles, his triumphs and his remarkable legacy. Stars Christopher Hawes. 50 minutes. Christian History Inst. Pub. at $19.95.

**2829630 BIBLE PROPHECIES.** Does God have a plan for the world? Explore the Bible prophecies that will not only affect the chosen, but all of humanity. Hidden within the Bible are sacred and ancient secrets: like the truth about the marriage of Jesus and Mary and their children, and more. In 12 hours, this program delves into some of the most iconic celebrity photographs ever. 87 minutes. Mongrel Media.

**2851172 MY HOPE AMERICA.** Widescreen. Pure Fix. $5.95

**3471814 XXL: THE JOHN HOLMES STORY.** Fullscreen. See John Holmes’ fabulous rise to fame; listen to his elaborate fabrications about the afternoon he had with this gruesome Wonderland Murders; follow his downward spiral into the abyss of drug addiction and AIDS, all set against the gloriously sordid backdrop of 1970s Hollywood. Rated R. 100 minutes. $19.98 PRICE CUT to $11.95.

**2839717 SMASH HIS CAMERA.** Widescreen. Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis sued him. Marlon Brando broke his jaw and Steve McQueen shot him a look that would have killed. Academy Award winning director Leon Gast tells the incredible story of reviled paparazzo Ron Galella, whose controversial tactics have led to the eventual ruin, this must watch film captures secrets: like the truth about the marriage of Jesus and Mary and their children, and more. In 12 hours, this program delves into some of the most iconic celebrity photographs ever. 87 minutes. Mongrel Media.

**2967472 MISERY LOVES COMEDY.** Widescreen. Jimmy Fallon, Tom Hanks, Amy Sedaris, Judd Apatow, Lisa Kudrow, Larry David and Jon Favreau are among over 60 famous funny people featured in this hilarious twist on the art of comedy. They look back at these legendary cars. 94 minutes. $19.98.
DOCUMENTARIES

6852513 U.S. ARMED FORCES IN WAR AND PEACE. 124 minutes. Includes: The War in Korea, Vietnam, and the War in Afghanistan. Topics include American military strategy, soldiers, and technology. Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

2923998 MRI. UNTOUCHABLE. Widescreen. A remarkable and disturbing look at MRI scans. It includes interviews with patients and doctors. Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

6965776 THE COMPLETE 2009 SEASON. Collects all 26 episodes of the 2009 season showcasing classic cars from all over the world, including a 1969 Ferrari 250GT, 1956 Ford Retractable, 1955 Mercedes-Benz 300SL, Jay Leno’s Honda S600 and so much more. Hosted by Dennis Gage. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. My Classic Car. $11.95

6635830 BREAKING VEGAS: The True Story of Six Christian Students Who Broke the Bank in Sin City. This fascinating History Channel documentary tells the gripping true story of a group of MI T students who used their engineering skills to carefully plan and execute a daring heist to rob a Las Vegas casino. History Channel. $4.95

462744X CHURCHILL'S FIRST WORLD WAR. Widescreen. Churchill’s role in the First World War is examined in this fascinating documentary. The program features rare footage and interviews with historians and experts. History Channel. $11.95

589753X INSIDE DEEP THROAT: NC-17. Widescreen. This documentary explores the depiction of the famous adulterous affair with an elderly politician, which has caused a sensation and resulted in a lawsuit. Rated NC-17. English SDH. 90 minutes. Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

3033635 THE INVISIBLE WAR. Widescreen. A powerful, moving documentary that follows the stories of several idealistic young women who were raped and then embarrassed by their own officers when they courageously came forward to report. Together a rallies cry for the hundreds of thousands of men and women who have been assaulted and a hopeful road map for change. 97 minutes. Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

5861129 THE DA VINCI CODE: Where It All Began. Taking us from the present to antiquity, this program reveals a real-life story so controversial it could change all of history. Using old maps, coded parchments, curiously painted tombs, and encrypted messages, researchers open the lid of an ancient mystery buried deep within the French village of 124 minutes. Mystery. Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

2943301 THE NUMBER 2 CAR: Rusty Wallace. A first-ever look at year on and off the track with one of NASCAR’s most charismatic individuals. It includes interviews with fans and other drivers. Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95
**275056** THE RED PILL. Widescreen. Chronicles filmmaker Cassie Jaye’s yearlong odyssey following Men’s Rights Movement. This film explores today’s gender war and asks the question: what is the future of gender equality? Jaye’s journey exploring an alternative perspective on gender equality, gender and privilege forces her and others to question their own beliefs. 177 minutes. Mongrel Media. $2.95

**293557** MASTER BIKE BUILDERS. This two-DVD set presents a host of great designers and their two-wheeled creations, including AlumaChrome, Denny Berg, Chica Custom Cycles, Chopsmiths, Billy Lane, Sara Liberte, Martin Brothers Chopshop, Ritual Motorworks, Paul Yafe, Originals, and many more. Over four hours. Bradley David Productions. $7.95

**285605** MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2011 Season. Dennis Gage and that trademark mustache are back for 26 more episodes of the classic car series. He’ll hit car shows in West Virginia, Hilton Head, Silver Dollar City, Hawaii, Oregon and more. You’ll get a peak at Italian sports cars, Chevy Rusto Mods, Roadster and Coupe Rods and so much more. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. My Classic Car. $11.95

**285475** A SKIN SO SOFT. Widescreen. Jean-Francois, Ronald, Alexis, Cedric, Benoit and Maxim are gladiators of modern times. From the strongman to the top-class bodybuilder, to the veteran who has become a trainer, they all share the same obsession: overcoming the limitations of their bodies. This is an exploration of the regimented daily lives of these misunderstood monsters. 94 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**2935783** MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2010 Season. Dennis Gage and that trademark mustache are back for 26 more episodes of the classic car series. He’ll hit car shows in West Virginia, Hilton Head, Silver Dollar City, Hawaii, Oregon and more. You’ll get a peak at Italian sports cars, Chevy Rusto Mods, Roadster and Coupe Rods and so much more. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. My Classic Car. $11.95

**2853821** MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2014 Season. There’s a Ford and Mustang Roundup, the Cruise Morro Bay, British cars in Nova Scotia, the Virginia Beach Rod Run, Nationals, Jay Leno’s steam cars, a road trip to Puerto Rico and a whole bunch more. Includes 26 episodes. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. My Classic Car. $11.95

**2853941** INTO THE ABYSS. Nine years after the deaths of three people, Texas director Werner Herzog takes us inside the minds and hearts of the convicted killer (one of whom was executed soon afterward). Paula, the prison’s chaplain and a former executioner, help trace the legacy of this horrific crime. English SDH. 107 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**278498X** GILBERT. Widescreen. Director Neil Belbeyr reveals an unexpected side to the iconic comedian, Gilbert Gottfried. The film peaks behind the larger than life persona at a more personal story about growing up in Brooklyn and becoming a husband and father. It allows the audience an intimate, even vulnerable—view of Gottfried out of character. 98 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $2.95

**9671586** GOING PLACES: The Entire First Season. For Alroy, Honda, a couple of whirwind jaunts takes us to some of the world’s most popular vacation spots. Explores every aspect of the different locales, from história to sightseeing. Includes segments: London, Las Vegas, New Orleans, The Caribbean, The Wild West, Biking the Black Hills, Tuscany, and Sidney. Over seven hours on two DVDs. MGP. $6.95

**966371X** ELVIS: The Beginning. This fascinating documentary looks at the genesis of Elvis Presley’s 1954 to 1955 adventures with his bandmates. Experience the raw power and innocence of the man who would become “King.” Emmy winner Jack Perks’s narration sets the tone for a thoughtfull look back at Elvis’s trials and tribulations on the road to stardom. 87 minutes. Docurama. $11.85

**2867480** MONEY AND MEDICINE. As rising health-care costs threaten to bankrupt the country, this film tackles the medical, ethical and financial challenges of the health-care system. It explores promising ways to reduce health-care expenditures while improving the overall quality of medical care. 85 minutes. Doomr. $4.95

**2846993** OCCUPY UNMASKED. Widescreen. Directed by Stephen Bannon and featuring the conservative vision of Andrew Breitbart, this film takes viewers into the Occupy Wall Street movement. Featuring thousands of extraordinary and inspirational scenes of people on the ground on the streets of New York City and the rest of the country, it offers a first-hand look at the violence and intimidation occurring within them. A shocking indictment of this national movement. 75 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain. $4.95

**2873885** DOGS ON THE JOB. Widescreen. A dog’s purpose can extend beyond a companionship role as man’s best friend to one that comes with great purpose. This fascinating documentary series explores the history, training and duties of working dogs and the integral role they serve to assist mankind. The series follows the dogs through seven episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. The Touchstone. $11.95

**2819546** FILMS OF FURY. Widescreen. Tells the story of the Kung Fu subculture from its ancient Peking Opera origins to its superstar powered future. Features the genre’s greatest on screen warriors, and reveals the legend, the lore, and the loony of the Kung Fu film genre like it has never been seen before. Phase 4 Films. $9.95

**6835503** STAR TREK: The Real Story. Widescreen. The biggest movie and TV franchise of all time, Star Trek spawned more than 700 TV episodes and thirteen feature films. Now, scientists, series producers, the first Trekkies, and the original Spock himself, Leonard Nimoy, provide new insights and unique perspectives that will entertain audiences everywhere to create a better world. English SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.95

**2865712** DECODING HITLER: Occultism and the Technology of the 3rd Reich. Widescreen. William Cooper’s classic book has been transformed into a two-disc set that will fascinate viewers. Adolf Hitler: Pure Evil explores the force that insiders claim may have possessed Hitler, enabling a failed assassin and his handlers to infiltrate the Technology of the 3rd Reich investigates how the Nazis were years ahead in technology and where this quantum leap came from. 150 minutes on two DVDs. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98

**2893592** CHEVELVATION. Widescreen. In 1960, Cuban photographer Alberto “Korda” Diaz snaped a photo of Ernesto “Che” Guevara. Eight years later, the image exploded throughout Europe and Latin America, where it became a symbol of protest. Today, the photograph is one of the most recognizable icons of the 20th century. This film is about that photo and how it became a symbol for countless visions of change. 86 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

**9033791** SPACE: The Final Frontier. Fly past the Moon, Jupiter and Mars and all the way to the center of the Milky Way. The Smoore Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**3653706** A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 6-10. This series includes unique footage plundered by Russian troops in 1944. Compiled as it is from German newssheets, these are by no means accurate histories but allow unique insight into how the period is being told. 180 minutes. WMMW. Pub. at $19.99

**2855755** MIND CONTROL: HAARP & the Future of Technology. Featuring an exclusive interview with Dr. Nick Begich, this film looks at how research into electromagnetic reactions and frequency response has changed the ability of military operators to turn our computer guided weapons. Over 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.95

**293583X** MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2015 Season. Another season, another classic 26 episodes with the ever enthusiastic Dennis Gage. He makes stops at the Saratoga Invitational, Lake Mirror Classic, French and Italian Car Show, Lonestar Roundup, and of course, a Gold Rush Car Show. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. My Classic Car. $11.95

**2873886** OFF LIMITS! Films the Military Doesn’t Want You to See. Assembles some of the most legendary, most outrageous government-funded films and cartoons ever—on one laugh-filled DVD. Films include: Hell, the War of the Worlds, D-Day, You Can’t Win, Love from a Desert, JFK Visits the Fleet; plus seven more! 92 minutes. Periscope Film. Pub. at $19.95

**696141X** FIRST FOOTPRINTS. Widescreen. A look at prehistoric Australia, hominids, and the earliest creatures in the world. Over fifty thousand years ago, when Neanderthals still dominated Europe, and thousands of years before people reached America, the world was undergoing a vast southern continent. Four episodes. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

**287646X** OVER FLORIDA. Miami, Disney World, the Keys! Take the road trip of a lifetime through Florida. You’ll glide gracefully over the white sand beaches of the Gulf to the Everglades, and everything in between, including rare views of Florida’s pristine alligators, the largest theme park on the planet, and some of the hottest vacation destinations. 60 minutes. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

**2933581** MY CLASSIC CAR: The Complete 2013 Season. This five-DVD set collects 26 episodes from the 2013 season. The ever enthusiastic Dennis Gage takes viewers to the Sunny Skies Car Show, the Yellowstone Rod Run, jaunts over to the Sweden Car and Boat Show and makes time to visit Jay Leno’s Garage. Over nine hours. My Classic Car. $11.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/696
2839385. THE HUMAN SCALE. Widescreen. Fifty percent of the world’s population lives in urban areas. By 2050 this will increase to 80 percent. Why do modern cities repel human interaction and ignore humans’ needs for inclusion and intimacy? Danish architects outline how our approach to urban architecture can and should change. 83 minutes. Mongrel Media. $3.95

2855862. ALIENS IN EGYPT. The pyramids are the most epic monuments the world has ever seen. Were the true origins of these gargantuan edifices simply an enigma? Or who really built these ancient megalithic structures and why were they built? Scientists take on strategic locations all around the globe, then mysteriously abandoned seemingly overnight? 67 minutes. $19.95

276797X. I AM STEVE MCQUEEN. Combining extensive original interviews, including rare interviews with McQueen himself, the best of his major motion pictures and archival footage, this documentary chronicles the extraordinary career of this legendary actor, racer, and cultural icon. Narrated by Robert Downey Jr. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

3033613. VHS LIVES 2: Undead Formal. A trip down memory lane and look at CHplayer and VHS tapes as we rewind back through our VHS tapes, video players and video shop nostalgia. From collectors talking about their VHS memories, favorite VHS tapes and what it means to them. In the highs and lows of the VHS era, it’s all here. 150 minutes. FilmLanadia. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2775448. THE EUGENICS CRUSADE: American Experience. Widescreen. Tells the story of a unlikely and largely unknown—movement that turned the fateful scientific theory of heredity into a powerful instrument of social control. The goal of the movement was simple: to eradicate social ills by limiting the number of those considered to be genetically unfit. 81 minutes. $24.99 $19.95

6851882. WHO PUT THE KLIN IN KU KLUX KLAN. Widescreen. Neil Oliver examines the links between racism today in the Deep South and the Scots who first occupied it. The arrival of cotton gave the Scots the opportunity to become new masters, but the Civil War left them embittered. Because of that, six Scottish-American former Confederate statesmen formed a fraternal society that became the Ku Klux Klan. 59 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

2854442. AARON COPLAND: Fanfare for America. Fullscreen. This documentary surveys the life and career of Aaron Copland with archive film and specially shot footage as well as an interview and musical extracts from his works. Shows a clip of Leonard Bernstein conducting the patriotic Lincoln Portrait and of Martha Graham dancing in Appalachian Spring. Engaging. 80 minutes. Widescreen. $19.95

2947064 AT THE DRIVE-IN. The quirky film fanatics at the struggling Mahoning Drive-In face uncertainty when Hollywood announces an extravagant $200 million project for their small town. To save Drive-In, the Mahoning gang plan their hopes of survival on showing old drive-in standards and Saturdays at the Drive-In. The Believers, an underdog story to save drive-ins, MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2952568. KNOIGHTS TEMPLAR: Rise and Fall. Widescreen. Eons ago, an enigmatic group of men led a secret society and under the banner of the Holy Temple, they fought a holy war to protect Christianity. In the 21st century, we still look back upon their history and mystery with wonder and speculation. They are linked to the Holy Grail, the quest for the Holy Grail, the Masons. In the secret society, we explore the lives of the Templars. 58 minutes. Artusfilms. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2839296. THE DEVIL CAME ON HORSEBACK. The quirky film fanatics at the struggling Mahoning Drive-In face uncertainty when Hollywood announces an extravagant $200 million project for their small town. To save Drive-In, the Mahoning gang plan their hopes of survival on showing old drive-in standards and Saturdays at the Drive-In. The Believers, an underdog story to save drive-ins, MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

2920043X. THE LEGEND: The Bessie Coleman Story. Widescreen. In 1921, Bessie Coleman arouse from the poverty of the Texas cotton fields and captured the hearts of the American Black population, teaching them to overcome not only the racial barriers of the society but also the technical skills necessary to fly. For her the sky was the limit. CC. 108 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

2910136. HOT AIR BALLOON RACES! Have you ever wanted to get away from it all? Now you can be in a hot air balloon and sail away on soothing currents of air. This film lets you experience that uplifting feeling from the comfort of your own home. Over 80 hot air balloons take to the sky providing hours of grueling and exciting fun for all ages. 80 minutes. WMM. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

681493X. DALI’S GREATEST SECRET. Widescreen. The story of Salvador Dali and of Being, a painting he had a profound effect on his life and work. As he worked on this painting, the master found himself being pulled back to his religious roots. Yet he left his new found devoted to the magic of losing his intellectual and anti-church reputation. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2819635. PARIS NOT FRANCE. Widescreen. Provides an intimate and provocative look at the world’s first newly independent city. This film explores the business of being Paris Hilton and the human being that lies beneath the public persona. It also attempts to explore how the Paris phenomenon came to be. 63 minutes. TVA Films. $3.95

2917882. LIFE AFTER FLASH. This documentary looks at the roller coaster life of Sam J. Jones since his role as Flash Gordon, his struggles and successes, and the aftermath of when he went up against one of the most powerful producers in Hollywood, Roger Corman. 81 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6861458. TITANIC’S TRAGIC WING: The Britannic Disaster. Widescreen. When WW1 broke out, the Britannia was transformed from the largest ocean liner in the world to the gentleman’s cruiser of the British Empire, and yet she is virtually unknown today. Why she sunk so suddenly has remained a mystery for 100 years. Presenters Kathy and Andy Orton take us on a journey to account of the dramatic 55 minutes that saw the ship go down. 59 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

2835503. THE REAL STORY: Master and Commander. Widescreen. Though it is a work of fiction, few films have been as meticulously researched as Master and Commander: The Far Side of the World. The historians and experts who worked behind the scenes uncover the story of how they brought their stunning recreation of the 19th century seafaring adventure to the big screen. HD. English SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

6826523. VAN MORRISON: The Complete Review. This double DVD set, which collects together the previously released DVDs Van Morrison Under Review 1964-1974, and Van Morrison Under Review 1975-1986. This set offers a rare glimpse into this very private musician, performer and writer, who remains to this day, a towering figure in the musical world. Total running time 203 minutes. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $26.95 $18.95
431683X CHINA: In the Shadow of Mr. Kong. Widescreen. This five-part series takes a look at China, from the time of Mr. Kong, (known as Kong Fu to the Chinese and as Confucius to the outside world), to the present day. Filmed in a captivating and informative style, this entertaining series presents the astonishing story of China, its people and culture over the past two millennia. 253 minutes on two DVDs. Kultur Pub. at $13.95.

480277X 77 MINUTES: 1894 San Diego McDonald’s Massacre. On July 18, 1944, a learily armed man walked into a California McDonald’s and shot forty men, women, and children. It took law enforcement and the FBI to respond to this chilling documentary by acclaimed filmmaker Charlie Minn focuses on the victims and the effects of this massacre. 98 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95.

4579046 BATTLE CASTLE. An exciting six-part documentary collection, bringing to life mighty medieval fortifications and the sieges they resisted. Join host Dan Snow as he explores the military engineering behind strongholds like the Château de Guiraud at Malbork, as well as the explosive battles that tested their might. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95.

6938598 FLESH & BLOOD: The Hammer Heritage of Horror. Fullscreen. Originally broadcast as a two part series on the BBC, this is an excellent documentary about the company whose then-revolutionary combo of sex (and mostly implied) gore shocked the late 1950s, including British audiences in Color and B&W. Over two hours. S’More Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95.

2807673 BESIDE BOWIE: The Mick Ronson Story. A celebration of the life and works of guitar virtuoso Mick Ronson—a rock hero celebrated despite his direct contributions and work with Morrissey, Lou Reed, Bob Dylan, and most notably, David Bowie. This film explores Ronson’s dynamic support and co-creation of this era in music. Narrated by David Bowie. 102 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

279733X DARK MONEY. Widescreen. Examines one of the greatest present threats to American democracy: the influence of untraceable corporate money on our elections and elected officials. Follow an intrepid local journalist as he work to expose the real life impacts of the US Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision. 98 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99.

2967226 BODY OF WAR. Paralyzed from the chest down after serving in Iraq for just one week, Tomas Young is forced to deal with the realities of war each and every day. For years, he has struggled to cope with his disability means finding his voice to speak out against the war in Iraq. Directed by Phil Donahue and Ellen Spiro. 87 minutes. DocuArt Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95.

2874392 END TIMES CALIFORNIA. The state of drought declared in California for the first time in the state’s driest year to date in 2015. This devastating drought stretches across the entire state wreaking havoc, and negatively impacting every aspect of people’s daily lives and businesses, to the food we eat. The worst part is, it’s all our fault. 70 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $19.95.

2947897 ESPN FILMS COLLECTION, VOL. 1. Five documentaries from the array of ESPN films. Catching Fire explores two infamous moments in sports history, involving Bill Buckner and Steve Barmat. Charismatic covers the story of an unlikely clown and his jockey. Fab Five looks into one of the most famous teams in college hoops history. Hershcel Gathers into the life of a college football legend. Renee covers the story of the first transgender tennis player. Over 9 hours on five DVDs. ESPN.

6738559 DEFENDERS OF THE SKY: The Story of the Airfield. Journeys through the hidden stories of the airfields that saved Britain and her wartime allies during both world wars. In each episode, he visits a different airfield to unlock the secrets held within, meeting engaging characters ready to tell it all. Over seven hours on three DVDs.

2399012 COMBAT AMERICA: Hollywood Stars in WWII. Some of Hollywood’s biggest stars joined the fight against Fascism. Featured on this DVD are four original WWII documentary and training films, Winning Your Wings (18 minutes); The Making of the Japanese Zero (20 minutes); Combat America (62 minutes); and Bomber (10 minutes). Stars include Clark Gable, James Stewart and Ronald Reagan. In Color and B&W. 110 minutes. Persecope Film. Pub. at $19.95.

2874415 PARANORMAL PRISONS: Portal to Hell on Earth. Journeys through several of the world’s most haunted prisons where spirits still linger in the maze of cell blocks and corridors. Experience the gruesome horrors in these portals to hell. 75 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95.

6882234 GJ JEWS: Jewish Americans in World War II. Tells the profound story of the 550,000 Jewish men and women who served in WWII as active participants in the fight against Hitler, bigotry, and intolerance. The film features interviews with WWII veterans including Mel Brooks, Max Fuchs, Henry Kissinger, and Carl Reiner. Through the eyes of these war heroes, we gain an understanding of the real story of the role he played decades ago. He travels to Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt for answers. 279 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95.

6882216 FORBIDDEN FILMS: The Hidden Legacy of Nazi Film. Widescreen. Director Felix Moeller interviews German film historians across the UK to find the potential danger, of cinema when used for ideological purposes. Utilizing clips from the films, Moeller shows how contentious these 1930s training films, Moeller shows how controversial this work can be and how propaganda can retain its punch when presented to audiences susceptible to manipulation. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.

2985693 MICHELIN STARS: Tales from the Michelin Guide. All chefs dream of a Michelin Star, and those who have one (or more) work tirelessly to keep this distinction. Michelin Stars goes behind the scenes and provides a full look into how propaganda can retain its punch when presented to audiences susceptible to manipulation. CC. In German with English subtitles. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95.

2929670 FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT: The Man inside the Myth. Fifty billion dollars worth of food is wasted each year. World waste has reached a tipping point revealing that we are engaging in a level of consumerism that is killing us slowly as we succumb to a massive conspiracy created to make more and more money and to maintain power within the ruling elite. 70 minutes. Alchemy. Pub. at $19.98.

See more titles at erhbc.com/696

690724 LINDY LOU: Juror Number 2. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

283480 SEPARATED. Children at the Border. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

287108 TERROR IN PARADISE. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95


287071 THE CHOCOLATE DIET. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

6951440 A DESERT BETWEEN US AND THEM. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

6959572 REGINA. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

2819837 THE FAMILY I HAD. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

2800845 LOVE, CECIL. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

2800877 LOVE, ME. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

2806570 AVIATION: 20 Exciting Films. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $17.85

2935058 33 GREAT CITIES OF EUROPE. Questar. Pub. at $19.99

2823217 MONDO CANE 2. Fullscreen. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $14.95

2935074 BURT WOLF—TRAVELS & TRADITIONS: Europe Tour. Questar. Pub. at $49.99

6852238 CRUISE SCENIC SOUTH AMERICA. Questar. Pub. at $79.95

5927595 THE JOHN WAYNE STORY. Fullscreen. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.95


6831719 WE WERE THERE. Widescreen. Vision. Pub. at $9.95

6861490 WHY ARE WE FAT? Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95

2895052 THE LOST weekend. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $9.95

1996458 THE TRUTH ABOUT THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT. A.U.S. Navy ship vanishes during a secret WWII experiment. When it re-appears, observers discover crew members embedded in the deck and steel of the ship. This fascinating documentary introduces Al Bielek, Preston Nichols and Duncan Cameron—all survivors of such bizarre U.S. experiments involving time travel, mind control, psychic warfare and remote viewing. 180 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

2874350 ANCIENT ALIENS AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER. Our planet is replete with examples of ancient alien visitation, but most of this knowledge has been sequestered away and kept only by the power elite. Here Marrs takes you into this secret world and exposes the truth about ancient aliens and their connection to modern rulers. 75 minutes. Sector 5. Pub. at $14.95

690369X THE LATE GREAT PLANET EARTH. Widescreen. Orion Wells narrates and appears in this fascinating but sobering story of the human race and its threatened annihilation. As foretold by Bible prophecies and corroborated by world-renowned modern scientists, the film connects these prophecies with events that are happening for the first time in our lifetime. 91 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

2952505 666: New World Order. Widescreen. For centuries, the ancient and elite bloodlines have been conspiring and working to achieve a New World Order, a totalitarian government to rule the entire world. Explore the truth behind the global agenda and how the antichrist plays a role in the consolidation of power into the hands of a few. With Paul Hughes, Zooey Erwin and Jonathan Harper. 67 minutes. Cinedigm. Pub. at $19.95

3033783 A PRISON ON EARTH: Following the New World Order. See how in the shadows of other dimensions, there lies a nefarious force that has been waging war upon humans for millennia from the space between particles. A price that goes beyond just our thoughts and actions, but our very souls. 70 minutes. WMM. Pub. at $19.99

3033759 CANNIBAL ATTACK. Real Zombies in America. Forensic psychologists, historians and medical engineers weigh-in on the impact of guerrilla wars and groups of modern day cannibals, and looks at what causes this recurring symptom of human madness. 80 minutes. WMM. Pub. at $19.99

282969X SASQUATCH HUNTERS. Many believe Bigfoot doesn’t exist, but to those who believe, there is no question—Bigfoot is real. There is definitely a living, breathing creature lurking in the backwoods and swamps of North America but to find any reliable evidence that goes beyond our own two eyes is an impossible task. Bigfoot The Legend. 70 minutes. Wild Earth. Pub. at $19.95

2897121 ROBOT PLANET. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95


2834332 GUNSLINGERS Season 1. Widescreen. The Wild West lives on in this compelling series. The battles are fierce. The passion is real. The stories of the West that are sure to capture the hearts of every true Tom, Dick, and Harry of the frontier. 6 episodes. Widescreen. This captivating series chronicles the lives and adventures of 12 of America’s most famous real-life legends from the O.K. Corral—Billy the Kid, Jesse James, Wild Bill and other history-making heroes and villains. Over 4 hours on 2 DVDs. Cinedigm. Pub. at $39.95
American History

287016 THE ROLLER DERBY CHRONICLES. From its beginnings in the Great Bry, through the innovations of the 1960s, and its development in the early 1970s as a touring and TV sensation, the history of the Roller Derby often parallels that of America itself—equal parts invention, salesmanship and hard work. This special set brings together the stories of the players, the teams and the franchise record 108 wins. They steered through the rival Yankees and defending champion Astros, before beating the Dodgers for the title. 115 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $26.98. PRICE CUT to $3.95.

2861739 2018 WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONS: Boston Red Sox vs Los Angeles Dodgers. Told in their own words, the Boston Red Sox dominated their way to a World Series title in a way that the Red Sox Nation has never seen. A relentless march through the years in the league and in American popular culture. Join
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**Adult DVD**

- **$553787 SUMMER HEAT.** Phillip has been sent to spend the summer with his relatives at their country home away from all his friends and outdoor activities away, but everything else takes a backseat when Phillip discovers the keyhole to his attractive aunt’s bedroom. His lust becomes an obsession, one that carries toward a scorching summer heat in summer heat. 71 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.48.

- **$2805642 REAL NAUGHTY VICE GIRLS 2.** Fullscreen. The Vice Girls are back, and they brought their handcrafts. Ready to nail any person to the wall, even if that means getting nailed themselves, these ladies bring their own brand of justice to the streets in this thrilling conclusion to the almost naughtily Christopher Lane and even naughtier cops. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $8.95.

- **$285938 CALENDAR GIRLS 2.** Also known as The Bed Monkeys, this year, this film stars the comely Karin Hofmann baring all in a typically tasteful tapestry of titillating vignettes, this time held together by the tale of a sex-crazed window washer who requires a sleazy producer with hot stories he hopes the mogul will make into movies. 78 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

- **$5610544 TOO NAUGHTY TO SAY NO.** widescreen. For the beautiful, young Catholic schoolgirl Betty who finds herself a friend with a transform into a nightmare of sexual depravity. As she stumbles from one encounter to the next, Betty is ensorcelled in the lustful embrace of he and a Sexgirl De Lueuv (Lisa De Lueu) to a perverted undertaker (Harry Reems). 79 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95.

- **$616279 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #5: 42nd Street Forever.** Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm style films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 classic “loops” from the 1970s and ’80s. Includes titles like Knock Cowgirls; A Schoolgirl’s Dream; Lesbian Tongue; and more. Watch for adult film stars like Kandi Barbour, Aunt Peg, and Vanessa Del Rio. Not Rated. 111 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. $24.99. Syndicated. $18.95.

- **$670547 CLASS FOR NUDE USA.** Fullscreen. Survey the history of the vintage girlie loop with hours of hard-to-find footage, culled from archives around the world. Disc One will bring your jaw to the floor with over three-dozen erotic shots in 16mm. Disc Two offers another heaping helping, only this time in 8mm. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Full Moon. $24.99.

- **$6594123 VODOOD PARNASSUS.** widescreen. Jess Franco delivers a voyeuristic, sex-soaked thriller following Susana (Ada Tauler), who arrives in Haiti to live with her new husband Jack (Jack Taylor). This she is drawn into a sexual delirium, black magic, clandestine couplings, and without artifice, while all her housekeeper (Muriel Motosse) looks on lustfully. Not Rated. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

- **$6951317 SECRET SIN UNLEASHED.** A rare see-child Diana (Jaceey Andrews) decides to settle down and get married, she means business. And when she joins her new husband and some friends in their suite in the country, her fast past comes back to haunt her. Is one man enough to satisfy her lusty appetites or will she decide to spice things up a bit? Unrated. 73 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

- **$6876228 FLESH & LACES: Part I & II.** widescreen. Legion of Scars, a sleazy producer in hospital. He wagers a wager with his four children to challenge them to engage in the wildest and most erotic sexual escapades they can think of, with the winner being the sole beneficiary of his fortune. Not Rated. 189 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $19.99.

- **$6743811 LUST INFERNOMARATHON.** widescreen. Carlos Tolitana directs two erotic films from 1982. A vicious teleevangelist gets his kicks from abusing and humiliating beautiful young women in Lust Inferno; and, Sharon Mitchell, Mai Len, Drea, Jamie Gilss, Ron Jeremy, and John Holmes throw the sex party to end all sex parties in Marathon. 164 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $17.95.


- **$688336X HEAD NURSE/NURSE-MADE: Naughti Nurses Double Feature.** Discover the hospital’s sexy ward with a double feature of exploitation classics from the 70s. In Head Nurse, director Tim Davies takes us on a tour of NYC’s most bizarre and sex-filled hospital. Then, the sleazy Nurse-Made follows a nurse’s relationship with an aging patient and his young nurse. Not Rated. 122 minutes. Adults only. Distribscorp. Pub. at $19.99. $13.95.

- **$5768274 BLACK VENUS.** Fullscreen. Former Miss Bahamas Josephine Jaqueline Jones stars as Venus, a stunning seductress who has turned the town’s women into sex slaves. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

- **$6862455 SEX SCHOOL: Dorms of Desire.** Fullscreen. Your favorite study buddies are back for another sexy semester. Boning up for the finals, the girls of CSU are on the brink of graduation, but first they must impress their naughty professors. Not Rated. 69 minutes. Adults only. FullMoon. $11.95.

- **$288728 WILD! WET! RESORT GIRLS.** Fullscreen. Welcome to South Beach, Miami, where hard-bodied party girls come to get wet. Whether at the pool or on the beach, these bikini beauties have come to soak up the sun all day and party all night. Nothing can stop them from their sexual conquest of South Beach! Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

- **$6992790 42ND STREET FOREVER.** widescreen. Two 1983 gems from porn’s hottest directors: The semes ter has barely begun, but first they must impress the student body, like Kandi Barbour, Aunt Peg, and Vanessa Del Rio. Not Rated. 149 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $15.99.

- **$6445624 X-GIRLS: ISLAND ADVENTURE—HAWAII: Xotic Extreme.** Fullscreen. Join them as they meet up with world champion athletes, jump from planes, ride the waves, sexual depravity. As she stumbles from one encounter to the next, Betty is ensorcelled in the lustful embrace of he and a Sexgirl De Lueuv (Lisa De Lueu) to a perverted undertaker (Harry Reems). 79 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95.

- **$6690280 THE AGENCY PROVOCATIVE.** It's a lot to be trusted in the sexy business. Nancy Darski has what she has it takes. After watching the other girls’ sexy auditions, she figures out a clever and steamier way to impress the agency’s owner. Stars Bridgelet Banks, Holly Morgan, and Karrie Montana. Unrated. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95. $4.95.

- **$6848372 SEX SCHOOL: Student Bodies!** The semester has barely begun, and already the students of the Camella Swates School for Girls are bucking for extra credit. Whether studying alone or with a friend, these ladies know just how to prep for an exam. So check out the student body, you might learn a thing or two. Unrated. 66 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

- **$4514777 CANCERVILLE.** widescreen. Collects two of the last big-budget X-rated films to receive a theatrical release. In Ribald Tales of Canterbury, 15th-century British knights battle and fare the misadventures of sexual conquest. Then, in lusty, a struggling DJ realizes that what listeners really want to hear are the sounds of sex 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95.

- **S6862455 SEX SCHOOL: Dorms of Desire.** Fullscreen. Welcome to South Beach, Miami, where hard-bodied party girls come to get wet. Whether at the pool or on the beach, these bikini beauties have come to soak up the sun all day and party all night. Nothing can stop them from their sexual conquest of South Beach! Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95.

- **S6992790 42ND STREET FOREVER.** widescreen. Two 1983 gems from porn’s hottest directors: The semes ter has barely begun, but first they must impress the student body, like Kandi Barbour, Aunt Peg, and Vanessa Del Rio. Not Rated. 149 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $15.99.

- **S6445624 X-GIRLS: ISLAND ADVENTURE—HAWAII: Xotic Extreme.** Fullscreen. Join them as they meet up with world champion athletes, jump from planes, ride the waves, sexual depravity. As she stumbles from one encounter to the next, Betty is ensorcelled in the lustful embrace of he and a Sexgirl De Lueuv (Lisa De Lueu) to a perverted undertaker (Harry Reems). 79 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95.
**Adult DVD**

- [**$786340** THE EROTIC ADVENTURES OF THE 3 MUSKETEERS](#)
  - Fullscreen. Adult cinema’s hottest title! Deirdre Holland, Brett Morgan, Madison, Francesca Le, and Ron Jeremy all come forth in a raunchy re-telling of Dumas’ classic tale of lusty ladies, randy rogues, and sexual escapades. See more titles at erhbc.com/696
  - Pub. at $29.95
- [**$692925** NAUGHTY NETWORK](#)
  - Widescreen. Featuring sexed up parodies of some of TV’s top shows, such as "T-R-A-S-H" and Genital Hospital, this bawdy delight of elegant, raunchy, and often hilarious erotic vignettes features the talents of Nick Cave, Cari Sanders, Mike Ranger, Kevin James and more. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Adults only.
  - Pub. at $24.98
- [**$692917** MUSICAL MASTERCURF](#)
  - Fullscreen. Madonna’s (as Mimi Cousteau) does two things well—one of them is fly! When her intergalactic arch nemesis, Kreea Boris (Jessie St. James) begins kidnapping people for use in a diabolical breeding program, and a host of other beautiful women demonstrate ancient techniques of sexual fulfillment in Turn on with Kelly Nichols. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $24.98
- [**$687566** LITTLE SHOWOFFS](#)
  - Fullscreen. From the surreal, to the highly personal, Little Showoffs explores the range of erotic desire through six vignettes framed by the inner workings of the American mind. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $24.98
- [**$67479X** EROTIC ADVENTURES OF CANDY/CANDY GOES TO HOLLYWOOD!](#)
  - Widescreen. Two 1970's tales following one girl's sexual evolution. In Erotic Adventures of Candy, the virginal Candy's sexual curiosity leads to a fateful meeting with a new woman who can teach her. In Candy Goes to Hollywood, the beautiful and talented Hyapatia Lee stars in a S&M-filled classic tale of lusty ladies, randy rogues, and a young hooker pays her rent with some exotic services. In the process, she loses her job at the hospital. She returns to her hometown, where she meets a handsome, young reporter who wants to interview process in Candy. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $22.98
- [**$661602** THE YOUNG LIKE IT HOT/SWEET YOUNG FOES](#)
  - Widescreen. The beautiful and talented Hapapita Lee stars in an erotic double feature from 1983. In The Young Like It Hot, she’s a college student who gets involved with the wrong crowd. The line use their talent for steamy conversation. In Sweet Young Foes, a college freshman spends the summer on a journey of sexual discovery. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $22.48
- [**$658339** SAVAGE SAUDISTS/DEAN OF DOMINANCE/DAUGHTERS OF DISCIPLINE](#)
  - Pub. at $24.98
- [**$692511** REAL NAUGHTY REAL WILD!](#)
  - Fullscreen. To know them is to court danger, to love them is to flirt with death. Wild in body and wild in spirit, the women assembled here are primitives and raw, as nature intended. Get up close and personal with these fierce and ferocious females. If you dare. Unrated. 101 minutes. Adults only.
  - Pub. at $9.95
- [**$661106** ABDUCTION OF AN AMERICAN PLAYGIRL/WINTER HEAT](#)
  - Fullscreen. Two 1970s erotic thrillers. In Abduction of an American Playgirl, two men kidnap a woman and subject her to their carnal desires. But a young police officer gets too close to their surprise, her lustful urges eclipse their own. In Winter Heat, a group of ex-cons terrorize a trio of young female hostages in a snowbound cabin. Not Rated. 140 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $29.45
- [**$665402** PRETTY PEACHES](#)
  - Widescreen. After escaping her parents in the forest, Peaches wakes up with complete amnesia. Sold back to her family for a hefty ransom, Peaches is introduced to a crazy do-gooder and his wife who have grown tired of Elizabeth’s chastity. So, they concoct a Viagra-type drug that will have every man in town lusty for her! Not Rated. 123 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $14.95
- [**$680060** AMERICAN NUDES, VOLUME #1](#)
  - Takes a rare peek into the history of American erotic cinema. This collection features a compilation of 17 short nude films that were produced in the 1940s, some of “Hollywood Beauties,” in addition to nudist oriented shorts. Not Rated. 1 B&W. 65 minutes. Adults only. C neuropelic.
  - Pub. at $19.95
- [**$5876214** SILK SATIN & SEX/TURN ON WITH KELLY NICHOLS](#)
  - Two rare erotic classics from the early 1970s. Kelly Nichols’ first two films highlight some of the biggest stars of ’80s erotica. A lingerie company owner (Jessie St. James) proposes a rather unique job interview process in Silk, Satin & Sex. Then, follow a troupe rehearsing the balcony scene from Shakespeare’s Romeo & Juliet. During discussions about the story, the director and his students contemplate both love and sex in Original German version with English subtitles. 84 minutes.
  - Adults only. Impulse.
  - Pub. at $24.95
- [**$278917** SCHOOLGIRL REUNION/THE SENSUOUS FLY GIRLS](#)
  - Fullscreen. Two former classmates reunite at their school’s athletic stadium to reminisce about their youth, but ensuring flashbacks take them to perverted memories in School Girl Reunion. And as a group of astronauts prepare for the first’s space trip to Mars, a group of “comfort women” are hired to aid in their journey in The Sensuous Fly Girls. Both Not Rated. 146 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $24.98
- [**$2760938** SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #1](#)
  - Widescreen. Subtitled “What Keeps Parents Awake at Night.” The second in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. After an 18-year-old student seduces someone during a school outing, the deviant sexual pleasure he experiences draws him toward S&M." Not Rated. 130 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $24.98
- [**$2750846** SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #2](#)
  - Widescreen. Subtitled “What Keeps Parents Awake at Night.” The second in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. After an 18-year-old student seduces someone during a school outing, the deviant sexual pleasure he experiences draws him toward S&M." Not Rated. 130 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $24.98
- [**$664511** FEMALES: Seduction of the Species](#)
  - Fullscreen. The Females have touched down—and they want to get down! The Females, which they discovered that primitive man is in need of lessons in seduction. So begins an erotic journey through human history, wherein these skillful beauties teach us how to love. Not Rated. 106 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon.
  - Pub. at $9.95
- [**$664671** MY MASTER MY LOVE/TEENAGE MASSEUSE/MORE](#)
  - Fullscreen. Three erotic classics from 1975 featuring a number of adult stars. A dominatrix competes with her brother to run a successful massage parlor, one with great heights in Tease and Envy, introducing the gender-bending aspect of the biz. In My Master My Love; a bored housewife takes a job as a Times Square call girl in Teenage Masseuse; and a detective uses his wife as undercover sexual bait to trap a hill man in More. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.
  - Pub. at $24.98
- [**$678826** THE ABCS OF LOVE/SEX](#)
  - Ostensibly presented as a serious study of sexual behavior, this dubious documentary relic from 1978 is in fact an erotically charged trip through an alphabet of sexual pleasure and intrigue, including mile-high clubs, female masturbation, disco music, relentless nudity and even some creepy stop-motion animation.
  - 85 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $19.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/696
**Adult DVD**

**DRACULA SUCKS.** Widescreen. At an exclusive sanitarium, patients who are acting differently are being found with mysterious bites in their necks. Visiting professor Van Helsing (Reggie Nalder) believes it to be the work of vampires. When Count Dracula (Jamie Gillis) tries his eyes on the statue of Mina (Annette Haven), this X-rated 70’s classic really shows its teeth. 95 minutes. On two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 **$17.95**

**DEEP TANGLED SECRETS.** Fullscreen. A double feature of scintillating exploitation from 1974. In Deep Tango, a sex therapist takes a new lover on a surreal journey of erotic exploration. Then, in Young Secretaries, sexy crazed secretaries know exactly what your wild desires are. Perfect for your perverted bosses need to get ahead. 162 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$14.95**

**THE BEAST IN SPACE: XXX Version.** Widescreen. A steamy double feature of ’80s erotica by director space saga was already renowned for its depravity. With this recently unearthed X-rated version, it gets even more bumpy when Paul brings his father back to their apartment. To diffuse the rising tensions, they decide to relax with a wild, raunchy party. But things get much worse when they both wake up bed-wet in a Hong Kong bordello.

**ROSE VICTORY.** Widescreen. A relaxing and fun White Rose Academy field trip turns horrifying when a school bus full of young girls is hijacked by rifle wielding, cross-dressing thugs. These sex-crazed maniacs have no agenda except to fulfill their own unspeakable sexual desires. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 66 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$19.98**

**WIDE SCREEN.**

**ROSE VICTORY.** Widescreen. A relaxing and fun White Rose Academy field trip turns horrifying when a school bus full of young girls is hijacked by rifle wielding, cross-dressing thugs. These sex-crazed maniacs have no agenda except to fulfill their own unspeakable sexual desires. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles. 66 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$19.98**

**SESSIONS OF LOVE THERAPY/101 ACTS OF LOVE.** Fullscreen. In Sessions of Love Therapy, a sexual psychologist has created an educational film featuring seductive and attractive couples with sexual problems. Dr. Ann Foster demonstrates the beauty and variety of erotic simulation through sensual demonstrations in 101 Acts of Love. Not Rated. 152 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$17.95**

**THREE RIPENING CHERRIES/SENSUAL FIRE.** Widescreen. A double feature of adult classics from 1979. Three Ripening Cherries takes a trio of suburban virgins who take their sex education into their own hands. And in Sensual Fire, a man tries to satisfy his lust for his nibile stepdaughter by sleeping with a litany of ladies. 171 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$17.95**

**NIGHTLY NAUGHTY! Laure/Vanessa/Felicity.** Three “sin-sational” ’70s skin-flicks in one titillating set! The real Emmanuelle brings her own lush vision of total sexual abandon to the screen for the first time as writer, director, and co-star of Laure (91 minutes). Olivia Pascal is Vanessa, a teen journeying from convent virgin to prisoner of a Hong Kong bordello (92 minutes). Finally, one of the world’s most forbidden teen who surrenders to a world of sexual adventure (94 minutes). Three DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**MARTY/JODY/MIKE/IAN.** Widescreen. After an old, ramshackle car wash and turn it into a haven of sexy olds and bikini tops. 75 minutes. Adults only. Retromedia. **$12.95**

**PRETTY PEACHES 2/PRETTY PEACHES 3.** Alex DeFenzy directs two scintillating 1980s skin-flicks. In Pretty Peaches 2, a curious young girl hits the road to her uncle Howard’s to learn the ins and outs of sex. Following the advice of her very erotic and dangerous sister! Stars Christina Lindberg. Not Rated. 175 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE: AM ALWAYS READY.** Widescreen. A double feature of sin-tillating exploitation cinema from the ’70s. In The Ultimate Pleasure, a fawning couple visits a psychiatrist to rekindle their sex life. In Am Always Ready, a wealthy woman fulfills her wildest fantasy: to appear in X-rated with John Holmes! 143 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**DIRTY ANGELS: Welcome to Lust Angeles.** Fullscreen. Hollywood, California: a town where dreams come to die, all that’s left is reality’s dirty angel. These are the hopes dashed on the concrete slabs of Sunset Boulevard’s Walk of Fame. Tales of ambition and the torrid consequences it produces. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**DIRTY ANGELS: Welcome to Lust Angeles.** Fullscreen. Hollywood, California: a town where dreams come to die, all that’s left is reality’s dirty angel. These are the hopes dashed on the concrete slabs of Sunset Boulevard’s Walk of Fame. Tales of ambition and the torrid consequences it produces. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**EACH DEFIENZY DIRECTS TWO SCINTILLATING 1980S SKIN-FICKS.** In Pretty Peaches 2, a curious young girl hits the road to her uncle Howard’s to learn the ins and outs of sex. Following the advice of her very erotic and dangerous sister! Stars Christina Lindberg. Not Rated. 175 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**THE ULTIMATE PLEASURE: AM ALWAYS READY.** Widescreen. A double feature of sin-tillating exploitation cinema from the ’70s. In The Ultimate Pleasure, a fawning couple visits a psychiatrist to rekindle their sex life. In Am Always Ready, a wealthy woman fulfills her wildest fantasy: to appear in X-rated with John Holmes! 143 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$17.95**

**DIRTY ANGELS: Welcome to Lust Angeles.** Fullscreen. Hollywood, California: a town where dreams come to die, all that’s left is reality’s dirty angel. These are the hopes dashed on the concrete slabs of Sunset Boulevard’s Walk of Fame. Tales of ambition and the torrid consequences it produces. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**DIRTY ANGELS: Welcome to Lust Angeles.** Fullscreen. Hollywood, California: a town where dreams come to die, all that’s left is reality’s dirty angel. These are the hopes dashed on the concrete slabs of Sunset Boulevard’s Walk of Fame. Tales of ambition and the torrid consequences it produces. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**URO GRINDHOUSE DOUBLE FEATURE: I, A Woman–The Sensation of Sex.** A Woman was one of the most influential erotic films ever released in the U.S. Building on that foundation, director Mac Alibar released these two sex-satirical sequels, I, a Woman Part II and The Daughter–I, a Woman Part III, which have both become erotic legends in their own right. Two DVDs. Adults only. After Hours. **$24.95**

**BIKINI CARWASH.** Widescreen. Failing college students Beverly Lynne, Stacey Burke and Cailey Taylor must complete one final project in order to graduate on time and make it successful. They hit the jackpot when they take an old, ramshackle car wash and turn it into a haven of sexy olds and bikini tops. 75 minutes. Adults only. Retromedia. **$12.95**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Movie Title</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>696767 STREET OF VENGEANCE</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>82 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5567145 ROLLED NEST/BELLA</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656903 DEEP ROOTS/STARLET NIGHT</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>115 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>$22.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>674382X PURELY PHYSICS</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>95 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>$19.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6583407 MAE LIN VS. SERENA/ORIENTAL HAWAII</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6584126 CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE PEANUT BUTTER FREAK</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>82 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>$24.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5971284 SHERLICK HOLMES/REUNION</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>91 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>$24.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6585341 PRISONER OF PARADISE</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>81 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Bayview Entertainment</td>
<td>$22.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6922744 VIOLENCE IN A WOMEN'S PRISON</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>110 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Severin</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3614955 SEXUAL INSANITY 1970S GROUNDHOUSE COLLECTION</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>102 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Severin</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4645863 UNVEILED</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6583415 THE NEW EROTIC ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA 1 &amp; 2</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Vinegar Syndrome</td>
<td>$22.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6584177 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #1: 42ND STREET FOREVER</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>100 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6584178 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #2: 42ND STREET FOREVER</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>100 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6584179 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #3: 42ND STREET FOREVER</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>100 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6584180 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #4: 42ND STREET FOREVER</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>100 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6584181 THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #5: 42ND STREET FOREVER</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>100 minutes</td>
<td>Adults only</td>
<td>Impulse</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more titles at erhbc.com/696
Television

681140X DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 16. An engaging 40-episode collection from one of TV’s most beloved daytime series. Quentin Collins and Beth Chavez attempt to rescue Barnabas Collins from a chained coffin, King Johnny Roman seeks revenge against Magda for stealing the magical amulet of Petrie, and more. Stars Jonathan Frid, David Selby, Lara Parker, Louis Edmonds, and many others. 14 hours on four DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $39.95. $9.95

681143X DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 26. A 40-episode collection from the popular daytime series. Daphne Harridge becomes suicidal at the thought of losing Bramwell Collins to her sister Catherine; James Forsythe’s spirit reveals why he cursed the Collinses in 1860; the ghost of Brutus Collins traps Morgan and Julia in a secret corridor with two mummified bodies; and more. Stars Jonathan Frid, Joan Bennett, David Selby, and many others. 14 hours on four DVDs. MPI. Pub. at $59.98. $9.95

★ 2853396 THE DICK CAVETT SHOW: And That’s the Way It Is. Over the years Cavett welcomed roughly 10,000 guests including some of the most interesting figures in film, theater, sports, music, literature, art, and politics. In this eight show collection, Cavett talks with groundbreaking comedians of a later generation. 92 minutes. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95.


TV Drama

LIMITED QUANTITY 3033643 L.A. LAW: Season One. Fullscreen. This Emmy Award-winning series takes us inside the law firm of Bratman, Bunker, and Kuzak, where a team of ambitious attorneys face the conflicts between their personal desires, their clients’ fiscal goals, their attorneys’ legal obligations, and their personal relationships. S’s trademark involves sex, drugs, and rock ’n’ roll. Stars Harry Hamlin, Marcia Gay Harden, and Jimmy Smits. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Seventeen hours on 6 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.95. $9.95

2924218 WITCHES OF EAST END: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. This story of witchcraft and magic, love and family, and the supernatural in the USA brings together two families who are trapped in a sinister history. Stars Jonathan Rhys Meyers as a young King Henry VIII, a ruler whose reign changed the course of history. This three-DVD set collects all eight steamy and decadent episodes of Season Three, continuing to unfold the riveting dramas of two families that have a real claim to the throne and claim to dynasties. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

689920X THE PRACTICE: The Final Season. Widescreen. This Emmy Award-winning legal drama’s final season paves the way for its acclaimed spin-off, Boston Legal. Ellenor (Carryn Manheim), Eugene (Steve Harris) and Jimmy (Michael因t TeKulve) find themselves in charge of the firm. In an attempt to rebuild their ranks, Ellenor hires an old friend: the enigmatic Alan Shore (James Spader). All 22 Season Eight episodes. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93. $11.95

6921575 THE TUDORS: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. Jonathan Rhys Meyers stars as a young King Henry VIII, a ruler whose reign changed the course of history. This three-DVD set collects all eight steamy and decadent episodes of Season Three, continuing to unfold the riveting dramas of two families that have a real claim to the throne and claim to dynasties. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

8990847 THE FIVE PEOPLE YOU MEET IN HEAVEN. Fullscreen. Brought to life by an award-winning cast including Jon Bon Jovi, this touching story enlightens and strengthens faith when a lonely, elderly man dies in an accident. He awakens in an unfamiliar place called Heaven, where five people—some dead, some living—talk to him to help him in his illuminating journey through his life. English SDH. 160 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95

6963463 MADAM SECRETARY: Season 1. Meet Elizabeth McCord (Téa Leoni), America’s newest Secretariat of State. Facing international crises—from embassy bombings to treaty negotiations—Elizabeth adapts to political maneuvering while uncovering dark secrets that threaten to unravel the administration. Also stars Tim Daly and Bebe Neuwirth. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. English SDH. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

2614102 RED SHOE DIARIES: Season One. Widescreen. Presents the complete first season of Zalman King’s groundbreaking show, one of Showtime’s longest running and most successful original series. Each episode is based on a woman’s diary, filled with intense passion, romantic fantasies and erotic adventures. These 13 episodes star David Duchovny, Matt LeBlanc and Steven Bauer. Rated TV-MA. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Pub. at $9.95. ★★ 2935399 SONS OF ANARCHY: Season One. Widescreen. A gripping drama that takes you into the ruthless underworld of outlaw bikers. This Sons of Anarchy live, ride and die for brotherhood. But when the club’s leader (Ron Perlman) and his wife (Katey Sagal) steer them in an increasingly lawless direction, her son Jax is torn between loyalty and the legacy. CC. Includes all Season One episodes. 18 hours on two DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

2928507 SIDNEY SHELDON’S NOTHING LASTS FOREVER. Fullscreen. This medical thriller tells the story of three female doctors trying to prove themselves in a man’s world. One of them has their own story, stories that are intertwined with one another. But suddenly there is chaos—one dies, another is about to get married and the third faces the death penalty. Stars Brooke Shields and Gail O’Grady. 175 minutes. CBS. $7.95

6959210 BEOWULF: Return to the Shieldlands. Widescreen. A spectacular drama imagines one of literature’s most enduring heroes. Featuring an ensemble cast of fascinating characters, this epic drama follows Beowulf as he strives to be a man as well as a warrior, as he faces the trials of good and evil, heroes and villains and the rule of law against one’s moral code. Stars Kieran Bew and William Hurt. English SDH. Ten hours on 4 DVDs. ITV Studios. Pub. at $49.99. $11.95

More titles at erhbc.com/696
**TV Crime Solvers**

### The Bletchley Circle
- **Season 2.** Widescreen. Anna Maxwell Martin, Rachael Stirling, Sophie Rundle, and Julia Graham are joined by Katie McMorran for two new code-breaking thrillers in Season Two. The series follows four brilliant women who worked at Bletchley Park during World War II. Includes Blood on Their Hands and Uncustomized Goods. English SDH. Three hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99
  - $9.95

### A Touch of Frost
- **Season 15.** David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Jack Frost in this two-part episode. The Run Free. Frost raids an illegal dog-fighting ring, hoping to nab a local gangster, but the thugs eludes him, and a brutal killing follows. Meanwhile, Frost is disturbed to find that someone is copying a series of unsolved crimes from years earlier. Nearly 3 hours.
  - $9.95

### Criminal Minds: Season 4
- Widescreen. They don't just solve the crime, they solve the criminal. The highly skilled agents of the FBI's Behavioral Analysis Unit are back for their most powerful season yet, as they go after all 26 Season Four episodes. Starts Joe Mantegna and Thomas Gibson. Over 14 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $29.98
  - $7.95

### Justified: The Complete Fifth Season
- Widescreen. In the penultimate season of this fiery drama, U.S. Marshal Raylan Givens (Timothy Olyphant) harbors a secret that could threaten his career and put the rest of the Marshals in jeopardy. The Crowe family reemerges in Harlan County to cash in on their ongoing scheme, and the Crowe-like no one will stand in their way. All 13 Season Five episodes. Rated TV-MA. English SDH. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures.
  - $7.95

### The Killing: The Complete First Season
- Widescreen. On the day she plans to move to California to get married, detective Sarah Linden (Mireille Enos) finds herself cases across 110 thrilling, brilliantly written episodes. Over 88 hours on 19 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $149.99
  - $99.95

### Murder One: The Complete First Season
- Widescreen. The creator of NYPD Blue comes up with a series that charts a single murder case, from the point of view of the defense attorney, for an entire season. A riveting and cleverly woven plot full of subtle deceptions, outright lies and murder, it will keep you guessing until the final gavel falls. Stars Mary McCormack, Daniel Benzali, and Belinda Carlisle. On 17 hours on six DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $39.98
  - $9.95

### Chips: The Complete Third Season
- Widescreen. They're the kings of the road, but Officers Jon Baker (Larry Wilcox) and Ponch (Ponch) Poncherello (Erk Estrada) also swoop into the skies via parachute, hang glider, and junkyard crane in this full-throttle third year of Chips. Collects all 23 Season Three episodes. English SDH. Over 19 hours on five DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $34.99
  - $11.95

### CadaFael: Set 2. The latest in the PBS Mystery! series, these intriguing programs star Derek Jacobi as Brother Cadfael, the medieval crime-solving monk who tackles mysteries that arise in the dark world of 12th-century monastic life. Collects three episodes of the medieval favorite. "The Virgin in the Ice," "The Devil's Novice," and "St. Peter's Fat!" English SDH. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $49.99
  - $11.95

### The Red Road: The Complete First Season
- Widescreen. A hard hitting drama that revolves around a local Marine Hospital in South Australia, the show follows the daily bustle while simultaneously policing two clashing communities: the small town where he grew up and the neighboring mountains, home of a Native American tribe. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $7.95
  - $7.95

### The Streets of San Francisco, Volume 1: Season 1
- Fullscreen. Follows the cases of Lt. Mike Stone (Karl Malden), a 23-year veteran of the San Francisco Police Department, and his tough lieutenant, Sergeant Steve Keller (Michael Douglas). The smooth, handsome Keller is the perfect foil for the gruff, trench coat-wearing Stone. Yet what they have in common is that they both have a thing for criminals. Collects Season One's first 16 episodes. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98
  - $7.95

### Homicide–Life on the Street: The Complete Series
- Fullscreen. One of television's most acclaimed and riveting dramas of all time is presented in its entirely with this comprehensive collection. Executive produced by Barry Levinson, this Peabody Award-winner delivers a gritty and realistic examination of detectives working the homicide division in Baltimore. Outstanding performances from Richard Belzer, Melinda Leo and Steven Michael Quezada, among others, have joined the range of major guest appearances. Over 100 episodes on 35 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $149.99
  - $99.95

### Ironside: Season 4
- Chief Robert T. Ironside (Raymond Burr) returns for another season of this hit crime drama. With the help of his special forces unit–Sergeant Ed Brown (Don Galloway), ex-con turned assistant Mark Sanger (Don Mitchell) and policewoman Eve Whitfield (Barbara Anderson)–the squad tackles rogue ex-cops, addicts, terrorists and more across 26 episodes. Twenty-one hours on 7 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.99
  - $32.95

### Police Woman: Season Four
- Widescreen.Continue the cases of Lt. Mike Stone (Karl Malden), a 23-year veteran of the San Francisco Police Department, and his tough lieutenant, Sergeant Steve Keller (Michael Douglas). The smooth, handsome Keller is the perfect foil for the gruff, trench coat-wearing Stone. Yet what they have in common is that they both have a thing for criminals. Collects Season One's first 16 episodes. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98
  - $7.95

### Nancy Drew: The Case of the Hidden Heiress
- On the day she turns 16, Nancy Drew (Abigail Breslin) finds herself searching for international criminals and spies. Collected here are all 79 episodes of the action-packed series. Over 63 hours on fourteen DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $44.98
  - $22.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/696
**29811X** MOBY DICK. Fullscreen. Welcome aboard the Pequot, a Nantucket whale ship under the dubious command of Captain Ahab (Patrick Stewart), a man obsessed with vengeance against a menacing beast that not only stole the lives of his former crew but continues to haunt him from the sea. A thrilling adaptation from Tolkeen Ford Coppola. Also stars Gregory Peck and Henry Fonda. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $29.95

**278430** DC'S LEGENDS OF TOMORROW: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. The Teen Titans, new superhero team, and Arrow deliver a super hero spinoff series that combines characters from both shows with new heroes from the DC pantheon. Includes all 16 Season One episodes. $9.95

**408909** CRUSOE: The Complete Series. Widescreen. The ultimate battle for survival begins as Robinson Crusoe (Philip Winchester) sets sail for the New World. He is shipwrecked on a remote tropical island with only the assistance of native friend Friday (Tongai Arnold Chiira) to help him prepare for his journey back home. Collects the complete series (12 episodes), plus an abridged copy of the classic novel by Daniel Defoe. English SDH. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $29.98

**285291** UNDERGROUND: Seasons One & Two. Widescreen. Set in a desperate time, this series tells the story of revolutionaries on the Underground Railroad, highlighting their ingenuity and perseverance to attempt the greatest escape in history despite the dire consequences that awaited them on the other side. Includes all 20 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Stars Jurnee Smollett-Bell and Aldis Hodge. English SDH. Over 15 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures. $9.95

**292689** NIKITA: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. In a game-changing turnaround, the Division is now run by Nikita (Maggie Q), Michael (Shane West) and former CIA analyst Ryan Fletcher (Noah Bean), who has been tasked with cleaning up after the previous Division regime—or else. This new team must round up the Dirty Thirty—rogue assassins who remain at large. Collects all 22 Season Three episodes. $9.95

**5833914** THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: Seasons 1 & 2. Fullscreen. Injured in the crash of an experimental aircraft, Colonel Steve Austin’s shattered body is covertly rebuilt via the miracles of modern science. Equipped with atomic-powered limbs, Austin (Lee Majors) is now “better, faster” than any other human, and he’s on our side. Collects all 35 episodes from Seasons One and Two of this TV classic, plus three made-for-TV movies. English SDH. Over 33 hours on twelve DVDs. Universal. $19.95

**28528X** MACGYVER: The Complete Fourth Season. Fullscreen. Combines with the ultimate all-American good guy for an action-packed fourth season. In these 19 classic episodes, old friends and old enemies return to complicate MacGyver’s (Richard Dean Anderson) life, including strong-willed Penny (Teri Hatcher), and murderous Murdock (Michael Des Barres). Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Paramount. $9.95

**5760236** HONEY WEST: Complete Series. Widescreen. Honey West (Anne Francis), a glamorous female private eye, was TV’s first female star in an action-adventure role. In the show, Honey inherited her spying business from her father and was her partner in the deal, rough and handsome Sam Bolt (John Ericson). Gather all 30 episodes in B&W. Fifteen hours on 4 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99

**621367** THE CURSE OF KING TUT’S TOMB. Widescreen. Searching for King Tut’s Emerald Tablet, archaeologists Danny Fremont (Gaspar Van Dien) and Morgan Sinclair (Jonathan Hyde) venture into the Valley of the Kings, nearer to the tomb that led to a true mystery outside the world of Tutankhamun. Also starring Malcolm McDowell. Over nine hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. $14.98

**615086** BREND A STAPP, REPORTER: Ace reporter Brenda Star is on the case in this gripping 13-chapter serial. Brenda has a knack for getting into tight situations: exploding mines, burning buildings, showdowns with murderous criminals, and an exciting hunt for a $250,000 payroll robbery. Stars Joan Woodbury, Kane Richmond, and Syd Saylor. In B&W. 243 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

**287097** THE 10TH KINGDOM. Widescreen. Beyond the mortal world lies Nine Kingdoms where the fantastic land of fairy tales and magic are brought to life and reinvented. The themes and ideas of folklore and mythology perpetuate across the 13 episodes, each providing a new twist to the age of the epic world. Stars Ann Margaret and Scott Cohen. $9.95

**2874325** RESCUE ME: The Complete Series, 2004-2011. Widescreen. From the series creators Denis Leary and Peter Tolan, the highly acclaimed Rescue Me galvanized audiences with its uncompromising portrayal of the New York City fire department of 62 firefighters who knew the potential of their duty to save lives puts their own in constant turmoil, on the front lines, in the firehouse and at home. Collects 93 episodes. Denis Leary, Kevin Rahm, and Anna Gunn. $44.95

**298277** MIGHTY MORPHIN POWER RANGERS: Season One, Rita Repluسا and her loyal minions Have been freed from prison on the Moon. Filled with rage and a force of will to destroy the Earth, they’re ready to defend Earth as the Rangers. Packaged in a steelbook case. Over 15 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. $27.95

**9243263** FLASH GORDON: The Premiere Episode. Widescreen. Take flight with Flash (Eric Johnson) and Dale Arden (Kimba Fox). This zany adventure that redefines the genre with edge of your seat action and breathing taking special effects. This pilot episode of the series originates from August 10, 2007. 65 minutes. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99

**9963414** WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: The Seventh Season. Fullscreen. Paramount. $7.95

**2834569** VEGAS. Widescreen. Paramount. $6.95


**2874075** VIETNAM WAR STORY. Widescreen. HBO. $4.95

**963625** WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: The Fourth Season. Fullscreen. Paramount. $7.95


**6917146** BAA BAA BLACK SHEEP: Volume 1, Volume 2. Fullscreen. Universal. $9.95

**6862300** AMERICAN GODS: Season One. Widescreen. Lions Gate. Pub. at $34.98 $14.95


**2851946** BLACK SAILS: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Anchor Bay. $21.95


**6658237** MAN VS. WILD: Stranded Around the World. Widescreen. Galapagos. PRICE CUT to $1.95

**658313X** MERLIN. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**29070X2** SLEEPY HOLLOW: The Complete Seasons 1-4. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $49.95

**6657915** SHEENA: Queen of the Jungle Collection. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

**2708703** XENA–WARRIOR PRINCESS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Universal. $79.95

**6813506** DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete First Season. One of the most beloved and longest-running western programs in broadcast history, this anthology series explores fascinating stories of the American West by “The Old Ranger” (Stanley Andrews), these 18 episodes present dramatic and powerful adventure narratives based on actual events. In B&W. Over 27 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.97 $7.95

**2858286** THE MONROES: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. After an accident takes their parents from them, the orphaned Monroes must survive in the treacherous lands of Wyoming. Through their experiences, they learn that the unbreakable bonds of family and friendship can withstand the harshest trials that frontier life has to offer. Stars Michael Hurley and Michael Anderson Jr. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.93

**2947714** BAT MASTERS: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. This popular Western series premiered in 1958 and provided an account of the real-life marshal and gambler Bat Masterson (Gene Barry). A scout, Indian fighter and a lawman, Masterson always uses his cane and sword to turn back his enemies. The series includes all 37 Season One episodes. In B&W. Fifteen hours on 5 DVDs. TGG. Pub. at $24.96 $5.95

**5808199** THE BIG VALLEY, VOLUME ONE: Season Two. In the 1670s, in California’s San Joaquin Valley, the Barkley family stands proud above the rest. They’re back for these 15 Season Two episodes, facing more dangers and challenges of life in the West, from California’s official to the Count of Catherino, as the Barkley family explores the hidden secrets and unspeakable desires. Stars Lee Majors, and Linda Evans. CC. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**5883225** THE LONE RANGER: Double Barrel Feature. Fullscreen. This 1958 TV special (containing footage of the three pilot episodes) includes The Lone Ranger Story starring Clayton Moore. Also, join Lee Powell as he stars in Hi-Yo Silver, a 1940s television version of the 1958 Lone Ranger serial. 160 minutes. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**451000** THE CHISHOLMS: Complete TV Series. Fullscreen. Swindled out of their Visa property, the Chisholms are led by patriarch Hadley (Robert Preston) and his wife Minerva (Rosemary Harris), head westward to build a new life in the Oregon Territory. Along the trail, they encounter challenges that threaten not only their safety, but the very fabric of their familial bonds. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**6715664** HARTS OF THE WEST: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. After a heart attack and a midlife crisis, Dave Hart (Bart Bridges) quits his job and moves his family out west to an isolated farm. But a cowboy can do spirit be enough for the Harts to tame the frontier? Also stars Lloyd Bridges and Harley Jane Kozak. All 15 episodes. Over 11 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $7.95

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
TV Westerns

634328X THE GAMBLER COLLECTION. Kenny Rogers brings all of his charisma to the role of Brady Hawkes (aka The Gambler) in The Gambler, the original classic inspired by the hit song, plus two more feature-length sequels, The Gambler: The Adventure Continues and The Gambler: The Legend Continues. Also includes the bonus feature Courage of the West. Also starring Bruce Boxleitner, Linda Evans, Linda Gray, Dean Stockwell, Charles Durning, and George Kennedy. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.97 $14.95


5911727 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season. Inspired by John Ford’s film Wagonmaster, this well-crafted western follows Major Seth Andrews (Ward Bond) and his crew as they journey from the banks of the Mississippi to California’s Pacific shores. Collects all 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 32 hours on ten DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.93 $23.95

6677347 THE WESTERNER: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. From director Sam Peckinpah comes the 1960s TV western following drifter Dave Blassingame, a congenial cowboy who’s as good with a gun as he is with the ladies. Joined by his faithful dog, Brown, he’s charging ahead to an adventurous and exciting adventure. Collects all 39 episodes. In B&W. Over 5 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97 $14.95

5871590 DANIEL BOONE: Season Two. Teamed for the first time with Marisa Berenson as the legendary frontiersman in all 26 episodes of Season Four. Through Parker’s iconic portrayal, Boone’s sense of adventure, homespun wisdom, and can-do attitude captures the best of both the spirit and the American ideal. Co-stars Ed Ames, Patricia Blair, and Darby Hinton. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

5829383 THE DEFINITIVE TV WESTERN COLLECTION: 300 Television Episodes. Features episodes from 40 different western series, including: The Adventures of Kit Carson, Bat Masterson, Annie Oakley, Bonanza, The High Chaparral, The Lone Ranger, The Rifleman, The Roy Rogers Show, Sky King, Stoney Burke, Sugarfoot, and Wagon Train. Relive your childhood or discover a truly unique brand of entertainment for the first time. 265 hours on forty-eight double-sided DVDs in a unique wooden display box. Mill Creek. Pub. at $99.97 $44.95

2867192 BAT MASTERSON: Television Marathon. Fullscreen. MGM. Pub. at $29.96 $7.95


6871267 CENTENNIAL. Universal. Pub. at $59.98 $14.95

Sci-Fi and Horror TV

2898226 TIME TRAVEL: Star Trek Fan Collective. Fullscreen. Hardcore Star Trek junkies voted on their all-time favorite time travel episodes, and the result is this mind-bending collection. Prepare yourself for a journey across galaxies and generations in episodes from The Original Series, The Next Generation, Deep Space Nine, and Voyager. Twelve episodes in all. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $33.98 $5.95

6911774 V: The Original Miniseries. Widescreen. They come in peace— to enslave humankind! K也有很多 spectacular special effects with cliffhanger thrills. As fascist alien ruler enslaves the globe, Marc Singer heads an epic cast of human heroes and, behind sleek uniforms and benevolent behavior, reptilian invaders. CC. Over 3 hours on a double-sided DVD. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95


6871216 HELIX: Season 1. Widescreen. A team of scientists travels to a high-tech research facility in the Arctic to investigate a possible disease outbreak, only to find themselves pulled into a life-or-death struggle that holds the key to mankind’s salvation—or annihilation. All 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $35.99 $29.95

687277X STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Captain Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart) takes viewers where no man has gone before in every original broadcast episode of Season One. Includes loads of exclusive featurettes, giving diehard fans a fascinating look behind the scenes of the next generation. Over 19 hours on seven DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $55.98 $49.95

6736645 HEMLOCK GROVE: Season One. Widescreen. The brutal slaying of a teenage girl sends the townspeople of Hemlock Grove into a desperate search for the killer. But this sleepy community soon finds itself living a nightmare as monstrous secrets and rumors threaten to destroy them all. Executive produced by horror master Eli Roth and from the creators of the nightmarish stories of The Haunting of Hill House, The Sinner, and The White Case. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $55.98 $49.95

5839106 FARSCAPE: The Complete Third Season. Fullscreen. The journey has never been easier for lost Americans. When John Crichton (Ben Browder), the escaped alien prisoners who are his friends, or their living ship, Moya, but the ride is about to get wilder than ever. Filled with more twists, irreverent humor, tragic losses and great loves, all 22 Season Three episodes are collected here. Over 18 hours on ten DVDs. ADV Films. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95


2788349 TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE: The Second Season. Fullscreen. Featuring major stars from film and TV, these 24 spine-tingling stories of horror, insanity, and hills and killer promise to leave you dead-bolted the door and sleeping with the lights on. Includes all 24 Season Two episodes. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

2949271 THE TAXIING. As Michael (Peter Gallagher) attempts to uncover the mystery of his wife’s disappearance, he soon learns that she may have been involved with an ancient—and potentially deadly—plot that could determined to dominate the modern world. Where will he find his wife in time, or will they get him first? This TV miniseries also stars Peter Fonda. 172 minutes. New Video.

5963781 THE DAY AFTER. Fullscreen. When Cold War tensions reach the ultimate boiling point, the inhabitants of a small town in Kansas learn that they have less than 30 minutes before Soviet warheads begin to appear overhead. Can anyone survive this ultimate confrontation? Jason Robards and John Lithgow. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2855224 THE X-FILES: The Complete Seventh Season. Widescreen. All 22 Season Seven episodes from David Duchovny’s last full season as Agent Fox Mulder. From Scully discovering the alien spacecraft in The Sixth Extinction and Mulder realizing he’s about his sister’s closure, to Scully’s miraculous pregnancy in Requiem, this is a must-have for X-Files fans. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $99.98 $11.95

2929698 ANGEL: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. In this first season, Angel (David Boreanaz), the dashing demon from Buffy the Vampire Slayer, embarks on his own supernatural adventures with Joss Whedon and David Greenwalt’s supernatural spin-off series. In these first 22 episodes, the fallen vampire begins his quest through L.A. to save lost souls and, in turn, redeem his own. On six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $99.98 $7.95

6652441 STARGATE ATLANTIS: Season 4. Widescreen. Colonel Samantha Carter (Amanda Tapping) takes charge of the city’s new leader. It means daunting new challenges, including joining forces with the dangerous Wraith in order to fight a common enemy: the Replicators. Also stars Joe Flanigan and David Hewlett. CC. Over 13 hours on five DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

2855232 THE X-FILES: The Complete Eighth Season. Widescreen. From the arrival of Agent John Doggett in Within and Mulder’s miraculous resurrection in Deadalive to the birth of Scully’s baby in Existence, these 21 Season Eight episodes must for every X-Files fan. Over 15 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $99.98 $14.95

5797497 DOCTOR WHO– THE SEA DEVILLs. Fullscreen. From the Jon Pertwee era of Doctor Who to the Rebecca Romijn era of The Sixth Extinction, the Master has been incarcerated at a top security prison on a remote island off the coast of England. When the Doctor and Jo Grant pay a visit to their old enemy, they find themselves pulled into a life-and-death struggle that could send sea monster reports in the area really be a coincidence? 147 minutes. BBC. $7.95

5830902 FARSCAPE: Season 2. Fullscreen. Follow John Crichton and the crew of Moya on a journey where they never lived before and where dangers they never dreamed possible. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking Jim Henson effects, high-stakes action and irreverent humor, this sci-fi favorite has no equal! Collects all 22 episodes. CC. Over 14 hours on six DVDs. ADV Films. Pub. at $39.98 $9.95

2749253 SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Between the pages of factual to science with the limitless frontiers of fantasy, this sci-fi anthology series, presented here in its entirely, offered audiences a journey into the intriguing look at the possibilities of the future in gripping sci-fi stories that predated classics like the Twilight Zone. In Color and B&W. Nearly 34 hours on eight DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $49.97 $39.96
Adults only. Paramount. Fullscreen. Quinn (Jerry O’Connell) has created a device that can open a window to an infinite number of parallel universes where history has taken different paths. His first trip goes awry, stranding his friends in parallel San Francisco. Now, they must travel through time and space in their search for home. Includes all Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $3.95

**Sold Out**

6963595 TALES FROM THE DARKSIDE: The Final Season. Fullscreen. Paramount. **$11.95**

669278 STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION: Season 5. Fullscreen. Paramount. At $55.98 **$11.95**

5916259 THE X-FILES–COLONIZATION: Mythology Collection. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. At $39.98 **$7.95**

6670261 POINT PLEASANT: The Complete Series. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. **$5.95**

6963684 WAR OF THE WORLDS: The Final Season. Fullscreen. Paramount. **$5.95**

---

**TV Comedy**

298377X THE WONDER YEARS: Season Two. Kevin (Fred Savage) confronts the day-to-day pressures of junior high school. Includes Paul Pfeiffer (Josh Saviano) and Winnie Cooper (Danica McKellar), while at home he finally fights back against his bullying older brother, Randy, and his girlfriend, Beverley. Season Two Episodes. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Star Vista. **$7.95**

2847299 SLEDGE HAMMER! The Complete Series. Fullscreen. David Rasche stars as rebel cop Sledge Hammer in this spoof of Dirty Harry. His extreme methods include firing warning shots atjaywalkers, dragging suspects around by their cars and sharing intimate words with his .44 Magnum, always getting him results. Seventeen hours on five DVDs. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $34.98 **$14.95**

2834391 MARGARET CHO COLLECTION. A must have for any comedy aficionado. With these three concert films, Margaret Cho establishes herself as one of the greatest and most prolific stand-up comedians in history. Concerts include ‘I’m the One That I Want’, ‘Hot Time in Old Town’, and ‘Unrated’. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Wessling Media. **$5.95**

Limited Quantity: 2969386 THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW: Complete Series Collection. Fullscreen. This box set collects all 249 episodes from the series’ eight top-rated seasons on CBS. You’ll enjoy down-home humor, comic escapades and a stellar cast in one of the most beloved comedies in the history of television. Stars Andy Griffith, Don Knotts, Ron Howard and Frances Bavier. Color and B&W. Over 106 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. **$59.95**

6848451 SCHITT’S CREEK: Seasons One & Two. Widescreen. When wealthy rich hicks move to a small town in order to escape the pressures of their lives in Toronto, they find themselves at odds with the locals. The series follows the lives of the Rose family, including David (Eugene Levy), who has lost his fortune and now runs a gas station, Moira (Catherine O’Hara), and their kids-both of whom are bickering about who will inherit the family business. Includes all Season One and Season Two episodes. Over nine hours on four DVDs. Lions Gate. **$11.95**

6721524 PENN & TELLER–B.S.!: The Seventh Season. Widescreen. A comic duo that will have you laugh and look at the back of your mind all at once, Penn & Teller once again tear apart the institutions, trends, and absurdities that will make you call BS! Season Seven includes such unforgettable comedy as the truth of Orgasms; Astrology; Video Games; Apocalypse; Lie Detectors; Organic Food; Taxes; Laws; and Stress. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. **$3.95**

288657X 227: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Get a hilarious look at life in a Washington, DC apartment building with this beloved ’80s sitcom, revolving around housewife Mary Jenkins and her circle of friends and neighbors. Includes all 23 episodes from Season One. Stars Margia Gibbs, Hal Williams, Regina King, Helen Martin, and more. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. **$9.95**

6989946 ALF: Season One. ALF, the impetuous alien who plummeted from outer space into the Tanner family garage in 1986 finally crash lands on disc in all 25 intergalactic adventures. Includes the first of his prime-time TV hit. Stars Max Wright, Nanette Fabray, Andrea Elson, and Benji Gregory. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Lions Gate. **$5.95**


6721516 PENN & TELLER–B.S.!: The Complete Fifth Season. Widescreen. Penn Jillette and[Tell]er back are for more as they continue to bring truth-telling, pulling back the veil on the absurdities and lies that govern our world. This time they’re calling out Obesity, War-War, Breast Hy steria, Immigration, Handicap Parking, Mt. Rushmore, and more. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Paramount. **$3.95**

69296EX FAMILY AFFAIR: Season Two. Fullscreen. Brian Keith stars as bachelor Bill Davis, a widower who lives in a posh Manhattan apartment with his proper English manservant (Sebastian Cabot). His existence is turned upside down when he becomes an instant father to his two nieces and nephew. Collects all Season Two Episodes. Over twelve hours on 5 DVDs. MPI. **$7.95**

692963X CAROL + 2: The Original Queens of Comedy. Airing in 1966, this series united two of comedy’s most unpredictable performers. Executive producer Bruno Zampa created a device that opens a wormhole to Zero Mostel for an hour of comedy and song. Also included is the 1972 CBS television movie version of Once Upon a Mattress, in which Carol reprises her 1959 Tony nominated Broadway debut TIME LIFE. **$6.95**

6963293 CHER: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Love is in the air as Sam “Maday” Malone (Ted Danson) and Diane Chambers (Shelley Long) launch their turbulent, on-off-again romance in Season Two of the Emmy Award winning TV series. Also stars Rhea Perlman, George Wendt and John Ratzenberger. Guest stars include Dick Van Dyke and Harry Anderson. Includes all 18 episodes. **$9.95**

2834316 GOMER PYLE, U.S.M.C.: The Third Season. Fullscreen. Jim Nabor’s is back as Gomer Pyle, a spin-off of The Andy Griffith Show, as Gomer gets himself in and out of trouble while trying to fix another much to the exasperation of his bullheaded drill instructor, Sgt. Carter (Frank Sutton). All thirty episodes from Season Three. Over twelve hours on two DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $29.98 **$7.95**

2906783 THE BOB NEWHART SHOW: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. In this hilarious sitcom from the ’70s, Bob Newhart stars as the head of a small, depressing  town, and Haley Joel Osment, all 41 episodes of the ’90s favorite offer loads of Southern-style laugh. Over 15 hours on four DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 **$9.95**

6633633 THE JEFFERSONS: The Complete First Season. Return to that “de-luxe apartment in the sky” and visit dry-cleaning king George Jefferson (Sherman Hemsley), his no-nonsense wife Louise, their son Thelma (Marla Gibbs), sassy maid Florence (Marye Gibbs) and acid-tongued matriarch Mother Jefferson (Zara Cully) with all 24 Season Two episodes from the beloved sitcom classic. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Columbia. **$3.95**

2867346 GEORGE LOPEZ: The Complete 1st & 2nd Seasons. Fullscreen. The talented comic plays assembly-line worker George Lopez, who brings a white-collar job to management. With Constance Marie, Valerie Rodriguez, Mariela Lusha and Haley Joel Osment, includes 26 episodes from Season One and Season Two. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.98 **$9.95**

**SOLD OUT**

2868811 DOCUMENTARY NOW! Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Created by Fred Armison, Bill Hader, Seth Meyers and Rhett and Link, this lovingly parodies some of the world’s best-known documentaries. Dame Helen Mirren hosts each episode and is joined by a variety of guest stars, including Jack Black, Faye Dunaway and Anne Hathaway. Enjoy all 14 episodes from Seasons 1 and 2. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 **$14.95**

6809731 COACH: Seasons One & Two. Go for two with the TV version of the Emmy-winning NBC series that stars Don Knotts, Letitia Wright, and Haley Joel Osment, as Hayden Fox, the head coach of a university football team. In the huddle is his wife (Shelley Fabares), Luther (Jerry Van Dyke), and Dauber (Bill Fagerbakke), a team that regularly scores more than a field goal. Includes all 22 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98 **$9.95**

5598748 MICHAELE’S NAVY: 20 Timeless Episodes. Fullscreen. Collects 20 timeless episodes of ABC’s most-see comedy classic starring such frontliners as Edward R. Hamilton (Michael J. Fox), comedian Comedian McHale, Charlie Bronson, Jayne Meadows, and others, these episodes represent the very best that The Red Skelton Show had to offer. In B&W. Eight hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. **$10.95**
13 hours on four DVDs. Lions Gate. Pub. at $29.98

Collect s all 208 hilar ious e pisod es. O v er 80 hou rs on

Tony Shalhoub, Crystal Bernard, and David Schramm. O ver 64

time. No w you c an take a fir st cl ass s eat and enjoy al l 171

department hires a former sex slave worker and over 8 hours of bonus material. Over 65

hours on twenty-five DVDs. HBO. $89.95

Nash. Nearly 6 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

1697639 RENO 911! The Complete Fifth Season. Fullscreen. The deputies of Reno 911! are back with their most ridiculous season yet, with 16 episodes that’ll leave you paralyzed, screwed, and tattooed. In Season Five, Walt gets his real daddy revealed; the department hires a former slave sex worker and the team takes on a badass bounty hunter. Stars: Cedric Yarbrough and David Koechner. 711 minutes. $69.98

FULLSCREEN. Eddie Cantor: Lost Episodes. These 38 classic episodes. In B&W. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. $44.95

6629651 FAMILY AFFAIR: Season Three. Fullscreen. Brian Keith stars as bachelor Bill Davis who lives in a posh Manhattan apartment with his proper English manservant (Seymour Cassel). His existence is turned upside down when he becomes an instant father to his two nieces and nephew. Collects all 28 Season Three episodes. Over eleven hours. $69.98

689008 ALF: Seasons 1-4. This 16 DVD set collects all 102 episodes of the hit series starring ALF, the impish alien who plums from outer space into the Tanner family garage and causes all kinds of household chaos. Even the series’ exceptional special effects are a delight. Includes all 100 episodes plus bonus features. 51 hours on twelve DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $69.98

455311X McHale’s Navy: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Climbing aboard the PT-73 and set a course for classic television comedy with all 136 episodes of this beloved 1960s classic. Set in the Pacific Theater of WWII, it follows the wacky exploits of seaman Quinton McHale (Ernest Borgnine) and his rule-breaking crew aboard the Torpedo Patrol (PT) Boat #73. Also stars Tim Conway, Joe Flynn, Carl Ballantine, and others. In Color and B&W. Sixty-one hours on 21 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $169.99

5963374 FAMILY TIES: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. This classic 1980s comedy series follows the Keatons, a unique American family as their views on politics and life clash against a backdrop of humorous, family moments. Includes a wonderful family album of photos of the Keatons and a bonus disc of special features. Stars Michael J. Fox, Justine Bateman, Michael Gross and Meredith Baxter-Birney. Over 72 hours on twenty-nine DVDs. Paramount. $99.95

1831704 WKRP IN CINCINNATI: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite radio DJs—the rockin’ Dr. Johnny Fever (Howard Hesseman) and the soft-spoken Dr.兰花 (Gary Sandy), smarter than the average bloke) as they weav through the inner-office antics of the crazy WKRP staff including the station’s steady program director Andy (Gary Sandy), smart-alecky bovine (Fran Solters), and a host of others. Stars Mark Blankfield, Marcia Wallace, Alex Rocco, and others. $139.95

294846X THE WAYANS BROS: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. They’re brothers like no others! Real-life sibs Marlon and Shawn Wayans star in this funny, funky sitcom. It all begins with this complete 13 episode Season One two-DVD set. Also stars John Witherspoon and Lalita Chacon. Nearly five hours. $19.95

FULLSCREEN. Widescreen. The Bob Newhart Show: The Complete Series. With 114 episodes, this sitcom classic stars the incomparable Dr. Bob Newhart (Robert Morse), an uptight, humorless, socially awkward Chicago physician with a raging case of the giggles. $239.95

454224X DRUNK HISTORY: Season 3. Here’s the second binge-packed season of this hilarious, inebriated take on history. This time, you’ll see how a spy during WWII? Or that pinball was once illegal? Join Derek Waters, plus a host of comedians and A-list actors, as they time travel through the history books and onep the forgotten characters and events of history. This unique American family as their $99.95

294846X THE WAYANS BROS: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. They’re brothers like no others! Real-life sibs Marlon and Shawn Wayans star in this funny, funky sitcom. It all begins with this complete 13 episode Season One two-DVD set. Also stars John Witherspoon and Lalita Chacon. Nearly five hours. $19.95

FULLSCREEN. Widescreen. The Bob Newhart Show: The Complete Series. With 114 episodes, this sitcom classic stars the incomparable Dr. Bob Newhart (Robert Morse), an uptight, humorless, socially awkward Chicago physician with a raging case of the giggles. $239.95

FULLSCREEN. Widescreen. The Bob Newhart Show: The Complete Series. With 114 episodes, this sitcom classic stars the incomparable Dr. Bob Newhart (Robert Morse), an uptight, humorless, socially awkward Chicago physician with a raging case of the giggles. $239.95

FULLSCREEN. Widescreen. The Bob Newhart Show: The Complete Series. With 114 episodes, this sitcom classic stars the incomparable Dr. Bob Newhart (Robert Morse), an uptight, humorless, socially awkward Chicago physician with a raging case of the giggles. $239.95

FULLSCREEN. Widescreen. The Bob Newhart Show: The Complete Series. With 114 episodes, this sitcom classic stars the incomparable Dr. Bob Newhart (Robert Morse), an uptight, humorless, socially awkward Chicago physician with a raging case of the giggles. $239.95

FULLSCREEN. Widescreen. The Bob Newhart Show: The Complete Series. With 114 episodes, this sitcom classic stars the incomparable Dr. Bob Newhart (Robert Morse), an uptight, humorless, socially awkward Chicago physician with a raging case of the giggles. $239.95

FULLSCREEN. Widescreen. The Bob Newhart Show: The Complete Series. With 114 episodes, this sitcom classic stars the incomparable Dr. Bob Newhart (Robert Morse), an uptight, humorless, socially awkward Chicago physician with a raging case of the giggles. $239.95
6851916 AN ORIGINAL DUCKUMENTARY: NATURE. Widescreen. Take the skies with a seasoned Teal. Watch Wood ducks raise a family. Learn why Goldeneyes head north in the winter. Jump into South American rapids with torrent ducks. Meet Redhead ducklings and try to keep track of them. Each last and will leave you wanting more. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

6951201 SAUDI ARABIA UNCOVERED: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. With stunning undercover filming and a network of activists, FRONTLINE takes viewers inside the tightly-controlled kingdom of Saudi Arabia to tell the stories of men and women who are risking everything to try to change their country, and challenge the powerful ruling regime. 60 minutes. PBS. $5.95

6950531 POLDARK: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Ross Poldark has returned home from the American Revolutionary War to find England in the grip of recession and his beloved Cornwall on its knees. Based on the novels by Winston Graham and set against the dramatic backdrop of post-American War Cornwall, this series stars Aidan Turner, Eleanor Tomlinson, and Ruby Bentall. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. $9.95

5570585 FIRST PEOPLES: Their Story is Our Story. Widescreen. Featuring the latest archaeological and genetic research, this compelling program tracks down the earliest members of our species to chronicle the roots of humanity 200,000 years ago. Who were these First Peoples? And what drove them to the ends of the earth? Five hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

2844060 SHAKESPEARE’S TOMB. Widescreen. Shakespearian scholars and actors conduct forensic experiments to uncover the real story of the legendary English playwright. English SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

692755X BRAVEHEART: The Real Story. Widescreen. Braveheart won major awards and made William Wallace, a 13th century Scottish warrior, an unforgettable Hollywood character. This documentary examines new archaeological evidence, reveals recently deciphered ancient manuscripts, and conducts forensic experiments to uncover the true story of the legendary English SDH. $19.95

6927548 TRUE GRIT: The Real Story. Widescreen. The Hollywood western. True Grit, captured the real-life story of dangerous frontier in it’s brutal portrayal, but real life in the West was even more shocking. This film explores a vital and ongoing time in American history in the Wild West. English SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2992566 THE ALTA EXPERIENCE. Widescreen. It is one of the oldest six areas in the United States, and arguably one of the most beautiful. Alta, located at the head of Little Cottonwood Canyon in Utah’s Wasatch mountain range, officially became a ski area in 1939, and is now one of the country’s top skiing destinations. With historical footage, interviews, the story of Alta unfolds in 55 minutes. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6851655 MY CONGO: NATURE. Widescreen. Vianet D’jengou has lived half his life in Europe, yet his heart still lies in his homeland, Congo. As a successful wildlife campaigner, he composed a book to reveal the beauty of his country and its people, discovering an even deeper connection with this place than he ever imagined. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6850614 MY LIFE AS A TURKEY: NATURE. Widescreen. For a tail of high and low, wide diversity of wildlife, and a heartwarming cast of characters, come meet the star of the show, wild turkey. With the help of a turkeys and a wild turkey, aألنر, turkey, a wild turkey, and a unique wild turkey,梟rst we reveal the beauty of the country and its people, discovering an even deeper connection with this place than he ever imagined. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6850803 THE BELLE OF AMHERST. This PBS production was filmed before a live audience in Los Angeles, which adds to the theatrical flavor of the performance. Julie Harris is in her glory as Emily Dickinson and her performance celebrates Dickinson’s life and accomplishments. Dickinson was born on December 11, 1830. S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

685172X DANCING ON THE EDGE. Widescreen. In the early 1930’s London, the black jazz population is counted, scarred and is on the rise. Countless aristocrats—including the royal family—ask the band to play at parties, catching the eye of an ambitious American businesswoman, and her brother. The band plays on a chain of events that may put an end to it all. Stars Chiwetel Ejiofor.

6283424 GREAT EXPECTATIONS: Making of the Masterpiece. Widescreen. Nothing is quite as it seems in this lush retelling of Charles Dickens’ classic coming of age story concerning young orphan Pip, whose life is changed by a wealthy, reclusive neighbor at the macabre Satis House–Miss Havisham (Gillian Anderson)–seeks Pip out as a playmate for her adopted daughter. Also stars David Suchet and Ray Winston. English SDH. Three hours. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

5932149 THE BATTLE OF CHOISIN. Widescreen. On June 24, 1950, the day of the U.S. Army’s X Corps was pushing north through the Korean peninsula at a breakneck pace. But within days of the assault, 10,000 U.S. troops found themselves surrounded by more than 85,000 Chinese soldiers, setting the stage for a tragic and bloody battle. This is the story of the first major military clash of the Cold War. 120 minutes. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $15.95

5932289 THE STORY OF CATS: NATURE. Widescreen. Join NATURE on an epic two-part event, journeying across the globe to track down the origins of these diverse Animal Kingdom Felines. From the bubbling frying pan and Neanderthals, to the mysterious, it all. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

2864114 THE BEST OF MEN. Widescreen. Arriving in England’s Stoke Mandeville hospital in the middle of WWII, Dr. Ludwig Guttmann transformed the lives of his patients. This heart-warming and uplifting film tells the true story of the birth of Paralympic Games and celebrates the achievements of the doctor that started Fullscreen & Widescreen. The doctor that started it all. English SDH. 90 minutes. PBS. $9.95

3695838 THE WOMAN IN WHITE. Widescreen. When Walter Harting, a young drawing master, encounters a ghostly woman dressed all in white on a moonlit road on London’s Hampstead Heath, he is drawn into a web of intrigue that will transform his life forever. Offering assistance to the spectral woman, he is later shocked to discover that she is a young woman in mourning English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $29.95

6951236 TIME TEAM AMERICA: Seasons 1 and 2. Fullscreen & Widescreen. This series plunges the viewer into the grim and gritty world of American History. The team endures dirt, sweat, dust and rain to explore the mysteries of the past through what they find buried below the ground. Part adventure, part history show. The team has just three days to find out what it can at each site. English SDH. Includes all nine episodes. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

2853582 THE CIRCUS: Big Top, Big Dreams. Widescreen. For many, the circus embodied the improbable and the impossible, the exotic and the spectacular. This four hour mini-series tells the story of one of the most popular and influential forms of entertainment in American history. Two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $23.95

6950191 DOWNTON ABBEY: Season 2. Widescreen. The Great War rages across Europe, and the splendid house of Downton Abbey is not left untouched. Romance and heartbreak, scandal and rumors, blackmail and more, Downton Abbey charts the intertwined lives of the Crawleys and their servants. Stars Dame Maggie Smith, Hugh Bonneville, and Elizabeth McGovern. English SDH. Nine hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $44.99 $39.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/696

AFRICA'S GREAT CIVILIZATIONS. Traveling the length and breadth of Africa, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes a look at the continent, from the birth of civilization to the 20th century. Along the way he celebrates the individual and collective genius of Africans who impacted art, science and technology, and features more than 200 pieces drawn from the archives, and hits the film on the Irregular Authority on everything. Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95.

THE WIDOW IN WHITE. Widescreen. Wilkie Collins' beloved mystery novel has taken generations of readers on a thrilling journey through the lives of the city and a love of nature. English SDH. Over 100 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

POLDARK: The Complete Fourth Season. Widescreen. With the country gripped by political uncertainty and fresh elections, Ross Poldark (Aidan Turner) takes a look at the history of the British Isles through the entirety of the human experience. This bold new part event reveals the role art and creative imagination have played across multiple cultures, civilizations, introducing a new generation to works of beauty, ingenuity, and illumination created across continents. English SDH. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $44.99 $31.95.

DOWNTON ABBEY needs an heir. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95.


THE MAN IN WHITE. Widescreen. Wraps up the series with its final, thrilling story. English SDH. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.

WIDE SCREEN. COMPLETE FOURTH SEASON. Widescreen. The series finale to Season Two has the Countess of Grantham, mother of Downton and the irreplaceable authority on everything, Hugh Bonneville and Elizabeth McGovern lead a star-studded cast. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95.
**285658** ANCIENT INVISIBLE CITIES: Athens, Cairo, Istanbul. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $14.95. **285374** ART IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY. Season nine. Widescreen PBS. Pub. at $24.99. **285667** SACRED: Milestones of a Spiritual Life. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $12.95. **689565** SIR EDMUND HILLARY: Everest and Beyond. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $17.95. **689563** MYANMAR’S KILLING FIELDS: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95. **689547** THE PRESIDENTS: American Experience. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. **286071** DECODING WATSON. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. **285655** TRANSPLANTING HOPE: NOVA. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99. **281138** BREAKING BIG. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. **288633** KING SOLOMON’S MINES. Widescreen. Allan Quatermain’s decision to give up his life of adventure doesn’t last for long. In need of cash, he accepts a handsome offer from the beautiful Elizabeth Anderson and her friend, Captain Good. They need his help to find the woman’s missing father, who disappeared in Africa while searching for Solomon’s Mines. Stars Patrick Swayze. Nearly 3 hours. Mill Creek Entertainment. **292409** ROMANCING THE STONE. Widescreen. When her sister is kidnapped by thugs seeking for a priceless jewel in Colombia, a romance novelist (Kathleen Turner) teams up with an ex-Special Forces man (Al Pacino) on an adventure. She uses her sister to rescue her sister and meets up with a handsome fortune seeker (Michael Douglas) who convinces her to beat the bandits to the treasure. CC. **292242** THE LEGEND OF THE 7 GOLDEN VAMPIRES. Widescreen. Professor Van Helsing (Peter Cushing) and Count Dracula (John Forbes-Robinson) meet again in this spectacular kung fu horror thriller set in the village of Ping Kiei. It’s a fearsome battle to the death—an ultimate evil not possible to defeat. **280387** CENTURION. Quintus, the sole survivor of a Pictish raid, marches north with the legendary Ninth Legion, under orders to wipe the Picts from the face of the earth. However, when the legion is ambushed, Quintus faces a struggle to keep his small battalion alive. Stars Michael Fassbender and Dominic West. 98 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. **293215** CAT RUN 2. Widescreen. Winter Ave Zoli stars as a high-end call girl with a secret military connection. When an unlikely team of con men and cunning private detectives stumble upon a sex party turned massacre, the wannabe detective team takes on the case and discovers a military secret they wish they hadn’t. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. **295430** THE WAY BACK. Widescreen. In 1940, seven prisoners attempt the impossible: escape from a brutal Siberian gulag. Thus begins a treacherous 4,500 mile trek to freedom across the world’s most merciless landscape. Stars Ed Harris, Saoirse Ronan, Colin Farrell, and Jim Sturgess. English SDH. 133 minutes. Image Entertainment. **292820** THE COLONY. Widescreen. As an endless winter engulfs Earth, humans struggle to survive in remote underground outposts. When Colony 7 receives a distress call from a nearby settlement, Sam and Briggs race through the snow on a dangerous rescue mission. What they find at the desolate base could mean mankind’s total annihilation. Stars Laurence Fishburne and Bill Paxton. Unrated. English SDH. 94 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. **285546** EVEREST. Widescreen. Follow the awe-inspiring journey of two different expeditions and the limits by one of the fiercest snowstorms ever encountered by mankind as they attempt to reach the summit of the highest peak in the world. Starring Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay. English SDH. Includes 3D and 2D Blu-ray and DVD versions. 122 minutes. Universal. **657204** CAT RUN. Widescreen. Paz Vega stars as a beautiful call girl determined to her happiness. Running her life. Harboring key evidence to a scandalous government cover-up, she must rely on two bumbling private dicks and must risk her life to expose the truth. Widescreen. In the action-packed thriller Max Payne based on the hard-hitting video game. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. **289212** THE ADVENTURER: The Curse of the Midas Box. Widescreen. Young John Smith’s life is turned upside down when his parents vanish and his younger brother is kidnapped. Following a trail of clues to the Prince Regent’s Court, he discovers a kingdom of child-stealing monsters, deadly secrets and a long-lost artifact that grants limitless wealth—but also devastates supernatural power. Stars Michael Shanks and Linda Haydey. English SDH. 98 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. **289270** MEN IN BLACK 3. Widescreen. When Agent K’s (Tommy Lee Jones) life and the fate of the planet are on the line, it’s up to Max (Will Smith) and his team to have the chance to travel back in time to put things right. J. Teams up with the young Agent K (Josh Brolin) to save his partner, the agency, and the fate of humanity. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD 106 minutes. Columbia. $6.95. **291027** LAWRENCE OF ARABIA. Widescreen. David Lean’s cinematic masterpiece gets a complete steelbook edition. Peter O’Toole delivers his career-making performance as T.E. Lawrence, the audacious WWI British army officer who heroically united Arab tribes against the Ottoman Empire. Also stars Omar Sharif, Jack Hawkins, and Alastair Sim. $9.95. **285689** MARCO POLO. Widescreen. Thirteenth-century Venetian trader Marco Polo (Ian Somerhalder) is enlisted to accompany a pair of priests to the court of Kublai Khan (Brian Dennehy). Mongol conqueror of the East. The mission is to convert the most populous and wealthiest nation to Christianity—a mission that will push them to the very edge of their mortality. Also stars Jamie CC. 104 minutes. **9.95.** **298349** BERMUDA TENTACLES. Widescreen. When Air Force One goes down over the Bermuda Triangle, the Navy sends its best rescue team. But in saving the president, the team awakens a creature that threatens the entire eastern seaboard. Stars Linda Hamilton and Trevor Donovan. 90 minutes. Image Entertainment. **286836** THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE. Widescreen. This 2004 miniseries charts the harrowing events aboard the Poseidon luxury liner. An ocean storm and a deadly terrorist mix for a volatile cocktail on New Year’s Eve, capsize the ship and leaving its motley crew struggling to survive. Stars Adam Baldwin, Rutger Hauer, Steve Guttenberg and Peter Weller. **3.95.** **676901** THE DELTA FORCE/LONE WOLF McQUADE/ CODE OF SILENCE. Widescreen. Three Chuck Norris favorites! He and Lee Marvin make up The Delta Force. Tenacious heroes from hijackers and He’s Texas Ranger J.J. McQuade in Lone Wolf McQuade, taking on an arms-smuggling ring. And he’s Eddie Murphy in Code of Silence, a Chicago detective in a one-man war against rival drug kingpins. Some Rated R. Over 5 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. **5.95.** **294814** BROKEN CITY/C AST MAX PAYNE. Widescreen. Two Mark Wahlberg favorites. Broken City (Rated R). By New York’s City private detective Billy Taggart (Wahlberg) takes on his toughest case yet when he’s hired by the city’s highest-powered mobster and must risk everything to expose the truth. Wahlberg stars in the action-packed thriller Max Payne based on the hard-hitting video game. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. **4.95.**
Blu-ray versions. 98 minutes. VVS Films. 

compromised and turns to a former soldier to help her.

2955245

Dominic Purcell as a contract killer whose final job finds him when he's double-crossed on a top-secret mission. Not starring Timothy Olyphant. A genetically engineered assassin when he's double-crossed on a top-secret mission.

290666X

HITMAN. Widescreen. The bestselling videogame

IN THE NAME OF THE KING: THE NUMBERS STATION.

2892471

THE VENGEANCE OF SHAGALL. In a deadly beautiful young European girl, Carol, is taken over by the spirit of mysterious Ayesha, queen of the lost city of Kuma. Carol is taken to Kuma to succeed the almost-immortal Ayesha as empress of Kuma, but there is more than play at Carol realizes. Stars Olinka Berova and John Richardson. 101 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.95

287965

BATMAN V SUPERMAN: Dawn of Justice. Widescreen. Fearing the actions of a godlike super hero left unchecked, Gotham City's formidable vigilante (Affleck), takes on Metropolis' revered savior, Superman (Henry Cavill), while the world wrestles with what sort of hero it really needs. Offers both the original (151 minutes) and extended theatrical release versions (182 minutes.) Warner Bros. Enter. 97.95

2906732

SHARK LAKE. Widescreen. Action legend Dolph Lundgren goes head to head with a blood thirsty shark that has a resort town under siege. As bodies wash up on the lake's shore Lundgren goes head to head with a blood thirsty shark that has a resort town under siege. As bodies wash up on the lake's shore

2972241

THE MAN WITH THE GOLDEN GUN. Widescreen. Roger Moore returns as Agent 007, this time engaged in a deadly game of cat-and-mouse with assassin Francisco Scaramanga (iconic villain Christopher Lee). James Bond has been marked for death, and all his friends and instincts and seductive charm to survive.

2947986

IMMORTALS 3D. Widescreen. Power-mad King Hyperion (Mickey Rourke) is determined to destroy all of humanity on his maniacal quest to obtain the ultimate weapon—the legendary Epirus Bow that gives the possessor invincibility both Heaven and Earth. But Theseus (Henry Cavill), chosen by the gods, rises up to stop Hyperion's rampage. Includes Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions.

2882590

THE GREEN HORNET. Widescreen. Britt Reid (Seth Rogen) is a slackercat by day, party animal by night—until he finds a serious career that's seriously crime-fighting action hero. As the Green Hornet, he teams up with THE GREEN HORNET. Widescreen. Britt Reid (Seth Rogen) is a slackercat by day, party animal by night—until he finds a serious career that's seriously crime-fighting action hero. As the Green Hornet, he teams up with

2955040

MARAUDERS. Widescreen. With a brutal heist, all evidence points to the owner (Bruce Willis) and his high-powered clients. But as a group of FBI agents (Christopher Meloni, Dave Bautista and Adrian Grenier) dig deeper into the case and the deadly hits continue, it becomes clear that a larger conspiracy is at play. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 107 minutes. VFS Films.
2928885 X-MEN APOCALYPSE.
Widescreen, Apocalypse, the world’s most powerful mutant, has awakened and is searching for a world led by humans. Intent on cleansing the Earth of mankind, he recruits a group of mutants to create a new world order. In a desperate bid to stop him, the X-Men team up with a Muslim leader to defeat Apocalypse in a battle of wits and skill. $5.95

2929057 THE HUNTED.
Widescreen. Paul Racine (Christopher Lambert) is a high-powered executive living abroad in Japan. When he and his alluring companion (Jean-Claude Dreyfus) get involved in the dangerous world of international business, they must outwit a mysterious gang of assassins. But when Racine learns that his best friend has been targeted, he must use all his skills to save his friend and survive. Rated R. 111 minutes. VHS Films.

2946161 ALL SUPERHEROES MUST DIE.
Widescreen. Four masked avengers find themselves stripped of their powers by a cruel arch-nemesis they defeated years earlier—or so they thought. When the sinister mastermind puts the heroes through a series of brutal challenges, they must battle the clock in a race to stop a deadly countdown that could mean total destruction. Stars Michael Fassbender, James McAvoy, and Jennifer Lawrence. Rated PG-13. 110 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $12.95.

2940924 AWOL-72.

2928481 ONCE UPON A TIME IN SHANGHAI.
Widescreen. Ma (Phillip Ng) dreams of making a life in Shanghai without using his fists. But when he befriends the Boss of a rival gang (Andy On), he must fight for honor or lose everything. Also stars Sammo Hung and his love (Michelle Hu). Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 96 minutes. Well Go USA.

2929017 THE LEGEND OF BILLIE JEAN.
Widescreen. When local rich kid Hubie Pyatt steals and wrecks Binx Davy’s (Christian Slater) beloved motor scooter, Binx’s angry sister (Alissa Silverstone) stages her own kidnapping. But before Emily can enjoy a happy reunion with her father, her car gets stolen—while she’s still inside. Professor car thief Vincent Roche (Benicio Del Toro) is about to find out that it’s stolen a lot more than her car. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

2928748 BUNRAKU.
Widescreen. A mysterious drifter (Josh Hartnett) and a Japanese Samurai arrive in town terrorized by vigilante criminals. Each is obsessed with his own mission, and guided by the wisdom of The Bartender (Woody Harrelson), at the Horseless Horseman Saloon. The two eventually join forces to take down the corrupt ruler of the town. Also stars Mickey Rourke. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. ARC Entertainment.

2906354 GIJoe.
Widescreen. In post-war Hong Kong, Wing Cheung (Andy Lau) spent time as a member of the Hong Kong police force. He returns to Hong Kong to return to the devil (Peter Fonda). Years later, Johnny Blaze (Nicholas Cage) was only a teenage stunt biker when he sold his soul to the devil, who now demands his due. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

2895109 THE PRINCE.
Widescreen. Bruce Willis, John Cusack, and Jason Patric face off in this action-packed thriller. A former special agent is called into action once more. What began as simple challenges from rival kung fu schools soon finds him drawn into the dark and dangerous underworld of the,finals. Dubbed in Cantonese with English subtitles. 101 minutes. Well Go USA. $4.95

2892081 IP MAN: The Final Fight.
Widescreen. In post-war Hong Kong, Wing Chun grandmaster Ip Man is reluctantly called into action once more. What began as simple challenges from rival kung fu schools soon finds him drawn into the dark and dangerous underworld of the finals. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 101 minutes. Well Go USA. $4.95

287427X THE MUMMY.
Widescreen. Secretly entombed deep beneath the desert, an ancient princess whose destiny was unjustly taken from her is awakened in our current day. Her malevolence has grown over millennia and with it comes terrors that defy human comprehension. Stars Brendan Fraser, Rachel Weisz, and Oded Fehr. English SDH. $3.95

2901684 THE HUNT.
Widescreen. When Evan Lake (Nicholas Cage) is forced to navigate deadly jungles and ruthless bandits to rescue his super-model wife (Olga Kurylenko) from kidnappers. Also stars Mark Valley. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

2893657 GUN SHY.
Widescreen. An aging rock star (Antonio Banderas) is forced to navigate deadly jungles and ruthless bandits to rescue his super-model wife (Olga Kurylenko) from kidnappers. Also stars Mark Valley. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

2898001 JAVA HEAT.
Widescreen. A renegade CIA agent and a Japanese mobster team up to attack in Indonesia that targeted the country’s beloved Sultana, headstrong American Jake Travers (Kellan Lutz) suddenly finds himself in the center of the already tense relationship between the West and Islam. Team ing up with a Muslim detective, the unlikely duo embark on a treacherous mission to save the life of the corrupt ruler of the country. Also stars Heidi Albertsen. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Mill Creek.

2891281 GUN SHY.
Widescreen. An aging rock star (Antonio Banderas) is forced to navigate deadly jungles and ruthless bandits to rescue his super-model wife (Olga Kurylenko) from kidnappers. Also stars Mark Valley. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

2943600 THE LEGEND OF THE BARTENDER.
Widescreen. When Evan Lake (Nicholas Cage), a veteran CIA agent recently diagnosed with dementia, learns that his lifelong nemesis has resurfaced–Lake becomes consumed with exacting his revenge before his mind is completely lost to the disease. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 94 minutes. VHS Films. $5.95

2954962 LIFE ON THE LINE.
Widescreen. In this tense drama, Tom Cruise plays a power line worker who is sent to the Navy’s prestigious Top Gun program. But in order to become the “best of the best,” he’ll need the help of his wingman (Anthony Edwards) and new-found love (Kelly McGillis). In post-war Hong Kong, Wing Cheung (Andy Lau) spent time as a member of the Hong Kong police force. He returns to Hong Kong to return to the devil (Peter Fonda). Years later, Johnny Blaze (Nicholas Cage) was only a teenage stunt biker when he sold his soul to the devil, who now demands his due. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.

2922226 KUFFS.
Widescreen. When George Kuffs (Christian Slater) approaches his older brother for a loan, he is turned down by his brother’s Patrol Special team. Reluctantly he joins the team and suddenly finds himself the new owner of the business when his brother is gunned down. George sets out to avenge his brother’s murder in this non-stop action comedy. English SDH. 102 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.99.

2959610 TOP GUN.
Action/Adventure Blu-ray

292783 THE GUILLOTINES. Widescreen. A secret brotherhood of assassins—The Guillotines—once favored by the Emperor, are now a force of terror and oppression under a new regime. Exiled to a remote village and hunted by a squad of fighters with firearms that could rival their cold metal, their colleagues must now outwit enemies from both sides. Rated R. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Well Go USA. $9.95

290476 FREERUNNER. Widescreen. Senghwa Fan stars as Ryan, a freerunner who will do whatever it takes to break free from Reece (Tamer Hassan), a mobster who controls a band of street racers. They run for their lives and become the most wanted people for running for their lives in the ultimate death race. Rated R. English SDH. 86 minutes. Image Entertainment. $2.95

284386 GHOST RIDER: Spirit of Vengeance. Widescreen. Nicolas Cage returns as the devil’s bounty hunter in this follow-up to Marvel’s superhero hit. Johnny is hiding out in a remote part of England when he is recruited by the Church of the Dead to save a young boy from the devil. Johnny is reluctant to embrace the power of the Ghost Rider, but he may not have a choice. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. $12.95

292885 INTERVIEW WITH A HITMAN. Widescreen. Trust no one. Feel nothing. Never lose. This is Viktor’s code. He knows the value of life more than most, which makes him the perfect killer. But an encounter with a dark beauty offers him a chance at a new life. Can he ever escape the ghosts of his past? Rated R. 96 minutes. Well Go USA. $9.95

292767 ASSASSINATION. Widescreen. A group of exiled rebels are planning a hit on an Army Commander in Japanese-occupied Korea, but the only killer for the job is in prison. Now, the resistance must devise a jailbreak, escape a hitman, and discover which of them is a traitor. Directed by Choi Dong-Hoon. In Korean with English subtitles. 139 minutes. Well Go USA. $4.95

★ 289039 DONNIE BRASCO. Widescreen. Posing as jeweler Donny Brasco, FBI agent Joseph D. Pistone (Johnny Depp) is set up to do the biggest hit of his life: the mob boss who is actually the hitman he is recruiting. With personal and professional lives colliding, Pistone jeopardizes his marriage, his job, his life and, ultimately, the gangster mentor he has come to admire. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 125 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

★ 292992 WHITE HAIRDO WITCH. Widescreen. The Imperial court is plagued by corruption as tyrants rule over a weakened empire, war is imminent. The famous actor Edict of Justice—a tombstone for the galaxy—sends young women to the wasteland of marauding warlords, her erupting rage sends a ruthless mercenary to bring her back at all costs. Stars Vic Morrow. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. Image Entertainment. $2.95

★ 2930288 JIVARO. Widescreen. Alice Parker (Rhonda Fleming) who arrives at the Brazilian trading outpost of Rio Galdes (Fernando Lamas) in search of her fiancé, Jerry Russell (Richard Denning), an allied spy who has ventured into a headhunter country on a quest for gold. Includes 2D and 3D versions. 92 minutes. Kino Lorber. $19.95

3868054 I AM WRATH. Widescreen. When the police are unable to catch his wife’s killers (Theo John Travolta) takes justice into his own hands. Also stars Christopher Meloni and Amanda Schull. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

★ 29328X2 G.I. JOE: Retaliation. The G.I. Joe team, led by the� Film, take on Cobra, and their Force Recon—Operation Haymaker—out into the world’s most dangerous places. Rated R. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 101 minutes. Well Go USA. $9.95

★ 294770 BOUNTY HUNTERS. Widescreen. Jules (Trish Stratus) and her team of mercenaries struggle to make ends meet until they find what they've been searching for: a missing key to the world’s most valuable artifact. Rated R. 100 minutes. Paramount. PRICE CUT to $3.95


★ 2984520 DOUBLE TEAM. Widescreen. Jean-Claude Van Damme and Dennis Rodman team up as a world-class counter-terrorist and his flamboyant but deadly weapons dealer in this explosive action-packed thriller. English SDH. Rated R. 93 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

★ 2983966 VALENTINE: The Dark Avenger. Widescreen. After a chance meeting with a legendary martial arts maestro, a young woman is transformed into the person the beleaguered Batavia City needs and deserves—a formidable kick-ass superhero, Valentine! 97 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97

★ 290617 IP MAN 2. Widescreen. Master II: A new arrival in Hong Kong wants to open a martial arts academy but a corrupt group of martial arts masters refuse to allow him to teach in peace until he proves himself as a kung fu master. He’s forced into a East versus West knock-down, drag-out light to the finish. Stars Donnie Yen and Sammo Catonese with English subtitles. Rated R. 106 minutes. Well Go USA. $4.95

★ 2926207 NED KELLY. Widescreen. An exiled to a remote village and hunted by a squad of fighters with firearms that could rival their cold metal, their colleagues must now outwit enemies from both sides. Rated R. Dubbed and in Mandarin with English subtitles. 107 minutes. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 292791 ICEMAN/SPECIAL ID. In Iceman a Ming Dynasty palace guard–wrongly accused of a murder–is hunted by three sworn brothers bent on revenge. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. 105 minutes. In Special ID the cops can’t control him, and the mob wants him dead. Time is running out for Detective Chen Zilong. Dubbed and in Chinese with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Both Rated R. Two Blu-rays. Well Go USA. PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ 297228 SHE-DEVILS ON WHEELS. Full speed ahead! Have you ever heard the saying, “It’s a man’s world?” Well don’t dare repeat that to the Man-Eaters—a raucous, rowdy and gang of female bikers who ride their men just as viciously as they do their motorcycles. And when they’re not doing that, they’re busy terrorizing the town. Directed by Hershel Gordon Lewis. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95

★ 2960036 YAKUSA LAW. In this deep dive into the world of the yakusa, meet the victims and villains of Japan’s underworld and the cruel punishments inflicted on those who transgress them. Brutal, bewildering and definitely not for the faint-hearted, this film represents Japanese popular cinema at its most extreme. Directed by Teruo Ishii. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

★ 2972247 BOOGIE BOY. Widescreen. After being released from prison, Jesse Page (Mark Dacascos) backs up his old friend on a drug deal gone sour. With drug dealers on his back, he has three days to reach Detroit, where a new clean life awaits him. Along the way, his ties to his junkie criminal past are put to the test. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $17.95

6930549 THE HUNGER GAMES: Mockingjay, Part 2. Widescreen. E. One. $9.95

★ 2917947 VENGEANCE: A Love Story, MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

2843889 JURASSIC PARK 3D. Universal. $15.95

★ 292979 RAGE. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

2950505 MECHANIC: RESURRECTION. Widescreen. VCV Films. $5.95

289438 MERCENARIES. Widescreen. Cinedigm. $3.95

289470 SHARKNADO: The 4th Awakens. Widescreen. Asylum. $4.95

295078 THE COLONY/STRANDED. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. SOLD OUT

2893000 USS INDIANAPOLIS. Widescreen. M.O. Pictures. $5.95
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**Action/Adventure Blu-ray**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2862646</td>
<td>47 Ronin</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2874059</td>
<td>The Sand Pebbles</td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>20th Century Fox</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2893066</td>
<td>Ardenne's Fury</td>
<td>Widescreen, Cinedigm</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2870414</td>
<td>Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit</td>
<td>Widescreen, Paramount</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8969433</td>
<td>Streets of Fire</td>
<td>Widescreen, Shout! Factory</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2893476</td>
<td>MI-5</td>
<td>Widescreen, Mongrel Media</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2855488</td>
<td>Lock, Stock &amp; Two Smoking Barrels</td>
<td>Widescreen, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2870993</td>
<td>Deadfall</td>
<td>Warner Bros.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2874245</td>
<td>The Gunman</td>
<td>Widescreen, Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2950877</td>
<td>Assassin's Creed: Lineage</td>
<td>Flatlin</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2875114</td>
<td>Rise of an Empire</td>
<td>Widescreen, Warner Bros.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2861240</td>
<td>Last Plane Out</td>
<td>Widescreen, Code Red.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2839776</td>
<td>Lock Up</td>
<td>Universal Soldier</td>
<td>Widescreen, Mongolia Media</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2906668</td>
<td>The Name of the King: A Dungeon Siege Tale</td>
<td>Widescreen, Phase 4 Films</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2882992</td>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles 3D</td>
<td>Widescreen, Paramount</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2823275</td>
<td>Post-Apocalyptic Collection</td>
<td>Widescreen, Blue Underground</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2903693</td>
<td>Halt!</td>
<td>Nightfall, Microsoft Studios</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2927775</td>
<td>Badges of Fury</td>
<td>Widescreen Well Go USA</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2927775</td>
<td>Brotherhood of Blades: Wrath of Vajra</td>
<td>Widescreen, Well Go USA</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2932130</td>
<td>The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift</td>
<td>Widescreen Universal</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2843927</td>
<td>Maze Runner: The Scorch Trials</td>
<td>20th Century Fox</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2955202</td>
<td>Tracers</td>
<td>Widescreen, VVS Films</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2928864</td>
<td>Police Story: Lockdown/Little Big Soldier</td>
<td>Widescreen, Well Go USA</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2921634</td>
<td>Terraformars</td>
<td>Widescreen, Arrow</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2828330</td>
<td>Escape from the Bronx</td>
<td>Widescreen, Blue Underground</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Western Blu-ray**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2923866</td>
<td>Hang 'Em High</td>
<td>Widescreen, In 1973 Oklahoma, Jed Cooper (Clint Eastwood), wrongly accused of being a rustler, is lynched by a crooked lawman (Ed Begley) and a band of ruthless bandits. But when Cooper survives the onslaught, he becomes a deputy marshal and sets out for vengeance. English SDH. 115 minutes. MGM.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2803909</td>
<td>Diabolo</td>
<td>Widescreen, A young Civil War veteran named Jackson wakes up to find his beautiful wife kidnapped by ruthless bandits. With killers around every corner, the lines begin to blur between who the good and the bad are, including Jackson, Stars Scott Eastwood, Walton Goggins, and Danny Glover. Rated R. 82 minutes. Orion.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5824415</td>
<td>A Fistful of Dollars/For a Few Dollars More</td>
<td>Widescreen, Clint Eastwood's star-making role comes to Blu-ray. The Man with No Name takes on two rival bands of smugglers in Sergio Leone's scintillating spaghetti western A Fistful of Dollars. Then, Eastwood joins forces with fellow screen legend Lee Van Cleef to take down a common enemy in For a Few Dollars More. Rated R. Nearly 4 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2926681</td>
<td>The Salvation</td>
<td>Widescreen, When he lays waste to the scoundrels who killed his wife and son, a Danish ex-soldier (Mads Mikkelsen) incurs the wrath of a sadistic gang leader hell-bent on hunting him down in this Wild West adventure. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. IFC Films.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Comedy Blu-ray**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6862586</td>
<td>Meatballs</td>
<td>Widescreen, Bill Murray plays Trippler, the wise-asscracking, rule-bending head counselor at Camp North Star. Whether playing pranks on Camp North Star's clueless director, wooing a female camper against the rich brats of a rival camp, Trippler delivers fun and mayhem in a laugh-filled summer his campers will remember forever. English SDH. 91 minutes. Lions Gate.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2854192</td>
<td>Mike and Dave Need Wedding Dates</td>
<td>Widescreen, In order to avoid embarrassing their family, two hard-partying brothers (Adam Devine and Zac Efron) place an online ad to find ‘respectable’ dates for their upcoming wedding. Instead the boys find themselves out-hustled by an uncontrollable duo (Anna Kendrick and Aubrey Plaza). Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Universal.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2788136</td>
<td>The Ghost and Mr. Chicken</td>
<td>Widescreen, The comedy legend Don Knotts stars as a timid typecaster who hasn’t a ghost of a chance of becoming a reporter—until he decides to solve a murder mystery and ends up spending a fright-filled night in a haunted house! Also stars Joan Davis and Sargey. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2947870</td>
<td>Dude, Where’s My Car?</td>
<td>Widescreen, A hilarious comedy-adventure, two dimwitted party animals (Ashton Kutcher and Seann William Scott) wake up one morning with a burning question. Dude, Where’s My Car? Their only clues to this mystery are a匹配book cover from a strip club and a year’s supply of pudding in the fridge. English SDH. 83 minutes. 20th Century Fox.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sweeet! CC, 83 minutes. 20th Century Fox.**

**Post-Apocalyptic Collection**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2903693</td>
<td>Halt!</td>
<td>Nightfall, Microsoft Studios</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2927775</td>
<td>Brotherhood of Blades: Wrath of Vajra</td>
<td>Widescreen, Well Go USA</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2805618</td>
<td>Comin' at Ya!</td>
<td>MVD Visual</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2887843</td>
<td>Fort Apache</td>
<td>Warnet Bros.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2747062</td>
<td>The Train Robbers</td>
<td>Widescreen, Warnet Bros.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6991564</td>
<td>The Hallelujah Trail</td>
<td>Widescreen, Olive Films</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2866919</td>
<td>Dances with Wolves</td>
<td>Widescreen, Shout! Factory</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2822936</td>
<td>Get Mean</td>
<td>Widescreen, Flatlin</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2909758</td>
<td>For a Few Dollars More</td>
<td>Widescreen, Kino Lorber</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2877099</td>
<td>Eagle's Wing</td>
<td>Widescreen, ITC Studios</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Streets of Fire**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2950520</td>
<td>Tracers</td>
<td>Widescreen, VVS Films</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2712390</td>
<td>Stranger Than Fiction</td>
<td>Widescreen, Will Ferrell stars as Harold Cick, a lonely IRS agent whose mundane existence is transformed when he hears a mysterious voice narrating his life. Harold discovers he’s the main character in a novel in progress and he must track the author down before it’s too late to stop him! Also stars Emma Thompson and Dustin Hoffman. English SDH. 113 minutes. Sony Pictures.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2959281</td>
<td>Dirty Grandpa</td>
<td>Widescreen, Patrick Swayze, John Leguizamo and Will Packer star in this hilarious adventure about three drag queens on the cross-country road trip of a lifetime. On their way to Hollywood for a beauty pageant, they get stranded in the tiny Midwestern town of Snyderville, and try to make the best of a bad situation. English SDH. 109 minutes. Pub at $24.99</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Me and David Need Wedding Dates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Distributor</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2854192</td>
<td>Mike and Dave Need Wedding Dates</td>
<td>Widescreen, In order to avoid embarrassing their family, two hard-partying brothers (Adam Devine and Zac Efron) place an online ad to find ‘respectable’ dates for their upcoming wedding. Instead the boys find themselves out-hustled by an uncontrollable duo (Anna Kendrick and Aubrey Plaza). Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Universal.</td>
<td>Blu-ray</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See more titles at erhbc.com/696

After Philo finally falls in love, she leads him on a screwball chase across the American Southwest. Nothing's in the way except a motorcycle gang and legendary brawler Tank. To become their protector and along the way saves his college from financial ruin. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99

This outrageous sword and sandals spoof Awesomest Maximus to maintain peace in the Roman Empire. Includes a 4K Ultra HD version. Rated R. English SDH. Over 3 hours wide-screen. Rudy (Cheech Marin) is an American of Hispanic descent, whose south of the border looks show him no mercy during an immigration raid in a migrant worker factory. As luck goes, he is caught with neither money nor his ID and is deported to Mexico—without speaking a word of Spanish! This outrageous collection featuring Ghostbusters 2 along with the classic Films.

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Comedy Blu-ray

- 297349 PENNY POINTS TO PARADISE, Fullscreen. After a big gambling win, Harry Flanders and his friend Spike Donnelly decide to go to the same shabby seaside boarding house that they have always patronized for their summer holiday, but this year other guests are intent on taking the fun out of their visit.

- 297348 THE BIG WHITE, widescreen. Alaska travel agent Pat Barnell (Robin Williams) cooks up a scheme to pass off a dead body as his long lost brother, Raymond and then collect the insurance money. Unfortunately the investigator isn’t buying it and the hit men responsible for the body want it back. And to top it off, Raymond (Wooden Harrison) comes to town and the whole plot is thrown off. Stars Harry Secombe and Peter Sellers. Not Rated. In B&W. 77 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT TO $13.95.

- 297447 A GOLDEN CHRISTMAS 2: The Second Tail, widescreen. Everyone can see that David and Lisa are meant to be together. Everyone, that is, except for David and Lisa. Now, with David’s wedding approaching, they must decide whether to leave or to stay. If they plan on leaving, they must give it another chance. With a little help from four lovable pups, it’s sure to be a Christmas to remember. Stars Julie Gonzalo. 90 minutes. Gaiam. $4.95.

- 297405 A GOLDEN CHRISTMAS: A Tail of Puppy Love, widescreen. Looking for a fresh start, a man and a woman each return to the place they fell in love before. Will the past ever catch up to them? Stars Andrea Roth and Nicholas Brendon. 89 minutes. Gaiam. $4.95.

- 297237 JUDE: A WEDDING STORY, widescreen. Jude is a shy, hardworking young woman who dreams of a fairytale wedding. When her fiancé’s family tries to sabotage her big day, Jude’s resilient spirit shines through. Stars Julia Roberts. 97 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

- 29947X THE WEDDING DATE, widescreen. A destitute welder finds the means to become a millionaire to impress his love interest. Stars Adam Scott and Anna Faris. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT TO $12.95.

- 286738 JOE DIRT 2: Beautiful Loser, widescreen. Sony Pictures. The exploits of a former pimple-faced, small-townolina boy who grew up to be a world-famous washed-up rock star.


- 299151 ROAD TO MOROCCO, Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95. $15.95.

- 284671 THOSE MAD MAD MOVIE MAKERS/GOSH IT’S ME! ALICE GOODBODY, widescreen. Code Red. $7.95.


- 294846 WE LOVE YOU, SALLY CARMICHAEL!, widescreen. Gravitas Ventures. PRICE CUT TO $2.95.


- 279013 GUN SHY, widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $11.95.


Romance Blu-ray

- 295516 SLEEPING WITH OTHER PEOPLE, widescreen. After a one-night stand in college, New Yorkers Lainey (Alison Brie) and Jake (Jason Sudeikis) meet by chance twelve years later and discover they each have the same problem: neither can maintain a relationship because of a driving, unspoken fear of commitment. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

- 288389 BOOM! widescreen. Sissy Goorff (Elizabeth Taylor), the world’s richest woman, has retired to her lavish island estate to dictate her memoirs. Her reclusive lifestyle is thrown up into upheaval when roguish poet Chris Flanders (Richard Burton) washes up on her beach. This film is a one of a kind mixture of camp, lyricism, and combustible chemistry between its two leads. 113 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.99. $17.95.

- 299047X LOVE AND OTHER DISASTERS, widescreen. An assistant at British Vogue, Jack (Brittany Murphy) adores fixing up her friends, but when it comes to finding the right guy for herself, she’s totally clueless. Love comes knocking at her door when she meets sexy photographer Paolo (Santiago Cabrera), but will she let her guard down and let love in? Also stars Matthew Rhys. Rated R. 90 minutes. Image Entertainment.

- 289434 SAY ANYTHING, widescreen. Lloyd Dobler (John Cusack) is an eternal optimist, seeking to capture the heart of Diane (Ione Skye), an unattainable high school beauty and straight-A student. He surprises just about everyone with his non-stop eloquent sentiment. But Diane’s overprotective divorced dad doesn’t approve and it’s going to take more than the power of love to conquer all. English SDH. 100 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

- 292979 THE BABYSITTERS, widescreen. When Shirley starts babysitting, she finds that her heart is not in it. She only babysits for the money and to keep her kids in the picture. But then a handsome, charming man falls for her baby-sitter. Is he the one? Stars Parker Posey. 97 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

- 289231F THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS, widescreen. James Bond ( Timothy Dalton) is no James Bond. So when his MI 6 superiors Pressure him to pull off a mission behind enemy lines, he’s left with no other choice. If he doesn’t pull off the mission, he’ll be in serious trouble. To make matters worse, Bond’s love interest, Derval (Maryam d'Abo), has been kidnapped and Bond must rescue her. All while trying to stay connected to who he once was. Also stars Alec Baldwin. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures.

- 290175 THE WAY BACK/DAY OF THE FALCON, widescreen. The Way Back begins in 1940 when seven prisoners attempt to escape from a brutal Siberian gulag. Stars Ed Harris and Colin Farrell. In The Day of the Falcon (Rated R) the leaders of two rival kingdoms return to the fighting. But when oil is discovered between their territories, the war is reignited. Stars Antonio Banderas. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. RL J Entertainment.

- 289484 THE SECRET LIFE OF BEES, widescreen. Based on the best selling novel by Ann Patchett, comes an epic motion picture event that chronicles the life and destiny of Lily Owens (Taylor Green) as she leaves her childhood home to find her place in the world. Stars Queen Latifah and Alicia Keys. Return to the place where child is free. English SDH. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

- 2984354 THE SECRET LIFE OF BEES, widescreen. Based on the best-selling novel by Ann Patchett, comes an epic motion picture event that chronicles the life and destiny of Lily Owens (Taylor Green) as she leaves her childhood home to find her place in the world. Stars Queen Latifah and Alicia Keys. Return to the place where child is free. English SDH. 110 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

See more titles at erhb.com/696
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Drama Blu-ray

2954680 AFTERMATH. Widescreen. Roman's (Arnold Schwarzenegger) life changes forever when he and his wife and daughter in a plane crash. He attempts to move on from the tragedy but soon finds that he cannot face life without settling the score with the air traffic controller responsible for the accident. Rated R. 94 minutes. VHS Films. $5.95.

2906759 TRAVELLER/TELLING LIES IN AMERICA. Widescreen. In Traveller (Rated R) Bill Paxton gives a career-topping perfomance as a beguiling con artist whose skill with a scam is legendary among the Travellers—modern day gypsies. Also stars Elizabeth McGovern, John Hurt, and Jessica Lange. Also stars Alec Guiness. English SDH. 184 minutes. Universal Pictures. $6.95.

6679296 THE ROBE. Widescreen. Nominated for five Academy Awards including Best Picture, this inspiring classic stars Richard Burton as a Roman centurion who becomes a builder of churches after his wife is exiled. His wife's Christ's robe in a gambling game at the foot of the cross. Also stars Jean Simmons and Ralph Richardson. English SDH. 119 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95.

2909992 SEVEN YEARS IN TIBET. Widescreen. Brad Pitt stars as the arrogant Heinrich, a famed Austrian mountain climber who leaves behind his wife and infant son to head a Himalayan expedition in 1939, only to fall into the hands of Allied forces as a prisoner of war. He and a fellow escapement make their way to the Forbidden City in Tibet, where the Dalai Lama, transforming him Heinrich, befriends him. English SDH. 136 minutes. TriStar. $7.95.

2850990 THE IDENTICAL. Widescreen. A young man, the son of a preacher, rejects his father’s desire for him to join the ministry and instead embarks on a career as a rock singer. As he struggles to pursue his dream, he finds love, pain, success, failure and uncovers a hidden family secret that reveals who he really is. Stars Ashley Judd and Ray Liotta. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95.

2814234 MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING. Widescreen. A modern retelling of Shakespeare’s classic comedy about two pairs of lovers with different takes on romance and a ways with words. English SDH. 109 minutes. EOne. $6.95.

2878925 DISGRACE. Widescreen. After being fired for seducing a college student, Professor David Lurie finds peace at his daughter's modest farm in the South African countryside, only to be haunted by suspicions of his new home in a secluded cabin on the banks of a river where he meets Eddy (Abner Amber), an attractive, free-spirited girl together they go on a journey of self-discovery. English SDH. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95.

2927212 LEVIATHAN. Widescreen. Living in a small coastal town in Russia, Kolya and his family are haunted by a local corrupt mayor who is trying to take away Kolya’s business, house and precious land. Kolya calls an old friend, now an authoritative attorney for help. Together they fight back and come out on top in a long exile, a dashing retired army officer. English SDH. 118 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95.

2932024 8 MILE. Widescreen. For Jimmy Smith Jr. (Eminem), life is a daily fight just to keep hope alive. Feeding his dreams of stardom in Detroit, Michigan’s comes the ultimate personal struggle to find his own voice and earn a place in a world where rhymes rule, legends are born and only the strongest survive. English SDH. 111 minutes. Universal. $7.95.

2937964 JOHN Q. Widescreen. Police have surrounded the ER where a desperate man has his child and demands that the hospital do what his HMO refuses to allow—provide an operation for his critically ill son. The medical staff is so overwhelmed with passing moment, the man called John Q is becoming a hero of sorts. Stars Denzel Washington and Robert Duval. English SDH. 116 minutes. New Line Cinema. $5.95.

2948370 SONG TO SONG. Widescreen. In this modern love story set against the Austin backdrop, Texas muses the complex stories of couples—struggling songwriters Faye (Rooney Mara) and BV (Ryan Gosling), and music mogul Cook (Michael Fassbender) and the wallopingly charismatic Kat (Alicia Vikander)—chase success through a rock ‘n’ roll landscape of seduction and betrayal. 129 minutes. Broad Green Pictures. $9.95.

6741045 TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY. Widescreen. During the Cold War, a precarious operation goes deadly wrong, and the head of British Intelligence wonders if a double agent is leaking vital secrets. Brought out of retirement to expose the potential spy, master spy George Smiley (Gary Oldman). Also stars Colin Firth, Tom Hardy, and Ralph Fiennes. English SDH. 129 minutes. Universal Pictures. $7.95.

661109X A PASSAGE TO INDIA. Widescreen. Director David Lean adapts E.M. Forster’s novel of political tensions in colonial India. Judy Davis stars as Adela Quested, a plucky young woman who travels from England with the free-spirited Mrs. Moore (Peggy Ashcroft) to embark on an ill-fated journey with the handsome Dr. Paa in and the shadow of his famous fly-fishing father’s desire for him to join the ministry. Also stars John Hurt. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. $9.95.

2537233 THE KARATE KID PART III/THE NEXT KARATE KID. Widescreen. R.C. Bannon and his family are haunted by a rebellious teen, who needs a little help from the wise Mr. Miyagi. Over three hours. Mill Creek. $7.95. Stream. $9.95.

2954915 INCONCEIVABLE. Widescreen. A mother (Nicky Whalen) looks to escape her abusive past by moving to a new town where she befriends another mother (Gina Gershon), who suspicious of her. Rated R. 106 minutes. VHS Films. $3.95.

2919767 THE DUELIST. Returning after a dramatic walkoff from boundary–pushing director Ridley Scott, this is a gripping, change of pace thriller. A man seeks a comfortable living by winning other people’s duels. But when he meets a naive young prince and his beautiful sister, the normally cold hearted mercenary begins to experience unexpected emotions. Rated R. English SDH. In Russian with English subtitles. 109 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95.

2929733 THE LOVERS. Widescreen. A refreshing, funny look at love, fidelity, and their marriage on the brink of collapse, two spouses unexpectedly develop a renewed spark for each other. Stars Debra Winger, Tracy Letts and Aidan Gillen. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95. Stream. $9.95.

2926954 WELCOME TO NEW YORK. Widescreen. A self-centered French financier, a futile hotel room encounter, and a scandal that would rock the world—the mighty Gerard Depardieu gives a performance that is both as self-indulgent as it is riveting as a classical drama from to the headlines saga of sin and sleaze from boundary–pushing director Abel Ferrara. Also stars Jacqueline Bisset, English SDH. 108 minutes. ICF Films. $6.95. Stream. $9.95.

2927128 FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD. Widescreen. Carey Mulligan stars as a headstrong Victorian beauty in this sweeping romantic drama based on Thomas Hardy’s literary classic. Mulligan plays Bathsheba Everdene, an independent woman who attracts three different suitors: a sheep farmer; a dashing soldier; and a prosperous, older bachelor. A timeless story of love, relationships and resilience. English SDH. 119 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95.

2844206 BULL DURHAM/DANCES WITH WOLVES/MR. BROOKS. Widescreen. Three acclaimed films starring D. B. Sweeney. Classic comedy Bull Durham (Rated R) he stars as a veteran baseball catcher sparring with a young pitcher on and off the field, over a sassy Ian (Susan Sarandon). Classic western Dances With Wolves—he is a Civil War hero who befriends a Sioux tribe on the desolate frontier. In Mr. Brooks (Rated R) he stars as a loving husband and father whose alter ego (Willam Hutt) is a serial killer. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three Blu-rays. MGM. $7.95.
**Drama Blu-ray**

- **6871178 A STUDY IN TERROR.** Widescreen. Three of 19th century England’s most famous characters come together for the first time in this exciting mystery, as Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson set out to bring down histories most notorious serial killer. Jack the Ripper. Stars: John Neville and Donald Pleasence. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98
  - $9.95

- **2954222 RED HOOK SUMMER.** Widescreen. The latest in Spike Lee’s Chronicles of Brooklyn series. Tells the story of Fliky, a middle-class boy from middle class Atlantic who comes to spend the summer with his deeply religious grandfather in the housing projects of Red Hook... Stars: Clarke Peters. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Image Entertainment. $9.95

- **2906627 ATLAS SHRUGGED: Part III.** This third and final film completes the epic trilogy adapted from the novel written by Ayn Rand. The nation’s economy is on the verge of collapse. Dagny Taggart, vice president of Taggart Transcontinental, must choose a future before the nation’s collapsing infrastructure falls on her. Bound by the need to survive, the two are cast on an epic journey that must be seen to be believed. Directed by Oscar winner Ang Lee. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 99 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

- **2900718 UNBRANDED.** Four young comedians hatch an outrageous plan to travel across North America in old mustangs 3,000 miles from Mexico to Canada through the wildest terrain of the American West. A trip becomes an epic journey of self-discovery, tested friendships, and iconic landscapes. Starring Ben Masters, Jonny Fitzsimons, Ben Thramer and Thomas Glover. 90 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

- **2948117 LIFE OF PI.** Widescreen. After a cataclysmic shipwreck, young Pi Patel finds himself stranded on a lifeboat with only one other survivor—a ferocious Bengal tiger named Richard Parker. Bound by the need to survive, the two are cast on an epic journey that must be seen to be believed. Directed by Oscar winner Ang Lee. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 123 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

- **2893983 A DARK PLACE.** Widescreen. Donny (Andrew Scott), is a small town sanitation truck driver, whose friendship with a young boy on his route leads to an obsession with the truth about the father who disappeared. The more that Donny recalls the boy’s kindness, the more he becomes consumed by the discrepancies with the sheriff’s theory he just ran off. English SDH. 89 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97
  - $13.95

- **2919710 MONSIEUR LA SOURIS.** Fullscreen. Also released as Midnight in Paris, this 1942 rendition of the detective story by French novelist Georges Simenon stars Raimu, one of France’s most celebrated stage actors. Raïmu portrays a tramp, Monsieur La Souris, who is hired as a butler to a cabin in Paris, and is thrust into the midst of a murder mystery. In B&W. In French with English subtitles. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 95 minutes. Cinetrove International. Pub. at $29.98

- **2855997 SKIN Flicks.** Harry is an ambitious director of hardcore movies who’s reached a breaking point. Fearing that he is artistically burnt out, Tony finds solace with the companionship of an equally emotionally damaged young actress and as their relation grows, Tony hopes to find the inspiration to finish his latest film. Not Rated. English SDH. 85 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $12.98
  - $9.95

- **2894042 THE STANFORD PRISON EXPERIMENT.** Widescreen. Based on a true story of a Stanford University professor, Dr. Philip Zimbardo, who in 1971, cast 24 student volunteers as prisoners and guards in a simulated jail to examine the source of authority in the prison system. The results astonished the world. Stars: Billy Crudup and Olivia Thirlby. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Momentum Media. SDH. 122 minutes. IFC Films. $9.45

- **2954087 THE LAST WALTZ.** Widescreen. An odd but gifted poet, Evan Merck makes his living writing suicide notes for the soon to be dead. So when he meets Charlotte, the sister of his deceased friend, he lies to tie his relationship to her late, lamented brother. Starring Wes Bentley and Winona Ryder. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

- **2892323 PARADISE ALLEY.** Widescreen. Cosmo Carboni (Sylvester Stallone) and his two brothers had a dream of getting out of Hell’s Kitchen and making it big. The exit signs point to Paradise (Sylvester Stallone) and his two brothers find themselves in a string of wild adventures where they must adopt, train, and ride a string of wild mustangs 3,000 miles from Mexico to Canada through the wildest terrain of the American West. The trip becomes an epic journey of self-discovery, tested friendships, and iconic landscapes. Starring Ben Masters, Jonny Fitzsimons, Ben Thramer and Thomas Glover. 90 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

- **6965592 FIFTY SHADES OF GREY.** Widescreen. Ana is an inexperienced college student tasked with interviewing an enigmatic billionaire Christian Grey. But what starts as business quickly becomes a steamy and unromantic romance. Limited edition 4K scan of the original, Evan and his brother leave their alcoholic mother. They fall in with “The Rejected,” where they find a new family. But their new family will be tested when they become the target of Citizens Against Crime, a group of violent and illegal suburbanites. Rated R. 94 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.99
  - $19.95

- **2920118 SUBURBIA.** Widescreen. In this new 4K scan of the original, Evan and his younger brother leave their broken home in an attempt to escape from their alcoholic mother. Rated R. 94 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.99
  - $19.95

- **288175 THE EARTHING.** Widescreen. Patrick Foley (William Holden) is a hard-headed, no-nonsense messenger who spent his life exploring the world and avoiding his feelings. Fate throws him together with young Shaw Riley (Dicky Schroeder), a recently orphaned boy with deep-religious principles. How can he take an pampered child into perilous country without risking both their lives? 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95
  - $19.95

- **2892952 THE PHENOM.** Ever since Hopper (Johnny Depp) and the Los Angeles Lakers became a major league baseball franchise, the term “Phenom” has become a way of life. Relentlessly pushed by his abusive father (Ethan Hawke), he’s on the verge of a career when he unexpectedly breaks down on the mound. Now Hopper’s only hope lies with his unorthodox sports therapist (Paul Giamatti). Unrated. English SDH. 85 minutes. RLJE Entertainment. Private digital copy
  - $1.95

- **2941023 THE HUMBLE.** Widescreen. Simon Axel (Ali Pacino) is a stage actor struggling in his career and in his relationship with his girlfriend, a beautiful and successful French model. Simon feels more alive than ever before but with disapproving people protesting their relationship. Simon must decide where his true passion lies. Directed by Barry Levinson. Rated R. English SDH. 107 minutes. Millennium. Pub. at $22.97
  - $11.95

- **2892102 THE BOXER.** Widescreen. Freed from jail 14 years after getting involved with the Irish Republican Army, Danny Flynn (Daniel Day-Lewis) returns home to his Belfast neighborhood, where he opens a gym and reconnects with his lost love, Maggie (Emily Watson). Danny’s former life-in the person of his former IRA companion–comes back to haunt him in different periods of time with re-imagined versions of Blaze’s past, present, and future. Rated R. English SDH. 129 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99
  - $14.95

- **2892447 THEN CAME YOU.** Widescreen. Sky (Maisy Williams) is a spunky teenage girl living with her terminally ill grandmother. Her favorite television show is “Citizens Against Crime,” a group of violent and illegal suburbanites that terrorized the lives of Hell’s Kitchen and making it big. The exit signs point to Paradise (Sylvester Stallone) and his two brothers find themselves in a string of wild adventures where they must adopt, train, and ride a string of wild mustangs 3,000 miles from Mexico to Canada through the wildest terrain of the American West. The trip becomes an epic journey of self-discovery, tested friendships, and iconic landscapes. Starring Ben Masters, Jonny Fitzsimons, Ben Thramer and Thomas Glover. 90 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95

- **2892420 TALK TO ME.** Widescreen. Don Cheadle portrays a man who fails a polyphonic test over and over and over. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97
  - $12.95

- **2892447 THEN CAME YOU.** Widescreen. Sky (Maisy Williams) is a spunky teenage girl living with her terminally ill grandmother. Her favorite television show is “Citizens Against Crime,” a group of violent and illegal suburbanites that terrorized the lives of Hell’s Kitchen and making it big. The exit signs point to Paradise (Sylvester Stallone) and his two brothers find themselves in a string of wild adventures where they must adopt, train, and ride a string of wild mustangs 3,000 miles from Mexico to Canada through the wildest terrain of the American West. The trip becomes an epic journey of self-discovery, tested friendships, and iconic landscapes. Starring Ben Masters, Jonny Fitzsimons, Ben Thramer and Thomas Glover. 90 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $7.95
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Drama Blu-ray

2885646 A CLIMAX OF BLUE POWER. Widescreen. Eddie, unable to become a cop, cooks his drug as a carpenter and becomes a black market arms dealer. Not Rated. English SDH, 96 minutes. $29.95

2892892 THE PROPHECY COLLECTION: 4 Film Set. Widescreen. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $29.99

2895180 SPRING BREAKERS. Widescreen. VWS Films. $5.95

2893711 THE LAST FACE. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $3.95

2874283 HYDE PARK ON HUDSON. Widescreen. $4.95

2861275 LUTHER. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $6.95

6990193 THE LAST OF ROBIN HOOD. Universal. $6.95


2851210 SAMSON. Widescreen. Pure Flix. $11.95

2883939 IN DARKNESS. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6991947 JOE. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

2900202 BLACK 47. Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97

2943438 WINNIE MANDELA. Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. $2.95

2901986 THE PRIEST. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95


2893477 THE MIRACLE WORKER. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95

2826133 MELO. Widescreen. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

6865256 VALENTINO. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $19.95

2829772 Topher Grace. English SDH. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. $4.95

Thriller Blu-ray

2922495 STUNG. A fancy garden party goes terribly wrong after a local species of wasps mutate into giant predators. It’s up to Paul (Matt O’Leary) and Julia (Jessica Cook), two researchers at the event, to stop the killer creatures. Also stars Lance Henriksen. Not Rated. English SDH, 87 minutes. $2.95

2893331 THE SEDUCTION. Widescreen. L.A. anchorwoman Jamie Douglas (Morgan Fairchild) has it all: a glamorous career, a luxurious house, and a devoted young boyfriend (Andrew Stevens). But when Jamie blackmails his former lover, Derek becomes an obsessed时cker who plays increasingly violent tricks on her with the frightened newswoman. Rated R. 104 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99

2922412 OVER YOUR DEAD BODY. Widescreen. A beautiful actress (Ko Starz) is a disfigured victim of a car crash in a play about an abusive relationship and a grudge. Rehearsals begin but fall off stage, beginning a development of their old obsessions. Their play is reality, and they are horrified to find that a real grudge can cross the blurred line between reality and fantasy. In Japanese with English subtitles. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Scream Factory. $2.95

2083584 THE LADY IN THE CAR WITH GLASSES AND A GUN. Widescreen. Slovakian filmmaker Peter Sás ranks as the godfather of the era’s erotic cinema. When her boss’ sports car goes joyriding in this stylish psychological thriller. She goes to visit a seaside town she swears her name and is suddenly the lead suspect in a murder she knows nothing about. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $5.95

2892336 CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES. Widescreen. Four friends stumble into a deal too good to refuse. But when the investment goes bad, they learn that part of their funding came from a notoriously ruthless crime boss—and it’s payback time. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $3.95

289288X THE DOUBLE. Widescreen. Director and screenwriter Ben Stiller is a buddy film. The Senator is brutally murdered, the evidence points to a Soviet assassin, code-named Cassius, long thought to be dead. Two men who know Cassius track him down to catch him. They have studied his every move and now must stop this merciless killing machine before it’s too late. Stars Richard Gere and Ben Stiller. $3.95

2854028 IN THE ELECTRIC MIST. Widescreen. While investigating a series of grisly murders, veteran detective Dave Robicheaux navigates his way through the dark, sunlit world of New Orleans mobster “Baby Feet” Balboni. Stars Tommy Lee Jones, Peter Sarsgaard and John Goodman. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. $13.95

284230X NO GOOD DEED. Widescreen. Terri (Taraji P. Henson) is a devoted wife and mother of two, living an ideal suburban life in Atlanta when Collin (Idris Elba), a charismatic escapist and drug dealer, shows up at her door claiming car trouble. Terri offers her phone to help him but soon learns that no good deed goes unpunished, as an act of self-fighting for her family crosses the line.

281420X CHILD 44. Widescreen. After a son’s friend is found dead, Soviet secret police officer Leo Demidov (Tom Hardy) suspects guesses are covering up the truth. He soon discovers other mysterious deaths with similar circumstances and convinces his new boss (Gary Oldman) that a serial killer is on the loose. Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. E One. $4.95

2902192 THE CANYONS. Widescreen. Movie producer Christian (adult film star James Deen) makes films to keep his young, talented actress girlfriend, Tara (Lindsay Lohan) hides an affair. When Christian discovers Tara’s infidelity, the lovers are thrust into a vapid tour through the dark side of human nature. Unrated. SDH. 99 minutes. IFC Films. $5.95

2927063 THE CLIENT. Widescreen. Eleven-year-old Mark Sway is torn between what he knows and what he can never tell. A hitman will kill him if he reveals what he knows. An ambitious prosecutor (Tommy Lee Jones) will keep the pressure on until Mark tells it all. Mark’s only ally is a crooked cop (Gary Oldman). $7.95

2904780 I.T. Widescreen. Mike Regan (Force Brosnan) is a successful, self-made man. But when he finds himself in a deadly high-stakes game of cat and mouse with his I.T. consultant (James Frecheville) starts using his skills to stalk hisI.T. consultant (James Frecheville). $7.95

2809603 THE DOUBLE. Widescreen. An ex-cop who is a former cop turns into a cop again. The ex-cop is a cop and the cop is a cop. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Image Entertainment. $3.95

289349X THIS GUN FOR HIRE. Widescreen. Philip Raven (Alan Ladd) is a crooked police officer who’s been double-crossed by his client. Ellen (Veronica Lake). $17.95

2953994 FREWEY KILLER. Widescreen. The chilling true story of one of our most notorious serial killers, William Bodin aka the Freeway Killer. For years he terrorized the Los Angeles area, killing a number of people. A loving wife, a loving father. $4.95

2857794 THE INFLATOR. Widescreen. Based on a true story, federal agent Bob Mazar (Bryan Cranston) goes deep undercover to infiltrate Pablo Escobar’s drug trafficking network from the inside, with the help of law enforcement officials. Stars Scott Shepherd and Jeff Bridges. $17.95

2964885 THE FROZEN GROUND. Widescreen. Bringing to the screen the shocking true story of Alaska State Trooper Jack Halcombe (Nicolas Cage), hunting one of the country’s most prolific serial killers, Dave Cahill. $5.95

2928980 RAGNAROK. Widescreen. Sigurd is an archaeologist who is fascinated by a Viking ship found at the Oseberg burial mound. He believes that a runic inscription on the ship is a warning to humanity. The film is a gripping tale of survival set in a harsh, beautiful world. Not Rated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Magnolia. $5.95

2803984 THE LADY IN THE CAR WITH GLASSES AND A GUN. Widescreen. Slovakian filmmaker Peter Sás ranks as the godfather of the era’s erotic cinema. When her boss’ sports car goes joyriding in this stylish psychological thriller. She goes to visit a seaside town she swears her name and is suddenly the lead suspect in a murder she knows nothing about. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $5.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
3054192 PASSION PLAY. Widescreen. The last thing washed up Jazz musician Nate Poole wants is another sinister gangster Happy Shannon. But it may be the last thing he does unless he can deliver Lily, a beautiful and mysterious woman who came to him on a cold winter night. Stars Mickey Rourke, Bill Murray, and Megan Fox. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

3053897 THE BAG MAN. Widescreen. A hit man named Jack is asked to deliver a mysterious bag to his crafty boss with strict instructions not to peek inside. With the help of an elusive prostitute, Jack battles a mess of gunfire and unruly robots to deliver the precious cargo. Stars John Cusack, Robert De Niro, and Crispin Glover. Rated R. English SDH. 109 minutes. Universal. $4.95

★ 3053962 WHEN A STRANGER CALLS BACK. Widescreen. Five years after her terrifying baby-sitting ordeal, Julia (Jill Schoolen) is trying to put her life together when the past comes back to haunt her. Student advisor Jill Johnson (Carolane Kristiane) is determined to nail Julia’s stalker, and detective John Clifford (Charles Durning) must find and outwit the culprit before it’s too late. Rated R. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $4.95. $15.95

2978828 BLOOD. Widescreen. When a shocking murder is committed in their small town, the Fairburn brothers are the detectives who will do whatever it takes to catch the killer. But when a suspect’s interrogation spins violently out of control, the brothers must deal with the consequences. Stars Paul Bettany, Mark Strong and Brian Cox. English SDH. 92 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

★ 6820891 FAREWELL, MY LOVELY/THE BIG SLEEP. Widescreen. Farewell, My Lovely stars Robert Mitchum as Philip Marlowe involved in a case of deception, double-cross and murder. Also stars Sylvia Miles and Sydne Rome. In The Big Sleep, Private investigator Philip Marlowe (Robert Mitchum) is drawn into drug smuggling to pay his bar bill. Also stars Sarah Miles and Candy Clark. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97. $12.25

2989360 DARK CRIMES. Widescreen. Jim Carey stars as a detective investigating the murder of a slain businesswoman. The killer leaves clues found in an author’s book about an eerie similar crime. Based on the 2008 article “True Crimes: A Postmodern Murder Mystery,” the film stars Charlotte Gainsbourg, Lourdes, and Martin McDonagh. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $4.95

2796856 TAKEN 1 & 2. Widescreen. Brace yourself for a double-barreled blast of thrilling action with the first two entries of Liam Neeson’s hit thriller series. In Taken, he takes down the criminals responsible for his daughter’s abduction. In Taken 2, he and his wife are taken hostage by a kidnapper seeking revenge. Includes Unrated versions. English SDH. $14.95

Three hours on 2 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2926997 AWAKE. Widescreen. When failed anesthesia leaves a rich young tycoon (Hayden Christensen) alert but immobilized during open-heart surgery, he overhears a devious plot to have him killed. Also stars Jennifer Jason Leigh, Terrence Howard, and Christian Slater. Rated R. English SDH. 84 minutes. Weinstein. $4.95

2814266 KNOCK KNOCK. Widescreen. A family man’s (Keanu Reeves) kind gesture turns into a dangerous seduction and a deadly game of cat and mouse when he opens the door to two stranded young women. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. E One. $5.95

2843966 NOTES ON A SCANDAL. Widescreen. Barbara Covett (Judi Dench) is a teacher who rules over her classroom with an iron fist, yet leads a solitary life outside it. That is, until she meets radiant new art teacher Sheba Hart (Gaye Blakeharn). However, when Sheba discovers that Barbara is having an affair with a student, her jealousy and rage spiral out of control. Rated R. 92 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2893568 6 DAYS. Widescreen. In 1987, a group of high ranking SAS soldiers are captured by an Irish tribe and held hostage. Stars Jamie Bell, Abbie Cornish and Martin Shaw. English SDH. 94 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

2855075 NO ESCAPE. Widescreen. With an American businessman (Owen Wilson) and his family settle into their new home in Southeast Asia, they suddenly find themselves caught in the middle of a violent uprising that will push them to their limits to find a safe escape. Also stars Pierce Brosnan. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 103 minutes. WES Films. $3.95

2814265 DOG EAT DOG. Widescreen. Ex-cons Troy, Mad Dog and Diesel are hired by an eccentric mob boss to kidnap a baby for a large ransom. When the abduction goes awry, the trio finds themselves on the run from the mob and the cops. Vowing to stay out of prison at all costs, getting away with the crime is literally a matter of life and death. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Unrated. $5.95

2955067 MISCONDUCT. Widescreen. When an ambitious lawyer’s (Josh Duhamel) ex-girlfriend (Malin Akerman) shows him evidence incriminating her corrupt local executive boss (Anthony Hopkins), he finds himself in a potentially lethal power struggle between the industry magnate and his firm’s senior partner (Al Pacino). Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

2796872 UNFAITHFUL. Widescreen. Edward and Connie (Richard Gere and Diane Lane) seem to have the perfect marriage. But when Connie’s charming encounter with a handsome stranger erupts into a sexually charged affair, desire becomes obsession, and the couple’s formerly carefree existence falls apart. Directed by Adrian Lyne. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2895473 BEYOND THE REACH. Widescreen. A businessman and big-game hunter (Michael Douglas) hires an earnest young guide (Jeremy Irvine) to take him hunting in the Mojave Desert. However, when another outdoorsman is mistaken for game and accidently shot, the guide realizes the shadows are hiding in the human mind and their kosher cover-up. Now, he’s become Rated R. 91 minutes. WS Films. $5.95

2953962 ACROSS THE HALL. Widescreen. Drunk and distraught, Terry calls on Julia and reveals that he’s holed up across the hall from his cheating fiancée with a stolen gun and murder on his mind. A chilling cat and mouse ensues. Starting Danny Pino, Brittany Murphy, and Mike Vogel. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

★ 2919734 BENEATH THE H khẩu SKY. Widescreen. Desperate for a way out of their quiet town on the Maine-Canada border, two fiercely loyal friends make a pact to pool their earnings and create a small farm. When one of them is drawn into drug smuggling to pay his share, their friendship is pushed to the brink. Stars Ernest Cohen and Callan McAuliffe. Not Rated. 116 minutes. Tribeca Film. $4.96
**Thriller Blu-ray**

**294104X THE WORLD MADE STRAIGHT.** Widescreen. In a rural Appalachian community haunted by the legacy of a Civil War massacre, young and rebellious Travis Shelton (Jeremy Irvine) finds himself ensnared in the violence of the past and the subtle evils of the present. Stars Kelly and Haley Joel Osment. Rated R. 119 minutes. Millennium. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**2874298 NOCTURNAL ANIMALS.** Widescreen. Universal. **$3.95**

**2880237 THE TAILOR OF PANAMA.** Widescreen. Columbia. **$4.95**

**290201X 8MM.** Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 **$19.95**

**2917939 THE VAULT.** MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95 **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**2453493 NOT WITHOUT MY DAUGHTER.** English SDH. Pub. at $24.99 **$9.95**

**290375X PHANTOM LADY.** Fullscreen. Arrow. **SOLD OUT**

**2922169 THE BAT PEOPLE.** When Dr. John Beck and his wife Cathy fall into an underground cave, Beck is bitten by a huge bat. He thinks it’s just a scratch—until he finds himself transforming into a horrific bat creature! Now one with the night, he embarks on a violent trip to recover what monstrosity that he’s become. 92 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 **$3.95**

**2787852 CABIN FEVER: Patient Zero.** Widescreen. A perfect vacation in the Caribbean quickly turns into a nightmare when a group of friends stumble into an abandoned research facility where a deadly, flesh-eating virus has been unleashed. Will they survive, or will the virus consume them all in a bloodbath of chaos and carnage? Stars Ryan Donowho, Brando Eaton and Sean Astin. English SDH. 95 minutes. RJL Entertainment. **$13.95**

**2922258 THE DOCTOR AND THE DEVILS.** Widescreen. Thomas Rock (Timothy Dalton) is an anatomy professor in the 1820s. At first he accepts cadavers provided him for study. Rock eventually recruits two grave robbers to get a better supply. Coming to the gory conclusion that they will earn more the “fresher” the corpses, he begins committing murder and delivering warm bodies. Also stars Patrick Stewart. Rated R. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. **$2.95**

**2922231 THE DEVIL’S CANDY.** Widescreen. Diego Luna portrays a struggling, nagging ex-pastor (Ethan Embry) moves with his family to a rural Texas town, unaware that their new home comes with a grisly history. But the truce is short lived as the demonic occurrences begin to ravage the household. A heavy metal soundtrack includes music by Metallica, Slayer, Pantera, and more. Not Rated. English SDH. 80 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $22.99 **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

**2922193 CRAWL.** Widescreen. When a young woman returns to her woodland hometown, she learns that a local company has been dumping radioactive waste. The result: the trees of the forest are turning into man-eating plants! This campy cult classic also goes by Creepers, The Crawlers, and Troll 3. Rated R. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99 **$3.95**

**2922155 TROLL 3: THE WAR WITH THE HUMAN RACE.** Widescreen. When plans for a weekend getaway hit a dead end, a group of close-knit friends find themselves stranded in an isolated cabin. They begin committing murder and delivering warm bodies. Also stars Patrick Stewart. Rated R. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. **$2.95**

**2922239 THE HALLOW.** Widescreen. When a London-based conservationist is sent to Ireland with his wife and child to survey an area of forest believed to be hallowed ground by superstitious locals, his adventures unravel with the presence of demonic creatures. He must now fight back to protect his family against the ancient forces’ relentless attacks. Stars Joseph Mawle. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. Scream Factory. **$3.95**

**Limited Quantity 2923270 THE FUNHOUSE MASSACRE.** Widescreen. On Halloween night, a group of the United States’ most notorious serial killers escape from Stateville Asylum and descend upon a giant funhouse whose themes take the form of the 19th century reigns of terror. The unsuspecting carnival patrons think it’s all part of the act—until they become the victims. Scream Factory. **$9.95**

**Limited Quantity 2923255 HOUSE OF WILLLOW STREET.** Widescreen. When a band of desperate criminals kidnap the daughter of a wealthy family, they’re certain their problems are over. But the gang’s plan goes awry when they discover the girl’s body, her soul has already been spoken for—by a demonic force that’s about to turn the tables on them. Shout! Factory. **$9.95**

**Limited Quantity 292347 HELLIIONS.** Widescreen. Strange trick or treaters plight confounded teenager Dora Vogel (Chloe Rose) at her isolated home on Halloween. Under siege by forces she can’t understand, she must defend body and soul from relentless Helliions, dead-set on possessing something Dora will not give them. English SDH. **$8.95**

**Limited Quantity 2923348 THE LESSON.** Widescreen. Fin, a tone deaf from a broken family gets caught up in the wrong crowd of delinquent kids in this chilling horror film. Fin and his friends find themselves in a place where an English teacher decides to teach them a lesson they will never forget. Stars Robert Hands and Evan Bendiad. Not Rated. English SDH. 100 minutes. Scream Factory. **$2.95**

**Limited Quantity 2922142 ANIMAL.** Widescreen. When plans for a weekend getaway hit a dead end, a group of close-knit friends find themselves stranded in an isolated cabin. They begin committing murder and delivering warm bodies. Also stars Patrick Stewart. Rated R. 93 minutes. Scream Factory. **Not Rated. 86 minutes. Scream Factory. $3.95**

**2922553 TOOLBOX MURDERS 2.** Widescreen. The handyman of horror is back with a new box of tricks in this terrifying sequel to Tobe Hooper’s 2004 reimagining of the 1978 cult classic. When the events of Hooper’s shocking film, this film ratchets up the terror as it follows one of Hollywood’s most twisted killers. Not Rated. 95 minutes. Scream Factory. **$2.95**

**2922150 THE AXE MURDERS OF VILLIKA.** Widescreen. Two young friends who share an interest in ghost hunting, and the new girl in school, sneak into the house where an axe-wielding killer murdered eight people over 100 years prior, hoping to record paranormal activity. But nothing has prepared them for the supernatural force waiting for them. Stars Robert Adamson. 78 minutes. Scream Factory. **$3.95**

**2922118 #HORROR.** Widescreen. For the first time, a classic online game goes too far and virtual terror becomes all too real. Chloe Sevigny leads an ensemble cast that includes Timothy Olyphant, Rhys Ifans, and Joey Lauren Adams. Inspired by a shocking true story, Not Rated. English SDH. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. **$3.95**

**2767854 AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON.** Widescreen. Bending the rules of a sensible docuseries, director John Landis delivers a contemporary take on the classic werewolf tale in this story of two Americans traveling in London. Find their lives changed forever when a vicious wolf attacks them during a full moon. Stars David Naughton and Jenny Agutter. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**
**2082153 THE DEADLY MANTIS.** Widescreen. What’s worse than a horde of locusts? A giggling man-eating praying mantis, released from a million years of deep, frozen sleep and ready to claw its way to world domination. This menacing insect kills everything in its path while a scientist and his working men plan to stop it! Stars Craig Stevens. Not Rated. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $16.95

**2082265 THE MANIOTOU.** Widescreen. What surgeons thought to be a tumor growing on the back of Karen Tandy (Susan Strasberg) is actually a fetus growing at an abnormally accelerated rate. But when she reaches out to a former lover and plastic surgeon (Tony Curtis) she discovers she is possessed by a 400-year-old demon. She must destroy the enraged beast once and for all. 103 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $16.95

**2080200 THE BODY SNATCHER.** Fullscreen. Screen icon Boris Karloff plays the title role in the Val Newton adaptation of Robert Louis Stevenson's classic. A doctor (Henry Daniell) needs cadavers for medical studies and Karloff is willing to pay or offer another. Features a supporting performance by horror icon Bela Lugosi. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**2082219 THE LAST OF THE VAMPIRE.** Widescreen. The vampire Caleb Colt has awakened from his unholly slumber—with an insatiable lust for blood. A brutal attack on a pair of lovers allows for his desire to be temporarily fulfilled, but his unrestrained actions leave the woman pregnant with his child. As the child gets older he learns of his father’s true nature and sets out to destroy him. 90 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $16.95

**2082145 THE CRAFT.** Widescreen. Sarah has always been different. So as the newcomer to St. Benedict’s Academy, she immediately falls in love with high school outcasts. But different about her new friends, and it’s not just that they won’t settle for being a group of misfits. They have discovered the Craft—and they’re going to use it. Stars Robin Tunney. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**2082285 THE MOLE PEOPLE.** Widescreen. Three anthropologists come upon an unusual race of albino beings who shun all forms of light and have mutant mole men as their slaves. Has the daughter of Satan managed to escape? Is the entire neighborhood headed straight to hell? Stars James Hughton. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

**2082110 THE BRAIN.** Widescreen. A hot new TV program starring Dr. Anthony Blakely (David Gate) is taking the nation by storm as the show's ratings continue to soar, so does the suicide and murder rate among its viewers. What they don't know is that Dr. Blakely is teamed with an alien brain and plans to control all humanity. In Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

**2082374 THE RETURN OF THE VAMPIRE.** Fullscreen. When an errant Nab血 learns the coffin of a vampire during the London Blitz, a gravedigger unknowingly reanimates the monster by removing the stake from his heart. Along with his werewolf servant, the resurrected vampire hunts down those responsible for putting a halt to his nocturnal feasting. Stars Bela Lugosi. Not Rated. In Widescreen. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $16.95

**2082387 THE CHOSEN.** Widescreen. Robert Caine (Kirk Douglas) is about to realize his biggest dream: a massive nuclear power plant in the Holy Land. But soon Caine's dreams of paradise become a nightmarish as person after person associated with the project meets a violent and gruesome death—apart to the pointing of the devil. Rated R. Factory. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

**2982383 THE ALLIGATOR PEOPLE.** Widescreen. A young couple abandons their family and his her husband (Richard Crane) on their wedding day. When she tracks him down at his ancestral home in the bayous of Louisiana, she discovers his terrible secret—he saved from death by an experimental serum derived from alligators, and now he’s developing horrifying side effects. In B&W. 74 minutes. Shout! Factory! Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

**2982104 STRAIT-JACKET/ BERSERK!** Widescreen. A shocking double feature! In Strait-Jacket! Lucy Harbin (Joan Crawford) axes her husband and his lover to death and spends 20 years in a mental institution. Upon her release, she and her murderous start and police suspect she’s up to her old ways. In Berserk! Joan Crawford stars as the owner of a traveling circus plagued by brutal murders. Unrated. In Color and B&W. English SDH. Over three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.75

**2982404 THE VIOLENT KIND.** Tense drama as the Violent Kind, a ruthless pack of unstoppable psychopaths terrorizing the wilds of Northern California. Directed by the Butcher Brothers. Ratings R. English SDH. 99 minutes.

**2982298 LITTLE MOLLY.** The Craft. Widescreen. Zack Corners and Rachel Meadows were born with incredible psychokinetic capabilities. When word gets out, they find themselves the prisoners of Michael Slovak, a doctor intent on harvesting their powers. After a daring escape, they are free from his sinister institution, but the corrupt doctor will stop at nothing to track them down. Unrated. English SDH. 87 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

**2984819 TWIXT.** Widescreen. In book author Hall Baltimore (Val Kilmer) uncovers a disturbing murder that could be source material for his next novel. But as Hall investigates the killing, he finds himself confronting a monster—the violent and terrifying messages he can’t explain. In B&W. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

**298251X THE WITCHES.** Widescreen. Gwen Mayfield (Joan Fontaine) accepts an appointment as headmistress at the Haddaby School. But before long, a local boy falls into a coma and Gwen discovers a voodoo doll impaled by pins. The danger that follows brings her face to face with witchcraft as a series of disasters unfold and lead her to the horrible truth. Rated R. 90 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $16.95

**2982489 THE MIND’S EYE.** Widescreen. Zack Connors and Rachel Meadows were born with incredible psychokinetic capabilities. When word gets out, they find themselves the prisoners of Michael Slovak, a doctor intent on harvesting their powers. After a daring escape, they are free from his sinister institution, but the corrupt doctor will stop at nothing to track them down. Unrated. English SDH. 87 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

**2982787 TWIXT.** Widescreen. In book author Hall Baltimore (Val Kilmer) uncovers a disturbing murder that could be source material for his next novel. But as Hall investigates the killing, he finds himself confronting a monster—the violent and terrifying messages he can’t explain. In B&W. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

**2984840 TWIXT.** Widescreen. In book author Hall Baltimore (Val Kilmer) uncovers a disturbing murder that could be source material for his next novel. But as Hall investigates the killing, he finds himself confronting a monster—the violent and terrifying messages he can’t explain. In B&W. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

**2982244 THE CITY OF NIGHT.** Widescreen. A young wife claims to possess the body of a dead Sasquatch, a disgraced investigative journalist staks his comeback—and the lives of his documentary team. Can proving the find be a hoax. The truth, it turns out, is much more terrifying. Stars Drew Rausch and Ashley Wood. Not Rated. Widescreen. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. $3.95

**2982649 RESOLUTION.** Widescreen. In an abandoned cabin on the edge of an Indian reservation, Mike (Peter Cilella) stages a risky intervention to force his friend Chris (Vinny Curran) off meth and into rehab. But things begin to take an unexpected turn when ominous threats start appearing around the house—and they realize that Chris’ least of their worries. Not Rated. 93 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

**2982158 STRATIFIRE.** Widescreen. After an oil company destroys an area of forest in a quiet, isolated town, a rash of increasingly violent and unexplainable events transpire. The sheriff and his deputy must confront their most terrifying nightmare: a legend that refuses to remain buried in the past. Unrated. English SDH. 94 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $3.95

**2982266 THE CITY OF NIGHT.** Widescreen. A young wife claims to possess the body of a dead Sasquatch, a disgraced investigative journalist staks his comeback—and the lives of his documentary team. Can proving the find be a hoax. The truth, it turns out, is much more terrifying. Stars Drew Rausch and Ashley Wood. Not Rated. Widescreen. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. $3.95

**298251X THE WITCHES.** Widescreen. Gwen Mayfield (Joan Fontaine) accepts an appointment as headmistress at the Haddaby School. But before long, a local boy falls into a coma and Gwen discovers a voodoo doll impaled by pins. The danger that follows brings her face to face with witchcraft as a series of disasters unfold and lead her to the horrible truth. Rated R. 90 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99 $16.95

**2982489 THE MIND’S EYE.** Widescreen. Zack Connors and Rachel Meadows were born with incredible psychokinetic capabilities. When word gets out, they find themselves the prisoners of Michael Slovak, a doctor intent on harvesting their powers. After a daring escape, they are free from his sinister institution, but the corrupt doctor will stop at nothing to track them down. Unrated. English SDH. 87 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

**2982787 TWIXT.** Widescreen. In book author Hall Baltimore (Val Kilmer) uncovers a disturbing murder that could be source material for his next novel. But as Hall investigates the killing, he finds himself confronting a monster—the violent and terrifying messages he can’t explain. In B&W. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

**2984819 TWIXT.** Widescreen. In book author Hall Baltimore (Val Kilmer) uncovers a disturbing murder that could be source material for his next novel. But as Hall investigates the killing, he finds himself confronting a monster—the violent and terrifying messages he can’t explain. In B&W. 98 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

**2982244 THE CITY OF NIGHT.** Widescreen. A young wife claims to possess the body of a dead Sasquatch, a disgraced investigative journalist staks his comeback—and the lives of his documentary team. Can proving the find be a hoax. The truth, it turns out, is much more terrifying. Stars Drew Rausch and Ashley Wood. Not Rated. Widescreen. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. $3.95

**2982489 THE MIND’S EYE.** Widescreen. Zack Connors and Rachel Meadows were born with incredible psychokinetic capabilities. When word gets out, they find themselves the prisoners of Michael Slovak, a doctor intent on harvesting their powers. After a daring escape, they are free from his sinister institution, but the corrupt doctor will stop at nothing to track them down. Unrated. English SDH. 87 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95

**THE PLAGUE OF THE ZOMBIES.** Widescreen. In a remote 19th century Cornish village, an evil presence lurks within the darkness of the witching hour. A mysterious plague relentlessly consumes lives at the hands of the dead. It doesn’t matter whether you’re dead or not, you are called up from their graves for a bloody night of retribution. Rated R. 84 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$2.95**

**THE HERITAGE.** Widescreen. Five siblings reunite for a family reunion during the dead of winter with the sole purpose being to secure their inheritance. Their uncle (Keith David) welcomes them but also warns them to respect family tradition. All of the cousins mysteriously disappear, they learn the truth about their family legacy. Unrated. English SDH, 84 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$4.95**

**THE INHERITANCE.** Widescreen. Five siblings reunite for a family reunion during the dead of winter with the sole purpose being to secure their inheritance. Their uncle (Keith David) welcomes them but also warns them to respect family tradition. All of the cousins mysteriously disappear, they learn the truth about their family legacy. Unrated. English SDH, 84 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$4.95**

**MONSTER BRAWL.** Widescreen. You’ve never seen extreme sports like this as creatures from around the world converge in a no-holds barred battle to the death—and beyond. Dave Foley and Art Hinden play hard-nosed bikers, Frankensteini, Lady Vampire, Swamp Gut and other forces of darkness pummel each other into the netherworld. Unrated. English SDH, 89 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$4.95**

**DAMNED BY DAWN.** Widescreen. When Claire (Reen Willner) arrives in a remote farming community to visit her ailing grandmother, the fear about her being the cost of interfering with a powerful spirit coming to claim her soul. But when the rest of the family fails to heed these ancient traditions, the dead are called up from their graves for a bloody night of retribution. Rated R. 84 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$2.95**

**THE CRITTERS.** Widescreen. Critters 4. Terrifying and tiny menaces are out in full force with this four film collection packed with enough special features to make any fan’s mouth water. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, 93 minutes. **$4.95**

**HATCHET II.** Widescreen. The quiet but resilient Marybeth barely escapes from the clutches of bayou maniac Victor Crowley. Upon learning of her family’s tie to Victor Crowley from local Louisiana charlatan Reverend Zombie, she returns to Louisiana with a team of hired guns to exact her revenge. Stars Danielle Harris and Tony Todd. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Dark Sky. **$5.95**

**CHROMESKULL: Laid to Rest.** Widescreen. When a young couple stumbles upon an underground metal mask, ChromeSkull, returns with his assistant Preston. With a growing taste for bloodlust, Preston slashes his way from one gory mess to another. Not to be outdone, ChromeSkull faces a massacre of his own. Stars Thomas Dekker, Owain Yeoman and Brian Austin Green. English SDH. 93 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$4.95**

**A CANDLE FOR THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. Laura Barkley travels to a sleepy town to visit her sister, who is staying at an inn run by two religious sisters. But when Laura arrives, she discovers her sister has mysteriously disappeared. Later, Laura discovers the self-righteous sisters cannot bear the promiscuity of young English holiday-makers. One by one these plebeian visitors begin to disappear. Rated R. 87 minutes. Screamin’ Factory. **$9.95**

**THE REC COLLECTION.** Widescreen. In 2007, two talented Spanish filmmakers created a terrifying film that went on to spawn three sequels. This set collects all four films. TheREC-1; REC 2; REC 3; REC 4: Apocalypse. In Spanish with English subtitles. AllRated R. Over 5 hours on four Blu-rays. **$44.95**

**THE CRITTERS COLLECTION.** Widescreen. They’re back and ready to devour your Blu-ray player! The terrifying and tiny menaces are out in full force with this four film collection packed with enough special features to make any fan’s mouth water. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions, 93 minutes. **$4.95**

**THE TERROR.** Widescreen. A team of skilled werewolf hunters begins to fear that his ruthless foe is someone closer than anyone thinks. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions, 93 minutes. **$4.95**

**286971X EXORCIST II: The Heretic.** Widescreen. It’s a bizarre newsgames plague Buchanan MacNeil (Linda Blair) four years after the terrifying and frightening. Has the demon returned? And if so, can the combined faith and knowledge of a Vatican investigator (Richard Burton) and a scientific specialist (Louise Fletcher) free her from its grasp? Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$6.95**

**290619 13TEEN.** Widescreen. A fearsome storm approaches the town of Empervilles, residents are warned that a crazed serial killer who carves the number 13 into victim’s chests is on the loose. As the night goes on, one woman soon discovers she is not the only one alone after all. Rated R. 91 minutes. North American Motion Pic. **$4.95**

**BA TTD OGS.** Widescreen. All of Manhattan is quarantined when the Lupine Virus spreads like wildfire. Turning innocent civilians into ravenous wolf men, a nuclear blast can stop the monstrous virus—unless someone finds a cure. Stars Dennis Haybert and CraigShefter. Unrated. 90 minutes. **$3.95**

**289298 2-HEADED SHARK ATTACK.** Widescreen. When a semester at sea ship is hijacked by a two-headed shark, the survivors escape to a deserted atoll. But when it starts flooding, the coeds are no longer safe from the double jaws of the maniacal Electra, Brooke, and Charlie O’Connell. 90 minutes. Asylum. **$3.95**

**295396X THE ECHO.** Widescreen. Fresh out of prison and living in his dead father’s apartment, Bobby Walker is plagued by eerie echoes emanating from the building. Terror mounts as he begins to suspect that his neighbors had a sinister hand in his mother’s death. Stars Jesse Bradford and Amelia Warner. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**291140X POLTERGEIST II.** Widescreen. The sinister supernatural forces return in this thrilling follow-up to the smash hit Poltergeist. A family settles into a new home, but the spirits of the dead are still hell-bent on luring daughter Carol Anne to “the other side.” Stars JoBeth Williams and Craig T. Nelson. English SDH. 90 minutes. 20th Century Fox. **$5.95**

**295501X MAGGIE.** Widescreen. A teenage girl is infected by a disease that slowly turns those exposed into walking dead. During her transformation, her love turns to hatred, her friends die, bunched with protecting her from the outside world, and protecting the outside world from her. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. VWS Films. **$5.95**

**296051 MAGGIE.** Widescreen. A teenage girl is infected by a disease that slowly turns those exposed into walking dead. During her transformation, her love turns to hatred, her friends die, bunched with protecting her from the outside world, and protecting the outside world from her. Rated R. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 93 minutes. VWS Films. **$5.95**

**287417X TORTURE DUNGEON.** Widescreen. This is a gruesome re-covering of the work of London with Jeremy Brooks as the mad Duke of Norwich, who murders and tortures his competitors to the English throne. Stars Susan Cassidy and Neil Flanagan. Rated R. 80 minutes. Code Red. **$7.95**
Scream Factory. Pub. at $34.93

sanity of those around him. Stars Denis deMarne, Julia Cru ... in bloodthirsty zombies with black fingernails which burn anything they touch! English SDH. 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

89 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS. Widescreen. Stellar! Six year old graduating high school Molly is suspected of murder and confined to a mental hospital, where she wreaks supernatural havoc on the other patients. This film will only heighten any ... and fight to the death. The winner buries the bodies, then travel to a remote location, dig a grave and do it again and again—until you're rich enough. Dark Sky.

THE CHILDREN. Widescreen. Something is terrifyingly familiar with the children of Ravenback. After their school bus passes through a mysterious cloud of yellow smoke, the children are transfigured into bloodthirsty zombies with black fingernails which burn anything they touch! English SDH. 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

2947706 THE ATONING. Widescreen. Vera, Ray, and Sam, a seemingly normal family, are haunted by more than mere ghosts. The lingering horror of their past than their ability to function as a loving family until they become enlightened by a mystical encounter. From that moment on, they're thrust into a horror worse than anything they could have imagined. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

2947800 THE EXORCISM OF MOLLY HARTLEY. Widescreen. Six year old graduating high school Molly is suspected of murder and confined to a mental hospital, where she wreaks supernatural havoc on the other patients. This film is a true story of the most publicized and deranged serial killer known to everyone, as “The Night Stalker.” He stalked and killed relentlessly, keeping the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles terrified. Stars Adolph Cortez and Elisa Dowling. Rated R. 85 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2906644 NIGHT STALKER. Widescreen. Inspired by the true story of the most publicized and deranged serial killer known to everyone, as “The Night Stalker.” He stalked and killed relentlessly, keeping the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles terrified. Stars Adolph Cortez and Elisa Dowling. Rated R. 85 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2874156 THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS. Widescreen. Doctor William Jekyll believes he found a serum to cure violent behavior in humans. But after testing the serum on himself, Jekyll is transformed into Mr. Blood, a sadistic, lustful brute who pines for his false self, Mrs. Blood. The only way to defeat Blood is to drain him of his blood. Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes.

2984100 TRADERS. Widescreen. Through an underground online network, two people agree to trade by emptying bank accounts and putting the cash in bags. They then travel to a remote location, dig a grave and fight to the death. The winner buries the loser and takes the money. But what if the money you do it again and again—until you're rich enough? Dark Sky.

THE CHILDREN. Widescreen. Something is terrifyingly familiar with the children of Ravenback. After their school bus passes through a mysterious cloud of yellow smoke, the children are transfigured into bloodthirsty zombies with black fingernails which burn anything they touch! English SDH. 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98
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THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS. Widescreen. Six year old graduating high school Molly is suspected of murder and confined to a mental hospital, where she wreaks supernatural havoc on the other patients. This film is a true story of the most publicized and deranged serial killer known to everyone, as “The Night Stalker.” He stalked and killed relentlessly, keeping the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles terrified. Stars Adolph Cortez and Elisa Dowling. Rated R. 85 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2906644 NIGHT STALKER. Widescreen. Inspired by the true story of the most publicized and deranged serial killer known to everyone, as “The Night Stalker.” He stalked and killed relentlessly, keeping the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles terrified. Stars Adolph Cortez and Elisa Dowling. Rated R. 85 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2874156 THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS. Widescreen. Doctor William Jekyll believes he found a serum to cure violent behavior in humans. But after testing the serum on himself, Jekyll is transformed into Mr. Blood, a sadistic, lustful brute who pines for his false self, Mrs. Blood. The only way to defeat Blood is to drain him of his blood. Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes.

2984100 TRADERS. Widescreen. Through an underground online network, two people agree to trade by emptying bank accounts and putting the cash in bags. They then travel to a remote location, dig a grave and fight to the death. The winner buries the loser and takes the money. But what if the money you do it again and again—until you're rich enough? Dark Sky.

THE CHILDREN. Widescreen. Something is terrifyingly familiar with the children of Ravenback. After their school bus passes through a mysterious cloud of yellow smoke, the children are transfigured into bloodthirsty zombies with black fingernails which burn anything they touch! English SDH. 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98
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THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS. Widescreen. Six year old graduating high school Molly is suspected of murder and confined to a mental hospital, where she wreaks supernatural havoc on the other patients. This film is a true story of the most publicized and deranged serial killer known to everyone, as “The Night Stalker.” He stalked and killed relentlessly, keeping the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles terrified. Stars Adolph Cortez and Elisa Dowling. Rated R. 85 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2906644 NIGHT STALKER. Widescreen. Inspired by the true story of the most publicized and deranged serial killer known to everyone, as “The Night Stalker.” He stalked and killed relentlessly, keeping the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles terrified. Stars Adolph Cortez and Elisa Dowling. Rated R. 85 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2874156 THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS. Widescreen. Doctor William Jekyll believes he found a serum to cure violent behavior in humans. But after testing the serum on himself, Jekyll is transformed into Mr. Blood, a sadistic, lustful brute who pines for his false self, Mrs. Blood. The only way to defeat Blood is to drain him of his blood. Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes.
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THE CHILDREN. Widescreen. Something is terrifyingly familiar with the children of Ravenback. After their school bus passes through a mysterious cloud of yellow smoke, the children are transfigured into bloodthirsty zombies with black fingernails which burn anything they touch! English SDH. 93 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98


2947706 THE ATONING. Widescreen. Vera, Ray, and Sam, a seemingly normal family, are haunted by more than mere ghosts. The lingering horror of their past than their ability to function as a loving family until they become enlightened by a mystical encounter. From that moment on, they're thrust into a horror worse than anything they could have imagined. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.

THE MAN WITH 2 HEADS. Widescreen. Six year old graduating high school Molly is suspected of murder and confined to a mental hospital, where she wreaks supernatural havoc on the other patients. This film is a true story of the most publicized and deranged serial killer known to everyone, as “The Night Stalker.” He stalked and killed relentlessly, keeping the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles terrified. Stars Adolph Cortez and Elisa Dowling. Rated R. 85 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2906644 NIGHT STALKER. Widescreen. Inspired by the true story of the most publicized and deranged serial killer known to everyone, as “The Night Stalker.” He stalked and killed relentlessly, keeping the cities of San Francisco and Los Angeles terrified. Stars Adolph Cortez and Elisa Dowling. Rated R. 85 minutes. North American Motion Pic.

Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox.
Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

2885689 THINGS CAN'T BE UNSEEN. A video game developer embeds a camera into a new, alien presence of the universe in search of the origin of the new life—running a long abandoned town in California, they plan on starting a new life—running a long abandoned mental hospital, her investigation will take her to the Amazon jungle for an orgy of rage. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95
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Sci-Fi Blu-ray

2948028 JUMPER. Widescreen. In this exhilarating sci-fi action thriller, David Rice (Hayden Christensen) is a Jumper—a genetic anomaly with the power to instantly teleport anywhere in the world. But David soon finds himself in an ongoing global war that threatens the very survival of his kind. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions.

88 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

2980244 AMERICAN WARSHPHIS. Widescreen. When a fleet of mysterious ships wage war against the Earth, only the crew of the U.S.S. Iowa can prevent armageddon. Stars Martin Sheen, Peabees and Carl Weathers. 90 minutes. GT Media. $3.95

2947978 I, ROBOT. Widescreen. In the year 2035, technology and robots are a trusted part of everyday life. But that truth is broken when a scientist (Jenni Reed) is found dead and a cynical detective (Will Smith) believes that the robots believed him to be responsible. CC. 114 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

295429X STRANDED. Widescreen. When the isolated U.S. military moonbase is bombarded by a rogue meteor storm, only the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise can prevent global armageddon. Stars Mario Van Peebles and Carl Weathers. 90 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $4.95

289355X ORIGIN UNKNOWN. Widescreen. After the first manned mission to Mars ends in a deadly crash, an investigation uncovers a mysterious object under the surface that threatens the future of Earth as we know it. Stars Katee Sackhoff and Ray Fearon. English SDH. 95 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

289248X WARNING SIGN. Widescreen. In the rolling Utah countryside, a small town is host to a top-secret project to create a bioweapon that turns anyone exposed to it into a ravenous, cycloidal monster. Stars Tom Skerritt and Nick Cassavetes. Rated R. 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $27.99

2960087 ALIEN VS. PREDATOR: Requiem. Widescreen. After a horrifying PredAlien crash lands near a small Colorado town, killing everyone it encounters and producing countless Alien offspring, a lone Predator and his sister team up to clean up the town and return the bodies of the fallen. Unrated. 95 minutes.划Asiavisions. $14.95

2928665 RIVERWORLD. After being killed in an explosion, Matt (Tahmoh Penikett), finds himself on a planet where people from all eras of history have been resurrected under the watchful eye of a mysterious alien force. With a 13th century Templar, a 22nd century and a riverboat captain Mark Twain by his side, Matt sets off on a dangerous journey to find his lost love in a land where nothing is as it seems.


296009S ALIEN VS. PREDATOR: BETRAYAL. Widescreen. The latest battle in the scariest sci-fi movies ever made takes place on a strange planet. The adventure begins when scientists investigate an ancient pyramid located on Earth and make an even more terrifying discovery—two alien races engaged in an all-out war. And who wins—men or aliens? Star Sanaa Lathan. CC. 101 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

2977201 ELYSIUM. Widescreen. In the year 2154, two classes of people exist: the very wealthy who live on a pristine man-made space station called Elysium, and the rest, who live on an overpopulated Earth that the government has depleted of its normal food supply. Stars Gyllenhaal, Jodie Foster, and the late Philip Seymour Hoffman. Rated R. 109 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

2917890 NEMESIS 2/NEMESIS 3. Widescreen. In Nemesis 2, Nebula Alex, a huge female alien, isn’t safe when a cyborg bounty hunter named Nebula targets her for termination. In Nemesis 3: Time Lapse, Central Command wants Alex captured alive and scanned to see if her DNA is a more powerful strain than normal. In Nemesis 4: Cry of Angels Alex finds herself on the run from a major crime syndicate. Stars Sue Price. All Rated R. Over 4 hours. Famly Blu-ray and DVD versions. $9.95

2960450 SYNCRONICITY. Widescreen. A brilliant physicist unscrams the secret of time travel, but a ruthless corporate tycoon will stop at nothing to steal it. To protect his discovery, he must travel back in time to stop the tycoon. Stars J.J. Abrams. 104 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertainment. $6.95

292368X STAR TREK—INTO DARKNESS. When a strange, meteor-like object known as Khan (Benedict Cumberbatch) declares a one-man war on the Federation, Captain Kirk (Chris Pine), Spock (Zachary Quinto) and the rest of the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise embark on the greatest manhunt in history. Directed by J.J. Abrams. Package in an embossed steelbook case. $19.95

2976930 AFTER EARTH. Widescreen. A crash landing leaves Kitai Raige (Jaden Smith) and his legendary father Cypher (Will Smith) stranded on Earth, 1,000 years after cataclysmic events forced humanity’s escape. They must learn to work together to trust each other. The villain is a kind of black hole. Rated PG-13. SDH. 93 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

2898573 HIGHER POWER. Widescreen. From the producers of the Transformers and G.I. Joe franchises, comes a new sci-fi movie with mind-blowing special effects that follows an “everyman” who wakes up to discover he’s been given god-like powers that are controlled by a maniacal scientist. Stars Rob Corddry and Colm Feore. $16.95

2896373 STARMAN. Widescreen. When his spacecraft is shut down over Wisconsin, an alien (Jeff Bridges) arrives at the remote cabin of a distraught young widow, Jenny Haden (Karen Allen), and clones itself into the form of her recently deceased husband. The alien coerces the shell-shocked Jenny to drive him to meet his mothership in three days, or he’ll die. Stars Sissy Spacek, Robert Redford and Colm Feore. English SDH. 100 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $3.95

2806584 THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN. Widescreen. Realizing that a government satellite that crashed to Earth brought alien organisms with it, a team of government scientists race against the clock to understand the extraterrestrial virus, code named Andromeda, before it makes its way across the galaxy to wipe out all life on the planet. Stars Arthur Hill, David Wayne, James Whitmore, and Kate Reid. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

2960502 ALIEN 3. Widescreen. The third chapter of the most terrifying saga in science fiction kicks off! The lone survivor when her crippled spaceship crash-lands on Fiorina 161, a bleak wasteland inhabited by former inmates turned into savage beasts, is Amanda Ripley. Directed by David Fincher. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Warner Bros. $23.95

2979778 MORTAL KOMBAT: Annihilation. Widescreen. The Mortal Kombat victory in the Outworld was supposed to give rise to a generation of peace on Earth. But never trust the word of the fiendish and the power-mad. They’ve opened the portals linking the dimension to ours, and Earth will be overwhelmed—if a gutsy band of human heroes doesn’t acquire new combat skills that can crush Outworld’s evil army. English SDH. 91 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $6.95

2989774 KINGDOM OF THE SPIDERS. Widescreen. William Shatner stars as veterinarian Rack Hansen in this classic 1977 creeper about an Arizona town infested with a horde of arachnids that turn on humans whose insecticides have depleted their normal food supply. Stars Wodro and Tiffany Bolling. 95 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $29.95

6991823 INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. Widescreen. In a small California town, like extra-terrestrials have invaded, replicating the villagers in giant seed “pods” and taking possession of their souls while they sleep. The town’s doctor, a skeptic, is out of control and in a terrifying race for his life, escapes to warn the world of the deadly virus. Stars McCarthy and Watner. In BW. 80 minutes. Olive Films. $13.95

2897784 BATTLE FOR THE LOST PLANET/MUTANT WAR. Widescreen. Rogue master thief Harry Trent (Matt Miller) who, in an attempt to steal military secrets, found himself stranded alone in space for years, finally returns to Earth only to discover that the planet has been taken over by vicious gang of alien mutants. Mutant War continues the story, adding a new element to the Outworld. English SDH. 115 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98

2861505 THE BRIDE. Widescreen. Frankenstein builds the perfect woman—and lives to regret it—as this transplant marriage of horror, romance and unbridled passion! Rock legend Sting plays the cunning scientist and Jennifer Beals lends her dramatic presence as his supreme, sublime creation. Unrated. 110 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $39.99

6561144 STARSHIP TROOPERS TRILOGY. Widescreen. Includes: Starship Troopers. $14.95

6993012 WARCRAFT. Widescreen. Universal. $9.95

6914241 THE ADVENTURES OF BUCKAROO BANZAI. Widescreen. Sold out! Shout! Factory. Pub. at $17.95

2947692 ATLAS SHRUGGED: Part II. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. PRICE CUT to $2.95

Family Blu-ray

2910578 WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE. Widescreen. Filmmaker Spike Jonze takes us into a magical, visually astonishing film version of Maurice Sendak’s celebrated classic exploring the joys and wild rumpus of the time and place we call childhood. Stars Max Records, Catherine Keener and Mark Ruffalo. English SDH. 101 minutes. Warner Bros. $15.95

294801X JINGLE ALL THE WAY 2. Widescreen. Larry (Larry the Cable Guy) finds himself at the center of the year’s hottest toy for his eight-year-old daughter, Noel. The toy is sold out and Noel’s new stepfather wants to keep it so he can be the one to make her wish come true. But Larry will stop at nothing to make his little girl happy. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95
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Musical Blu-ray

2887851  GIGI. Widescreen. Man-about-town Gaston (Louis Jourdan) offers Gig (Leslie Caron) all of life's modern luxuries. But in this winner of seven Academy Awards (including Best Picture), Gig years for something money can't buy. Brimming with unforgettable musical numbers, Minkus' score is a true treasure is classic cinema at its finest. English SDH. 115 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95

292420X  WEST SIDE STORY. Widescreen. Experience every sensational song-and-dance number and magical movie moment in sparkling high-definition, as star-crossed lovers Tony and Maria find romance and tragedy in their ceaseless gang warfare. This Oscar-winning musical stars Natalie Wood and Russ Tamblyn. English subtitles. SDH. 153 minutes. MGM. $4.95

2910225  TOMMY. Widescreen. A psychosomatically deaf, dumb and blind boy becomes a master pinball player and, subsequently, the object of a religious cult. This classic rock opera is told through the remarkable music of The Who and brought to life by an outstanding cast, including Roger Daltrey, Tina Turner, Elton John, Nicholson and Eric Clapton. Packaged in a steelbook case. English SDH. 111 minutes. SDH $11.95.

2987184  DON GIOVANNI. Widescreen. Filmed on location in picturesque Vicenza, Italy, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's operatic masterpiece Don Giovanni is beautifully translated to film by director Joseph Losey and Mozart's incomparable music is performed by the legendary Paris opera. Stars Ruggero Raimondi and Edmo Eder. In Italian with English subtitles. SDH. $9.95

2904451  BLIND COLLECTION. Widescreen. Three of the King's best-loved films are revived in stunning high definition. He plays a convict who turns his jail time into big-time success in Jailhouse Rock; and a Grand Prix driver pining for a singing instructor (Ann-Margret) in Viva Las Vegas. Then, Elvis hits the stage to do what he does best in the Golden Globe-winning concert film Elvis on Tour. English SDH. Over 4 hours on three Blu-rays. Warner Home Video.

2905431  RIO/EPIC. Widescreen. Blu is a rare domesticated macaw who befriends a group of wise-cracking, smooth-talking city birds who help him find the courage to spread his wings and follow his destiny in Rio. Transported to a magical world, a teenage is recruited by a nature spirit to help the “Leafmen” save the world. In English SDH. Over 3 hours on 2 Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.

2897024  SUMMER WARS. Widescreen. Kenji is your typical teenage misfit, living an ordinary life, until the girl of his dreams hijacks him for a starring role as a fake fiancé at their family reunion. Things only get stranger from there. As Armageddon looms, Kenji and his new family band together to save the world from their enemies. Winner of the Japan Academy Prize for Best Animated Film. English Subtitles. SDH. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 76 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

290697X  FUTURA MA: Volume 8. Widescreen. Attention, easily brainwashed citizens of Earth, this outrageous collection includes 13 mind-bending episodes featuring mad scientists, street racers, robot grave robbers, and nerve-wracking nose transplants. You'll watch, you'll laugh and you'll obey. The Simpsons inspired voice work by Brian Gralau and Ken Willardt. In English SDH. 74 minutes. Warner Bros. $9.95

290526X  MAX FLEISCHER’S SUPERMAN: Collector’s Edition. Fullscreen. Revered as one of the finest cartoons produced during the golden age of American animation, these 17 vintage Max Fleischer shorts are (originally released between 1941 and 1943) transport us back to when the world was introduced to one of the greatest superheroes of all time. 140 minutes. SDH. $22.99

2906953  FUTURA MA: Volume 6. Widescreen. From The Simpsons creator Matt Groening comes a series that delivers 11 mind-bending episodes that involve time-travel, self-replication, covert missions, alien eggs, and more robot roughhousing than you can shake a gider of the good English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.

2906945  FUTURA MA: Volume 5. Widescreen. From The Simpsons creator Matt Groening comes an animated series light years ahead of its time. Join the rest of the gang for 13 hilarious episodes that tackle some of the most controversial subjects in the galaxy–including evolution, mind exchange, feline intelligence and homosexual marriage. Hey, it could happen! English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.


2896923  BAYONETTA: Bloody Fate. Widescreen. Based on the best-selling franchise, this pulse-pounding feature-length anime shows you a side of Bayonetta you’ve never seen before! Twenty years after her awakening, the hacker with hair made of lightning is still searching for clues that could help unravel the mysteries of her past. In English. SDH. $9.95

2903806  STRIDE NUDE FOR YOUR KILLER. Widescreen. A spate of highly sexualized murders is rocking a prestigious Milanese fashion house and ambitious photographer Magda (Edwige Fenech) and her off-beat boyfriend, love cat Carlo (Nino Castelnuovo) team up to crack the case. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. English SDH. $19.95

2887258  MACAU AIMAI. Funimation. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

6820247  I HEART INDEPENDENT FILM: Blu-ray 10-Pack. Widescreen. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 68 minutes. Disney. $9.95

289693Z  FUTURA MA: Volume 4. Widescreen. From The Simpsons creator Matt Groening comes an animated series that delivers 11 mind-bending episodes that involve time-travel, self-replication, covert missions, alien eggs, and more robot roughhousing than you can shake a gider of the good English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.

2906957  FUTURA MA: Volume 3. Widescreen. From The Simpsons creator Matt Groening comes an animated series that delivers 11 mind-bending episodes that involve time-travel, self-replication, covert missions, alien eggs, and more robot roughhousing than you can shake a gider of the good English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.

2906943  FUTURA MA: Volume 2. Widescreen. From The Simpsons creator Matt Groening comes a series that delivers 11 mind-bending episodes that involve time-travel, self-replication, covert missions, alien eggs, and more robot roughhousing than you can shake a gider of the good English SDH. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.

More Blu-ray

2829611  SIDE BY SIDE. Widescreen. Keanu Reeves explores the development of cinema and the impact of digital filmmaking via in-depth interviews with Hollywood masters Cameron, David Fincher, Martin Scorsese, David Lynch, Robert Rodriguez, Stephen Soderbergh and many more. 99 minutes. Tribeca Film.


289483Z  SUMMER WARS. English subtitles. SDH. 176 minutes. Anthus Musik.

2906925  MAX FLEISCHER’S SUPERMAN: Collector’s Edition. Fullscreen. Revered as one of the finest cartoons produced during the golden age of American animation, these 17 vintage Max Fleischer shorts are (originally released between 1941 and 1943) transport us back to when the world was introduced to one of the greatest superheroes of all time. 140 minutes. SDH. $22.99

290691X  SUMMER WARS. English subtitles. SDH. 176 minutes. Anthus Musik.

2906908  MAX FLEISCHER’S SUPERMAN: Collector’s Edition. Fullscreen. Revered as one of the finest cartoons produced during the golden age of American animation, these 17 vintage Max Fleischer shorts are (originally released between 1941 and 1943) transport us back to when the world was introduced to one of the greatest superheroes of all time. 140 minutes. SDH. $22.99

2906907  SUMMER WARS. English subtitles. SDH. 176 minutes. Anthus Musik.

2897032  TOKYO RAVENS: Season One, Part One. Widescreen. This spine-stirring series might just be the best kept secret in anime! Harutora agrees to fulfill a childhood vow by accompanying Natsume to the clandestine Onmyo Academy. Together, along with their classmate and cowriter of the head of school where not even magic can get you out of homework! Includes 12 episodes. In English or Japanese with English subtitles. Five hours on two Blu-rays. Also includes DVD version. Funimation. Pub. at $64.95. PRICE CUT TO $11.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/696
2905205 THE WITCHES OF OZ. Dorothy Gale (Vivien Leigh) is a simple girl in rural Kansas who writes children's books based on the land of Oz. But when she receives an offer from a New York agency, her life is turned upside down. In New York, Dorothy soon realizes the magical world of Oz and all of its inhabitants are very real and it's up to her to stop the Wicked Witch. English SDH.

$4.95

2818759 CLOUDBURY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 2 IN 3D. Sony Pictures.

$3.95

2056821 THE PEANUTS MOVIE. Widescreen. Dream big and laugh along with good ol' Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, Linus and the rest of the beloved Peanuts gang as you've never seen them before. Join Charlie Brown as he embarks on a heroic quest, while his beagle pal and Snoopy take to the skies to pursue his archnemesis, the Red Baron. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 88 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

$11.95

2906643 ALASKA'S CHILKOOT TRAIL. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 134 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $34.99

$3.95

3033688 SCENIC WALKS AROUND THE WORLD: Our Dramatic Planet. Widescreen. Step into the most beautiful hiking adventure in New Zealand, where you will see everything from glaciers, to rafts, rivers, trees, and waterfalls. Then, trek down three of the world's most varied and captivating walks, from Ireland's Dingle Way to include an SDH and DVD version. 134 minutes. Gavitas Ventures.

$4.95

3000592 LEGION OF BROTHERS. Widescreen. The untold story of the Green Berets, who played pivotal roles in the covert missions against Afghanistan immediately after the attacks on September 11, 2001. Reflecting on their experiences these elite soldiers offer a riveting celebration of valor, sacrifice, and heroism, calamity, caution tale. CC, 78 minutes.

$14.95

3003914 CALL ME LUCKY. Widescreen. An inspiring and poignant portrait of Barry Crimmins, one of comedy's most enigmatic and important figures. But beneath his gruff, unique comedic voice, Barry is a man with a deep sense of humanity. Influencted with a deadly undercurrent of rage stemming from horrific abuse as a child. This film bravely tells his incredible story of transformation from a rage-fueled funnyman into an accomplished prophet of justice. Not Rated. 105 minutes. MPAA.

$5.95

3004706 ENCOUNTERS AT THE END OF THE WORLD. Widescreen. Widescreen. Will the world be forever the same after humanity discovers its own insignificance? Or will it lead to an ultimate awakening and a new beginning? Results are in the hands of these brave individuals who make the extraordinary journey. A journey that restoration hope and pride to the Crescent City. English SDH.

$2.95

2906643 CHELSEA ON THE ROCKS. Enhance House. $4.95

284382X FINDING LIFE BEYOND EARTH. NOVA. PBS. $5.95

294379X EARTH'S NATURAL WONDERS: Living on the Edge. PBS. $5.95

2843781 EARTH FROM SPACE: NOVA. PBS. $5.95

2839695 THE SALT OF THE EARTH. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $15.95


$15.95

2905028 ANASTASIA. Widescreen. This acclaimed animated spectacular tells the thrilling story of the lost Russian princess, Anastasia, and her quest to find her true identity. Anastasia and a band of heroic comrades race against the evil Rasputin in a headlong race to Paris to reclaim her rightful destiny. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions.

$9.95

2896945 ALIEN ORIGIN. Recently discovered footage from a lost military expedition exposes a horrifying truth about the origins of life on Earth. Unrated. 90 minutes. GT Media.

$3.95


$23.95

2886910 TABOO I. Widescreen. Sequels to provocative classic of '80s erotica. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McBride (Kevin James) explores his own curiosity for familial love in Taboo II. The forbidden desires continue in Taboo III, when Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread with one close friend (Honey Wilde). Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98

$23.95

2886910 TABOO II. Widescreen. Sequels to provocative classic of '80s erotica. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McBride (Kevin James) explores his own curiosity for familial love in Taboo II. The forbidden desires continue in Taboo III, when Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread with one close friend (Honey Wilde). Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98

$23.95

2886910 TABOO III. Widescreen. Sequels to provocative classic of '80s erotica. Upon discovering that his best friend had an incestuous relationship with his mother Barbara (Kay Parker), Junior McBride (Kevin James) explores his own curiosity for familial love in Taboo II. The forbidden desires continue in Taboo III, when Barbara discovers a shared incestuous thread with one close friend (Honey Wilde). Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98

$23.95

2897106 SENRAN KAGURA: Ninja Flash! The Complete Series. Widescreen. Funimation. Pub. at $64.98

$14.95

2859258 LONG WAY NORTH. Widescreen. Shout Factory. $4.95

2953898 ANASTASIA. Widescreen. This acclaimed animated spectacular tells the thrilling story of the lost Russian princess, Anastasia, and her quest to find her true identity. Anastasia and a band of heroic comrades race against the evil Rasputin in a headlong race to Paris to reclaim her rightful destiny. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions.

$4.95

2987278 ALIEN ORIGIN. Recently discovered footage from a lost military expedition exposes a horrifying truth about the origins of life on Earth. Unrated. 90 minutes. GT Media.

$3.95


$3.95

2902832 PRINCESS MARKIEZZ. Widescreen. A masterpiece piece that has dazzled audiences worldwide with its breathtaking imagination, exhilarating battles, and deep emotional storylines. In a world ruled by the evil Kuro, the young warrior Ashitaka heads west in search of a cure. There he stumbles upon the enigmatic Princess Mononoke, a young girl raised by wolves. Includes a 40 page booklet and an audio CD soundtrack. Slipcased. English SDH. 133 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $94.97

$29.95

2906961 FUTURAMA: Volume 7. Widescreen. Crank up the gravity and put your heads west in search of a cure. This cosmic collection includes 13 bizarre and brilliant episodes involving ancient prophecies, presidents' heads,robot gangsters, angry butterflies and giant sausage-making. It's a shipload of futuristic fun! English SDH. Nearly 5 hours on two Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.

PRICE CUT to $7.95

2896990 NOBUKUNAGI: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Boil up the hit manga series written and drawn by Masatoki Hisa comes this action-packed anime adaptation. Sio Ogura joins forces with the reincarnated versions of Jack the Ripper, Galileo and Genorinoro for a high-octane action shooting spree. Includes all 13 episodes. In Japanese with English subtitles. Over 5 hours on two Blu-rays. Also includes DVD version. Funimation. Pub. at $64.98

PRICE CUT to $9.95

2896958 FAFNER: Heaven & Earth. Widescreen. This anime feature film is the sequel to the all consuming sci-fi series. Determined to save his best friend and the lethal Midnight Channel is an enigma that Yu and the other students who form the investigation team still have to crack. Includes episodes 13-26. Over six hours on 2 Blu-rays. Sentai Films.

$19.95

8611930 MUPPETS MOST WANTED. Widescreen. Disney. $5.95

2897016 SENRAN KAGURA: Ninja Flash! The Complete Series. Widescreen. Funimation. Pub. at $64.98

$14.95

2859258 LONG WAY NORTH. Widescreen. Shout Factory. $4.95

2938414 THE WITCHES OF OZ. Dorothy Gale (Vivien Leigh) is a simple girl in rural Kansas who writes children's books based on the land of Oz. But when she receives an offer from a New York agency, her life is turned upside down. In New York, Dorothy soon realizes the magical world of Oz and all of its inhabitants are very real and it's up to her to stop the Wicked Witch. English SDH.

$4.95

2818759 CLOUDBURY WITH A CHANCE OF MEATBALLS 2 IN 3D. Sony Pictures.

$3.95
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**68134X** PRETTY PEACHES TRILOGY. Widescreen. All three uncut, uncensored chapters of the erotic saga from the 70s and 80s. Includes Pretty Peaches, following the wild adventures of one beautiful amnesiac; Pretty Peaches II, about a sexually curious girl who seeks love and validation from her new teacher; Pretty Peaches III, charting Peaches’ journey into the bizarre world of a sex-obsessed evangelist. Not Rated. 276 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98. $24.95

**597126** CHINA GIRL. Widescreen. Annette Haven stars as a biochemist sent to infiltrate a sinister organization that wants to rule the world through sexual dominance. When T'ang is kidnapped, she's given a dose of the organization’s “love serum” and forced to undergo a series of erotic punishments. Not Rated. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 89 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98. $21.95

**68514X** BABYFACE 2. Widescreen. A group of beautiful young ladies hire a male stripper to perform at their soon to be wedded friend’s get together. When they find out he is a drunkard and humiliate him, unaware he possesses mystical powers to turn all of them into his sexual playthings. Not Rated. English SDH. 71 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95.

**687896** 5 FILMS 5 YEARS, VOLUME 3: Golden Age Erotica. Widescreen. This collection of hardcore rarities includes: Dracula Sucks; Corporate Accents; The Vixens of the Tropic of Desire; and Baby Rosemary. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two Blu-ray discs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.95.

**550145** CAGE, CONFESSION, CONVMITS. Widescreen. When four hardened female convicts escape and take a women’s tennis team hostage, they’ll force the girls into a nightmare of lesbianism, Marxism and murder. Stars Lilli Carati and Zora Kerova. Not Rated. Over 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $21.95.

**689491** HER NAME WAS LISA. Widescreen. Beautiful, innocent Lisa (Samantha Fox) has been found dead of a heroin overdose. At her funeral the people in her life gather to remember her, reflecting on how the hardships sent her down a path of self-destruction and death. English SDH. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98.

**681406** FEMALE CHAUVINISTS/HOT CONNECTIONS. After infiltrating a feminist training camp in Female Chauvinists, a recruit "hires" her boyfriend as the handyman. When he is discovered, the ladies take pity on him and decide to keep him as a slave. In Hot Connections a switchboard operator at a female phone company gets her revenge. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions of the film. 143 minutes. Adults only. Something Weird Video. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95

**2887126** MONDO FREUDO/ MONDO MACHO. In 1966 the notorious producer/director team of Lee Frost and Bob Cresse combined the extremes of the Mondo genre with their own depraved aesthetic to create two shockumentaries that changed the course of exploitation forever. Both films have been scanned in 4K from the original 35mm vault negatives. Not Rated. 115 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98.

**2887096** ECCO/THE FORBIDDEN. Widescreen. EccO (99 minutes) explores a world of sadism, delinquency, roller derby, extreme piercing, appalling stereotypes and more. The Forbidden (65 minutes) is Frost & Cresse’s rarely seen, and totally insane, 1966 fake Mondo, packed with staged scenes of Swiss lesbians, L.A. rapists, Parisian tarts and Nazi strippers. In Color and B&W. Both Not Rated. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98. $14.95

**PBS Blu-ray**

2926970 WUTHERING HEIGHTS. Set against the stark beauty of the English moor, the mysterious gypsy boy Heathcliff (Tom Hardy), adopted by the Earnshaw family, discovers his soul mate in his stepbrother Cathy. But as a man unable to have the love of his life, he seeks vengeance and suffering between them. A thrilling adaptation of the Emily Bronte’s classic love story. English SDH. 137 minutes. PBS. $7.95

6951023 EARTH: A New Wild. Dr. Sanjanay journeys to the frontiers of where man and animal meet to discover how our relationship with the greater animal world can provide a key to preserving our present and enriching our future. English SDH. Five hours on 2 Blu-rays. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $5.95

6950930 INTO THE DEEP: American Experience. At once a fantastical sea voyage, a documentary economic and environmental tale, and a mythic saga of man and nature, this thrilling film tells the story of three centuries of American whaling, intertwining the riveting tales of the doomed whaling Essex and the deeply moving story of a young whalerman named Herman Melville. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. $5.95

6951260 THE WIDOWER. This chilling story tells how Felicity (a vivacious New Zealand) piece together a small clue before finally realizing that the death of her husband’s first wife wasn’t an accident. After he disappears and re-surfaces in Scotland, Felicity begins a desperate race to prove her husband is a cold-blooded killer. Stars Reece Shearsmith and Sheridan Smith. Three hours. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $5.95

6284391 THE NATURE OF GENIUS. In 1966 the 99 minute film, “Mondo Macabro”, built its audience on two Blu-rays. Vivendi Entertainment. $24.95

6284406 RIVER OF NO RETURN: NATURE. Widescreen. The Will Rogers family travels to China. Back in the States, Booth’s investigation a murder while on a flight to New York. When a high-tech research facility in the Arctic is attacked by a terrifying monster, Beowulf has no choice but to hunt it down, winning favor with the new Thane Rheda (Joanne Whalley). English SDH. Ten hours on 4 Blu-rays. TV Blu-ray. $5.95

**TV Blu-ray**

2922312 FREAKS AND GEEKS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Set in 1980 at the fictional McKinley High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids and bad girls, and the brains, nerds and squares. Although it ran for only one season, it has remained a cult favorite. Cast includes: James Franco, Seth Rogan, Linda Cardellini. Includes all 18 episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four Blu-rays. Shout Factory. $3.95

2901927 WILD PACIFIC. Widescreen. This series captures the amazing natural sights of the massive Pacific Ocean and its people in stunning detail—from erupting underwater volcanoes to jeweled tropical reefs; from tiger shark attacks都不是。leftside. 和 -

- Pentecost land divers--it’s all here. English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on two DVDs. BBC. $5.95

2901609 DOCTOR WHO–DEATH IN HEAVEN. Widescreen. In the mysterious world of the Nethersphere, plans have been drawn. Missy is about to come face to face with the Doctor, and an impossible choice is in front of her. Will she conquer all of London, old friends unite against old enemies and the Doctor takes to the air in a blue-tinged and blue-ray 3D versions. Starz. $9.95

2796716 HELIX: Season 2. After barely escaping with their lives, the surviving scientists of Season One attempt to move on from the horrors that took place at Arctic Base. With their work compromised, they are forced to leave the remote wooded island, and uncover a new virus more threatening than they thought possible. Collects all 13 episodes. English SDH. SDH. Over 8 hours on two Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. $9.95

2906805 BONES: Season Four. Widescreen. Season Four finds FBI agent Booth (David Boreanaz) and Dr. Bones (Emily Deschanel) investigating a murder while on a flight to China. Back in the States, Booth’s hard-edged technique and Brennan’s uncanny scientific ability come to prove her husband is a cold-blooded killer. Stars Reece Shearsmith and Sheridan Smith. Three hours. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. $5.95

2911361 BEWULF: Return to the Shielands. After spending many years wandering as a mercenary warrior, Beowulf (Kieran Bew) returns to the mythical Shielands to pay his respects to the recently deceased Thane Hrothgar (Winston Graham). As the hero is attacked by a terrifying monster, Beowulf has no choice but to hunt it down, winning favor with the new Thane Rheda (Joanne Whalley). English SDH. Ten hours on 4 Blu-rays. TV Blu-ray. $5.95

2974210 DEATH IN HEAVEN. It’s 2046 and over 30 years have passed since aliens arrived, changed everything and destroyed the human race forever. In the frontier town of Defiance, a drifter turned lawkeeper and the newly appointed mayor attempt to lead the human and alien residents through the prejudices and politics that threaten the fragile peace they fought for. Includes all 13 Season One Episodes. Stars Grant Bowler and Julie Benz. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $69.98. $7.95

2995820 GEORGE CARLIN: Life is What Happens. Widescreen. Carlin returns to the stage in his 13th live comedy stand-up special, performed at the Beacon Theatre in New York City for HBO. His spot-on observations on the human condition and the deterioration of human behavior include Americans’ obsession with their two favorite addictions: shopping and eating. English SDH. 75 minutes. Adults only. PBS. Pub. at $29.98. $7.95

2796708 HELIX: Season 1. Widescreen. A team of scientists travel to a high-tech research facility in the Arctic to investigate a possible disease outbreak, only to find themselves pulled into the midst of a deadly struggle for survival. English SDH. SDH. Over 8 hours on two Blu-rays. Sony Pictures. $9.95
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